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RETIREMENT PLANS (12TH EDITION) BY ALLEN ET AL 
Chapter 2 

I. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act TERFA (1982) 
a) Before: ER legal tax status (e.g. sole proprietorship, partnership, corporations) influenced plan design 
b) After: Eliminated most distinctions in tax laws 

2. Section 501(c) (3) organizations 
a) Contributions not tax deductible 
b) Higher cost for EE benefits than profit-making corporations 
c) DC concepts more common (Section 403(b) tax-deferred annuity can be used) 

3. Background for designing EE benefit program 
a) Characteristics of ER, Industry and Workforce 
b) Local communities 

i) More important if ER is a dominant ER (type of image ER wants to project) 
c) Presence of collective bargaining units 
d) For ER with diversified operations, also consider 

i) Is the same benefit program is appropriate for all? 
ii) ER attitude towards EE transfer 

II. EMPLOYER PHILOSOPHY AND ATTITUDES 

1. ER basic compensation philosophy (Compensation strategy) 
a) Cost and benefit structure of benefit plans reflect attitude towards other compensation elements 

i) ER with policy of high wages, also have liberal benefit programs 
b) Keep total compensation at acceptable level but stress more on certain element 

i) High wages but only modest benefit 
ii) Affect turnover; attract certain EE  

c) Reverse compensation strategy (Common in public sector) 
i) Liberal benefits but only modest wages 

2. ER basic attitude towards providing EE benefits (2 basic approaches) 
a) #1: Income maintenance approach (in event of economic insecurity)  

i) E.g. DB plan integrated to maximum extent with Social Security 
ii) E.g. Death benefit provides income only to survivors of EE immediate family 

b) #2: Compensation oriented approach (E.g. DC plans) 
3. Does ER believe EE should share the cost?  

a) If yes, common form is EE contributions or lower benefits 
b) From perspective of total EE benefit program, can be a mix of contributory / non-contributory plans, 

as long as over EE contribution level is reasonable 
4. ER attitude towards who (ER / EE) should bear inflation and investment risk in long-term, advance-

funded retirement program 
a) Affect choice of DB or DC plans 

5. ER attitude towards retirement pattern through selection of specific provisions 
a) Retirement ages (Normal / Early) and subsidies 
b) Deferred retirement 
c) Postretirement life and medical expense insurance 
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6. ER attitude towards providing EE choice and control over plan participation 
a) If yes: Flexible / cafeteria benefits (before tax credits) or layers of after-tax contributory coverage 
b) If no: due to paternalistic nature or associated high cost for offering flexibility 

7. ER position towards cost commitment (both current and future cost level) 
a) Affect benefit levels and ancillary benefits 

8. ER attitude towards co-ordination with Social Security benefits 
a) If yes: More equitable balancing of costs and benefits for all pay levels 
b) If no: due to communication and administration difficulties 

9. ER attitude towards different benefits program for executives from rank-and-file 
a) If yes: due to executive needs not met by plans which satisfied non-discrimination requirement 
b) If yes, ER also provide additional death and disability benefits 

10. ER willingness to assume plan termination obligations 
a) Can affect company’s net worth, credit ratings and capital raising, also pay insurance premium 
b) If no: DC plans  

III. EMPLOYER OBJECTIVES 

1. Attract and retain EE 
a) Some benefit plans may have greater impact than others on EE 

i) E.g. EE may find Employer A’s generous profit sharing plan more attractive than Employer B’s 
more conventional pension 

2. Meet competitive standards 
a) Reflect ER attitudes about own standing in industry and communities 
b) EE benefit plans highly visible and readily subject to external comparison 
c) Step 1: Must establish comparison standards 

i) Vs. industry standards (if EE skills are less transferable) 
ii) Vs. local companies (if EE skills are more transferable) 

d) Step 2: Decide upon the desirable level of competitiveness (e.g. leader, average) 
e) Step 3: How to establish the desired relative standing of different plans  

i) Compare actual benefits payable to representative EE under different situations 
  Caution 1: Do not give true relative cost of plans 
  Caution 2: Do not account for other benefits in the same plan 
  Caution 3: Sensitive to assumptions used for illustrations 
ii) Compare actual ER costs for different benefit plans 
  Caution 1: Inconsistent reporting among different ERs 
  Caution 2: Actual contribution pattern may not be indicative of real cost 
iii) Focus on relative value of different benefits by establishing value of specific plans, specific 

benefits within plan and aggregate value (use uniform actuarial methods and assumptions) 
 Caution 1: Does not establish actual costs or cost patterns 

3. Cost considerations 
a) Position on ultimate real cost and estimated annual costs (e.g. benefit levels) 
b) Need for contribution flexibility 
c) Position on expected cost from future inflation (e.g. career-pay formula, DC/DB) 
d) Need for cost-efficient retirement program 

i) Co-ordinate benefits from all sources 
e) Use retirement plan as tax shelter for key personnel 

i) Max. benefits and contribution within federal tax law 
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4. Legal compliance (ER has choice over how compliance is achieved) 
a) Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) 

i) Prevents discrimination against EE 40+ 
ii) Does not require all benefits plans to treat all EE alike regardless of age 

b) Federal tax law allows DB plan to exclude EE < age 21 or < 1 year of service 
i) ER may include all EEs or exclude maximum number possible 

c) Nondiscrimination requirement 
i) ER desires different pay definition for executives and rank & file in DB plan 
ii) Fail nondiscrimination requirement – No qualified status 
iii) ER can have a qualified plan with nondiscriminatory pay definition and a SERP that applies base 

plan formula to incentive pay 
d) SEC requires only registered savings plan can invest EE contribution in ER securities 

i) Avoided if ER securities only purchased with ER contributions 
5. Achieving optimum tax benefits 

a) May affect other benefits and how they are funded 
6. Efficiency of design 

a) Recognize some plans are primary and some are secondary  
i) E.g. ER pension plan is primary retirement plan, SS is an additional source 

b) Co-ordinate benefits from all sources to ensure overall in line with ER objectives 
7. Income replacement ratio 

a) Critical in design of disability income and retirement plan (specific benefit formula) 
b) To set income replacement objectives 

i) Factor in EE own Social Security benefits 
ii) Higher objectives for lower paid EE 
iii) Use year(s) of salary closest to retirement years 
iv) Full income objectives only for EEs who completed a “career” of employment with ER (Reduced 

for EE with less service) 
8. Other objectives 

a) Social obligations 
b) EE incentives (absence of benefit plans is negative influence) 
c) Corporate identification 
d) Administration ease 
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Retirement Plans 12th Edition (By Allen et al) 

Chapter 11 Behavioral Finance Impact on DC Plan Designs 

I. KEY THEMES 

1. Hueristics 
a) Decisions often made with approximate rules of thumb (Economic models often assume decision 

based on strict rational analysis) 
2. Framing - Decisions often affected by depiction of choice and susceptible to manipulation 
3. Market inefficiencies 

II. BEHAVIORISTS AND INVESTMENT DECISION MAKING 

1. Factors resulting in Inactivity 
a) Loss-adverse investors – Difficult to forgo present consumption for future payment 
b) Hyperbolic discounting - human tendency, in uncertainty, to reduce importance of the future in 

decision making process 
c) Procrastination and Inertia  
d) Status quo bias – individual proclivity to prefer prevailing conditions 
e) Complexity – retirement investment decisions are often too complex – need professional assistance  
f) Choice Overload – results in paralysis of analysis 

2. Factors resulting in Suboptimal Active Choices 
a) Bounded rationality – constraints on human intelligence and problem-solving ability 
b) Overweigh past performance – not guarantee of future performance 
c) Effects of savings anchors – Appropriate savings level (savings anchor vary with age- older people 

anchor savings to the max.  
d) Investor overconfidence 
e) Peer Influence (effects at odds that economic agents are rational) 
f) Inappropriate risk discounting – under-estimate risk of certain investments 
g) Disposition effect – Bias against selling at loss 

III. REMEDIAL BENEFIT DESIGN WITH BEHAVIORAL FINANCIAL FINDING 

1. Life cycle funds (static allocation funds and targeted maturity funds) 
2. Progressive increase in savings rate 

a) Commit to higher savings rate in advance of pay raise 
3. Automatic enrollment & default investments – require individuals to decline first 

IV. LEGISLATION AND REGULATION ENCOURAGING BEHAVIORAL FINANCIAL PLAN 
DESIGN (6 CONDITIONS TO QUALIFY FOR FIDUCIARY RELIEF) 

1. Assets must be in a qualified default investment alternative 
a) Cannot hold or acquire ER securities 
b) Cannot restrict individual to transfer between qualified default investment alternatives under the plan 
c) Managed by qualified investment manager or company 
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d) Diversified to minimize risk of large losses - Use any one of products or services designed to provide 
long-term appreciation with a mix based on 
i) Participant age, target DOR or life expectancy 
ii) Target risk level for plan as whole 
iii) Through investment alternatives available under plan (e.g. managed a/c services) 

2. Participants has option to decide assets investment directly 
3. Provide participant notice before each subsequent plan year 
4. Must provide participation any material relating to qualified default investment alternative 
5. Cannot restrict individual to transfer between qualified default investment alternatives under the plan 
6. Can invest in board range of investment alternatives (section 404(c)) 

V. GROWTH OF TARGET DATE FUND OFFERINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Not all funds with same target date has same risk exposure 
2. Glide path – gradual reduction in stock exposure until and beyond target date 
3. No guarantee sufficient retirement income at target date or no investment losses 
4. DOL demands greater disclosure as participants has misconstrued related risk 
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Retirement Plans 11th Edition (By Allen et al) 

Chapter 14 Executive Retirement Arrangement 

I. ERISA REQUIREMENTS 

1. 2 types of executive retirement plans 
a) Excess benefits plans 

i) Solely in excess of Section 415 limits on benefits and contributions 
b) Top hats plans (must be unfunded)  

i) Provide deferred compensation for a select group of management or highly compensated EE 
ii) ERISA Title 1 pension plan 

2. Non-exempt plan 
a) If plan becomes funded or extends beyond the select group, then comply: with 

i) Reporting and disclosure 
ii) Participation requirements 
iii) Vesting 
iv) Joint and survivor requirements 
v) Funding 
vi) Fiduciary responsibility 
vii) Accrual rules 

II. OBJECTIVE OF EXECUTIVE RETIREMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

1. Restoring base plan benefits (lost under Section 415 limit) 
2. Providing more benefits 
3. Mid-career recruiting 
4. Recognizing incentive pay 
5. Executive transfers 

a) Set up umbrella plan which makes up any difference between it and the benefits actually provided at 
the specific locations 

6. Recognizing deferred compensation 
7. Golden handcuffs 

a) Terminating EE will forfeit accruals unless meet certain criteria (e.g. age 62) 
8. Non-compete provisions 
9. Golden handshakes  

a) Incentives to EE to retire early 
10. Uniform treatment  

a) Used to standardize arrangements (e.g. after M&A) 
b) Avoid need for special contracts and disclosure 
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III. GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Internal equity (e.g. long service v short service EE) 
2. Cost and accounting considerations 
3. Consider from both cash flow and financial statement perspectives 
4. Actuarial assumption selection 
5. Tax considerations 

a) ER tax deduction only when benefits are paid or become taxable to EE 
b) Subject to ordinary tax for EE (but no penalty tax for early withdrawals or failures to meet minimum 

distribution requirements) 
c) Must have no formal funding instrument and EE must not have access to benefits if to avoid current 

taxation 

IV. DEFINED BENEFIT VERSUS DEFINED CONTRIBUTION 

1. Attractiveness of DC 
a) EE used to deal with capital accumulation plan 
b) More readily coordinates with use of equity 
c) Imputed ROR tied to company performance 
d) Several design issues more easily dealt with (e.g. additional ER contributions) 

2. Hybrid plan (e.g. target benefit plan) 
3. Cash balance plans 

V. CO-ORDINATION WITH BROAD BASED PLANS 

1. Consistency with broad based plans is desirable: 
a) Distribution form and manner 
b) Right to make and change beneficiary designation / facility payment authority 
c) Administration and communications 

VI. GENERAL PLAN FEATURES 

1. Eligibility for Participation 
a) Position 
b) Minimum salary requirement if tied to price or wage index 
c) Decision by compensation committee 

i) If too board a group, can become Title 1 plan and subject to ERISA requirements 
2. Definition of Compensation 

a) Elements of compensation (e.g. base salary, bonus) 
b) Compensation averaging period 

i) Can adopt to smooth out bonus volatility 
c) Service (e.g. for eligibility) 
d) Retirement Ages (normal / early / late) 

3. DC Plan Benefit Structures 
a) ROR on credits / contributions important 

4. DB Plan Benefit Structures 
a) DB plan formula 
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i) Accrual rate 
ii) % of pay to be continued in retirement 
iii) Should the % vary by income levels 

b) Definition of pay (elements and averaging period) 
c) Length of required service 
d) Retirement age 

i) Other sources of replacement income (e.g. social security) 
e) Vesting 
f) Disability 
g) Death 

VII. BENEFIT SECURITY ARRANGEMENT 

1. Incentives to assure EE that their benefits are secured to a certain extent 
2. Rabbi Trust (irrevocable trust for benefits of EE but subject to general creditors claim) 
3. Corporate-owned life insurance (COLI) 
4. Secular trusts (plan would become Title 1 ERISA plan and subject to its requirements) 

VIII. DEFERRED COMPENSATION ARRANGEMENTS 

1. Reasons: 
a) Extending income into retirement years 
b) Spreading bonus out over longer time 
c) Tying executives to ER 
d) Adding to retirement income 

2. To avoid current taxation, deferral must be 
a) Irrevocable taxation 
b) Agreed to before compensation is earned 
c) Specified length of time 

IX. EFFECTS OF SECTION 409A 

1. Applies to nonqualified deferred compensation arrangements 
2. Section 409A raises several issues 
3. Generally mandates income from such arrangements may not be deferred beyond the year of earning the 

compensation unless made certain qualifying deferral elections.  
a) Except for performance based compensation 

4. If do not conform to stipulated exception, an additional 20% tax on the amount of deferred compensation 
that would be imposed on EE 

5. Exception from current inclusion if  
a) substantial risk of forfeiture,  
b) short term deferrals,  
c) service performer uses the accrual method of accounting 

6. Changes in election made must delay the EE’s receipt of payment for 5 years (i.e. no accelerated 
payments) except: 
a) Separation from service 
b) Death, disability,  
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c) Change in control of business 
d) Unforeseeable emergencies 

7. Equity-based compensation also subject to Section 409A 
a) If not “in-the-money” at grant time, exempted from certain Section 409A provisions 
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RETIREMENT PLANS (12TH EDITION) BY ALLEN ET AL 
Chapter 17: Defined Benefit Plan Features 

1. Employee contributions (Contributory / Non-contributory) 
2. Retirement ages (Normal / Early / Late) 
3. Retirement benefits 

a) Determination of compensation 
i) Final pay provision 
ii) Career pay plan 

b) Defined benefit formula 
i) Flat amount formula 
ii) Flat percentage of earnings formula 
iii) Flat amount per year of service formula 
iv) Percentage of earnings per year of service formula 
v) Variable Benefit formula reflecting changes in value of a specific asset portfolio or COLA 

c) Integration with Social Security (Excess / Offset) 
4. Minimum benefits 
5. Death benefits 
6. Disability benefits 
7. Impact of Inflation on Pensioner Income 

a) Pre-retirement indexation 
b) Automatic post-retirement indexation 

i) Equity pension (variable annuity) 
ii) Cost of living formula 
iii) Wage-related formula 
iv) Specified percentage formula 

c) Non-automatic post-retirement indexation 
i) Fixed percentage increase 
ii) Flat-dollar increase 
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RETIREMENT PLANS (12TH EDITION) BY ALLEN ET AL 

Chapter 29: Facilitating Investment of Defined Contribution Assets 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. this chapter looks at investment issues that are particularly relevant for DC plans 
2. recall that EEs bear the investment risk in these plans 
3. nevertheless, ER also has vital interest in the investment provisions of a DC plan 
4. ER is responsible for 

a) structuring appropriate investment programs 
b) selecting suitable investment managers 
c) monitoring investment performance 
d) communicating provisions to the EEs 

5. EEs responsible for deciding on investments for their account balances 
6. for ER, successful program results in 

a) low cost fees 
b) ease of administration 
c) flexibility in investment arrangements 
d) improved recognition from EEs for providing a valuable benefit 

7. for EEs, successful program results in 
a) maximized capital accumulation via higher participation, improved returns and lower costs 

8. note that most of the material in Chapter 20 is equally applicable to DC plans 

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

1. in early days, ease of administration was key – often dictating investment choices available 
2. some plans provided no choice, or perhaps 2 choices, e.g. 

a) a fixed-income fund such as a GIC for EE cont’ns, and employer stock fund for ER cont’ns 
b) a fixed-income fund and an equity fund 

3. another reason for limiting investment options was ERs’ fear of legal liability for giving any kind of 
financial advice 

4. main reason - few ERs established any kind of investment objectives for their DC plans 
a) these plans were often thought of as just a supplemental type of arrangement 
b) little thought was given to them 

5. ERs did very little in the way of providing useful investment information to EEs 
a) both with respect to the investment choices and with respect to general investment education 

6. last 15 years has seen big changes – driven by many factors 
a) increasing public awareness of DC plans’ role in overall savings and investment plan 
b) increased recognition by ERs of need to give flexibility of choice and investment education 
c) improved administrative capabilities 
d) aggressive marketing by leading mutual funds 

7. in a survey, 96% of plans provide 3 or more choices for investing EE cont’ns, 
a) options for investing ER cont’ns not as great, many times automatically invested in ER stock, with 

only about 55% providing 3 or more choices 
8. Table 21-2 on p. 402 shows a wide variety of investment options available 
9. highlights the need for better education for EEs 

a) more investment choices does not mean EEs are taking advantage of them 
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10. a large portion of DC assets are still invested very conservatively with little diversification 
11. ERs too are realizing that more effective plan management can lead to better results without additional 

ER cont’ns 

III.  PLAN DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

1. investment provisions should be compatible with sponsor’s objectives 
2. consider 3 major factors: fiduciary responsibilities, role of ER stock, and administrative issues 

A. Fiduciary Considerations 
1.  recall that a fiduciary must discharge its duties solely in the interests of plan participants 

a) for exclusive purpose of providing plan benefits and meeting administrative expenses 
2.  held to a prudent expert standard 
3.  fairly common to structure plans so that trustees and external investment managers are responsible for 

the investment of plan assets 
a) instead of the ER 

4.  sponsor has effectively delegated certain investment authority to outside professionals 
a) limiting its own fiduciary liabilities 

5.  however, delegation does not relieve ER of all fiduciary responsibilities 
6.  ER retains responsibility for proper selection and retention of external fiduciaries 
7.  can further limit fiduciary liability by 

a) allowing EEs to make their own investment decisions, provided 
i) a minimum number of options are offered covering range of asset classes 
ii) EEs allowed to change their allocations at least on a quarterly basis 

8.  ER must also provide EEs with information sufficient for them to make informed investment 
decisions 

9.  Section 404(c) safe harbor provisions: 
a) offer at least 3 diversified categories of investment with materially different risk/return 

characteristics 

B. Employer Stock as an Investment Option 
1.  the Section 404(c) safe harbor provisions permit a company to offer ER stock as one of the 

investment options if it trades publicly on a recognized market 
a) still need the other 3 required options 
b) all stock-related activities must be implemented on a confidential basis 

2.  ER stock is a common investment option in DC plans 
a) many believe it helps align EE and corporate interests 
b) also can be of use to deter hostile takeover attempts 

3.  there are potential disadvantages to using ER stock as an investment option] 
a) undiversified investment – may be inappropriate from a financial perspective 
b) ER cont’ns invested in ER stock at ER’s discretion does not qualify for safe harbor treatment 
c) if EE cont’ns can be invested in company stock, then must comply with SEC req’mts 
d) EE relations problem may arise if ER stock depreciates in value 
e) EEs may end up having both their livelihood and a significant portion of their savings tied to the 

fortunes of the company 
f) an investment in company stock must be shown to satisfy req’mt that plan assets be “expended 

for the exclusive benefit of employees” and must satisfy the fiduciary req’mt of prudence 
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4.  ER needs to consider what options will be offered to EEs to diversify out of company stock as 
retirement approaches 

5.  if the plan is an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) or if the ER stock fund is an ESOP, then 
must decide if dividends will be passed through to EEs 
a) how frequently? 
b) paying dividends in cash appeals to some ERs since they are tax-deductible 
c) however, may be inconsistent with objective of providing retirement savings vehicle 

C. Administrative Issues 

1.  Frequency of Valuation 
▪ how frequently value assets for processing loans, dist’ns, withdrawals, and investment changes? 
▪ additional expense of more frequent valuation? 
▪ processing time for transactions after a valuation date? 

2.  Frequency of Change 
▪ how often will EEs be permitted to change their investment elections? 
▪ safe harbor provisions requires at least quarterly 
▪ most plans allow changes on a quarterly, monthly or daily basis 
▪ may differentiate between elections in respect of new cont’ns and in respect of existing balances 
▪ sometimes place limits on number of changes in a year 

– may inadvertently violate the safe harbor requirements 
▪ permitting frequent changes may be inconsistent with efforts to educate EEs to focus on long-

term goals 

3.  Default Provisions 
▪ must have some sort of default option for investments if EE fails to make an election 
▪ may opt to use the most conservative option or to invest in proportion to EE’s existing account 

balances 
▪ be cognizant of tradeoff between fiduciary liability and investment responsibility 

4.  Employee Communication 
▪ this is a critical element in the long-term success of DC plans (indeed of almost any type of plan) 
▪ the Department of Labor (DOL) requires that ERs provide sufficient information to EEs to make 

sound investment decisions 
▪ this information should include: 

– investment basics (e.g. diversification, risk/return tradeoff, time horizon, etc.) 
▪ DOL also provided some guidance in distinguishing between investment education and 

investment advice 
▪ many ERs are expected to go beyond the minimum req’mts regarding investment education 

5.  Special Rights 
▪ in plans with automatic investment of cont’ns in certain funds, should consider whether to give 

EEs special rights of diversification as retirement approaches 
▪ recall this issue arises in ESOPs also 
▪ if decide to give these special rights, then need to establish eligibility requirements 

– typically tied to early retirement provisions 
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IV. DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF PLAN INVESTMENTS 

A. Design 
1.  ER must make a series of decisions about plan assets 
2.  what asset classes will be offered? 
3.  influenced by administrative costs, risk/return characteristics, plan objectives, and participant needs 
4.  range of asset classes to be offered have been discussed earlier 

a) can offer almost anything, but may exclude assets without a significant secondary market b) – 
due to liquidity constraints 

5.  should these asset classes be offered as distinct investment options from which EEs can choose, or 
a) should they be combined into predetermined sets of diversified portfolios reflecting different 

risk/return characteristics 
6.  each asset class can be further diversified in many ways by combining 

a) different management styles 
b) long-term and short-term fixed income strategies 
c) a stable of GIC providers in a GIC portfolio 

B. Combining Asset Classes into Predetermined Portfolios 
1.  different EEs have different degrees of risk tolerance 
2.  ERs need to provide substantial guidance if an intelligent decision is to be rendered 
3.  one approach is to create different portfolios using different asset mixes such that they lie on the 

efficient frontier, and 
a) they range in terms of their risk/return characteristics 

4.  idea is that there will be a diversified portfolio with risk/return characteristics that will appeal to or be 
suitable for each EE 
a) EEs then simply choose one of these diversified portfolios in accordance with their risk profile 

5.  within this approach, can still offer a portfolio whose asset mix is completely specified by the EE 

C. Implementation 
1.  after choosing the asset classes or portfolios to be offered, need to establish the investment objectives 

of each asset class 
a) essential in order to choose an appropriate investment manager 

2.  objectives should clearly articulate 
a) ER’s expectations as to risk and return 
b) preferences as to investment style 
c) time horizon 

3.  within each asset class, ER must decide whether to use an active or passive investment strategy 
4.  a discussion of active and passive investment strategies is covered in Chapter 20 
5.  may be appropriate to combine both an active and a passive strategy, either within or across asset 

classes 

1.  Selection of Investment Managers 
▪ may choose a single provider for both the investment and administrative services 

– attempt to simplify administration and communication 
▪ single provider approach results in less flexibility in structuring investment options 

– increases potential for suboptimal performance 
– may not result in lower fees 
– may also give perception that the provider, rather than the ER, is the source of the benefits 
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▪ the section in Chapter 20 on “Selection of Investment Managers” is equally applicable to DC 
plans – student should review 

▪ in general, essential to understand what factors have led to the manager’s historical investment 
performance 
– then assess whether these factors will be relevant in the future 

2.  Structuring Compensation of Investment Advisors 
▪ performance fees based on the capital appreciation of assets are generally prohibited under the 

Investment Advisors Act of 1940 and ERISA 
– certain exceptions exist 

▪ fees may be based on a percentage of assets under management 

3.  Performance Evaluation 
▪ again, student should refer to the Chapter 20 discussion on this topic 
▪ not just a simple comparison of the past 1, 3, or 5 years against a market index 
▪ need to evaluate both long-term and short-term performance over market cycles against 

– universe of other managers with similar investment objectives 
– appropriate market benchmarks 

▪ commonly recognized that certain investment styles go into and out of favor unpredictably 
▪ to assess how well a manager has fulfilled his mandate; one should compare his/her performance 

against both 
– a passive portfolio similar in style to the manager’s 
– a universe of managers with comparable investment styles and objectives 

▪ also important to know the risks that the manager assumed to generate his/her performance record 
▪ it is the risk-adjusted return that really distinguishes good management 

D. Monitoring Performance 
1.  need to monitor not only the performance of the investment managers, but also the structure of plan 

investments 
2.  refer to the objectives established at the outset 
3.  key items to be reviewed include 

a) returns for the last quarter and the last 1-year and 2-year periods 
b) comparison against agreed upon benchmarks and objectives 
c) comparison against other managers with similar objectives 
d) analysis of whether returns are meeting expectations over the long run 
e) analysis of any trends of inconsistent underperformance 
f) review of whether manager’s investment policy is still sound 
g) review of whether there have been substantive changes in the manager’s investment policies, 

procedures, or personnel 
4.  questions to ask to assess overall structure of the plan investments include 

a) have original goals and objectives changed? 
b) are number and types of investment options offered sufficient and appropriate? 
c) is EE usage of available options appropriate given their demographics? 
d) are investment and administrative expenses at an acceptable level? 
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E. An Investment Manager Checklist 

1.  Design 
▪ do investment choices cover a suitable spectrum of risk and return characteristics, given the 

plan’s objectives and the EE demographics? 
▪ are ER cont’ns and undirected EE cont’ns invested appropriately? 
▪ is ability to change asset mix appropriate given choices available, plan objectives, and EE 

demographics? 
▪ does the plan take advantage of the Section 404(c) safe harbor provisions? 
▪ is each investment option prudently diversified? 
▪ how frequently will plan assets be valued? 
▪ how often and when will EEs be able to change investment choices? 
▪ is clear, complete, and relevant investment information provided to EEs 

– for each investment option 
– regarding investment objectives 
– frequent, consistent and understandable investment reports 

▪ do EEs have sufficient information in order to make informed allocation choices? 
▪ will EEs be given educational materials to permit them to become more proficient investors? 

2.  Implementation 
▪ has explicit active/passive investment decision been made for each investment option? 
▪ has a prudent manager selection process been established and applied to each chosen manager? 
▪ is there a written statement of investment policies and objectives for each manager? 

3.  Monitoring 
▪ is performance reviewed quarterly? with more formal in-depth review at least annually? 
▪ has clear criteria been established to assist in determining whether to retain or replace an 

investment manager? 
▪ are plan investment policies, procedures, and objectives formally reviewed and verified at least 

annually? 
▪ are the investment options offered evaluated at least annually? 

V. QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 

1. the student should read the end of the chapter which contains some questions for review and questions for 
discussion 

2. the answers should all be available from this manual 
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FUNDAMENTALS OF PRIVATE PENSIONS  
(9TH EDITION) BY MCGILL ET AL 

Chapter 5:  Human Resource Incentives in Employer-Sponsored Retirement Plans 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. one theory behind the early development of employer-sponsored pensions is that human capital, like its 
physical capital counterpart, depreciates over time and that employers should set aside resources during 
the period over which workers’ human capital is exhausted so retirees will have a means of sustenance at 
the end of their industrial life 

2. alternative theory is pension is deferred compensation and that the cost of the retirement program is paid 
for through the reduction in cash wages during the working career 

3. another theory is that pensions represent an attempt by employers to provide for the economic security of 
the older citizens in an economy dominated by private enterprise 

4. one of the earliest motivations for establishing a pension was to provide a mechanism to retire 
superannuated workers 

5. plan sponsors eventually realized that pension plans could be instrumental in attracting workers and 
encouraging them to remain with a firm 

II. THE ROLE OF RETIREMENT PLANS IN ATTRACTING & KEEPING WORKERS 

1. important to keep in mind that both workers and employers have created the environment in which these 
plans are established and maintained 

A. WORKERS’ PERSPECTIVES ON RETIREMENT PLANS 
1.  Tax Incentive Plans 

a) in the period which a contribution is made to the plan a dollar of tax-qualified savings is cheaper 
for the saver than a dollar of nonqualified savings 

b) the forgone taxes on original contributions are ultimately collected from individuals who have the 
same marginal tax rate in retirement as they had during their working careers 

c) many workers face reduced tax rates in retirement, which yield significant tax savings over one’s 
lifetime because of participation in these plans 

d) the after-tax returns on retirement plan savings are greater than nonqualified savings for the 
majority of people who participate in these plans 

e) economic theory suggests that the marginal utility of additional consumption declines as income 
rises, leading higher-income individuals to have a greater propensity to save 

2.  Pensions as Retirement Income Insurance 
a) five types of risk that threatens the retirement income security of workers: 

i) replacement rate inadequacy 
ii) social security retrenchment 
iii) longevity 
iv) investment risk 
v) inflation 

b) Zvi Bodie argues that individual workers face a great deal of uncertainty, and that by sponsoring 
retirement plans employers can use the law of large numbers to do things that each worker 
covered by the plans cannot 
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Retirement Rate Inadequacy ▪ arises because of the complexity of estimating the 
level of income that is required in retirement to 
maintain pre-retirement living standards 

▪ employer-sponsored retirement plans can help to 
ameliorate the risk 

Social Security Risk ▪ employer-sponsored plans can help ameliorate the 
risk that the basic underpinning of social security 
might be changed in ways that are not anticipated 

▪ increasing skepticism that Social Security will 
provide the benefits that are embedded in current 
law as implied promises to current workers 

Concerns About Longevity ▪ if people live longer than they anticipate, they will 
deplete their retirement savings before dying if the 
regularly scheduled payments from their 
accumulated wealth reflect their own assumptions 
as to future longevity 

▪ individuals can purchase annuities to deal with 
this problem 

Investment Risk ▪ represents the financial risk that individuals face 
in investing their own liquid assets 

▪ in the case of defined contribution plans, all plans 
offer participant-directed investment the option of 
at least one relatively risk-free investment choice 

Exposure to Inflation ▪ Bodie suggests that pensions can also provide 
insurance against the risk of eroding income levels 
because of the effects of inflation on nominal 
annuities 

▪ the federal government indexes the retirement 
benefits for many of its former EEs by the CPI 

▪ many state and local governments provide regular 
cost-of-living adjustments for retirement annuities 

▪ virtually no private sector plans provide for 
automatic increases in retirement benefits to cover 
the erosive effects of inflation 

 

B. OTHER EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS 
1.  the process of sorting out the risk characteristics of various classes of investments, accumulating 

market information on specific investment options, and actually investing assets is expensive in time 
costs 

2.  as a plan sponsor, an employer can sort out many of the issues relevant to covered workers so as to 
yield significant economies of scale to participants 

3.  when retirement assets for investments are placed in large pools, administrative and management fees 
are generally lower 

4.  the expertise that professional managers bring to the investment of retirement assets usually means 
greater risk-adjusted returns over the long term 
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C. EMPLOYER’S PERSPECTIVE ON RETIREMENT PLANS 

1.  Defined Benefit Plans 
▪ often characterized as creating “golden handcuffs” that restrain workers’ job mobility 
▪ the reason that employers might want to restrict workers’ mobility relates to investment that they 

make in their workers and the desire to  minimize labor costs over time  
▪ majority of defined benefit plans today base retirement benefits on average pay levels in the 3-5 

years immediately prior to employment termination 
▪ consult Table 18-1 to view an example of a worker’s perspective on the pension plan that her 

initial employer offers  
▪ the plan imposes significant penalties on workers who terminate their jobs prior to retirement 

eligibility 
▪ one theory about the incentives in defined benefit plans is that the differential in the value of the 

accumulated and projected benefits under the plans is the equivalent of a bond that a worker 
accepts from the employer as a condition of employment 

▪ bonding theory suggests that workers covered by defined benefit plans would less likely shirk on 
the job and would require less supervision  

▪ studies have noted that pension coverage is strongly correlated with lower worker turnover 

2.  Automatic Enrollment in 401(k) Plans 
▪ 401(k) tax code prescribes that EE’s participation in the plan is voluntary.   
▪ Low-pay workers had little disposable income to save and max tax incentives  unfair to low-

income EE  non-discrimination standards rectify the problem  ER match comes out, because 
it is a subsidy to workers to participate in the plan, it’s “free” money to entice more people to 
save.  The ER-match is still unable to help low-pay EE save enough for retirement.   

▪ Behavioral psychologists studied how EE participated in pension plans, and discovered loss 
aversion and reflection.   

▪ Loss aversion – people had to be offered $40 on a coin flip to entice them to risk losing $20.   
▪ Reflection (framing of sentence) – investors prefer an assured gain of $900 over a 90% chance of 

gaining $1,000, but people preferred a 90% chance of losing 1,000 over an assured loss of $900.   
▪ Richard Thaler also discovered that a wine-maker who sold a bottle for $200 but would not pay 

$200 to replace it.   
▪ Men trade assets more frequently than women, single people more than the married, implying that 

men usually pay a substantial price in the way of lower return.   
▪ Behavioral finance knowledge is used to increase participation and contribution rates. 
▪ Automatic enrollment – EE automatically contribute except opt out – can increase participation 

rate.  Automatic enrollment also extends to investment allocation.   
▪ Quick enrollment – suggested contribution rates and asset allocation – increases participation 

rate.   
▪ ER match increases participation rate.   
▪ Behavioral economics reveals that people are sensitive to administrative structure, more than the 

financial incentives.  An ER who wants to increase the participation and contribute rate is advised 
to simplify the admin. procedures as well as to offer economic incentives.   
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III. RETIREMENT BENEFITS AND CURRENT COMPENSATION 

1. economic theory suggests EE with equal productivity will receive equal compensation 
2. economic theory also suggests that in a competitive environment employers will be willing to pay 

workers up to their marginal contribution to the productivity of the firm 
3. to determine a worker’s worth to the organization, all elements of the compensation package must be 

examined 
4. the theory of “equalizing differences” suggests that workers will trade cash wages for non-cash elements 

of the total compensation package 
5. workers can be thought of as paying for their own retirement benefits through reduced wages during their 

employment years 
6. this model of competitive wages and equalizing differences led Jeremy Bulow to challenge the concept of 

the “stay value” or projected benefit value of defined benefit plans as a meaningful concept in workers’ 
valuation of their pension accruals 

7. he assumed that wages were being set at each of the renegotiations as though labor was being bought and 
sold in a spot market 

8. In a spot labor market is accurate, provision of a pension should lower payment of cash wages by the 
amount of the accruing quit value of pension in each year 

9. the alternative measure of pension accruals, the stay value, implies that employers compensate workers 
for their marginal product over their working lives 

10. ERISA only requires that an ER pay an EE the PV of accrued benefits at termination 
11. see Figure 18-2 for an illustration of average change in quit values and stay values as a multiple of salary 

A. EVIDENCE OF A WAGE-PENSION TRADEOFF 
1.  a number of economic studies conducted during the 1980s attempted to determine whether workers 

with pensions paid for their benefits through reduced wages 
2.  generally, there is weak evidence that workers with pensions pay for benefit improvements in the 

form of reduced wages 
3.  in fact, the empirical evidence supports the proposition that EE covered by employer-sponsored 

retirement plans receive a cash wage premium in addition to retirement benefits when compared with 
EE not covered by such retirement plans 

B. PENSIONS AS A COMPENSATION PREMIUM 
1.  the implicit contract theory leaves unresolved two important questions: 

a) if EE perceive value of their benefit on a projected basis and ER on a quit basis, would employers 
not be motivated to implement policies that allow them to realize the difference between the two 
when they reach their maximum? 

b) if pensions are part of compensation, why do cash wages for workers covered by them appear to 
be too high in relation to workers without pension coverage? 

2.  question ‘a’ applies primarily to defined benefit plans and is raised because employers can terminate 
workers prior to their retirement eligibility 

3.  referring to Figure 18-1, assume that the hypothetical worker has concluded that she is being 
compensated on the basis of her projected pension accrual but her employer can terminate her prior to 
retirement eligibility and only legally pay the accumulated benefit 

4.  at age 50, the difference in the implicit contract value of the benefit and the legal obligation of the 
employer would be about ¾ of the worker’s annual cash wage 

5.  in other words, an employer could reduce the defined benefit obligation to the worker by terminating 
her before the significant narrowing of difference in the two benefit obligations at the point of early 
retirement eligibility 
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6.  however, empirical evidence suggests that employers do not take advantage of their workers through 
this systematic cheating on implied contracts as this form of exploitation would damage the 
companies’ reputations in which they operate 

7.  being covered by a pension plan does not increase the risk for older workers 
8.  responding to question ‘b’ one theory asserts that certain employers pay “efficiency wages” or 

premium wages above what the market would normally dictate because workers are more productive 
when they receive such a premium 

9.  although the efficiency wage theory offers a credible explanation for relatively high wages, the strong 
correlation between wage premiums and the prevalence of employer-sponsored retirement programs 
suggests the employers are offering a double premium in many cases 

10.  it was discovered that turnover among workers with defined benefit plans was as high as that among 
workers with defined contribution plans 

11.  an analysis indicated that the wage premium was the predominant factor in explaining lower turnover 
among pensioned workers 

12.  the results have lead people to question why many employers would offer both a wage premium and a 
retirement plan 

13.  Richard Ippolito has attempted to theoretically reconcile this widely observed phenomenon by 
beginning with the assumption that some firms are more productive if they can establish enduring 
relationships with their workers 

14.  the task is to design a compensation scheme that pays the worker his/her lifetime expected wage, but 
in a manner that discourages premature employment termination 

15.  to accomplish this, certain conditions must be met: 
a) lifetime compensation offered by the firm has to at least equal the expected lifetime pay a worker 

can receive outside the firm 
b) the cash wage the firm pays a worker early in his/her career will be less than total compensation, 

or workers covered by defined benefit plans would not face a capital loss for leaving the firm 
c) once EE has some tenure in a job, the combination of expected future cash wages plus expected 

pension benefits has to equal or exceed alternative compensation offers 
16.  once a worker is covered by a defined benefit plan, the plan can deter some workers from exploring 

other employment offers where marginal increases in lifetime compensation would be minimal 
17.  however, Gustman and Steinmeier found that many workers can overcome their pension loss by 

realizing a 2 or 3 percent increase in their lifetime wage levels through a job change 
18.  therefore, even firms with DB plans that wish to maintain long-tenure relationships with workers are 

forced to pay efficiency cash wages in addition to the indenture premiums embodied in their pension 
systems 

19.  this theory of pensions and wages has not been tested empirically but it does conceptually reconcile a 
few inconsistencies that have been identified: 
a) it suggests that a combination of premium wages and retirement benefits is compatible, which is 

wholly consistent with the broad body of empirical research that finds little evidence of 
compensating reductions in cash wages among employers offering retirement plans in 
comparison with those not offering them 

b) it suggests that the seemingly inconsistent findings of Montgomery and his associates make sense 
because they limited their analysis to firms offering only defined benefit plans 

c) it offers a rationale for why different firms might offer DB versus DC plans and why observed 
turnover under them might be comparable 
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IV. ER RETIREMENT PROGRAMS & RETIREMENT OF OLDER WORKERS 

1. these programs are generally perceived to contain more effective retirement incentives than defined 
contribution programs 

2. most defined benefit plans today include incentives that encourage workers to retire before they reach the 
normal retirement ages specified in the plans 

3. the value of benefits paid on a lifetime basis by the majority of defined benefit plans will be higher for 
many workers who retire prior to the normal retirement age specified in their plan than if they were to 
retire at the normal retirement age or later 

A. RETIREMENT INCENTIVES IN TYPICAL RETIREMENT PLANS 
1.  Laurence Kotlikoff and David Wise used the 1979 Level of Benefits Survey done by the U.S. 

Department of Labor to develop an analytical presentation showing how defined benefit accruals late 
in the career can provide strong incentives for workers to retire  

2.  they postulated that the annual accrual in the pension at age a, I(a), is equal to the difference between 
the pension wealth based on the accrued vested benefit at age a+1, Pw(a+1) and pension wealth at 
age a, Pw(a), accumulated to age a+1 at the normal interest rate r. 

3.  expressed in a formula as: 
 

I(a)= Pw(a+1) - Pw(a)(1+r) 
 

4.  see Figure 18-4 for the average accrual pattern under 513 defined benefit plans 
5.  defined benefit plans do not exactly operate as Kotlikoff and Wise analyzed them 
6.  most plans do not pass on early retirement supplements to workers terminating prior to early 

retirement eligibility 
7.  in addition, most plans do not provide terminating worker a lump-sum distribution prior to retirement 

eligibility unless it is a nominal amount 
8.  consult Table 18-2 for an illustration of accrual rate as a fraction of earnings for three defined benefit 

plans in 1993, with decreasing pay increases after age 55 
9.  Table 18-3 is developed on similar grounds as Table 18-2 except that we assumed our hypothetical 

worker would continue to receive 5.5% per year pay increases beyond age 55 up to age 70 
10.  in providing an incentive to retire, the defined benefit plan has the advantage that each year a benefit 

is forgone is a year’s worth of benefits that will not be paid 
11.  in case of a DC plan, a year in which a benefit is not paid out of the plan means that the accumulated 

benefit accrues interest for another year, and the larger accumulation will be paid out over a shorter 
remaining life expectancy at retirement 

B. VARYING RETIREMENT INCENTIVES OVER TIME 
1.  Early retirement subsidy were made available to EE from 30% to 57% between 1960 and 1980 in 

order to retire old workers and promote young, reduce the mandatory retirement age of social security 
program (produce cliff retirement), and respond to EE demand. 

2.  Mandatory retirement age, from the social security perspective, is to decide when the public pension 
is paid out.  From this age, actuarial equivalent principle can be used to adjust pensions for people 
who retire prior to or after the mandatory retirement age.  However, the public views that the 
mandatory retirement age is the legal retirement age.  The actuarial equivalent principle upholds the 
justice that no one is benefited from retiring early and no one is worse off if retiring late.  

3.  Study shows that more than 50% of people retire prior to 65. 
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C. RETIREMENT PLAN INCENTIVES AND RETIREMENT BEHAVIOR 
1.  retirement patterns under the two kinds of plans are different 
2.  Gregory Lozier and Michael Dooris provide evidence that higher education faculty retirement 

patterns are affected by the basic structure of the retirement program offered by academic employers 
3.  faculty retirement ages in institutions with a defined benefit plan are two to two-and-one-half years 

younger than at institutions with only a defined contribution program 
4.  Reasons EE who have strong financial incentives to continue working might retire: 

a) even many prestigious jobs include some amount of disutility 
b) participants can accumulate sufficient resources to maintain or increase their standards of living 

while being able to enjoy increased leisure 
c) Social Security includes its own set of retirement incentives which offers an income stream that is 

itself conditional on work reductions for most people who might work between 62 and 70 
5.  Social Security has not equally rewarded delayed retirement before the stipulated age 
6.  on January 1, 1994, the special provisions that allowed academic institutions to mandate faculty 

retirements at age 70 expired 
7.  in response, employers implemented early retirement incentive programs to encourage older faculty 

members to retire voluntarily 
8.  these plans offer to continue to pay for some period of time a share of the salary of faculty members 

meeting the age and service eligibility requirements 
9.  early retirement incentives strengthened during the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s which have 

sparked several theories as to why this was the case: 
a) one is that baby boomers entering work force provided ER with ample labor supply who 

generally were paid less than older workers but who could often easily be substituted for them 
b) another theory is that it became difficult to retire older EEs and retirement incentives became a 

substitute for the outlawed retirement requirements that many employers had utilized 
10.  when an employer provides a subsidy to a worker for retiring, it implies that the worker will suffer a 

penalty for working beyond that point in time 
11.  empirical studies of the behavioral responses to retirement incentives embedded in pension programs 

have been generally consistent in finding that these incentives are effective in encouraging retirement 
12.  in a model developed by Robin Lumsdaine, James Stock, and David Wise, they postulate that an EE 

compares the expected present value of retiring currently with the value of retiring at future ages 
13.  they call the maximum of the expected values of retirement at future ages minus the expected value of 

retiring currently the option value of delaying retirement 
14.  if the option value is positive, the worker does not retire; if it is negative, he/she does 
15.  evidence suggests that the structure and generosity of employer-sponsored retirement programs are 

imperative in determining the retirement patterns of plan participants 
16.  the desirability of any retirement pattern depends on the nature of the activities in which the plan 

sponsor engages 
17.  a carefully crafted retirement program can help to meet the needs of both the employer and workers 

participating in it 

D. MATURING RETIREMENT SYSTEM POSES ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 
1. As the population ages, and the social security system is partially funded, it poses a higher cost to the 

society.  The cost implication also drives the private plan away from DB plans. 
2. After 2010s, the society is projected to have 1/3 of what the labor force would have entered the market 

between 1960 and 1980 because of retirement of baby bombers as well as non-growth female 
participation rate.   

3. As a result, early retirement subsidy will be removed due to the shortage of labor. 
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4. As the social security pension can be actuarially reduced, ER provides early retirement subsidy, these 
make the pension expensive.  Medical advance also increases the life expectancy, and this further 
pushes up the pension cost. 

5. The social security system was established on a pay-as-you-go basis.  At the early stage of the system, 
it created a windfall to those who retired between 1960 and 1970; their benefits were financed by the 
baby boomers.  It created an inter-generational transfer of wealth from one generation to another.   

6. “Free lunch” won’t exist infinitely, for those who will retire after 2010; there is no windfall benefit 
anymore.   

7. Equity market was booming between 1978 and 1999.  History doesn’t guarantee that future equity 
return would be as good as those in the past.  Coupled with aging population, and slowing labor 
growth, it is likely a decline in returns on capital compared with earlier generation. 

E. RECENT RETIREMENT TRENDS AND MOTIVATIONS 
1. Early retirement has come to an end in 1990s. 
2. Social security system enriched the pension benefits between 1950 and 1970, and it led to a significant 

growth in the retirement.  50% of men aged 70 were in the work force in 1970s, and only 30% of men 
were in the work force in 1980s.  In 1990s, DBs were converted to DC, or early retirement subsidy 
was scaled back, and it encouraged more people to work past 65 => participation rate increases. 

3. Between 1950 and 1985, men and women participation age declined across the age, especially after 
age 60, because of enriched social security. 

4. Between 1985 and 1993, the trend for men continued but it had slowed greatly.  Female participation 
rate increased across the board, even at the most advanced ages.   

5. Between 1994 and 2007, the men and female participation rate greatly increased after age 60. 
6. In 2000s, men and female experienced a similar retirement age. 
7. Though social security program affects the retirement pattern, the force is modest.  The greatest force 

comes from the education distribution, Blau and Goodstein revealed in a study. 
8. Factors affecting the participation rate 

a. People with higher education participate in the labor market more than those with less 
education. 

b. The policy that allows people to draw social security and continue to work beyond the full 
retirement benefit age simulates participation rates. 

c. The ER-sponsored plan that provides early retirement benefit will help. 
d. Increasing the age of the earliest eligibility of social security benefit will increase. 
e. The shift from DB to DC will. 
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FUNDAMENTALS OF PRIVATE PENSION – 9TH EDITION –  
CHAPTER 9: DEALING WITH RISKS OF OUTLIVING RESOURCES IN 

RETIREMENT 

I. ANNUITIES AND RETICENT PLANS 

1. Trending away from annuitization (coincide with shift to DC / Hybrid) 
2. Amount people willing to pay for annuities depends on risk aversion and decreased with the ROR they 

can make 
a) Known vs. uncertain inflation environment not a significant factor 

3. Why the low annuitization rate 
a) Social Security (already an annuity but alone not enough to sustain living standards) 
b) Tapping home equity 

i) Tend to sell when heath declines (moving into nursing home) or widowed 
ii) Use proceeds to pay for institutional services (e.g. nursing homes) vs. buy annuity 

c) Pricing of individual annuities – Expensive (various loads), timing risks 
i) Variable immediate annuity – also state prem. tax, annual investment a/c charges 
ii) Inflation indexed annuity  
iii) Life annuity with long term care insurance – PPA (2006) gives small tax advantage, though 

unavailable for qualified plans 
d) Legal and institutional considerations for annuity pricing under pension plans  

i) Plan must offer QJSA for annuity options 
ii) PPA (2006) mandated use of corporate bonds to calculate lump sum option 

e) Desire for felicity – most like combo of lump sum and annuity (security and spending flexibly) 
f) Bequest motives 
g) Self insurance and couples – higher ROR from alternative investments than annuitization 
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HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN PENSION & BENEFIT PLANS  
(17TH EDITION) BY MORNEAU SHEPELL 

Chapter 1: Overview of Retirement Income Arrangements 

I. PRESENT POSITION (3 SOURCES/PILLARS) 

1.  Government Pension Programs 
a) OAS is a basic benefit to all 65 and up with sufficient residency 
b) GIS and Spouse's benefits are needs based supplements 
c) Canada and Quebec Pension Plans are work related arrangements with earnings related benefits 

2. Employer Sponsored Pension Plans 
3. Personal Savings 

a) Tax advantaged savings for individuals: RRSPs, TFSAs, and profit sharing plans 
b) Other forms of savings such as home ownership 

4. All 3 aforementioned sources are needed 
a) Influence beyond individual control i.e., government cutbacks (E.g. clawback, increased age 

eligibility) and employer’s desire to reduce pension costs and risks  
b) increasing responsibility placed on individuals to save for their own retirement. 

II. ESTABLISHING PENSION PLANS 

1. 2 main features of formal pension plans 
a) Clearly state how benefits are determined, terms and conditions for payment  
b) Financial arrangements to provide the funds needed  

2. Employer not legally mandated to set up a pension plan nor for an established plan to cover all 
employees. But all employees within a similar class must be eligible to join the plan.  

3. For pensions provided outside an registered plan, employer can tailor the benefit structure to suit its needs 
4. Employer can terminate the plan if sufficient notice is provided to its employees 

III. LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENT 

1. To obtain tax advantages, must register under the Income Tax Act is  
a) Immediate deductibility of contributions 
b) Tax free investment income while in the trust fund 

2. To obtain registered status, must register with either provincial or federal government (e.g. companies in 
industries under federal jurisdiction) 

3. If a plan covers employees in multiple provinces  
a) only register in the province with the greatest number of active employees.  
b) But must comply with the pension legislation of each province for plan members who work in that 

province 
4. Pension standards legislation for registered pension plan governs the terms and conditions, minimum 

funding requirements, and the plan asset investment. 
5. Registered plans must be funded by advance payments under an accepted method. (No pay-as-you-go and 

terminal funding) 
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IV. ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST PRIVATE PENSION PLANS 

1. Government View 
a) fostering independence and self reliance 
b) Funding contributes to aggregate savings and capital formation and reduces pressure on government 

plans to increase benefits 
2. Employer's View 

a) Pros of Private (employer) Plans  
i) Immediate deductibility of contributions and tax free investment return  
ii) Prefunding allows matching cost to benefit accrual (accurate cost recognition) 
iii) Workforce management - easier to retire employees beyond their most productive years and help 

attract quality employee 
iv) If benefits linked to company profits, may increase employee interest in the company (e.g. 

deferred profit sharing plan) 
b) Cons of Private (employer) plans  

i) Pre-funding diverts capital from possible internal uses with higher return 
ii) Complex compliance rules (high administrative costs) 
iii) Private benefits may reduce one's right to certain public benefits 
iv) Belief that employees are responsible for their own retirement 

c) Employee's View 
i) Long service employee can accrue an adequate income from the first 2 pillars (I.e. only minimal 

reliance on the 3rd pillar personal savings) 
ii) Funding allows benefit security to be independent of the firm 
iii) Tax sheltered savings through employer plan more convenient than individual RRSP (more self 

discipline) 
iv) The mandated year’s maximum pensionable earnings have been decreasing, leading to relative 

reductions in registered plan benefits. This has led to increased employee expectations for 
employers to provide top-up arrangements 

V. TYPES OF EMPLOYER-SPONSORED RETIREMENT INCOME PLANS 

1. Defined Benefit Plans 
a) Flat Benefit Plans 

i) benefit depends on years of service only (most common among union negotiated plans) 
b) Career Average Earnings Pension Plan 

i)  yearly benefit is a % of earnings made in that year 
c) Final Average Earnings Pension Plan  

i) yearly benefit is a % of the final average or best average earnings  
d) Flexible Pension Plans 

i) Employees make optional contributions to pay for additional ancillary benefits (E.g. shorter final 
average earnings period, survivor benefits, enhanced early retirement benefits and indexing) 

ii) Not common - administrative complexity 
2. Defined Benefit Plans 

a) Money Purchase 
i) Employer contribution is a fixed % of earnings. Pension is what the accumulated contributions 

can buy 
b) Profit sharing 

i) Employer contributions linked to corporate profits subject to a minimum 1% of earnings.  
Pension is what the accumulated contributions can buy 

3. DB and DC Combinations 
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a) Hybrid Plans 
i) Pension of one type is subject to a minimum of the other type or is the sum of the 2 different 

types 
b) Cash balance 

i) Credits based on DB principles are allocated to members’ accounts and covert to annuities at 
specific rates 

c) Multi-employer 
i) Benefits and contributions levels are set by collective agreements.  May reduce benefits if 

contribution are insufficient to maintain current benefit levels 
d) Target Benefit Plans 

i) Like DB: pool longevity and investment risks 
ii) Like DC: contributions are fixed or variable within a narrow range.  
iii) Similar to Multi-employer except set up by a single employer (deliver targeted benefit while 

flexible to adjust benefits responding to funded position) 
4. Other arrangements: RRSP, DPSP and employee profit sharing plans  

VI. PLAN DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Adequacy  
a) Measures employee's retirement income to just before retirement income, after tax (Retirement 

Replacement Ratio) 
b) Need to re-examine if there are changes in public benefits 
c) A relative (not absolute) concept - employers measure adequacy of their plan against some accepted 

norm, industry standards and competitors’ plans 
2. Tax-Effectiveness 

a) Current savings limits on pension accruals accounts for all types of plans  
b) To maximize tax effectiveness the sponsor can 

i) reduces the benefit but add ancillary benefits 
ii) introduce a defined contribution credit 
iii) introduce a flexible plan where employees can buy ancillary benefits 
iv) allow employees to opt out 

3. Changing Demographics 
a) Pension cost increases with the age of workforce (baby boomers retiring) 
b) Also diversity in composition of workforce is increasing (more 2-income families and part-timers, 

frequent job change) - more difficult to define plan objectives 
4. Equity 

a) equitable among members with different employment histories and to employees in varying 
circumstances. 

b) Different concepts of equity exist 
i) Legislation require DB plans to provide equal pension amount to males and females for the same 

work history (even though the value to female workers tend to be higher due to longer lives 
ii) DC benefit amount of 2 individuals of different ages retiring now with identical work histories 

will be different but the same DC pension value  
c) Ancillary benefits makes achieving equity complicated. E.g. 

i) death benefits to spouse raise the question of equity between single and married employees 
ii) Integration with Canada/Quebec Pension Plan raises questions about equity between participants 

with different levels of earnings 
5. Cost and Cost Sharing 

a) Cost stability is as important and level of cost  
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i) DC plans has greatest cost stability (% of pay), DB allows for some funding flexibility 
b) Level of cost sharing depends on  

i) employer’s philosophy on who has responsibility for the delivery of retirement income.  
ii) employee contributions help reduce employer cost (may allow employer to offer a better plan 
iii) Pension legislation limits on how much benefits can be funded with employee contributions. 

6. Coordination with Government Pension Programs 
a) Not accounting government benefits can lead to excessive benefits payable 
b) Can integrate DB benefits with C/QPP in different ways 

i) Step rate formulas provide differential benefits on annual earnings above and below the legislated 
year’s maximum pensionable earnings  

ii) Direct offset 
iii) Ineligible earnings - Provide no benefits for earnings below a given level 

7. Human Resource Planning 
a) attract and retain employees, encourage retirement, facilitate transfer between locations,  strategic 

element in the union negotiation process 
8. Compensation Philosophy 

a) A form of fixed compensation or deferred wage (rewards for long service and provide employees 
with security) 

b) A reward for individual performance (e.g. emphasize savings through RRSPs 
c) Some combination of the aforementioned 2 philosophies (depends on cultures and objectives)  

9. Variations in Design for Different Groups 
a) For rank-and-file, provide a target level of retirement income after a full working career 
b) For executives (shorter tenure, benefit limits by the tax agency, more significant relationship of 

pension to other compensation components), the objectives can be quite different 
10. Legislation 

a) Must comply with applicable benefits standards legislation and the Income Tax Act 
b) Other legislation:  human rights, employment standards, family property and workers compensation 

11. Location 
a) A uniform plan for employees in different provinces (I.e. a plan that meets the most of the 

requirements of all of the provinces) 
i) May perceive as more equitable as all employees are treated the same 

12. Setting Objectives - Must tailor design to the special circumstances of various employee groups 
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	d) Administration ease


	I. key themes
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	3. Market inefficiencies
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	1. Factors resulting in Inactivity
	a) Loss-adverse investors – Difficult to forgo present consumption for future payment
	b) Hyperbolic discounting - human tendency, in uncertainty, to reduce importance of the future in decision making process
	c) Procrastination and Inertia
	d) Status quo bias – individual proclivity to prefer prevailing conditions
	e) Complexity – retirement investment decisions are often too complex – need professional assistance
	f) Choice Overload – results in paralysis of analysis
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	2. Progressive increase in savings rate
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	1. Assets must be in a qualified default investment alternative
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	i) Participant age, target DOR or life expectancy
	ii) Target risk level for plan as whole
	iii) Through investment alternatives available under plan (e.g. managed a/c services)


	2. Participants has option to decide assets investment directly
	3. Provide participant notice before each subsequent plan year
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	5. Cannot restrict individual to transfer between qualified default investment alternatives under the plan
	6. Can invest in board range of investment alternatives (section 404(c))

	V. growth of TARGET date fund offerings and characteristics
	1. Not all funds with same target date has same risk exposure
	2. Glide path – gradual reduction in stock exposure until and beyond target date
	3. No guarantee sufficient retirement income at target date or no investment losses
	4. DOL demands greater disclosure as participants has misconstrued related risk

	I. ERISA Requirements
	1. 2 types of executive retirement plans
	a) Excess benefits plans
	i) Solely in excess of Section 415 limits on benefits and contributions

	b) Top hats plans (must be unfunded)
	i) Provide deferred compensation for a select group of management or highly compensated EE
	ii) ERISA Title 1 pension plan


	2. Non-exempt plan
	a) If plan becomes funded or extends beyond the select group, then comply: with
	i) Reporting and disclosure
	ii) Participation requirements
	iii) Vesting
	iv) Joint and survivor requirements
	v) Funding
	vi) Fiduciary responsibility
	vii) Accrual rules



	II. Objective of Executive retirement arrangements
	1. Restoring base plan benefits (lost under Section 415 limit)
	2. Providing more benefits
	3. Mid-career recruiting
	4. Recognizing incentive pay
	5. Executive transfers
	a) Set up umbrella plan which makes up any difference between it and the benefits actually provided at the specific locations

	6. Recognizing deferred compensation
	7. Golden handcuffs
	a) Terminating EE will forfeit accruals unless meet certain criteria (e.g. age 62)

	8. Non-compete provisions
	9. Golden handshakes
	a) Incentives to EE to retire early

	10. Uniform treatment
	a) Used to standardize arrangements (e.g. after M&A)
	b) Avoid need for special contracts and disclosure


	III.  General Design Considerations
	1. Internal equity (e.g. long service v short service EE)
	2. Cost and accounting considerations
	3. Consider from both cash flow and financial statement perspectives
	4. Actuarial assumption selection
	5. Tax considerations
	a) ER tax deduction only when benefits are paid or become taxable to EE
	b) Subject to ordinary tax for EE (but no penalty tax for early withdrawals or failures to meet minimum distribution requirements)
	c) Must have no formal funding instrument and EE must not have access to benefits if to avoid current taxation


	IV. Defined Benefit versus Defined Contribution
	1. Attractiveness of DC
	a) EE used to deal with capital accumulation plan
	b) More readily coordinates with use of equity
	c) Imputed ROR tied to company performance
	d) Several design issues more easily dealt with (e.g. additional ER contributions)

	2. Hybrid plan (e.g. target benefit plan)
	3. Cash balance plans
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	c) Administration and communications


	VI. General Plan Features
	1. Eligibility for Participation
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	b) Minimum salary requirement if tied to price or wage index
	c) Decision by compensation committee
	i) If too board a group, can become Title 1 plan and subject to ERISA requirements


	2. Definition of Compensation
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	b) Compensation averaging period
	i) Can adopt to smooth out bonus volatility

	c) Service (e.g. for eligibility)
	d) Retirement Ages (normal / early / late)

	3. DC Plan Benefit Structures
	a) ROR on credits / contributions important

	4. DB Plan Benefit Structures
	a) DB plan formula
	i) Accrual rate
	ii) % of pay to be continued in retirement
	iii) Should the % vary by income levels

	b) Definition of pay (elements and averaging period)
	c) Length of required service
	d) Retirement age
	i) Other sources of replacement income (e.g. social security)

	e) Vesting
	f) Disability
	g) Death


	VII. Benefit Security Arrangement
	1. Incentives to assure EE that their benefits are secured to a certain extent
	2. Rabbi Trust (irrevocable trust for benefits of EE but subject to general creditors claim)
	3. Corporate-owned life insurance (COLI)
	4. Secular trusts (plan would become Title 1 ERISA plan and subject to its requirements)

	VIII. Deferred Compensation Arrangements
	1. Reasons:
	a) Extending income into retirement years
	b) Spreading bonus out over longer time
	c) Tying executives to ER
	d) Adding to retirement income

	2. To avoid current taxation, deferral must be
	a) Irrevocable taxation
	b) Agreed to before compensation is earned
	c) Specified length of time


	IX. Effects of Section 409A
	1. Applies to nonqualified deferred compensation arrangements
	2. Section 409A raises several issues
	3. Generally mandates income from such arrangements may not be deferred beyond the year of earning the compensation unless made certain qualifying deferral elections.
	a) Except for performance based compensation

	4. If do not conform to stipulated exception, an additional 20% tax on the amount of deferred compensation that would be imposed on EE
	5. Exception from current inclusion if
	a) substantial risk of forfeiture,
	b) short term deferrals,
	c) service performer uses the accrual method of accounting

	6. Changes in election made must delay the EE’s receipt of payment for 5 years (i.e. no accelerated payments) except:
	a) Separation from service
	b) Death, disability,
	c) Change in control of business
	d) Unforeseeable emergencies

	7. Equity-based compensation also subject to Section 409A
	a) If not “in-the-money” at grant time, exempted from certain Section 409A provisions


	Retirement Plans (12th Edition) By Allen et al
	1. Employee contributions (Contributory / Non-contributory)
	2. Retirement ages (Normal / Early / Late)
	3. Retirement benefits
	a) Determination of compensation
	i) Final pay provision
	ii) Career pay plan

	b) Defined benefit formula
	i) Flat amount formula
	ii) Flat percentage of earnings formula
	iii) Flat amount per year of service formula
	iv) Percentage of earnings per year of service formula
	v) Variable Benefit formula reflecting changes in value of a specific asset portfolio or COLA

	c) Integration with Social Security (Excess / Offset)

	4. Minimum benefits
	5. Death benefits
	6. Disability benefits
	7. Impact of Inflation on Pensioner Income
	a) Pre-retirement indexation
	b) Automatic post-retirement indexation
	i) Equity pension (variable annuity)
	ii) Cost of living formula
	iii) Wage-related formula
	iv) Specified percentage formula

	c) Non-automatic post-retirement indexation
	i) Fixed percentage increase
	ii) Flat-dollar increase



	Retirement plans (12th Edition) by Allen et al
	I. INTRODUCTION
	1. this chapter looks at investment issues that are particularly relevant for DC plans
	2. recall that EEs bear the investment risk in these plans
	3. nevertheless, ER also has vital interest in the investment provisions of a DC plan
	4. ER is responsible for
	a) structuring appropriate investment programs
	b) selecting suitable investment managers
	c) monitoring investment performance
	d) communicating provisions to the EEs

	5. EEs responsible for deciding on investments for their account balances
	6. for ER, successful program results in
	a) low cost fees
	b) ease of administration
	c) flexibility in investment arrangements
	d) improved recognition from EEs for providing a valuable benefit

	7. for EEs, successful program results in
	a) maximized capital accumulation via higher participation, improved returns and lower costs

	8. note that most of the material in Chapter 20 is equally applicable to DC plans

	II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
	1. in early days, ease of administration was key – often dictating investment choices available
	2. some plans provided no choice, or perhaps 2 choices, e.g.
	a) a fixed-income fund such as a GIC for EE cont’ns, and employer stock fund for ER cont’ns
	b) a fixed-income fund and an equity fund

	3. another reason for limiting investment options was ERs’ fear of legal liability for giving any kind of financial advice
	4. main reason - few ERs established any kind of investment objectives for their DC plans
	a) these plans were often thought of as just a supplemental type of arrangement
	b) little thought was given to them

	5. ERs did very little in the way of providing useful investment information to EEs
	a) both with respect to the investment choices and with respect to general investment education

	6. last 15 years has seen big changes – driven by many factors
	a) increasing public awareness of DC plans’ role in overall savings and investment plan
	b) increased recognition by ERs of need to give flexibility of choice and investment education
	c) improved administrative capabilities
	d) aggressive marketing by leading mutual funds

	7. in a survey, 96% of plans provide 3 or more choices for investing EE cont’ns,
	a) options for investing ER cont’ns not as great, many times automatically invested in ER stock, with only about 55% providing 3 or more choices

	8. Table 21-2 on p. 402 shows a wide variety of investment options available
	9. highlights the need for better education for EEs
	a) more investment choices does not mean EEs are taking advantage of them

	10. a large portion of DC assets are still invested very conservatively with little diversification
	11. ERs too are realizing that more effective plan management can lead to better results without additional ER cont’ns

	III.  PLAN DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
	1. investment provisions should be compatible with sponsor’s objectives
	2. consider 3 major factors: fiduciary responsibilities, role of ER stock, and administrative issues
	A. Fiduciary Considerations
	1.  recall that a fiduciary must discharge its duties solely in the interests of plan participants
	a) for exclusive purpose of providing plan benefits and meeting administrative expenses

	2.  held to a prudent expert standard
	3.  fairly common to structure plans so that trustees and external investment managers are responsible for the investment of plan assets
	a) instead of the ER

	4.  sponsor has effectively delegated certain investment authority to outside professionals
	a) limiting its own fiduciary liabilities

	5.  however, delegation does not relieve ER of all fiduciary responsibilities
	6.  ER retains responsibility for proper selection and retention of external fiduciaries
	7.  can further limit fiduciary liability by
	a) allowing EEs to make their own investment decisions, provided
	i) a minimum number of options are offered covering range of asset classes
	ii) EEs allowed to change their allocations at least on a quarterly basis


	8.  ER must also provide EEs with information sufficient for them to make informed investment decisions
	9.  Section 404(c) safe harbor provisions:
	a) offer at least 3 diversified categories of investment with materially different risk/return characteristics


	B. Employer Stock as an Investment Option
	1.  the Section 404(c) safe harbor provisions permit a company to offer ER stock as one of the investment options if it trades publicly on a recognized market
	a) still need the other 3 required options
	b) all stock-related activities must be implemented on a confidential basis

	2.  ER stock is a common investment option in DC plans
	a) many believe it helps align EE and corporate interests
	b) also can be of use to deter hostile takeover attempts

	3.  there are potential disadvantages to using ER stock as an investment option]
	a) undiversified investment – may be inappropriate from a financial perspective
	b) ER cont’ns invested in ER stock at ER’s discretion does not qualify for safe harbor treatment
	c) if EE cont’ns can be invested in company stock, then must comply with SEC req’mts
	d) EE relations problem may arise if ER stock depreciates in value
	e) EEs may end up having both their livelihood and a significant portion of their savings tied to the fortunes of the company
	f) an investment in company stock must be shown to satisfy req’mt that plan assets be “expended for the exclusive benefit of employees” and must satisfy the fiduciary req’mt of prudence

	4.  ER needs to consider what options will be offered to EEs to diversify out of company stock as retirement approaches
	5.  if the plan is an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) or if the ER stock fund is an ESOP, then must decide if dividends will be passed through to EEs
	a) how frequently?
	b) paying dividends in cash appeals to some ERs since they are tax-deductible
	c) however, may be inconsistent with objective of providing retirement savings vehicle


	C. Administrative Issues


	IV. DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF PLAN INVESTMENTS
	A. Design
	1.  ER must make a series of decisions about plan assets
	2.  what asset classes will be offered?
	3.  influenced by administrative costs, risk/return characteristics, plan objectives, and participant needs
	4.  range of asset classes to be offered have been discussed earlier
	a) can offer almost anything, but may exclude assets without a significant secondary market b) – due to liquidity constraints

	5.  should these asset classes be offered as distinct investment options from which EEs can choose, or
	a) should they be combined into predetermined sets of diversified portfolios reflecting different risk/return characteristics

	6.  each asset class can be further diversified in many ways by combining
	a) different management styles
	b) long-term and short-term fixed income strategies
	c) a stable of GIC providers in a GIC portfolio


	B. Combining Asset Classes into Predetermined Portfolios
	1.  different EEs have different degrees of risk tolerance
	2.  ERs need to provide substantial guidance if an intelligent decision is to be rendered
	3.  one approach is to create different portfolios using different asset mixes such that they lie on the efficient frontier, and
	a) they range in terms of their risk/return characteristics

	4.  idea is that there will be a diversified portfolio with risk/return characteristics that will appeal to or be suitable for each EE
	a) EEs then simply choose one of these diversified portfolios in accordance with their risk profile

	5.  within this approach, can still offer a portfolio whose asset mix is completely specified by the EE

	C. Implementation
	1.  after choosing the asset classes or portfolios to be offered, need to establish the investment objectives of each asset class
	a) essential in order to choose an appropriate investment manager

	2.  objectives should clearly articulate
	a) ER’s expectations as to risk and return
	b) preferences as to investment style
	c) time horizon

	3.  within each asset class, ER must decide whether to use an active or passive investment strategy
	4.  a discussion of active and passive investment strategies is covered in Chapter 20
	5.  may be appropriate to combine both an active and a passive strategy, either within or across asset classes

	D. Monitoring Performance
	1.  need to monitor not only the performance of the investment managers, but also the structure of plan investments
	2.  refer to the objectives established at the outset
	3.  key items to be reviewed include
	a) returns for the last quarter and the last 1-year and 2-year periods
	b) comparison against agreed upon benchmarks and objectives
	c) comparison against other managers with similar objectives
	d) analysis of whether returns are meeting expectations over the long run
	e) analysis of any trends of inconsistent underperformance
	f) review of whether manager’s investment policy is still sound
	g) review of whether there have been substantive changes in the manager’s investment policies, procedures, or personnel

	4.  questions to ask to assess overall structure of the plan investments include
	a) have original goals and objectives changed?
	b) are number and types of investment options offered sufficient and appropriate?
	c) is EE usage of available options appropriate given their demographics?
	d) are investment and administrative expenses at an acceptable level?


	E. An Investment Manager Checklist

	V. QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
	1. the student should read the end of the chapter which contains some questions for review and questions for discussion
	2. the answers should all be available from this manual

	Fundamentals of private pensions  (9th Edition) by McGill et al
	I. INTRODUCTION
	1. one theory behind the early development of employer-sponsored pensions is that human capital, like its physical capital counterpart, depreciates over time and that employers should set aside resources during the period over which workers’ human cap...
	2. alternative theory is pension is deferred compensation and that the cost of the retirement program is paid for through the reduction in cash wages during the working career
	3. another theory is that pensions represent an attempt by employers to provide for the economic security of the older citizens in an economy dominated by private enterprise
	4. one of the earliest motivations for establishing a pension was to provide a mechanism to retire superannuated workers
	5. plan sponsors eventually realized that pension plans could be instrumental in attracting workers and encouraging them to remain with a firm

	II. THE ROLE OF RETIREMENT PLANS IN ATTRACTING & KEEPING WORKERS
	1. important to keep in mind that both workers and employers have created the environment in which these plans are established and maintained
	A. WORKERS’ PERSPECTIVES ON RETIREMENT PLANS
	1.  Tax Incentive Plans
	a) in the period which a contribution is made to the plan a dollar of tax-qualified savings is cheaper for the saver than a dollar of nonqualified savings
	b) the forgone taxes on original contributions are ultimately collected from individuals who have the same marginal tax rate in retirement as they had during their working careers
	c) many workers face reduced tax rates in retirement, which yield significant tax savings over one’s lifetime because of participation in these plans
	d) the after-tax returns on retirement plan savings are greater than nonqualified savings for the majority of people who participate in these plans
	e) economic theory suggests that the marginal utility of additional consumption declines as income rises, leading higher-income individuals to have a greater propensity to save

	2.  Pensions as Retirement Income Insurance
	a) five types of risk that threatens the retirement income security of workers:
	i) replacement rate inadequacy
	ii) social security retrenchment
	iii) longevity
	iv) investment risk
	v) inflation

	b) Zvi Bodie argues that individual workers face a great deal of uncertainty, and that by sponsoring retirement plans employers can use the law of large numbers to do things that each worker covered by the plans cannot


	B. OTHER EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS
	1.  the process of sorting out the risk characteristics of various classes of investments, accumulating market information on specific investment options, and actually investing assets is expensive in time costs
	2.  as a plan sponsor, an employer can sort out many of the issues relevant to covered workers so as to yield significant economies of scale to participants
	3.  when retirement assets for investments are placed in large pools, administrative and management fees are generally lower
	4.  the expertise that professional managers bring to the investment of retirement assets usually means greater risk-adjusted returns over the long term

	C. EMPLOYER’S PERSPECTIVE ON RETIREMENT PLANS


	III. RETIREMENT BENEFITS AND CURRENT COMPENSATION
	1. economic theory suggests EE with equal productivity will receive equal compensation
	2. economic theory also suggests that in a competitive environment employers will be willing to pay workers up to their marginal contribution to the productivity of the firm
	3. to determine a worker’s worth to the organization, all elements of the compensation package must be examined
	4. the theory of “equalizing differences” suggests that workers will trade cash wages for non-cash elements of the total compensation package
	5. workers can be thought of as paying for their own retirement benefits through reduced wages during their employment years
	6. this model of competitive wages and equalizing differences led Jeremy Bulow to challenge the concept of the “stay value” or projected benefit value of defined benefit plans as a meaningful concept in workers’ valuation of their pension accruals
	7. he assumed that wages were being set at each of the renegotiations as though labor was being bought and sold in a spot market
	8. In a spot labor market is accurate, provision of a pension should lower payment of cash wages by the amount of the accruing quit value of pension in each year
	9. the alternative measure of pension accruals, the stay value, implies that employers compensate workers for their marginal product over their working lives
	10. ERISA only requires that an ER pay an EE the PV of accrued benefits at termination
	11. see Figure 18-2 for an illustration of average change in quit values and stay values as a multiple of salary
	A. EVIDENCE OF A WAGE-PENSION TRADEOFF
	1.  a number of economic studies conducted during the 1980s attempted to determine whether workers with pensions paid for their benefits through reduced wages
	2.  generally, there is weak evidence that workers with pensions pay for benefit improvements in the form of reduced wages
	3.  in fact, the empirical evidence supports the proposition that EE covered by employer-sponsored retirement plans receive a cash wage premium in addition to retirement benefits when compared with EE not covered by such retirement plans

	B. PENSIONS AS A COMPENSATION PREMIUM
	1.  the implicit contract theory leaves unresolved two important questions:
	a) if EE perceive value of their benefit on a projected basis and ER on a quit basis, would employers not be motivated to implement policies that allow them to realize the difference between the two when they reach their maximum?
	b) if pensions are part of compensation, why do cash wages for workers covered by them appear to be too high in relation to workers without pension coverage?

	2.  question ‘a’ applies primarily to defined benefit plans and is raised because employers can terminate workers prior to their retirement eligibility
	3.  referring to Figure 18-1, assume that the hypothetical worker has concluded that she is being compensated on the basis of her projected pension accrual but her employer can terminate her prior to retirement eligibility and only legally pay the acc...
	4.  at age 50, the difference in the implicit contract value of the benefit and the legal obligation of the employer would be about ¾ of the worker’s annual cash wage
	5.  in other words, an employer could reduce the defined benefit obligation to the worker by terminating her before the significant narrowing of difference in the two benefit obligations at the point of early retirement eligibility
	6.  however, empirical evidence suggests that employers do not take advantage of their workers through this systematic cheating on implied contracts as this form of exploitation would damage the companies’ reputations in which they operate
	7.  being covered by a pension plan does not increase the risk for older workers
	8.  responding to question ‘b’ one theory asserts that certain employers pay “efficiency wages” or premium wages above what the market would normally dictate because workers are more productive when they receive such a premium
	9.  although the efficiency wage theory offers a credible explanation for relatively high wages, the strong correlation between wage premiums and the prevalence of employer-sponsored retirement programs suggests the employers are offering a double pre...
	10.  it was discovered that turnover among workers with defined benefit plans was as high as that among workers with defined contribution plans
	11.  an analysis indicated that the wage premium was the predominant factor in explaining lower turnover among pensioned workers
	12.  the results have lead people to question why many employers would offer both a wage premium and a retirement plan
	13.  Richard Ippolito has attempted to theoretically reconcile this widely observed phenomenon by beginning with the assumption that some firms are more productive if they can establish enduring relationships with their workers
	14.  the task is to design a compensation scheme that pays the worker his/her lifetime expected wage, but in a manner that discourages premature employment termination
	15.  to accomplish this, certain conditions must be met:
	a) lifetime compensation offered by the firm has to at least equal the expected lifetime pay a worker can receive outside the firm
	b) the cash wage the firm pays a worker early in his/her career will be less than total compensation, or workers covered by defined benefit plans would not face a capital loss for leaving the firm
	c) once EE has some tenure in a job, the combination of expected future cash wages plus expected pension benefits has to equal or exceed alternative compensation offers

	16.  once a worker is covered by a defined benefit plan, the plan can deter some workers from exploring other employment offers where marginal increases in lifetime compensation would be minimal
	17.  however, Gustman and Steinmeier found that many workers can overcome their pension loss by realizing a 2 or 3 percent increase in their lifetime wage levels through a job change
	18.  therefore, even firms with DB plans that wish to maintain long-tenure relationships with workers are forced to pay efficiency cash wages in addition to the indenture premiums embodied in their pension systems
	19.  this theory of pensions and wages has not been tested empirically but it does conceptually reconcile a few inconsistencies that have been identified:
	a) it suggests that a combination of premium wages and retirement benefits is compatible, which is wholly consistent with the broad body of empirical research that finds little evidence of compensating reductions in cash wages among employers offering...
	b) it suggests that the seemingly inconsistent findings of Montgomery and his associates make sense because they limited their analysis to firms offering only defined benefit plans
	c) it offers a rationale for why different firms might offer DB versus DC plans and why observed turnover under them might be comparable




	IV. ER RETIREMENT PROGRAMS & RETIREMENT OF OLDER WORKERS
	1. these programs are generally perceived to contain more effective retirement incentives than defined contribution programs
	2. most defined benefit plans today include incentives that encourage workers to retire before they reach the normal retirement ages specified in the plans
	3. the value of benefits paid on a lifetime basis by the majority of defined benefit plans will be higher for many workers who retire prior to the normal retirement age specified in their plan than if they were to retire at the normal retirement age o...
	A. RETIREMENT INCENTIVES IN TYPICAL RETIREMENT PLANS
	1.  Laurence Kotlikoff and David Wise used the 1979 Level of Benefits Survey done by the U.S. Department of Labor to develop an analytical presentation showing how defined benefit accruals late in the career can provide strong incentives for workers t...
	2.  they postulated that the annual accrual in the pension at age a, I(a), is equal to the difference between the pension wealth based on the accrued vested benefit at age a+1, Pw(a+1) and pension wealth at age a, Pw(a), accumulated to age a+1 at the ...
	3.  expressed in a formula as:
	4.  see Figure 18-4 for the average accrual pattern under 513 defined benefit plans
	5.  defined benefit plans do not exactly operate as Kotlikoff and Wise analyzed them
	6.  most plans do not pass on early retirement supplements to workers terminating prior to early retirement eligibility
	7.  in addition, most plans do not provide terminating worker a lump-sum distribution prior to retirement eligibility unless it is a nominal amount
	8.  consult Table 18-2 for an illustration of accrual rate as a fraction of earnings for three defined benefit plans in 1993, with decreasing pay increases after age 55
	9.  Table 18-3 is developed on similar grounds as Table 18-2 except that we assumed our hypothetical worker would continue to receive 5.5% per year pay increases beyond age 55 up to age 70
	10.  in providing an incentive to retire, the defined benefit plan has the advantage that each year a benefit is forgone is a year’s worth of benefits that will not be paid
	11.  in case of a DC plan, a year in which a benefit is not paid out of the plan means that the accumulated benefit accrues interest for another year, and the larger accumulation will be paid out over a shorter remaining life expectancy at retirement

	B. VARYING RETIREMENT INCENTIVES OVER TIME
	1.  Early retirement subsidy were made available to EE from 30% to 57% between 1960 and 1980 in order to retire old workers and promote young, reduce the mandatory retirement age of social security program (produce cliff retirement), and respond to EE...
	2.  Mandatory retirement age, from the social security perspective, is to decide when the public pension is paid out.  From this age, actuarial equivalent principle can be used to adjust pensions for people who retire prior to or after the mandatory r...
	3.  Study shows that more than 50% of people retire prior to 65.

	C. RETIREMENT PLAN INCENTIVES AND RETIREMENT BEHAVIOR
	1.  retirement patterns under the two kinds of plans are different
	2.  Gregory Lozier and Michael Dooris provide evidence that higher education faculty retirement patterns are affected by the basic structure of the retirement program offered by academic employers
	3.  faculty retirement ages in institutions with a defined benefit plan are two to two-and-one-half years younger than at institutions with only a defined contribution program
	4.  Reasons EE who have strong financial incentives to continue working might retire:
	a) even many prestigious jobs include some amount of disutility
	b) participants can accumulate sufficient resources to maintain or increase their standards of living while being able to enjoy increased leisure
	c) Social Security includes its own set of retirement incentives which offers an income stream that is itself conditional on work reductions for most people who might work between 62 and 70

	5.  Social Security has not equally rewarded delayed retirement before the stipulated age
	6.  on January 1, 1994, the special provisions that allowed academic institutions to mandate faculty retirements at age 70 expired
	7.  in response, employers implemented early retirement incentive programs to encourage older faculty members to retire voluntarily
	8.  these plans offer to continue to pay for some period of time a share of the salary of faculty members meeting the age and service eligibility requirements
	9.  early retirement incentives strengthened during the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s which have sparked several theories as to why this was the case:
	a) one is that baby boomers entering work force provided ER with ample labor supply who generally were paid less than older workers but who could often easily be substituted for them
	b) another theory is that it became difficult to retire older EEs and retirement incentives became a substitute for the outlawed retirement requirements that many employers had utilized

	10.  when an employer provides a subsidy to a worker for retiring, it implies that the worker will suffer a penalty for working beyond that point in time
	11.  empirical studies of the behavioral responses to retirement incentives embedded in pension programs have been generally consistent in finding that these incentives are effective in encouraging retirement
	12.  in a model developed by Robin Lumsdaine, James Stock, and David Wise, they postulate that an EE compares the expected present value of retiring currently with the value of retiring at future ages
	13.  they call the maximum of the expected values of retirement at future ages minus the expected value of retiring currently the option value of delaying retirement
	14.  if the option value is positive, the worker does not retire; if it is negative, he/she does
	15.  evidence suggests that the structure and generosity of employer-sponsored retirement programs are imperative in determining the retirement patterns of plan participants
	16.  the desirability of any retirement pattern depends on the nature of the activities in which the plan sponsor engages
	17.  a carefully crafted retirement program can help to meet the needs of both the employer and workers participating in it

	D. MATURING RETIREMENT SYSTEM POSES ECONOMIC CHALLENGES
	1. As the population ages, and the social security system is partially funded, it poses a higher cost to the society.  The cost implication also drives the private plan away from DB plans.
	2. After 2010s, the society is projected to have 1/3 of what the labor force would have entered the market between 1960 and 1980 because of retirement of baby bombers as well as non-growth female participation rate.
	3. As a result, early retirement subsidy will be removed due to the shortage of labor.
	4. As the social security pension can be actuarially reduced, ER provides early retirement subsidy, these make the pension expensive.  Medical advance also increases the life expectancy, and this further pushes up the pension cost.
	5. The social security system was established on a pay-as-you-go basis.  At the early stage of the system, it created a windfall to those who retired between 1960 and 1970; their benefits were financed by the baby boomers.  It created an inter-generat...
	6. “Free lunch” won’t exist infinitely, for those who will retire after 2010; there is no windfall benefit anymore.
	7. Equity market was booming between 1978 and 1999.  History doesn’t guarantee that future equity return would be as good as those in the past.  Coupled with aging population, and slowing labor growth, it is likely a decline in returns on capital comp...

	E. RECENT RETIREMENT TRENDS AND MOTIVATIONS
	1. Early retirement has come to an end in 1990s.
	2. Social security system enriched the pension benefits between 1950 and 1970, and it led to a significant growth in the retirement.  50% of men aged 70 were in the work force in 1970s, and only 30% of men were in the work force in 1980s.  In 1990s, D...
	3. Between 1950 and 1985, men and women participation age declined across the age, especially after age 60, because of enriched social security.
	4. Between 1985 and 1993, the trend for men continued but it had slowed greatly.  Female participation rate increased across the board, even at the most advanced ages.
	5. Between 1994 and 2007, the men and female participation rate greatly increased after age 60.
	6. In 2000s, men and female experienced a similar retirement age.
	7. Though social security program affects the retirement pattern, the force is modest.  The greatest force comes from the education distribution, Blau and Goodstein revealed in a study.
	8. Factors affecting the participation rate
	a. People with higher education participate in the labor market more than those with less education.
	b. The policy that allows people to draw social security and continue to work beyond the full retirement benefit age simulates participation rates.
	c. The ER-sponsored plan that provides early retirement benefit will help.
	d. Increasing the age of the earliest eligibility of social security benefit will increase.
	e. The shift from DB to DC will.



	Fundamentals of Private Pension – 9th Edition –  Chapter 9: Dealing with risks of outliving resources in retirement
	I. Annuities and RETICENT plans
	1. Trending away from annuitization (coincide with shift to DC / Hybrid)
	2. Amount people willing to pay for annuities depends on risk aversion and decreased with the ROR they can make
	a) Known vs. uncertain inflation environment not a significant factor

	3. Why the low annuitization rate
	a) Social Security (already an annuity but alone not enough to sustain living standards)
	b) Tapping home equity
	i) Tend to sell when heath declines (moving into nursing home) or widowed
	ii) Use proceeds to pay for institutional services (e.g. nursing homes) vs. buy annuity

	c) Pricing of individual annuities – Expensive (various loads), timing risks
	i) Variable immediate annuity – also state prem. tax, annual investment a/c charges
	ii) Inflation indexed annuity
	iii) Life annuity with long term care insurance – PPA (2006) gives small tax advantage, though unavailable for qualified plans

	d) Legal and institutional considerations for annuity pricing under pension plans
	i) Plan must offer QJSA for annuity options
	ii) PPA (2006) mandated use of corporate bonds to calculate lump sum option

	e) Desire for felicity – most like combo of lump sum and annuity (security and spending flexibly)
	f) Bequest motives
	g) Self insurance and couples – higher ROR from alternative investments than annuitization


	HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN PENSION & BENEFIT PLANS  (17TH EDITION) BY MORNEAU SHEPELL
	I. PRESENT POSITION (3 Sources/Pillars)
	1.  Government Pension Programs
	a) OAS is a basic benefit to all 65 and up with sufficient residency
	b) GIS and Spouse's benefits are needs based supplements
	c) Canada and Quebec Pension Plans are work related arrangements with earnings related benefits

	2. Employer Sponsored Pension Plans
	3. Personal Savings
	a) Tax advantaged savings for individuals: RRSPs, TFSAs, and profit sharing plans
	b) Other forms of savings such as home ownership

	4. All 3 aforementioned sources are needed
	a) Influence beyond individual control i.e., government cutbacks (E.g. clawback, increased age eligibility) and employer’s desire to reduce pension costs and risks
	b) increasing responsibility placed on individuals to save for their own retirement.


	II. Establishing Pension Plans
	1. 2 main features of formal pension plans
	a) Clearly state how benefits are determined, terms and conditions for payment
	b) Financial arrangements to provide the funds needed

	2. Employer not legally mandated to set up a pension plan nor for an established plan to cover all employees. But all employees within a similar class must be eligible to join the plan.
	3. For pensions provided outside an registered plan, employer can tailor the benefit structure to suit its needs
	4. Employer can terminate the plan if sufficient notice is provided to its employees

	III. Legislative Environment
	1. To obtain tax advantages, must register under the Income Tax Act is
	a) Immediate deductibility of contributions
	b) Tax free investment income while in the trust fund

	2. To obtain registered status, must register with either provincial or federal government (e.g. companies in industries under federal jurisdiction)
	3. If a plan covers employees in multiple provinces
	a) only register in the province with the greatest number of active employees.
	b) But must comply with the pension legislation of each province for plan members who work in that province

	4. Pension standards legislation for registered pension plan governs the terms and conditions, minimum funding requirements, and the plan asset investment.
	5. Registered plans must be funded by advance payments under an accepted method. (No pay-as-you-go and terminal funding)

	IV. ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST Private PENSION PLANS
	1. Government View
	a) fostering independence and self reliance
	b) Funding contributes to aggregate savings and capital formation and reduces pressure on government plans to increase benefits

	2. Employer's View
	a) Pros of Private (employer) Plans
	i) Immediate deductibility of contributions and tax free investment return
	ii) Prefunding allows matching cost to benefit accrual (accurate cost recognition)
	iii) Workforce management - easier to retire employees beyond their most productive years and help attract quality employee
	iv) If benefits linked to company profits, may increase employee interest in the company (e.g. deferred profit sharing plan)

	b) Cons of Private (employer) plans
	i) Pre-funding diverts capital from possible internal uses with higher return
	ii) Complex compliance rules (high administrative costs)
	iii) Private benefits may reduce one's right to certain public benefits
	iv) Belief that employees are responsible for their own retirement

	c) Employee's View
	i) Long service employee can accrue an adequate income from the first 2 pillars (I.e. only minimal reliance on the 3rd pillar personal savings)
	ii) Funding allows benefit security to be independent of the firm
	iii) Tax sheltered savings through employer plan more convenient than individual RRSP (more self discipline)
	iv) The mandated year’s maximum pensionable earnings have been decreasing, leading to relative reductions in registered plan benefits. This has led to increased employee expectations for employers to provide top-up arrangements



	V. TYPES OF EMPLOYER-SPONSORED RETIREMENT INCOME PLANS
	1. Defined Benefit Plans
	a) Flat Benefit Plans
	i) benefit depends on years of service only (most common among union negotiated plans)

	b) Career Average Earnings Pension Plan
	i)  yearly benefit is a % of earnings made in that year

	c) Final Average Earnings Pension Plan
	i) yearly benefit is a % of the final average or best average earnings

	d) Flexible Pension Plans
	i) Employees make optional contributions to pay for additional ancillary benefits (E.g. shorter final average earnings period, survivor benefits, enhanced early retirement benefits and indexing)
	ii) Not common - administrative complexity


	2. Defined Benefit Plans
	a) Money Purchase
	i) Employer contribution is a fixed % of earnings. Pension is what the accumulated contributions can buy

	b) Profit sharing
	i) Employer contributions linked to corporate profits subject to a minimum 1% of earnings.  Pension is what the accumulated contributions can buy


	3. DB and DC Combinations
	a) Hybrid Plans
	i) Pension of one type is subject to a minimum of the other type or is the sum of the 2 different types

	b) Cash balance
	i) Credits based on DB principles are allocated to members’ accounts and covert to annuities at specific rates

	c) Multi-employer
	i) Benefits and contributions levels are set by collective agreements.  May reduce benefits if contribution are insufficient to maintain current benefit levels

	d) Target Benefit Plans
	i) Like DB: pool longevity and investment risks
	ii) Like DC: contributions are fixed or variable within a narrow range.
	iii) Similar to Multi-employer except set up by a single employer (deliver targeted benefit while flexible to adjust benefits responding to funded position)


	4. Other arrangements: RRSP, DPSP and employee profit sharing plans

	VI. Plan design considerations
	1. Adequacy
	a) Measures employee's retirement income to just before retirement income, after tax (Retirement Replacement Ratio)
	b) Need to re-examine if there are changes in public benefits
	c) A relative (not absolute) concept - employers measure adequacy of their plan against some accepted norm, industry standards and competitors’ plans

	2. Tax-Effectiveness
	a) Current savings limits on pension accruals accounts for all types of plans
	b) To maximize tax effectiveness the sponsor can
	i) reduces the benefit but add ancillary benefits
	ii) introduce a defined contribution credit
	iii) introduce a flexible plan where employees can buy ancillary benefits
	iv) allow employees to opt out


	3. Changing Demographics
	a) Pension cost increases with the age of workforce (baby boomers retiring)
	b) Also diversity in composition of workforce is increasing (more 2-income families and part-timers, frequent job change) - more difficult to define plan objectives

	4. Equity
	a) equitable among members with different employment histories and to employees in varying circumstances.
	b) Different concepts of equity exist
	i) Legislation require DB plans to provide equal pension amount to males and females for the same work history (even though the value to female workers tend to be higher due to longer lives
	ii) DC benefit amount of 2 individuals of different ages retiring now with identical work histories will be different but the same DC pension value

	c) Ancillary benefits makes achieving equity complicated. E.g.
	i) death benefits to spouse raise the question of equity between single and married employees
	ii) Integration with Canada/Quebec Pension Plan raises questions about equity between participants with different levels of earnings


	5. Cost and Cost Sharing
	a) Cost stability is as important and level of cost
	i) DC plans has greatest cost stability (% of pay), DB allows for some funding flexibility

	b) Level of cost sharing depends on
	i) employer’s philosophy on who has responsibility for the delivery of retirement income.
	ii) employee contributions help reduce employer cost (may allow employer to offer a better plan
	iii) Pension legislation limits on how much benefits can be funded with employee contributions.


	6. Coordination with Government Pension Programs
	a) Not accounting government benefits can lead to excessive benefits payable
	b) Can integrate DB benefits with C/QPP in different ways
	i) Step rate formulas provide differential benefits on annual earnings above and below the legislated year’s maximum pensionable earnings
	ii) Direct offset
	iii) Ineligible earnings - Provide no benefits for earnings below a given level


	7. Human Resource Planning
	a) attract and retain employees, encourage retirement, facilitate transfer between locations,  strategic element in the union negotiation process

	8. Compensation Philosophy
	a) A form of fixed compensation or deferred wage (rewards for long service and provide employees with security)
	b) A reward for individual performance (e.g. emphasize savings through RRSPs
	c) Some combination of the aforementioned 2 philosophies (depends on cultures and objectives)

	9. Variations in Design for Different Groups
	a) For rank-and-file, provide a target level of retirement income after a full working career
	b) For executives (shorter tenure, benefit limits by the tax agency, more significant relationship of pension to other compensation components), the objectives can be quite different

	10. Legislation
	a) Must comply with applicable benefits standards legislation and the Income Tax Act
	b) Other legislation:  human rights, employment standards, family property and workers compensation

	11. Location
	a) A uniform plan for employees in different provinces (I.e. a plan that meets the most of the requirements of all of the provinces)
	i) May perceive as more equitable as all employees are treated the same


	12. Setting Objectives - Must tailor design to the special circumstances of various employee groups

	HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN PENSION & BENEFIT PLANS  (17TH EDITION) BY MORNEAU SHEPELL
	I. The principal provisions
	1. Eligibility;
	2. Pension formula;
	3. Pensionable service;
	4. Employee contributions (for contributory plans);
	5. Retirement age;
	6. Normal and optional forms of pension;
	7. Death benefits before retirement;
	8. Termination benefits;
	9. Disability benefits; and
	10. Inflation protection

	II. ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
	1. Determine the date on which an employee may (or must) become a plan member  I.e. when pension credits accruals and contributions (if has employee contribution) start
	2. Most provinces requires plan eligibility after 2 years of service
	a) For part-time employee in the same class as eligible full-time employees, and earn at least 35% of the Year’s Maximum Pensionable Earnings (YMPE) for 2  consecutive years

	3. Eligibility rules set to balance administrative complexity with employee enrolment objectives e.g.  eligibility after the probationary period

	III.  Pension Formula
	1. Defines how pension benefits will accumulate during years of plan participation
	2. Difficult to decide on the amount of retirement benefit. Consider target income replacement ratio, typically between 50% to 70% over full career
	3. Definition of earnings may include commission, overtime and bonus (on top of basic salary)
	4. The nature of the pension formula varies with sponsor’s objectives, can be one of several types or a combination of the types
	5. Final Average Earnings Formula (DB)
	a) Step-Rate Formula Integrated with YMPE (year’s maximum pensionable earnings)
	b) Direct offset method:  Directly deduct employee’s CPP/QPP benefit from employer pension
	c) Most provinces prohibit explicit reduction for Old Age Security benefit in the pension formula

	6. Career Average Earnings Plan (DB)
	a) The formula is equivalent to averaging earnings over career, multiply this average by years of service and the formula rate
	b) Very common to get updates to reflect increases in wag. With regular updates, it approximates final average earnings plan
	c) Variation - apply a final earnings minimum to the basic career average earnings plan.

	7. Flat Benefit Plan (DB)
	a) Most common in labour negotiated plans
	b) Easy to explain and administer
	c) May have different benefit levels for employees in different wage classes

	8. Bridge Benefits (DB)
	a) payable from retirement until the age when public pensions can be received

	9. Shared Risk/Target Benefit Plans
	a) Currently permitted in only a few provinces with strict restrictions on the types of employers who can offer this type of plan.

	10. Capital Accumulation Plans (DC, money purchase plans, group savings plan, profit sharing plans)
	a) many variations for structuring the contributions
	b) formula highly dependent on sponsor’s guiding principles, objectives and constraints including
	i) whether to deliver a certain adequacy within a reasonable probability,
	ii) desired level of competitiveness for their programs,
	iii) view on employer/employee sharing
	iv) cost constraints

	c) Decumulation options
	i) Purchase annuity
	ii) withdraw an income each year out of a Life Income Fund (LIF)
	iii) Advanced life deferred annuities (May defer annuity start date to age 85) - Subject to legislated limits


	11. Uniformity in the Plan
	a) Can link benefits levels or qualifying conditions to employee’s position / salary level.
	i) But employees in the same class must receive the same benefit.

	b) No discrimination by age, sex, or marital status

	12. Past Service Benefits
	a) Ideally, the past service pension formula same as for future service
	b) past service benefits can only be established on DB basis (not DC basis)


	IV. Pensionable Service
	1. Define the period of service for which the employee will earn pension benefits
	2. Legislation requires to count certain periods of absecen (e.g parental leave)
	3. Income Tax Act set the maximum service years that can be recognized for DB pension

	V. Employee Contributions
	1. Advantages of contributory plan
	a) Lower employer contribution or alternatively employer to offer better benefits
	b) More interest from employees who contribute

	2. Advantages of non-contributory plan
	a) Simpler and less costly to administer.
	b) All eligible employees covered by plan.
	c) More employer autonomy in investment and benefit provision decision making (no employee asset)

	3. Required Employee Contributions
	a) More common in Canada (contributions are tax deductible)
	b) Contribution level reflects factors such as benefit level and employer’s willingness/ability to pay.
	c) If DB formula is integrated with C/QPP, likely see lower contribution requirement than non-integrated formula (equity between benefit received and contributions paid)

	4. 50% Rule (does not apply to capital accumulation plans)
	a) Legally requires employer to fund at least 50% of the value of benefits paid to each member (respect to service after the legislation became effective)
	b) Any excess employee contribution is refunded to member or used to provide additional benefits.

	5. Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs) by Employees
	6. Some employers remove the voluntary contribution clauses in DB plan
	a) Cannot justify extra administrative costs due low employee uptake (employees may prefer to use personal RRSP instead)
	b) More popular in DC plans
	i) Minimal administrative cost for employers
	ii) encourage the asset accumulation single program easier employee retirement planning
	iii) Employees benefit from lower group investment management fees and wider  investment options

	c) Also offered by flexible pension plans, allowing tax-deductible contributions toward ancillary benefits (i.e. indexing) without triggering a pension adjustment which cut into personal RRSP contribution room.


	VI. Retirement Age
	1. specify the normal retirement/earliest retirement age, and conditions that apply when a pension starts early or is postponed.
	2. Normal retirement age
	a) age when employee has the right to retire on a full, unreduced pension.
	b) Usually same as the start age for unreduced C/QPP public pension. (age 65)

	3. Early Retirement
	a) Income Tax Act states the conditions on which an unreduced DB pension can be paid out
	b) More common for DC members to keep working beyond age 65 (especially during volatile market)
	c) Most pension statues allow retirement 10 years before normal retirement age

	4. A DB plan member who is considering early retirement must
	a) Member choose between an immediate reduced pension or deferring start date to age 65 with an unreduced pension

	5. Phased Retirement
	a) Is the gradual reduction of work by older employees transitioning into full retirement.
	b) Cannot impose on employee (only offer as an option)
	c) must structure a formal agreement to minimize litigation risk from misunderstanding
	d) Income Tax Act permits DB pension accrual while receiving pension from the same plan during phased retirement, subject to limits on accrual, limits, and the permissiveness and timing of distributions.
	e) Most jurisdictions have formally implemented regulations on phased retirement


	VII. Postponed Retirement
	1. Some design
	a) allows pension accruals to continue after normal retirement date (a larger pension at actual retirement)
	b) No pension accruals but set the pension on postponed retirement be the actuarial equivalent of that at normal retirement age.

	2. Income Tax Act requires the latest age to start pension is age 71 for both DB and DC

	VIII. Normal and Optional Forms of Pension
	1. Normal Form of Pension
	a) Must define the normal form (may be different for single and married members) that will determine what benefits, if any, the beneficiary or estate will receive when the retiree dies
	b) Contributory plan may provides “refunding life annuity” or “modified cash refund annuity” guarantee.
	i) if death occurs before the amount of pension paid is equal to his/her contributions with interest up to retirement date, the balance will be paid in a lump sum to the estate or beneficiary.

	c) May provide
	i) Minimum pension benefit period e.g. life with 5 year guarantee
	ii) Joint and survivor annuity (pension continue to surviving spouse for spouse’s lifetime)
	- Form required by all pension standards unless spouse signed a waiver
	- Income Tax Act allows normal form to be a generous joint and survivor 662/3% annuity, combined with a guaranteed period of five years. If survivor annuity is not provided, the maximum guarantee period is 15 years.


	2. Optional Forms of Pension
	a) Pension with a Guarantee Period (Income Tax Act restricts maximum guarantee period to 15 years)
	b) Joint and Survivor Option
	c) Integrated/Level Income Option (higher pension before receiving public pension)

	3. Small Pension Commutation
	a) “small” pension is one where annual pension due < less than 4-10% of the YMPE or commuted value < 10-40% of YMPE
	b) Some provinces permits 25% of pension, earned before legislation was revised, be paid in cash for pre-retirement terminations
	c) Some provinces permit the commuted value transfer to another locked-in arrangement but benefits must be paid out in annuity or stream of income payments.

	4. Death Benefit Before Retirement
	a) must define what benefits employee’s spouse, beneficiary, or estate will receive
	b) Definition of spouse, marriage breakdown rules and treatment upon remarriage vary by jurisdiction.

	5. Termination Benefit
	a) Employee is always entitled to his or her own contributions.
	b) If pension is locked-in, all contributions must use to provide a pension and not withdrawn in cash
	c) Vesting, Locking-In, and Portability standards vary across provinces
	i) Employers to decide whether to adopt the minimum vesting rules of each jurisdiction or a common vesting rule that meets all provincial standards
	ii) Also to decide whether to have one vesting standard for all all service (pre- and post legislation change)
	iii) Legislation allows terminating employee to transfer commuted value of vested pension to another retirement savings arrangement. The new institution must administer it on locked-in basis

	d) Interest on Employee Contributions
	i) If employee terminates before meeting vesting requirement, they get own contributions with interest back (pension standards often prescribe the minimum crediting interest)


	6. Reciprocal Transfer Agreements
	a) Common in public sector (many public plans are similar in design)
	b) Increasingly, transfers are done on actuarially equivalent basis.  The first plan calculates the commuted value and the receiving plan calculates the amount of pension or the service period that may be granted in respect of the transferred funds
	c) Under general portability, may transfer pension reserves to any other pension fund willing to receive even without reciprocal transfer agreement.
	i) These funds are deemed as additional voluntary contributions, rather than as past service credits


	7. Multi-Employer Pension Plans
	a) Employee work for several employers in one industry and continue to be in an industry-wide plan. (as if employee worked for only one employer)
	b) rules usually based on participation in the plan or employment in the industry (not service with one employer)


	IX. Disability Benefits
	1. Must specify what provisions applies to those who becomes disabled and clearly defined disability
	2. Payments from disability insurance plan stop after 65. Therefore necessary to provide an appropriate pension after age 65.
	a) Member on disability income continues to accrue pension credits (I.e. pension service based on service when active + deemed service while disabled)
	b) Income Tax Act require employee to satisfy prescribed disability definitions to continue pension accruals
	c) Usually waive any required employee contributions during the period of disability.

	3. If employees not eligible for long-term disability benefits, can design the DB plan to provide an immediate pension
	4. For DC plans, treatment varies based on employment standards, employer discretion and objectives. Employer may choose to waive all or a portion of employer contributions during the disability period.

	X. Inflation Protection
	1. Before Retirement
	a) Unless updated, career average earnings and flat benefit plans do not compensate for pre-retirement inflation
	b) Deferred vested pension may lose purchasing power as well
	i) possible solution -  transfer commuted value to a locked-in account where investment earnings may compensate for inflation


	2. After Retirement
	a) Indexation according to wage / price index
	b) No legislation require mandatory inflation protection
	c) More employers like adhoc increases (no promise of future increase)
	i) Costs are completely under employer control
	ii) Allow corporate financial position, changes in social security to be accounted for



	Handbook of Canadian Pension and Benefit Plans  Morneau Shepell (17th edition)
	I. main MEPP types
	1. Classic MEPP (traditional MEPP set up by trade unions)
	2. Public sector MEPP
	3. Co-operative MEPP (established to achieve administrative efficiency and economies of scale)
	a) No collective agreement (i.e. unlike classic MEPP)


	II. Characteristics of MEPP
	1. Managed by board of trustees - Most with equal representation from union and employers
	2. Fixed employer contribution - Fixed by collective bargaining agreement (i.e. board has no power to change)
	3. Funding rules
	a) With fixed contributions, the scheduled contribution must be sufficient to cover the minimum require contributions.
	b) If not, board must submit an action plan to reduce benefits / increase contributions (underfunded single employer plans most often increase employer contributions)

	4. Offer Target benefits
	a) Single employer plan offer fixed benefits
	b) MEPP: apply prescribed formula to covert negotiated contributions into a DB pension (i.e. pension is not fixed in advance)

	5. Membership and worker mobility - Can work for more than 1 participating employers
	6. Benefit formula - do not vary much from single employer plan
	7. Ownership of funds and surplus - clearly belong to members
	8. Pooling and shared administration cost

	III. Important MEPP documents
	1. Trust agreement establishes MEPP
	a) Source of trustees ‘power to operation the fund (e.g. delegation of power)
	b) Removal / resignation / replacement of trustee
	c) Requirements (meeting frequency, quorum etc)
	d) Procedures for breaking trustee deadlock

	2. Collective bargaining agreement stipulate the defined contributions
	3. Employer participating agreement and reciprocal agreement

	IV. Legislative Requirements
	1. The terms MEPP and SMEPP (specified multi-employer pension plan) are defined in the Income Tax Act.
	a) 100% members cannot be employed by related employers (I.e. employers that do not deal at arm’s length with each other)

	2. Under most jurisdictions a pension plan is MEPP if established and maintained for employees of 2 or more employers who contribute to a pension plan by reason of agreement, statue or municipal by-law to provide a pension benefit determined by servic...

	V. MEPP Administration
	1. Board is responsible for overall administration as per relevant documents e.g. trust agreement, plan text
	2. Trustee as fiduciary
	a) act solely for the benefit for the trust (not self-interest)
	b) Exercise duties with integrity and due standard of care
	c) Must educate themselves and seek expert opinion if necessary
	d) Attend trustee meetings
	e) Act impartially between beneficiaries
	f) Methods used by trustees to administer plans

	3. In MEPP (unlike single employer plans), there is a separation in the legal identity between the administrator and sponsors.  Methods by trustees to perform administrative functions
	a) Salaried self-administration (by staff employed by trust)
	b) Client owned self-admin. (by corporation owned by one or more of the benefit trust it serves)
	c) Cooperative self admin. (by non-profits organization that serves several unrelated trusts)
	d) Contract administration by a person/firm usually unrelated to the trust / union / employers

	4. Functions assumed by MEPP trustees
	a) Maintain database of all participating employers and employees
	b) Maintain trustee documents e.g. collective bargaining agreement, trust agreement
	c) Maintain plan documents (e.g. reciprocal agreements)
	d) Prepare meeting minutes
	e) Create and modify trust administration rules
	f) Verify for deposit all negotiated contributions to trust fund as per employer participation and collective agreements / reciprocal agreements; as well as timeliness
	g) Record required contributions and update members’ credit
	h) Receive, verify and record additional voluntary contributions
	i) Pursue delinquent contributions
	j) Calculate and redirect monies to other trusts as per reciprocal agreements
	k) Receive and verify acceptability of benefit claims


	VI. Adverse plan amendments
	1. Some jurisdiction requires advance notice be given
	2. Right to cut benefits
	a) All pension legislation prohibits retroactively cutting accrued benefits
	b) However, some jurisdiction allow such reduction if and only if MEPP plan permit such amendment either expressly or by virtue of being silent


	VII. Funding
	1. Trustees responsible for ensuring the trust receives the correct amounts at the correct time
	a) Can be a difficult task (large number of employers and often contribution are reported by employees without the ability to verify the information
	b) Must tackle delinquency problem (if serious, can impair ability to deliver benefits)

	2. Funding Requirements
	a) MEPP actuarial valuation: to check if the negotiated contributions can meet the legally minimum contributions requirements
	i) Contribution rate must be > or = the expected benefits cost and orderly deficit funding
	ii) If insufficient, administrator must propose to regulator remedy action e.g. benefit reduction

	b) There is a shift away from full funding on a solvency basis to going-concern basis, often with additional provisions for adverse deviation.
	i) Some jurisdictions gave MEPP permanent exemption to funding on a solvency basis

	c) Contribution required to fund a plan deficit is part of the required contributions
	d) Funding requirements vary from province to province. Can also vary based on the type of MEPP (e.g., jointly sponsored, target benefit, etc.)


	VIII. Payment of Commuted Values
	1. Canadian Actuarial Standard Board has a different calculation method for Target Pension Arrangements (I.e. plans that may reduce accrued benefit while continues to be ongoing)
	a) Many MEPPs are considered Target Pension Arrangements

	2. The calculation method determines commuted values using the plan’s going-concern assumptions and reduces the commuted values based on going-concern funded ratio. Often gives a smaller commuted value

	IX. Termination of membership
	1. Members may frequently terminate employment w/o terminating participation in plan
	2. Members may change employment and covered by a different MEPP but contributions sent back to original plan under reciprocal agreement – portability provision may cause premature transfer of benefits out of plan

	X. Termination of MEPP
	1. MEPP rarely winds up when one participating employer leaves

	XI. Taxation
	1. Income Tax Act defines what qualifies as a MEPP
	a) Specified MEPP is a particular MEPP administered by a body not controlled by participating employers.

	2. Pension Adjustment
	a) DB or target benefit MEPP (excluding SMEPP): calculates like a registered DB Plan
	b) SMEPP: use DC pension plan rules
	c) DC MEPP: calculated the same way as a SEPP.

	3. Past Service Pension Adjustments and Pension Adjustment Reversals for MEPPs (excluding SMEPP): determined same as SEPP.
	4. Additional Considerations
	a) If MEPP members receive pension from employer’s SEPP, they can still accrue benefit under a MEPP to which the employer is contributing on their behalf.
	b) Certain MEPPs sponsored by a non-taxable organization are exempted from the maximum limit on the pension payable on pre-1992 service.
	c) Not applicable to SMEPP:  Maximum pension rule, five and three year leave of absence provisions, employee contributions not subject to the maximum limits, employer contributions not required to be recommended under an actuarial valuation to be dedu...
	d) Not applicable to MEPP: rules that limit defined benefits for “connected persons” and that that limit cross-plan restrictions on the amount of bridging benefit


	XII. MEPP Governance
	1. High level duties in the administration of the plan
	a) Obtain appropriate training and ongoing education for trustees to carry out fiduciary and other responsibilities.
	b) Establish and maintain the governance framework for administration and ensure appropriate parties know the requirements applicable to them.
	c) Provide trustees with current versions of all key documentation
	d) Identify the skills and knowledge for the delegates and staff to carry out the administrative functions
	e) Establish the criteria for the selection and performance measures of delegates and administrative staff
	f) Select and appoint delegates and third party service providers to carry out the administration
	g) Establish reporting process to trustees regarding plan administration and investment options.
	h) Review performance of delegates, staff, and service providers against established standards.
	i) Monitor funding
	j) Tackle delinquent contributions
	k) Ensure the plan text and administration complies with legislation
	l) Refer to relevant CAPSA and regulatory guidelines and policies

	2. Oversee the plan investment
	a) Establish and regularly review investment policy and ensure policy is provided to interested parties
	b) Select investment managers, monitor performance, and recommend/oversee changes in managers
	c) Invest in accordance with the investment policy and comply with legal requirements.

	3. Day-to-day responsibilities for the administration
	a) Ensure all required documents and forms are filed
	b) Monitor contribution collection (including overdue contributions)
	c) Calculate members’ benefits and provide monthly and lump sum pension benefits
	d) Ensure administrative time frames follows relevant pension legislation
	e) Respond to stakeholder inquiries

	4. Provide services required in administration
	a) Periodically perform actuarial valuations and report the results to trustees
	b) Draft plan amendments and prepare related regulatory filings
	c) Hold plan assets, Maintain plan records, Pay members’ benefits
	d) Prepare and provide required pension statements according to prescribed timelines.
	e) Provide information necessary for completing the Annual Information Return.


	HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN PENSION & BENEFIT PLANS (17th edition) by Morneau Shepell
	I. Design issues
	1. Eligibility (2 main categories)
	a) “Top-Up” Plans - automatic enrollment as soon as registered plan benefit limit is reached
	b) Selected Enrolment Arrangements vary widely. E.g. For the CEO only; Automatic for selected officers; At the board’s discretion for selected officers; employees above a certain position or pay

	2. Benefit Formula
	a) More often DC type if the registered base plan is a DC plan
	b) Selected enrolment arrangements often structured to meet special criteria
	i) provide attractive retirement income for mid-career hires / make up for pension forfeited at the former employer
	ii) retain key employees close to retirement age


	3. Covered earnings may include or exclude cash bonuses.
	a) Can use actual or target bonus (latter is a cost containment measure and to increase certainty.
	b) May have maximum covered earnings or on credited service.

	4. Covered service - generally the same as for the registered pension plan.
	a) Some may only recognize service since establishing SERP or joining SERP
	b) Some may recognize service with prior employer

	5. Ancillary Benefits
	a) To control costs and increase tax effectiveness: maximize the ancillary benefits under the RPP and lower ancillary benefit under the supplementary arrangement.
	i) E.g. full indexing for RPP but partial for SERP

	b) Generous supplementary arrangement provisions are tied to stringent vesting or early retirement provisions (to retain executives)

	6. Contributions
	a) Most SERPs are non-contributory.
	b) Contributory SERPs are always funded(retirement compensation arrangement) with the same contribution formula as for RPP .
	i) Employee contributions to an RCA are tax deductible, subject to certain conditions


	7. Other Provisions
	a) E.g. non-compete or non-solicitation provisions, provisions for benefit continuation or benefit enhancement under a change in control event

	8. Retiring Allowances Plan
	a) Retiring allowance is received upon or after retirement in recognition of long service or in respect of loss of office or employment. (I.e. Not a pension benefit)
	b) Payment form: lump-sum or certain number of installments
	c) Taxation: Included in the income in the year received but may be deferred if transferred to RPP/RSPP (within ITA limit)
	d) Advantage:
	i) CRA does not apply SDA (salary deferral arrangement) rules on RAP
	ii) RAP can replicate most of the SERP provisions (Generosity of RAP still subject to overall reasonableness criterion found in the ITA.)



	II. Methods for securing benefits
	1. RCA
	a) Established when assets are transferred from employer to another person (eg. a trustee) and held in trust to secure pension
	i) Employer contributions to RCA are tax deductible
	ii) Employee contributions deductible if they are mandatory and matched by the employer. (Non-deductible employee contributions are also permitted in RCA)
	iii) Distributions are taxable income (excluding those from non-tax-deductible employee contributions)
	iv) Must remit 50% of contributions and investment earnings to Canada Revenue Agency as a  refundable tax.
	--This 50% tax is refunded, without interest, at the rate of 50% of all disbursements
	--Net effect: only half the monies contributed to an RCA generate investment returns.


	b) What is not a RCA: registered plans, salary deferral arrangements, other plans and prescribed plans under Income Tax Act, certain foreign-service plans for non-residents, life insurance premiums and insurance policies (with exceptions)
	i) Pros of RCA as funding vehicle - benefit security (segregated assets and protected from creditors)
	ii) Higher cost than registered plans which have better tax treatment.


	2. Letter of Credit (LOC)
	a) Is not an immediate source of funding but do provide benefit security
	b) It is an irrevocable promise by a financial institution, to pay a specified amount if certain conditions are met (e.g. failure to pay)
	c) It defers actual funding until the company fails to pay pension or provide a replacement LOC
	i) If that happens, financial institution advances the LOC face amount to the fund and becomes a creditor of the employer (50% of this amount subject to 50% RCA tax remittance)
	ii) employer does not receive a tax deduction credit (contribution paid by the financial institution, not employer)  for the face amount of the letter of credit upon the payment by

	d) The premium paid to the financial institution for the LOC is like an insurance premium
	i) Most LOC term is one year, and replace with a new LOC every year.

	e) Mechanism
	i) Employer set up RCA and contribute an amount equal to 2x LOC premium every year  (LOC is 1 year term).
	ii) 50% of the contribution goes to Receiver General (Government) . RCA use the remaining contribution to buy LOC
	iii) As there is no assets (besides LOC), there is no earnings and refundable 50% tax not applicable
	iv) If employer cannot pay the pension (on a  pay-as-you-go basis) or other specified events, it can call on the LOC .

	f) Arrangements that have been around for some time may see significant refundable tax built up
	i) This built up is recaptured when the whole RCA arrangement is wound up (not when an employer wind up one RCA and immediately set up a new one)


	3. Life Insurance Policies
	a) RCA rules applies if the tax authorities deems the employer’s interest in a life insurance policy it purchased is to fund retirement benefits. The deeming rules are:
	i) employer who purchased the policy is deemed to be the custodian of an RCA;
	ii) policy is deemed to be the property of the RCA;
	iii) 2x the amount of any premium paid in respect of the policy is deemed contribution to RCA and subject to the 50% refundable tax;
	iv) Repayment of a policy loan is considered as contribution to RCA
	v) Payments received pursuant to the policy deemed as distributions and trigger the 50% refund.

	b) I.e. person who has the interest in the policy is liable to the refundable tax (policy premiums and repayments of policy loans, if any)
	c) If the insurance policy proceeds belong to the company, there is no benefit security for the executives
	d) Exempt life insurance policy in RCA has tax advantages
	i) income from exempt life insurance policy not subject to the 50% RCA refundable tax. --I.e. more cost-effective way than taxable securities such as GICs and bonds.  --But must balance against additional cost of insurance, additional life insurance c...
	ii) Use of life insurance with RCA allows many arrangements but need to be careful about tax implications.

	e) Example of possible arrangement: split-dollar (joint ownership) arrangement with RCA
	i) The entire interest in the insurance policy is held outside RCA, but the investment component and the death benefit component belongs to different entities
	ii) RCA has the investment component; Employer is the beneficiary of the pure death benefit
	iii) The investment component is pledged to a bank, which then lends to the RCA. The RCA then lends to the employer to use in normal business.  The employer pays interest to RCA which itself pays interest to the bank

	f) While the above arrangement is creative, it generates some tax issues
	i) interest deductibility is always a complex tax issue.
	ii) whether the interest in the policy held by the employer itself constitutes an RCA (to be RCA, interest held by the employer must be deemed in use to fund retirement benefit
	iii) Would employer recover the cost of such arrangement?

	g) The above is not the same as an RCA trust buys a life insurance policy (or annuity contract) on the life of the employee
	i) Here, employer would have funded the RCA previously and paid the refundable tax at that point.
	ii) I.e. The insurance premiums paid by RCA is not subject to the 50% refundable tax.
	iii) But proceeds paid out are taxable income to employee or the beneficiary.
	iv) This “death benefit trap” may make insurance RCA investments unattractive.


	4. Secular Trust (rarely used as funding vehicle)
	a) Employer pays employee additional salary for employee to establish a trust to hold the additional amounts. Employee is the beneficiary of the trust.
	b) The trust has terms that constrain the timing and amount of income the employee can withdraw
	c) Employer may get a tax deduction for the additional salary paid.
	d) The additional salary from the employer is taxable income to the employee.
	e) I.e. gross-up may be required to offset the personal taxes paid.
	f) Employee pays tax on the income of the trust (no tax deferral on investment income in the trust
	g) The trust is tax-effective if the top marginal tax rate is < the 50% rate applicable to RCAs.

	5. Floating Charges and Other Security Interests
	a) A floating charge is a security interest that is given with respect to the inventory or other assets
	i) It does not crystallize until some covenant is triggered.
	ii) the floating charge in RCA represent security for the SERP promise  -- Like LOC but without the LOC fees and no accumulation of refundable tax (I.e. not deemed as contribution) -- But must get good commercial law advice.


	6. A guarantee is another security that does not constitute a contribution under an RCA
	a) A guarantee of SERP performance can be given by the parent or related entity.
	b) Guarantee generally unsecured (it can be secured by a contribution free security like a floating charge
	c) Guarantee can also be given to SERP participants without the use of RCA

	7. Terminal Funding
	a) Employer outlay unpredictable (in timing and magnitude)
	b) If payout is in lump-sum,  payout is fully taxable to the employee.
	i) Plan documents must clearly state whether to calculate the lump-sum on: after-tax expected return basis (what employee want) or a pre-tax expected return basis (what some employers want)

	c) If intent is to provide annual after-tax income,
	i) Need assumptions on employee’s future marginal tax rate to calculate lump-sum
	ii) Provide lump sum to employee who then use the after-tax proceeds to purchase the annuity



	III. Hedging by Non Taxable Entities (E.g. charities)
	1. These entities set aside money to immunize/ hedge the SERP obligation.
	2. Sponsor holds assets in a separate non-trust account (I.e. subject to claims by creditors)
	3. Intent is for these assets to pay SERP benefits as they become due. (though sponsor may use these funds for general purpose)
	4. Assets not subject to tax. SERP members have the comfort, but not the legal certainty, of benefit security
	5. Most often set up by public institutions. (financial failure practically non-existent)

	IV. Cost of Funding
	1. Determination of cost requires many considerations (e.g. choosing discount rate)
	2. If adopt advance funding, need to quantifying the return forfeited from placing the monies in the fund as opposed to invest in the business
	3. Employers must account for costs and disclose obligations in their financial statements (for both funded and non-funded SERPs)

	V. Documentation
	1. Plan / Agreement wording is very important to the security of the promise and crucial at the employee departure, especially if a difficult separation
	2. A formal policy can be in the form of a contract or a plan text accompanied with a designation letter to the employee.
	3. Documentation also affect the ease (or lack of) of administration and communication to the members
	a) Prior plan communications may inform the interpretation of an ambiguous SERP plan text.


	HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN PENSION & BENEFIT PLANS Morneau Shepell (17th edition)
	I. REGISTERED RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLANS (RRSP)
	1. Intent: encourage individuals to save for retirement on a tax-sheltered bas
	a) Now a significant proportion of national retirement savings, especially important to self-employed

	2. Contributions tax-deductible (within limits), investment earnings tax-sheltered, withdrawals taxable unless the monies were withdrawn under Home Buyers Plan and Lifelong Learning Plan
	3. One can use RRSP funds for a life annuity(for individual or individual and spouse), a fixed term annuity or Registered Retirement Income Fund (RRIF)
	4. legislation generally allow terminated member to transfer their locked-in pension value to a locked-in vehicle (e.g. locked-in RRSP)
	a) Locked-in means money is locked in until retirement and must be used to provide retirement income. It can be unlocked subject to certain criteria e.g. financial hardship


	II. Group RRSP
	1. can be on a stand-alone plan or a supplement to a non-contributory pension plan or DPSP
	2. Advantages of Group RRSP over DC plans
	a) No subject to pension standards legislation
	i) no plan text to be registered with supervisory authority
	ii) no locking-in of benefits
	iii) flexibility to vary employer cont'ns among plan members / setting eligibility conditions
	iv) no restriction on beneficiary designation
	v) no mandatory J&S pension when spouse exists
	vi) no pension committee required
	vii) no plan members annual meeting required
	viii) opportunity to income split by using spousal RRSPs


	3. Disadvantages of Group RRSP over DC plan
	a) Immediate vesting of employer contribution
	b) Income tax deemed employer contribution to Group RRSP as salary to employees who then contributes to their own RRSP (I.e. Group RRSP is deemed as a group of personal RRSP).  Therefore
	c) must contribution to public plans such as C/QPP, Employment Insurance (employer and employee)
	i) But if employee’ pay is higher than the prescribed earning ceilings for payroll taxes, then there is no additional payroll taxes


	4. Advantages of GRRSP over individual RRSPs:
	a) Convenient saving through payroll deduction,
	b) Tax-deductibility of contribution lowers withholding tax
	c) Lower administration and fund management costs, more investment choices

	5. But the flexibility of Group RRSPs can be a problem for employer
	a) no simple way to ensure funds will be used for retirement purposes or prevent active employees to withdraw from the fund.
	b) If employer wants to put in employer contributions and withdrawal restrictions, must carefully review the relevant document to ensure that it does not meet the definition of a “pension plan”

	6. Fiduciary Responsibility
	a) Although not subject to pension legislation, employer still face some fiduciary responsibility
	b) Employer often selects the administrator and fund manager
	i) Must select with prudence and diligence, monitor and evaluate manager's performance
	ii) Group RRSPs subject to CAP guidelines


	7. RRSP Investments
	a) Wide investment options e.g. cstocks, fixed-income securities, Income Tax Act permitted mortgages)
	b)  Considerations for the individual: Economic outlook, individual risk tolerance, time until retirement
	i) May also invest in deferred annuity contract, pooled funds or mutual fund, target date funds
	ii) Or individual securities through a self-administered RRSP


	8. Taxation
	a) Assets
	i) If assets are invested in “non-qualified” investments (as defined by Tax Agency) or non-arm’s-length securities or transactions, then taxes are payable
	ii) Can transfer to another RRSP/RRIF/RPP without any tax consequences

	b) Contributions: tax-deductible within limits (If borrow money to contribute, the interest on the borrowed amount is taxable)
	c) Investment income: Tax-deferred until payout, upon which are deemed as ordinary income


	III. Registered Retirement Income Funds
	1. An annuitant can transfer non-locked-in RRSP assets to RRIF before the RRSP matures
	2. Under a RRIF, annuitant must make prescribed minimum annual withdrawals
	a) Normally, minimum payments < investment return
	b) I.e. balance will grow for sometime before going down (provide estate if death occurs before age 90)

	3. Appeal to those who had self-directed RRSP (continue to control investments during retirement)

	IV. PROFIT SHARING PLANS
	1. Payout is linked to corporate profits
	2. Intent: reward good performance / instil sense of partnership between employer and employee
	3. 2 types of profit sharing plan: (a) Cash Profit sharing plan and (b) profit sharing with deferred benefits
	4. Cash Profit Sharing (Immediate distribution)
	a) Simplest to establish and administer
	b) If already has competitive wage, will produce desired incentive
	c) Not intended as retirement income
	d) Payout taxed as employment income, company deduct payout as wages

	5. Profit Sharing With Deferred Benefits
	a)  Profit set aside in a fund, each employee has a separate account, credited with interest until payout
	b) Disadvantage: Unknown retirement income
	c) 3 types: (a) Registered Profit Sharing Pension Plans, (b) Deferred Profit Sharing Plans, (c)Employees Profit Sharing Plans

	6. Registered Profit Sharing Pension Plans
	a) Capital accumulation plan but operates like a RPP (Subject to ITA and pension legislation)

	7. Deferred Profit Sharing Plans
	a) Employer contribution to the plan is linked to profits and can be set on discretionary basis or contingent upon certain criteria
	b) Lack of mandatory relationship between profit and contributions makes DPSP more like savings plan
	c) Differences from RPPs. DPSP
	i) can distribute lump-sum before employee terminates employment.
	ii) Not subject to detailed minimum pension legislation
	iii) Employee contributions to DPSP no longer allowed
	iv) Has lower tax-deductible contribution limit than RPP (lower degree of tax deferral)

	d) 1.  Form of payments: lump sum, annual instalments payable over 10 years or less, deferred annuity to until reaching age 71
	e) To qualify for tax registration, must satisfy several registration requirement e.g.
	i) Immediate vesting for members with 24 months membership
	ii) Annual allocation of employer contributions and investment returns to members
	iii) must not invest in notes, bonds or debentures of the employer

	f) Other tax issues
	i) tax penalty if assets are not in qualified investments (defined by ITA)
	ii) Significant shareholders and their family members cannot participate in the plans


	8. Employees Profit Sharing Plans
	a) operate either as profit sharing bonus plans or long-term savings or thrift plans
	i) Employee access to their account varies widely under different design
	ii) Allow withdrawals by active employee

	b) Employer contributions are linked to profits
	c) Funds are typically invested in employer’ shares ( no investment restrictions). There is no limit on deductible employer contribution
	d) Disadvantages: employee must pay taxes on all monies allocated to their account (I.e. payout are not taxed since already taxed at allocation time)
	i) Allocation usually in proportion to earnings or length of service or similar basis

	e) May lead to serious inequity if employee is taxed on amounts contingently allocated but who never receive the monies due to the plan's rules (e.g. allocations forfeited at termination without full vesting)
	i) Which is why ITA allows such employee to deduct an amount = the amount on which he paid tax but cannot receive


	9. Communication to Employees
	a) Clearly set out the principles and philosophy of profit sharing
	b) Plan terms must be defined so all employees understand the purpose, what is expected of them, and what they will receive
	c) Ongoing communication to maintain enthusiasm and focus on goals
	d) Some employers involve employees on whatever body is established to administer the plan.


	V. OTHER SAVINGS PLANS AND DEFERRED COMPENSATION ARRANGEMENTS
	1. Tax Free Savings Account
	a) Open to individual 18 and up (regardless of employment status)
	b) Prescribed fixed annual contribution limit, inflation adjusted (not earnings-related limit)
	c) A savings plan (Not designed for retirement savings)
	d) Advantages over RRSP
	i) Can continue plan (tax assisted savings) until death
	ii) No impact on means-tested government benefits (for lower income)
	iii) Pay less tax on contributions than RRSP (if retire at higher tax rates)
	iv) May use TFSA assets to secure a loan (TFSA is a saving vehicle)


	2. Pooled Registered Pension Plan
	a) For self-employed and small businesses with no employer plans
	i) Employer make tax-deductible contribution directly to the pooled plan
	ii) Employee contribution voluntary

	b) Employer contributions not deemed as employment income (i.e. unlike group RRSP, no payroll tax)
	c) Employer contribution limited to maximum RRSP dollar limit
	d) Does not require employer-employee relations to participate (i.e. no requirement to transfer out balances when employment ends)
	e) Employer contributions – immediate vesting
	f) General investment rules – similar to RPP
	g) Can transfer between registered plans
	h) Can withdraw money to RRIF-type payments within PRPP (not possible with RRSP)
	i) Spouse of deceased PRPP member can become a successor PRPP or transfer monies to own account
	j) Administrators has fiduciary responsibilities and must be regulated financial institutions

	3. Voluntary Retirement Savings Plans (VRSP)
	a) Quebec is the only province to require employers to offer a VRSP similar to a Pooled RPP, if they do not offer other types of registered retirement arrangements.

	4. Employee Savings Plan (Thrift Plans)
	a) Can classify by vesting requirement
	i) If has vesting requirement, may subject to unfavourable tax treatment, especially if tax agency deemed it as a EPSP
	ii) if immediate vesting, company's allocations are deemed as employment income likewise,
	iii) Investment / capital gains taxed like  any other investment

	b) Can offer a variety of investment options (though often encourage employees to hold company stock)
	c) They are similar to simple capital accumulation plans
	i) Employer and employee contributions allocated to individual account, with interest
	ii) Any non-vested employer contributions are forfeited and reallocated to remaining members
	iii) Always allow cash withdrawals by active employees
	iv) Most savings plans in Canada are extensions of US designs by US parent company


	5. Salary Deferral Arrangements (SDAs)
	a) Any arrangement with the main purpose being deferral of receipt of remuneration that otherwise would be paid to an employee for services rendered in year or preceding year
	b) SDA rules
	i) Deferred wages is included in income in the year earned, whether received or not
	ii) Interest/additional amount accrued in the year to which the employee is legally entitled also taxable to the employee as it is earned
	iii) Amounts are deductible by employer at time they are paid

	c) SDA rules apply to current remuneration (amounts received for services rendered in the year but under SDA are paid in a subsequent year) except for
	i) bonus plans where employees receive bonuses within 3 years after the end of year for which the bonus is payable
	ii) sabbatical leave plans

	d) Tax agency has specifically excluded certain arrangements as SDA (e.g. RPP/DPSP/EPSP, disability or income maintenance insurance plan, employee trust, group accident insurance plan

	6. Employee Share Purchase Plans
	a) Designed to encourage employees to save and invest in company stock
	b) Often open to all employees
	c) General Characteristics
	i) Membership is voluntary
	ii) Employee contribution often linked to earnings
	iii) Stocks usually purchased on stock exchange (avoid dilution from issuing new shares)
	iv) Employer may encourage participation with matching contribution or lower purchase price

	d) Tax Consequences
	i) Is subscription price < market price, employees pays tax on difference
	ii) Dividends are taxable
	iii) Realized appreciation/depreciation treated as capital gains/losses
	iv) Employer may grant low/no interest loans to employees to buy shares (taxable benefit)


	7. Stock Option Plans
	a) Intent:
	i) Encourage management to increase profitability (share price)
	ii) Plans are well understood by stakeholders and expected by executives;
	iii) More tax-effective compensation than most other long-term incentive vehicles
	iv) Relatively simple to implement and administer;
	v) Require no cash from the company to settle awards;
	vi) May align the interests of senior management and shareholders

	b) Continue to be an important part of executive compensation (engage employees in the longer-term goals and create a sense of ownership)
	c) Most start-ups with tight cash flows have them; can also increase motivation, attract and retain talent
	d) Most plans are cashless. (employee does not pay for the awarded options and only receive the in-the-money portion when they exercise the options

	8. Share Appreciation Right (SARs)
	a) Give employee the right to receive a cash amount equal to the stock price appreciation calculated over defined vesting period (e.g. between grant date and exercise date)
	b) May grant as stand-alone awards or in tandem with options
	i) If latter, allow employee to exercise the award and acquire shares instead of cash

	c) Common among publicly traded companies and closely held companies (does not dilute control or create minority shareholders.

	9. Phantom Share Plans
	a) These are bonus or incentive plans where amount of bonus is linked to stock price
	b) Employees are credited with a notional number of shares (phantom shares)
	c) Account value changes with stock price and any phantom dividends
	d) Usually has vesting schedule on time or performance basis.  Can be paid out when vested or  accumulated with interest until exit from company
	e) Differences from SAR
	i) employee get full value of the shares vs. value appreciation from grant to vesting.
	ii) generally do not need to be exercised (settled on vesting without the need for exercise)


	10.  Restricted Shares / Performance Shares
	a) refers to company shares that is not fully transferable by the recipient until certain restrictions are met
	b) RS/PS holders are shareholders (unlike option holders)
	c) PS have performance conditions attached.  RS have time conditions (e.g. employed for X years)

	11. Trends for Flexible Capital Accumulation Plans
	a) Some companies include variety of savings vehicles within their group CAP
	i) Various employee groups have diverse savings needs, some companies are including a

	b) All vehicles are under the same group umbrella, and the same fee structure

	12. Decumulation of Capital Accumulation Plans
	a) Less attention is paid to decumulation when retirees move their savings from group setting to individual setting - now facing higher fees and have to take on investment and longevity risk
	b) In 2019, government proposed 2 new vehicles for decumulation phase: ALDA and VPLA
	c) Advanced Life Deferred Annuities (ALDA) for RRSP / RRIF / DPSP / PRPP and DC RPP - life annuity start date can be deferred to age 85
	d) Variable Payment Life Annuities (VPLA) for PRPP and DC RPP
	i) a pooled vehicle providing retirement income directly from DC pension plans.
	ii) VPLA will provide payments based on investment performance and mortality experience of VPLA annuitants.
	iii) DC plans and PRPPs can establish a separate annuities fund under the pension plan to receive transfers of amounts from members’ accounts to provide VPLAs.  Direct employee and employer contributions to the annuities fund is not permitted.
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	HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN PENSION & BENEFIT PLANS  (17th edition) by Morneau SHEPELL
	I. extended health care plans (EHC Plans)
	1. Purpose: EHC plans are second payer to provincial plans which cover all residents for basic care
	2. Major EHC plans categories: Drugs, Hospital, Medical services and supplies, Emergency out-of-province, Vision care

	II. Prescription drugs
	1. Coverage varies widely due to definition of eligible drugs, reimbursement level, claim payment methods
	2. More plans are adopting a specific list of eligible drugs (a.k.a. managed care formulates) due to increasing drug costs
	3. Payment methods
	a) Pay-direct methods - employees use  - pay-direct card and pay only required co-insurance / deductible
	b) Pay and submit - employees pay full price and later get reimbursement
	c) Hybrid - employees pay full, pharmacists submit claims for employee who later get reimbursement

	4. Preferred Provider Networks (PPN) - Partnership between pharmacies and insurers
	a) Pros: lower dispensing fee and markups, discounted wellness support/ disease management care
	b) Result: Claim cost not significantly reduced as members opt for convenience over shopping around for prescription drugs.
	c) Quebec disallow PPNs because they prompt patients to choose a pharmacy over another based on e.g. price

	5. Mandatory prescription drug coverage in Quebec
	a) Mandatory for every Quebec resident to have coverage for prescription drugs.
	b) Employee must be under employer plan unless  already covered under another plan
	c) If employer offered coverage not available, residents must register for the public plan
	d) Minimum employers plan must match the public plan
	e) At age 65, all Quebec citizens automatically registered under the public plan even.
	i) if they still have employer coverage, must cancel their public plan membership
	ii) Some employers modify their plan for those over age 65 to a ‘‘top-up’’ plan instead



	III. Hospital
	1. Provincial programs basic hospital services (ward accommodation, Medically necessary services)
	2. EHC plans supplements the provincial plans
	3. Providers often pays the hospital directly (no advance payment by patient)
	4. Trends: Average hospital stay length is lower but average rates is higher (I.e. Net cost has increased)

	IV. medical services and supplies
	1. Typical cover:
	a) Private duty nursing
	b) Ambulance services
	c) Paramedical practitioners (e.g. chiropractor, masseur, physiotherapist, podiatrist)
	d) Prosthetic appliances and durable medical equipment (e.g. hearing aids, crutches, orthotics)
	e) Accidental dental

	2. Covers “reasonable and customary” charges for medically necessary and physician ordered services and supplies; may subject to coinsurance, deductibles and maximum limits
	a) Individual maximums may be dollar limit, frequency (e.g. one every 3 or 5 years) or combinations

	3. Recent trends:
	a) Paramedical services usage increasing as employees search for alternative medical therapy,
	b) Virtual consultations
	c) Start to cover internet cognitive behavioral therapy (iCBT)

	4. Cost of the recent trends increasing very quickly
	a) These are not covered under provincial plans, especially if no annual limits in the EHC plan.

	5. Emergency out-of-province
	a) Usually covered by provincial plans but very limited coverage level
	b) EHC supplements up to reasonable and customary level. For these claims
	i) most do not have deductible/coinsurance
	ii) have limits on number of days covered for travel and a fixed dollar maximum



	V. vision care
	1. Provincial programs cover basic exams, testing for certain residents (seniors / children) and medically necessary exams
	2. EHC can cover prescribed corrective eyeglasses and contact lenses
	a) Benefit often is expressed as 100% coinsurance up to a fixed dollar maximum (often below the cost of the corrective eyewear)
	b) More plans cover laser corrective surgery

	3. Some plans have preferred provider network of vision care retailers; discounts for members

	VI. managing rising extended health care costs
	1. Factors why costs increase > inflation rate:
	a) Prescription drug costs(primary factor)
	i) Higher pharmacy fees, higher quantity of drugs dispensed
	ii) New, more expensive specialty drugs for more common conditions (e.g. inflammatory diseases, diabetes, narcotic analgesic)
	iii) Aging workforce

	b) Paramedical costs (second largest factor)
	i) More employees look for alternative therapy forms
	ii) More awareness of the availability of these services due to advertising by practitioners.

	c) Mental health: Increasing prevalence of mental health issues
	d) Changing demographics: aging workforce and increasing longevity
	e) Government cost-shifting
	i) Governments increasingly transfer health care responsibilities and costs to private EHC plans.
	ii) Shorter hospital stays (I.e. drugs and services that would be covered while the employee is in hospital are now shifted to the private plan sooner)

	f) Lifestyle habits – Contribute to chronic diseases and other health problems

	2. Cost containment
	a) Increasing Deductibles and coinsurance and dispensing fee cap
	b) Modification to Drug Program
	i) Generics: Most provinces mandate generic substitution unless expressly prohibited by physician.
	ii) Lowest Cost Alternatives: Limits reimbursement not medications. Payment based on the lowest-cost drug with same active ingredient and strength. Individual can choose higher cost option and pay differential
	iii) Therapeutic Substitutions: Substitute prescribed drug with a cheaper drug within the same therapeutic classification but with a different active ingredient. Idea is to move from least to most expensive medication in sequence.
	iv) Lifestyle Drugs: Limit certain lifestyle based drugs. (E.g. Anti-obesity)
	v) Managed Care Formula: A formulary covers a specific list of eligible drugs (most cost-effective drugs with comparable efficacy).  Formulary requires regular review of new medications.
	vi) Tiered Co-Payments: Reimbursement directly reflects employee’s choice. (e.g. brand name or generics) Not common in Canada.

	c) Change management - Must have a change strategy in place before making any changes
	i) Ensure employees comfortable with the changes and understand how to modify behaviours in obtaining drug coverage.
	ii) Otherwise, may see employee frustration and dissatisfaction

	d) Integrated Approach to Evaluating Costs
	i) More sponsors take holistic approach to manage cost
	ii) Gives a comprehensive picture and allow evidence-based decisions
	iii) help tracking the impact of design changes (e.g. cost-control features)
	iv) Also help validate the rationale for proposed modifications

	e) Health care spending accounts (HCSA)
	i) HCSA is an individual employee account with employer allocation of a fixed dollar amount
	ii) Advantages: - Maximum individual flexibility  - More choice to employee without major overhaul of plan - Utilizes defined contribution concept vs. defined benefit approach - Easier to administer than a true flexible benefit plan - Easier to commun...
	iii) Need to structure HCSA as private health services plan for favorable tax treatment
	iv) Can rollover unused credits or incurred expenses not reimbursed
	v) Eligible expenses: Deductible to employer (I.e.. not taxable to employee) (except Quebec)

	f) Wellness Accounts
	i) Also an individual employee account with employer allocation of fixed dollar amount
	ii) Intent: to support non-medical wellness expenses (e.g. gym membership)
	iii) Employer defines what wellness expenses are reimbursable
	iv) Advantage: flexibility (employees can spend on what matters to most to them)

	g) Coordination of benefits (COB) guidelines
	i) developed by Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association, apply to all group insurance providers
	ii) Intent: eliminate employer over-payments and maximize employee reimbursements - Provides the sequence of expense adjudication if more than 1 private health plans are involved - Identify which is primary plan and secondary plan

	h) From Curative to Preventive - Increasingly encourage members to seek preventive care services to reduce more expensive curative services (cost containment)
	i) Cover preventive vaccines for certain diseases and DNA testing to identify appropriate medications more quickly
	ii) Testing can benefit over a long-term period (DNA does not change)
	iii) Notion of confidentiality regarding genetic testing is inescapable and no obligation can be associated with testing
	iv) Very generous reimbursement limit for for mental/physical health processionals to avoid disabilities.
	v) Adopt Health Care Spending Account and Wellness Account



	VII. dental plans
	1. Most plans have dental coverage
	2. Provincial dental allocations selects what procedures are included in the provincial fee guide
	a) Fee guide is for guidance, not binding on dental practitioners
	b) Insurers usually rely on fee guide to set eligible amount for reimbursement for each covered service

	3. Categories: Basic service, Supplementary basic services, major services and orthodontic
	a) Typical plan covers basic services and supplementary basic services
	b) Eligibility requirement often linked to service years
	c) Provides highest coinsurance for basic/supplemental services and lower % for major services and orthodontics.
	d) Most also have deductible and maximum dollar limit for all service categories

	4. Adjudication of dental expenses typically limited to the maximum suggested fee in fee guide
	5. Pre-determination of benefits
	a) If expect significant expenses, seek a pre-treatment review (how much plan would cover

	6. Alternate benefit clause - limit payment to the least costly but professionally acceptable alternative
	7. Assignment of benefits
	a) Allow employee to authorize payment directly to the dentist
	b) May lead to higher cost because no incentive for employees to verify claims submitted

	8. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and Online Claim Submission
	a) EDI is electronic transmission of claim data from the point of service to claim payer

	9. Cost management
	a) Tweak by decreasing coinsurance and benefit maximums and increasing deductibles
	b) Reduce the frequency of dental recall from less than a year to 12 months
	c) Reduce periodontal coinsurance or limiting eligible periodontal services
	d) Cost sharing with employees


	VIII. income tax on health plans
	1. Contributory plan - employee premiums not deductible for income tax purposes, but can be included in the medical expense tax credit calculation
	2. Employer contributions deemed operating expense for tax purposes
	3. Employer contributions - Not added to employee income in most provinces
	4. If employer subsidize employee contributions for public plans, these monies are taxable to employee
	5. Can claim a non-refundable, no-transferable individual medical expense tax credit
	a) Excludes cosmetic surgical / non-surgical procedures for purely aesthetic reasons
	b) CRA determines what is eligible and non-eligible expenses

	6. Medical expenses eligible for reimbursement - not eligible expenses for tax purposes

	HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN PENSION & BENEFIT PLANS  (17th edition) by Morneau SHEPELL
	I. Reasons to provide retiree BENEFITS
	1. Paternalism
	2. Extension of active employee benefits
	3. Competitiveness
	4. Negotiation (union-negotiated package)
	5. employee entitlement / employer precedent

	II. Cost Issues
	1. More individual using benefits
	a) More retirees (baby boomer generation retiring) and Increase individual life expectancy

	2. Benefit cost inflation > price inflation and wage indices
	a) Factors: higher utilization and introduction of new technology (e.g. biologic drugs)

	3. Benefits reduced in public plans (E.g. increased deductible) are often picked up by private plans
	4. Substantial material differences among provincial plans
	5. National employer want to develop a sustainable and equitable approach for all employees across Canada
	6. individual’s use of most medical benefit increases with age
	7. Sustained low interest rate leads to higher liability (I.e. increasing the cost of providing benefits)
	8. Increasing focus from investment community on these costs and liabilities.
	a) More employers review the benefit promise and corresponding financial obligations.


	III. Types of Post-retirement benefits
	1. Life insurance / Medical care / Dental care (less common)
	2. Provincial health insurance premiums - some employers helped pay these provincial premiums
	3. Others e.g. transportation fares discount, discount on merchandise

	IV. Post-employment benefits
	1. Provided upon termination of employment where trigger is not retirement
	2. Accumulating Benefit
	a) Are subject to the same accrual accounting required of post-retirement benefits
	b) Examples
	i) Sick leave programs that accumulate and are payable upon termination, death, and/or retiremen
	ii) Sick leave programs that accumulate but do not vest may also subject to accrual accounting
	iii) Accumulated vacation or overtime days payable upon termination, retirement, and/or death;
	iv) Lump sum retirement allowance
	v) Negotiated severance arrangements.


	3. Event-Driven Benefit (I.e. benefits do not accumulate)
	a) liability calculated and accounted for only when the event takes place.
	b) Examples
	i) Continuation of extended health and dental coverage during LTD;
	ii) Self-insured LTD income benefits / Workers’ Compensation benefit.



	V. Post-retirement cost CONTAINMENT strategies
	1. Set or increase eligibility requirements
	2. Increasing user fees (e.g. higher deductibles, higher EE premium)
	3. Set cost ceilings on certain benefits
	4. Look for cost-savings that can be realized through plan design changes
	5. More efficient management (e.g. carrier consolidation)
	6. More cost sharing (e.g. Higher share of premium)
	7. Re-pricing plan cost (separate active and retiree experience, ensure active employees are not subsidizing retirees)
	8. Replace medical and dental coverage with health care spending account (limit how much can spent yearly)
	9. Providing medical and dental coverage through retiree exchanges or marketplaces: under this approach
	a) employer provides a fixed contribution and access to an exchange/marketplace allowing retirees to buy individual insurance at a discount and generally without providing medical evidence

	10. Eliminate retiree benefit (typically for future retiree)

	VI. Legal issues - changing post-retirement plans
	1. General accepted principle – retiree benefits vests at retirement
	2. Court tend to treat retirees favorably in private benefit plans (not so for public plans)
	3. If the reduction of post-retirement benefits are filed as class actions, often settle without going to trial.

	VII. Taxation of post-retirement/employment benefits
	1. Employer premiums deemed as wages or operating expenses
	2. Beneficiaries
	a) Taxed on employer contributions  for post-retirement life insurances
	b) No tax on emloyer contribution to medical or dental plan (except Quebec)

	3. Lump-sum payments (e.g. retirement allowance, vested sick leave) taxed as income in year of receipt
	4. All province lay premium tax on all group insurance premiums

	VIII. Accounting of post-retirement/employment benefits
	1. Must recognize
	a) Income statement - Cost of retiree benefits over working lifetimes of employees /
	b) Income statement – cost of event driven benefits in year of triggering event
	c) Balance sheet - Accrued liability for future costs of retiree benefits for active EE and current retirees


	IX. Funding of post-retirement benefits
	1. Life insurance
	a) Purchase annual renewable group term insurance
	b) Self insure for first $10,000 benefit payable (employer can pay up to $10,000 before the benefits become taxable to employee)
	c) Pre-fund the cost (paid up single premium insurance policy)
	i) Advantage – obligation settled at retirement
	ii) Disadvantage – relatively expensive price; retiree face large taxable benefit in year of purchase


	2. Medical and Dental Care: pay-as-you-go (due to no financial or tax incentive for prefunding)
	3. Trust legislation
	a) Employee Life and Health Trust (ELHT) is a vehicle to deliver life, disability, health and dental benefits
	b) Permit employer move financial obligations to a third party tax effectively once settlement funds are paid in full (interest to those who are looking to windup retiree health and dental plans)
	c) Advantage: Allow pre-funding and employer get staggered tax deduction for current service contribution
	d) Government required all health and welfare trust to be converted to ELHT


	I. db plan
	1. DB decline not met by increase in money purchase plan
	2. Always face EE who like to max. own RRSP room.
	a) Make bft formula more tax effective
	i) lower lifetime bft; increase ancillary bft
	ii) But may have higher solvency liab – more volatile contribution

	b) Hybrid plan
	i) Meet needs of various EE groups
	ii) But higher admin costs

	c) Flexible pension plan
	i) Cost neutral to ER (EE buys ancillary bfts with after tax income as cont)
	ii) EE beware: Use it or lose it (cont. forfeited if bfts not used)`
	iii) Tend to have low EE take up rate



	II. phased retirement
	1. Abolition of mandatory retirement is just first step
	2. Particularly problematic if DB plan has generous early retirement provisions
	a) Following 2 key impediments in ITA have now been resolved
	i) Can either receive pension or accruing pension but not both
	ii) Lifetime pension must be paid in equal periodic amounts

	b) Next is to update each jurisdiction’s min. standards legislation
	c) Also ER must fully understand phased retirement program - ensure motivate key EE to stay longer, not for EE to cut hours earlier than intended

	3. Alternative: use other rewards
	4. Also similar issues as ER with C/QPP

	III. the money purchase plan
	1. ER advantages over DB
	a) Better funding cost control (no UAL, pension expense volatility etc)
	b) Simpler EE communications & education
	c) Simpler administration

	2. EE Disadvantages over DB
	a) Assume investment risks
	b) No predictability of bft payout

	3. Money Purchase Plan Options
	a) Group RRSP
	b) DPSP
	c) DC RPP


	IV. Capital accumulation plan guidelines
	1. Has recommendations re 4 main categories
	a) Requirements for setting up a new plan
	b) Provisions of investment info and decision making tool
	c) Requirements for initial and ongoing communications and disclosure
	d) Plan maintenance criteria


	V. Present system of taxation of retirement savings
	1. Comprised of
	a) Sections of ITA – set out foundation; change by House of Commons
	b) Regulations to the Act
	i) Dept. of Finance can change to accommodate policy and regulatory change
	ii) Deals with rules for PA, PSPA etc and how to continue as a registered plan

	c) Various forms and guides – assist sponsors in complying / administrating the rules

	2. Department of Finance
	a) Formulate federal government policy on financial, economic and fiscal matters

	3. Canada Revenue Agency – carry out taxation policies
	4. Regulators can revoke plan registration with negative tax impact

	Canadian pension and retirement income planning  (6th Edition) by towers Watson
	I. Introduction
	1. Covers the rules for stand-alone money purchase RPPs and any money purchase provision in an RPP with both DB and money purchase provisions (with additional rules from Chapter 18 and 22)
	2. Maximum pension benefit control is obtained through contribution limit (front-end)
	a) No limit on transfer amount from a money purchase RPP to an RRSP (Unlike from DB RPP to RRSP)

	3. Must comply with registration rules set out in Regulations

	II. Contributions
	1. Employer contributions must be in accordance with plan as registered
	a) ER cont + EE cont + additional voluntary EE cont + reallocated forfeited amount < PA limit for the year
	i) EE AVC must not trigger ER contribution

	b) Contributions must be allocated to each member
	c) Plan must not have a surplus
	d) Money purchase limit indexed to rate of increase (not decrease) in average wage

	2. Minimum ER contributions (include reallocated forfeitures)
	a) Must be acceptable to the Minister of National Revenue
	b) For standalone money purchase RPP, minimum ER contributions = 1% of total pensionable earnings of all active members
	c) For a combination plan, N/A

	3. Non-Vested Forfeitures
	a) Amounts forfeited, plus attributed earnings can be
	i) Paid out to participating ER
	ii) Reallocated to remaining plan members
	iii) Pay administrative, investment or similar expenses

	b) Forfeitures is less common with trend towards immediate vesting upon plan entry

	4. Employee contributions – including additional voluntary contribution

	III. Permissible distribution and transfer between plans
	1. Most significant difference between transfer from money purchase RPP to RRSP and a transfer from DB RPP to RRSP
	a) No limit on the amount for the former


	IV. Leave of absence and Periods of Reduced Pay
	1. Contributions only allowed if EE is in receipt of “compensation” from ER
	2. Temporary absence (e.g. LOA, strike, maternity leave, layoff)
	a)  N/A to connected person and disabled member

	3. Eligible period of reduced pay (e.g. phased retirement)
	a) N/A to connected person
	b) EE was employed by ER for at least a number months before such period
	c) Remuneration during period < Reasonable salary had EE worked on a regular employment basis at the pay rate before such period

	4. Prescribed notional amounts is included in compensation for “qualifying period”
	a) Prescribed amount is based on reduction in remuneration from its normal level (I.e. not connected to contribution formula)

	5. A period is “qualifying” if
	a) Contributions made on behalf of EE > otherwise have been made if they were based on remuneration actually received by EE
	i) Contributions for determination of “qualifying period” exclude forfeited amounts

	b) Such contributions are included in member’s PA for that year
	c) Contributions not made on behalf of EE to any other money purchase RPP in which ER does not participate

	6. Maximum prescribed amount = 5 year of equivalent full time remuneration
	a) An additional maximum 3 years can be added in respect of parenting
	i) Parenting can also be covered under the general 5 years limit

	b) Once over 8 years, contributions can only based on actual compensation received
	c) If EE change ER, a whole new 8 years limit apply

	7. Above rules N/A Pre-1990 LOA and periods of reduced pay
	a) Paid / Sabbatical or education / Maternity / Paternity / Adoption leaves permitted without limits

	8. For reduced pay period, “additional compensation fraction” must be determined
	a) = Prescribed compensation / normally expected remuneration
	b) = amount the person’s limitation is reduced from current reduced pay period
	c) E.g. Additional compensation fraction = 0.4167, EE is left with 4.5833 (5-0.4167) years remaining that can be reduced as future periods of leave or reduced pay occurs
	d) For loaned EE paid by borrowing ER, additional compensation fraction = 0


	V. Periods of disability
	1. Disability definition: Own occupation disability
	2. Prescribed amount can be included in a disabled member’s compensation.
	a) = Reasonably expected remuneration to be paid had EE has not been disabled (Can continue contribution even if EE receives no remuneration); or
	b) = EE’s pre-disability earnings increased by a reasonable inflation factor

	3. Maximum allowable contributions is based on prescribed compensation
	a) Lower contribution acceptable


	VI. Periods of Foreign Service
	1. If foreign ER does not participate in RPP, then determination of member’s compensation from the participating ER is important
	a) Contributions may not be permitted unless the member’s remuneration during this period is included in EE’s compensation from the participating ER for that year

	2. If, during employment with foreign ER, the members continues to be employed by the participating ER and received remuneration from the participating ER
	a) This remuneration will only be automatically included in EE’s compensation from the participating ER if member is a Canadian resident

	3. Member working for a foreign ER, a non-participating ER connected to a participating ER, or a non-participating ER in an agreement with the participating ER outside Canada
	a) May continue to participate in home pension plan for maximum 5 years


	VII. Pre-Retirement Death Benefits
	1. Survivor pension option form cannot be JS
	a) Pension may not be continued to a subsequent spouse on the surviving spouse’s death

	2. Spousal pension must commence by age 71 or if > 71, within 1 year of members’ death
	3. The benefits are in effect provided by the annuity purchased with the RPP money
	a) RPP provide lump sum payment to surviving spouse or beneficiary.
	b) Only spouse can transfer lump sum to RRSP (tax-free transfer)
	c) Benefit payments must be made within the timeframes specified by minimum standards legislation


	VIII. Post retirement death benefits
	1. Surviving spouse must have been a spouse at time of initial pension to member

	IX. Bridging Benefits (No LImit on bridge benefit size)
	X. Inflation Adjustment
	1. Inflation adjustment may be made by:
	a) A fixed annual increase of 4% or less;
	b) Adjustment reflecting CPI changes
	c) Adjustment linked to ROR on, or the value of, a pool of invested assets
	d) Adjustment linked to increases or decreases in generally available Canadian market interest rates


	XI. Variable Benefits
	1. Variable benefits are retirement benefits provided to member and after member’s death to one or more beneficiaries:
	a) Must not be less than annual minimum amount payable
	i) = balance of account at start of year * prescribed % set for RRIF based on age
	ii) Minimum limit N/A before age 70

	b) Upon death, payable no later than the end of calendar year following the calendar year in which member dies
	c) For designated beneficiary:
	i) Amount payable will be adjusted upon members’ death to be based on specified beneficiary’s age
	ii) Payment end no later than the end of the calendar year in which the specified beneficiary dies



	XII. Pensions paid directly from Plan
	1. Except variable benefits, retirement benefits must be provided either
	a) Through the purchase of an annuity form a licensed issuer of annuities in Canada; or
	b) Under an alternative arrangement acceptable to Minister


	XIII. contributions after retirement
	1. For DB: EE can now continue to work and accrue benefits while receiving a partial pension under the same plan

	XIV. Miscellaneous Registration Rules for Money Purchase RPPs (the first 7 also apply to DB RPP)
	1. Designation of Administrator
	2. Primary purpose is to provide lifetime retirement benefits in respect of service as EE
	3. Equal periodic payments
	4. Latest Start date of pension
	5. Assignment of rights (must include a provision prohibiting benefits from being assigned, charged, anticipated, given as security or surrendered)
	6. Permissible funding media, investment and borrowing with funding arrangements
	a) Contract for insurance with authorized life carriers
	b) Trust governed by a written trust agreement
	c) Pension Corporation
	d) An arrangement administer by the Government of Canada and provinces
	e) Combination

	7. Contributions by unions and ER associations (deemed to be made directly by ER or EE)
	8. Expenses can be paid by forfeited amounts and any attributable earnings
	9. Requirement for return of contributions to avoid deregistration
	a) If contributions made > PA limits, permission may still be required from supervisory authority for the return of these contributions

	10. Determination of amounts
	a) Ancillary benefits must be determined using generally accepted actuarial principles

	11. Commutation of Benefits
	12. Division of Benefits on Marriage or Relationship Breakdown
	13. Allocation of fund earnings (no less frequently than annually)

	Canadian pension and retirement income planning  (6th Edition) by towers watson
	I. Registration of New Plans
	1. Submit for CRA registration in or before the calendar year in which the plan is effective
	a) Deemed registered from effective date upon filing of application

	2. Documents to be submitted:
	a) CRA application form
	b) Initial actuarial valuation report
	c) Plan text
	d) Funding agreement
	e) Other relevant documents

	3. Must also register in the minimum standards jurisdiction applicable

	II. Registration Rules
	1. Maximum lifetime benefits (Non-connected members at any time after 1990)
	a) Indexed to increase in average wage
	b) Min (2% of the highest average indexed compensation over 3 non-overlapping 12 months of indexed compensation, CRA limit)
	c) No more 35 year limit on pensionable service
	d) The limit is an absolute amount regardless of form of payment

	2. Pre-1990 past service restrictions
	a) The DB dollar limit reduced to 2/3 of the defined benefit limit
	i) Generally applies to pre-1990 past service credited after June 7, 1990;
	ii) Where member can make (not required) to make a maximum contribution of $7,500 or $5,500 before 1986 (subject to old limit of 20% of earned income)

	b) Result in 2 maximum pension calculations

	3. CRA early retirement benefits (CRA, not plan specific)
	a) Unreduced at age 60 or 80 points or 30 years of service (60/80/30)
	i) Period of employment = member actually worked or paid

	b) Unreduced at 55/75/25 if in public safety occupation
	c) CRA early retirement reduction:  0.25% for each month before unreduced
	i) Maximum early retirement benefits = Maximum lifetime benefits * CRA early reduction factor
	ii) N/A if retire total and permanently disabled


	4. Transition rules for early retirement benefits
	a) Grandfathered plans: Old “maximum value test” applicable to pre-reform benefits
	i) Value of pension and bridge at actual retirement not to exceed the value at Min (60, NRA) of the maximum pension payable (G10 or JS60%)

	b) Regular DB: Current rules for all benefits (generally more restrictive than old rules)
	i) Retroactive application may or may not favour retirement before 60


	5. Bridging Benefits
	a) Unreduced if age 60 and has 10 years of pensionable service
	i) No reduction if totally and permanently disabled

	b) Maximum bridge benefit
	i) = Total government benefits (OAS + C/QPP) for month of commencement

	c) Plan not required to define bridge in relation to government pensions
	i) Bridge does not preclude member from applying early for government benefits

	d) Bridge above this limit will decrease lifetime benefit
	i) Reduction determined on an actuarially equivalent basis.
	ii) Maximum bridge benefit is 40% of YMPE if additional bridging benefits are provided in lieu of lifetime retirement benefit

	e) Cross-plan restriction on bridge
	i) Co-ordination of bridge under all DB of the same or associated ER
	ii) N/A if sponsored by a completely independent ER
	iii) Purpose: Prevent inappropriately large benefits

	f) Bridging benefits may be indexed to reflect CPI increases
	g) Must end when member hit 65 (even if it is continuing to spouse as survivor benefit)

	6. Maximum total lifetime and bridge pension payable before age 65
	a) Only apply to post-reform service
	b) = DB dollar limit * pensionable service
	+ 25% of 3-year average YMPE * pensionable service
	c) Formula not dependent on retirement age
	d) Affect highly paid EE / lower earners with short service
	e) Resulting bridge no longer related to C/QPP or OAS benefit
	i) Bridge = Total combined maximum benefit – pre-65 lifetime benefit payable


	7. Transition rule for bridging benefit
	a) If fully vested under a grandfathered plan before 1992, the benefit are exempt from the new rules
	b) If not, the bridge benefit limit is applied as a weighted average of the old rules and the new rules in proportion to member’s pre and post reform service
	c) Combined lifetime retirement and bridge benefits limit applicable to post-reform service only

	8. Postponed Retirement Benefits
	a) Benefit must commence by 71 (No more benefit accruals)
	b) Benefits accrued to age 65 can be actuarially increased to reflect postponement to 71
	i) Lifetime pension limit are applied at 65. (I.e. Actual pension payable at postponed retirement date can be larger due to actuarial increase)

	c) Commencement date after 71 may be acceptable if no more benefits accruals after 71 and pension is not adjusted for further postponement after 71

	9. Maximum Accrual Rate
	a) Maximum of 2% on any portion of pensionable earnings, except:
	i) Members in public safety occupation: 2.33% if benefit integrated with C/QPP



	III. Permissible Distributions and Transfers between plans
	1. Permissible distributions:
	a) Benefits payments in accordance with the plan as registered
	b) Transfer of property from a DB RPP to another DB RPP
	c) Transfer of surplus from a DB / DC RPP to a DC RPP
	i) To satisfy existing or future DC contribution
	ii) To create an amount that can be transferred in respect of surplus is to improve the benefits with the surplus and then transfer the value of those benefits

	d) Return of contributions to avoid registration revocation
	e) Refund of EE contributions after an amendment to reduce / eliminate future EE contributions
	f) Refund of an individual share of actuarial surplus
	g) Refund under a DC RPP to an ER

	2. Transfer between plans (Plan revocation for non-compliance with new transfer rules)
	a) Transfer from DB RPP to RRSP / DC RPP
	b) Transfer from DC plan (or provision) to another DC plan (provision) or RRSP
	i) No limit on transfer amount

	c) Transfer from DC plan (provision) to DB plan (provision)
	i) Cannot extend the cost of the DB being provided

	d) Transfer from DB plan to another DB plan
	e) Transfer of lump sum from one RPP to another RPP / RRSP (Marriage breakdown)
	f) Transfer of pre-1991 member CWI to a RRSP / DC RPP
	i) Pre-1991 EE contribution generally serviced to reduce RRSP contributions room under the old system

	g) Transfer lump sum death benefit to RRSP / DC RPP (also allow indirect transfer to spouse first and then to RRSP / DC RPP)
	i) N/A to non-spouse beneficiary


	3. Transfers from DB to DC or RRSP
	a) Transfer amount limited by maximum transfer value factor
	b) Maximum transfer value = “normalized pension” x Maximum transfer factor
	i) Rules for normalized pension same as for PA purpose
	ii) Include CV from ancillary benefits

	c) Exceptions are
	i) Pre-1993 transfer for pre-reform wind-up or replacement of DB by DC plan
	ii) Transfer of a minimum of a member’s CWI
	iii) 50% rule excess for pre-reform service

	d) Additional restrictions
	i) Actuarial surplus not transferable
	ii) Transfer value not to exceed PV of forgone benefits (may include future ad hoc pension increase)

	e) If Amounts > Maximum transfer value, the excess:
	i) Can be unlocked (must pay tax)
	ii) Transfer directly to the individual’s RRSP if has RRSP room left
	iii) Keep in plan and pay out as bridge benefit

	f) If deferred pension (rather than CV transfer) elected on termination, maximum transfer value = $0 (no benefit is being transferred)
	i) Excess CWI can no longer be transferred tax-sheltered



	IV. use of registered pension assets to purchase annuity
	1. Min. standards allow portability for terminating members (e.g. CV to RRSP / RPP, annuity purchase)
	2. ITA requires the annuity purchased must provide the same amount and same form as the pension – Otherwise, tax consequences
	a) Workaround: Transfer first to RRSP, then purchase annuity
	b) Maximum transfer limits still applies

	3. CV may < annuity premium
	a) ER either make up cont or adjust down annuity provisions (this is contrary to min. standards)


	V. Pensionable Service, LOA, and Periods of Reduced Pay
	1. Pensionable Service
	a) Eligible as pensionable service
	i) Period when EE is employed in Canada by and receives remunerations from a participating ER or a predecessor ER to such an ER
	ii) Period of eligible temporary absence
	iii) Period of disability following period of employment (N/A for connected person)
	iv) Period of pensionable service under another prior RPP
	v) Period of employment in Canada that was a waiting period for participation in another RPP
	vi) Period of foreign service acceptable to Minister

	b) Benefit wrap-around not allowed. Example:
	i) Former ER has Plan A, current ER has Plan B
	ii) Former ER not participant in Plan B
	iii) No corresponding asset and liabilities transfer
	iv) Plan B benefit <> [(X * Y) - Z]
	X = Plan B benefit accrual rate
	Y = Total service form Plan A and Plan B
	Z = Benefit accrued under Plan A
	v) Earnings from former ER cannot use to determine FAE

	c) Pre-1991 benefits (pre-1992 for grandfathered plans) still governed by the old rules.
	i) RPP must indicate what pre-reform service is included as eligible service.
	ii) Plan must state upon commutation of pre-reform benefits, pre-reform service may not be credited again
	iii) Plan must state to buy back that pre-reform service, the amount required must be transferred directly from an RSP, DPSP or another RPP

	d) Limit on pre-1990 benefits improvement
	i) ER preferred such improvements (No PSPA, hence no RRSP room impact)
	ii) Proportionality condition is imposed (mainly target plans for key EE)
	- PV of all lifetime pre-1990 retirement benefits not to exceed PV of lifetime    retirement benefits provided before the improvement was granted, in respect of post-1989 service
	- CRA has given written acceptance notice

	e) To include post-reform service with a former ER as eligible service:
	i) Member accrued benefit under the former ER’s plan
	ii) No longer member of the former ER’s pension plan.
	iii) Potential double dipping prevented by PA rule


	2. Leaves of absence and periods of reduced pay
	a) Can include LOA that comply with CRA’s definition of pensionable service to calculate benefit entitlements
	b) The 5-year / 3-year limit only serves to determine the benefit accruals subject to PA
	i) If qualifies under the “prescribed compensation” mechanism, subject to PA rules

	c) Once the 5-year / 3-year limit is up, any additional pensionable service credited is subject to PSPA reporting.
	i) PSPA reported after the particular period has ended
	ii) Service cannot be credited until PSPA is certified
	iii) PSPA generally “non-exempt”

	d) Pre-1991 LOA not affected by prescribed compensation and 5-year / 3-year limit
	e) Advantage of PA to PSPA reporting (for EE)
	i) PA can eliminate RRSP room but cannot create negative RRSP room
	ii) PSPA can leave negative RRSP room. (No further RRSP contribution until positive RRSP room reappears)
	iii) Important for LOA as new RRSP room may be low (depend on earned income)


	3. Benefits following disability
	a) Definition of disability: “own occupation disability”
	b) Compensation is prescribed throughout disability
	c) Earnings can be different for benefit determination and PA
	i) For PA, deemed earnings in the year is the remuneration reasonably expected had member rendered services on a regular basis
	ii) For benefit accruals, can also use earnings just prior to disability

	d) No benefit accruals if in receipt of disability pension
	i) Plan must state that written medical certification required

	e) For totally and permanently disabled
	i) Waive the usual age and service reductions
	ii) Benefits may be provided on a projected basis
	iii) Maximum annual lifetime benefit = Max [A, Min (B, C)]
	A = Accrued benefit at disability retirement, no early retirement reductions
	B = Projected benefit payable at age 65 if employment continued
	C= YMPE for year of disability retirement


	4. Periods of foreign service
	a) Period of service rendered outside Canada are eligible:
	i) Employed by a resident participating ER, and member is / was Canadian resident
	ii) Employed by a non-resident participating ER, a non-participating ER connected with the participating ER or a non-participating ER under a special arrangement with a participating ER, and
	- The member must be or was resident in Canada
	- Member previously employed by a resident participating ER
	- Benefits must be on a current-service basis

	b) When foreign service accepted as eligible service, member’s remuneration also accepted as “compensation”.
	i) CRA review case-by-case whether to exclude past service benefits from PSPA

	c) If ER is non-resident, non-participating ER, the member’s remuneration from the foreign ER will be deemed to be compensation from the participating ER (re PA)


	VI. Pre-Retirement Death Benefits
	1. Pre-retirement survivor pension
	a) Payable to spouse / former spouse / dependent
	i) For dependent, ends on Max (age 18, no longer full time student)
	ii) If dependent due to physical / mental infirmity, paid for full infirmity period

	b) Total maximum pre-retirement survivor pension
	i)  = Member’s projected lifetime retirement benefit calculated as of date of death, adjusted to reflect CPI increase
	ii) Projected lifetime retirement benefits = Max [A, Min (B, C)]
	A =Accrued lifetime retirement benefit at death (no early retirement reduction)
	B= Projected lifetime retirement benefit to 65 as if member had continued employment with no increase in pay
	C= 1.5 x YMPE in year of death
	iii) Projected lifetime time retirement benefit = A if dies after age 65 but before commencing retirement benefits

	c) Death benefit payable to any one individual not to exceed 66 2/3% of the projected lifetime retirement benefit, plus CPI adjustment
	i) Benefits forms include temporary bridge, pension or CV
	ii) Maximum guarantee period 15 years

	d) I.e., a fairly generous survivor benefit is payable if a member dies young with short service.
	e) Some minimum standards legislation requires value of survivor pension
	i) = Value of members’ accrued pension

	f) In certain cases, survivor benefit > stipulated by minimum standards. Still payable if
	i) CV of survivor pension provided is not > CV of the deceased member’s total benefits under the plan (including ancillary) accrued up to date of death
	ii) The lifetime survivor pension commences before the end of the year in which the survivor attains Max (age 71, Within 1 year after member’s death)

	g) Cross-benefit / cross-plan restriction
	i) Limit survivor pension and other death benefits from the same or another RPP
	ii) Purpose: Avoid excessive or unreasonable death benefit payments

	h) Lump sum death payments
	i) Cannot be > CV of member’s total benefits accrued up to death.
	ii) Cannot be < member’s CWI for contributory plan
	-But can have higher lump sum death benefit = 2* EE CWI
	-Provided from reducing the limitation on maximum EE contributions
	iii) 50% rule applicable to CV calculation at death
	iv) Payment must not be unduly deferred
	v) Spouse can tax-sheltered through transfer to a RRSP, RRIF or another RPP
	vi) If the lump sum = CV of accrued pension immediately prior to death
	- Minister approval not needed for tax-sheltered transfer
	vii) If lump sum = CV of pre-retirement survivor pension, approval required



	VII. Death benefits exemptions for grandfathered plan
	1. If grandfathered RPP benefits > “normal” RPP, can apply to exempt pre-reform benefits from current rules

	VIII. Guaranteed Period and Post-Retirement Survivor Pension
	1. Maximum spousal survivor pension paid without reduction in initial pension is 66.67% guaranteed 5 years (Include bridge benefits and inflation adjustment)
	2. More generous survivor pension require appropriate reduction to initial benefit
	3. May also guarantee minimum total payments = EE CWI
	4. Total monthly survivor pension not to exceed the total monthly benefits payable to member had EE been alive

	IX. Post-Retirement Inflation Adjustment
	1. Permitted approaches:
	a) Fixed annual rate of 4% or less
	b) Adjustment reflecting change in CPI
	c) Adjustment based on an “excess earnings” approach with reference to a rate of return on a specific pool of investment assets exceeding a specified base amount
	d) Any combination of the above

	2. If method 1c) or 1d), additional restriction:
	a) The actuarial PV of the additional pension at pension commencement not to exceed PV of additional pension under the greater of 1a) or 1b) above

	3. Above rule is overridden by:
	a) Lifetime retirement benefits payable limited to the maximum lifetime retirement benefit for the year of pension commencement, adjusted to reflect CPI increase
	i) Include bridge, pre-retirement survivor and additional benefit upon disability

	b) Either automatic or ad hoc CPI adjustment allow

	4. Increases in excess of above limitations must be done indirectly through benefit formula or PSPA.

	X. Pre-retirement Inflation Adjustment
	1. Not to exceed average wage increase (i.e. no PSPA generated)

	XI. Benefits accruals after retirement
	1. If member receiving a pension is rehired, must suspend pension to restart benefit accruals
	a) Plan text must specifically provide for such benefit suspension
	b) When retiring a second time, pension benefit is recalculated to include accruals prior to first retirement and benefits in respect of re-employment
	i) Early retirement reduction reset to account for any post-65 payments that would have made if member had not be re-employed


	2. No simultaneously accruing and receiving pension from the same RPP. Exception:
	a) If first retirement is under total and permanently disability and the member subsequently recovers and returns to work with the same ER
	b) DC accruals after commencement of DB benefits

	3. Anti-avoidance rule imposed: RPP revocable if primary reason for re-employment is to benefit EE from subsequent benefit recalculation

	XII. Special Downsizing Benefits
	1. Minister of National Revenue approves downsizing situation case by case
	a) To qualify, a significant proportion of workforce must terminate or retire.

	2. For a qualified downsizing:
	a) Allow additional lifetime retirement benefits not derived from actual service for EE over 55 at termination date, subject to:
	i) Maximum additional lifetime retirement benefit = A* B
	ii) A = Number of years from the member’s termination to age 65 (max 7 years)
	iii) B = Min (DB limit, 2% of members’ highest average indexed compensation).
	iv) I.e. The extra benefits are outside the normal maximum pension rules.

	b) After commencement, these extra lifetime benefits may be CPI adjusted
	c) No PSPA generated from additional lifetime benefits

	3. The above additional benefits based on key conditions:
	a) Retirement benefits must commence within a specified period of time
	b) Only “qualifying individuals” (EE not expected to be re-employed by the same ER) are eligible to receive enhanced benefits.
	i) Can apply to waive this restriction

	c) No commutation of benefits (regular and additional benefits)
	d) A member rehired subsequently must suspend pension during re-employment, but not required to forfeit or cease any enhanced benefits received
	i) Additional lifetime benefit rule still apply as if member had not been rehired


	4. Other additional early retirement rules:
	a) Unreduced at 55/25/75 (as in public safety occupation EEs)
	b) 0.25% early reduction for each month before attainment of 55/25/75
	c) Additional service granted under downsizing or any post-termination date service not counted

	5. Anti-avoidance rule imposed
	a) Waive the prohibition against EE reducing salary or retiring allowance for additional pre-1990 past service benefits


	XIII. Miscellaneous Registration Rules for DB RPPs
	1. Designation of Administrator
	2. Primary purpose of plan: Provide lifetime retirement benefits to plan members in respect of service as EE
	3. Equal periodic payments:
	a) Generally no “pop up” / “pop down” benefits allowed, except:
	i) Increase that take place at a specific future date
	ii) Eliminate portion of early retirement reduction not required
	iii) Eliminate disability benefits offset under Q/CPP, workers’ compensation or private insurance plan
	iv) Eliminate JS reduction if survivor benefit will not be paid
	v) Reduce pension of EE who marries after pension commencement in exchange for spousal survivor benefits
	vi) Allowing active EE (after NRA) to receive pension to reflect a reduction in earnings during the postponement period


	4. Latest start date of pension
	5. Assignment of rights
	a) Plan document must prohibit benefits from being assigned, charged, anticipated, given as security or surrendered

	6. Permissible funding media, investment and borrowing: Acceptable funding arrangements:
	a) Contract for insurance with authorized life carriers
	b) Trust governed by a written trust agreement
	c) Pension Corporation
	d) An arrangement administer by the Government of Canada and provinces
	e) Combination

	7. Contributions by unions and ER associations (deemed directly made by ER or EE)
	8. Payment of expenses
	9. Requirement for return of contributions to avoid deregistration
	a) If contributions made > PA limits

	10. Determination of amounts
	a) Ancillary benefits amounts based on generally accepted actuarial principles

	11. Payment and commutation of lump sum
	a) Lump sum = PV of member’s benefits (if provision allow such commutation)
	b) PV of benefits can be determined on a fully indexed basis

	12. Indexing included in CV upon termination
	a) Original purpose: Increase CV to partially offset the overstatement of value by PA
	i) Expensive to plan as it reduces experience gains from termination

	b) PAR somewhat alleviates the need to include this additional indexation

	13. Pension credits must be determinable and not inappropriately low
	a) PA and PSPA must not be inappropriately low

	14. Offset Benefits
	a) Offsets from another DB, DPSP, money purchase must be taken into account, regardless of their actual settlement
	b) E.g. For offset plan with DB and DPSP provisions: the DB pension amount must be determined as though the DPSP has not been taken in lump sum
	c) Purpose:  DB benefits must be reasonable and appropriate to PA already reported.

	15. Anti-Avoidance rule on manipulation of earnings
	a) Prevents using RPP to tax-shelter more retirement savings
	b) Concerns earnings manipulated to create lower PA, inconsistent with the retirement benefits ultimately payable
	c) E.g. Plan stipulates bonus is excluded from pensionable earnings.

	16. Division of Benefits on Marriage or Relationship Breakdown
	a) To determine if maximum pension and bridging benefit limits is exceeded
	i) Must account for total benefit payable to both member and spouse

	b) Total benefits payable to member and spouse not to exceed what would be payable to member alone if marriage or relationship had not ended
	c) Member who has lost benefit cannot have  remaining benefits increased to replace the lost benefit

	17. Past Service Benefits in lieu of earnings
	18. Allocation of fund earnings (no less frequently than annually)

	XIV. Special Rules for Connected Person
	1. Must notify CRA within 60 days of connected person’s membership
	2. Generally may accrue benefits only if receiving compensation.
	a) E.g. Dividend income does not count

	3. Provisions that are modified or restricted
	a) Maximum pension limit
	i) Pre-1991 service subject to “Maximum lifetime benefits” (See II.1)
	ii) For each post-1990 year, minimum (2% of indexed compensation, DB limit)

	b) Pre-retirement survivor benefits (projected lifetime benefits may not be paid)
	c) No additional benefits under an approved downsizing program
	d) No continued benefit accruals during a post-1990 eligible period of reduced pay or temporary absence
	e) No increased benefit for a disabled person connected at any time after 1990
	f) No unreduced early retirement benefit on disability unless EE has satisfied the non-disability eligibility requirements
	g) Exclude disability from eligible service for a connected person from 1991
	h) Must notify Minister if benefits for pre-1991 service are provided
	i) Plan must not be for the benefits of significant shareholders. (PV of benefits to significant shareholders not to exceed 50% of PV of the total benefits)



	Canadian pension and retirement income planning  (6th Edition) by towers Watson
	I. EE contributions for current service
	1. Max EE contributions (Impact high earners) = Min (A, B)
	a) A = 9% of member’s total compensation for the year from all participating ERs
	b) B = ($1,000 + 70% of pension credit)
	i) If 2*CWI  = plan’s minimum benefit payable on termination or pre-retirement death , then 70% of pension credit becomes 50% of pension credit


	2. Types of plan affected by maximum contribution limit:
	a) Plans where ratio of EE contribution formula to benefit formula is high
	b) Plans which do not stipulate a limit on contributions (and have high earners)
	c) Plans requiring EE contributions to continue after benefits accrual cessation
	d) Plans featuring complex, “career limits” that complicate PA calculation
	i) E.g. Where EE contributions continue after pension credit is reduced to 0


	3. During disability / reduced pay period / temporary absence, determination of current service contributions must be consistent with that of earlier years.
	a) CSC made must not exceed funding requirements for related benefit accruals
	b) Can apply for waiver if overall, EE CSC fund no more than 50% of related benefits

	4. Purpose of limit = Prevent abuse
	a) Benefit formula (PA) is reduced while EE can increase EE benefit from refund of excess EE contributions through the minimum ER contribution rule (50% rule)


	II. EE contributions for past service
	1. For post-1989 past service: EE contributions fully tax deductible
	2. PSPA: If additional lifetime benefits are in exchange for past service contributions
	3. For pre-1990 past service and EE was not a contributor: Maximum contribution of $3,500 may be deducted for each year
	a) Annual excess contributions > $3500 may be carried forward if under overall limit
	b) Overall limit = $3,500 * number of pre-1990 service years - deductions previously claimed those contributions

	4. For pre-1990 past service and EE was a contributor, EE maximum annual deduction that can be claimed = Min (A, B)
	a) A = Total amount of EE contributions made - deductions previously claimed for those contributions
	b) B = $3,500 - total amounts deducted for current year and post-1989 past service contributions, and pre-1990 past service contributions while not a contributor
	c) Any excess contributions can be carried forward indefinitely and deducted when contribution room becomes available

	5. For post-1991 deaths, can deduct unused past service contribution above the annual $3,500 limit to compute income at death
	6. If buyback is being paid in instalments, sponsor may generally charge interest separately (outside the plan)
	7. EE may not deduct interest and other financing costs incurred in borrowing money in order to make CSC to an RPP

	III. ER contributions
	1. ER contribution tax deductibility require
	a) ER contributions certified by actuary and approved in writing by CRA

	2. Ineligible contributions are non-deductible and can jeopardize plan registration.
	a) Collective bargaining agreements / funding policies are not justification for ineligible contributions

	3. Designated plans have special rules to determine required contributions
	4. Excess surplus = Surplus - Min [A, Max (B, C)]
	a) A= 20% of actuarial funding liabilities
	b) B= 2*estimated annual CSC,
	c) C= 10% of actuarial liabilities

	5. If Excess surplus > 0 must be used to reduce ER contributions

	IV. ER contribution for pre-1990 past service
	1. Plan registration revocable if ER contributions for pre-1990 past service is made in lieu a payment or benefit to EE (essentially these ER contributions are EE contributions)
	2. Exception: Downsizing situation
	3. CRA proportionality conditions further restricts on ER contributions for pre-1990 past service

	V. Other Permissible Contributions (2 Types)
	1. A lump sum transfer from another RPP, RRSP, DPSP
	2. Amount transferred from a pension plan that is maintained for non-residents for services rendered outside Canada (if accepted by Minister of National Revenue)

	VI. Designated Plan Rules
	1. Special limits on ER contributions apply
	2. Eligible contributions determined by Maximum Funding Valuation stipulated by ITA
	a) Minimum required contributions from a “normal” funding valuation can be > maximum permissible contributions from maximum funding valuation
	b) If so, there is a GC “deficit”. To ease things up:
	i) Designated plans allow terminal funding once an event occurs to crystallize the shortfall (Minimum legislation generally do not allow terminal funding)

	c) For plan design, ER should consider both designated plan rules and the minimum standards requirements

	3. Maximum Funding Valuations: ITA specify certain deemed benefit provisions to substitute certain actual plan benefits; actuarial assumptions and methods
	4. RPP revocable if EE contributions for past service were made:
	a) When plan was a designated plan, and
	b) Which would not be an eligible contribution if made by ER


	VII. Return of Contributions
	1. All RPP must has a benefit reduction provision
	a) Plan is revocable if no refund of ER / EE contributions (ineligible contributions then)

	2. CRA: Inappropriate for ER to simply reduce required contributions in current calendar year to correct an over-contribution in prior calendar year.
	a) The approval process to remove contributions vary across jurisdictions
	b) May require permission of the relevant pension supervisory authority or CRA or both


	Canadian pension and retirement income planning  (5th Edition) by towers Watson
	I. SERPs
	1. Can be unfunded / pre-funded / secured / combinations
	a) Pre-funded not favourable – does not have the same tax advantages as RPP

	2. CRA views excessively generous SERPs as salary deferral arrangements
	a) I.e. as employment income in the year it is earned vs. payment time

	3. To maximize benefit from a top up plan
	a) RPP to provide the max. permitted bfts at normal and early retirement
	b) Where target bft lacks guaranteed post-retirement indexation: index RPP with max. permitted indexation
	c) Use a flexible pension plan (i.e. cost sharing can allow ER to offer more non-registered bfts)


	II. Funded or secured db serps
	1. Retirement Compensation Arrangement (“RCA”) is created when ER cont are sent to custodian
	a) 2 a/c in RCA: RCA Trust Fund & RCA Refundable Tax Account (the “CRA account”):
	b) Effectively a 50% tax levied on investment income
	c) Benefits paid directly from trust. (Taxable to EE upon receipt of pension benefits)

	2. Letter of Credit
	a) CRA: LOC must be unsecured.  If not, deem the full face amount as cont. to RCA
	b) LOC advantages / disadvantages
	i) Cost initially low but increase over time and is non-refundable
	ii) Refundable tax can grow to a significant portion of total plan liabilities
	iii) May be difficult to unwind LOC in future except by full funding and getting consent from all beneficiaries.



	III. alternatives to RCA and LOC
	1. Unfunded / PAYG Arrangements
	a) Notional a/c in DC SERPs
	b) ER must decide on crediting rate for the notional a/c - ER liable for notional investment returns

	2. Annuities
	a) Cost not excessive vs. PAYG
	i) Annuity cost imm. deductible
	ii) PAYG: deductible only when paid

	b) Grossed up prescribed annuity
	i) ER needs to pay > liabilities to make whole on an after tax basis for EE
	ii) Monthly annuity < monthly SERP payment to reflect it is not fully taxable
	iii) Lump sum is grossed up for the taxes paid by EE when purchasing annuity


	3. Life Insurance
	a) If used to pre-fund retirement bfts - Taxed like RCA
	b) Policies with high cash values are tax effective (cash value only taxable to insurer)
	c) Premiums not tax deductible
	d) To have tax free bfts - Policy must be in force until insured death
	e) Key factors to evaluate tax effectiveness
	i) Commissions and expenses
	ii) Bfts only paid out upon death (not retirement) -  ER needs to pay retirement bfts out of own cash
	iii) Consequences of change in employment status (e.g. termination)


	4. After-tax Savings Plan
	a) Common as DC SERPs (RPP does not have to be DC)
	b) ER cont to non tax sheltered a/c - Tax deductible to ER
	c) ER cont, investment income, and realized gains / losses taxable to EE
	d) Immediate vesting
	e) Advantages if EE marginal tax rate < 50%
	f) Preferred tax treatment for capital gains and dividends (vs. taxed at 50% of RCA refundable rate)

	5. Tax-Free Savings Account - supplement after tax savings account as a tax sheltering vehicle
	6. Employee Profit Sharing Plan
	a) Not for organizations with negative retained earnings (e.g. non-profits)
	b) EE taxed each year on ER cont to individual a/c
	i) Regardless of vesting
	ii) Can claim deduction if EE lost all bfts upon termination


	7. Company Stock - More as a means for EE to build up an estate before retirement

	INTEGRATION WITH SOCIAL SECURITY
	I.  INTRODUCTION
	II. WHY INTEGRATE?
	iii. OBSTACLES TO INTEGRATION
	iv. INTEGRATION METHODS
	A.  Contribution Offset
	B.  Benefit Offset
	C.  Indirect Methods

	v.  AROUND THE WORLD
	Defined Contribution Plan Success Factors
	I. Plan Design
	II. Investment Structure
	III. Plan Monitoring
	Phased retirement – An important part of the Evolving Retirement Scene
	1. Key drivers of the evolving retirement scene:
	a) Aging work force
	b) Changing labor force participation (e.g. increasing male labor force at higher ages)
	c) Higher proportion of full time workers (age 65-69)
	d) DB shift to DC
	e) Focus on creative and flexible job options and facilitation
	f) Focus on differences in third age group would like to work, and are working, including definition and study of encore careers
	g) Increasing interest in phased retirement

	2. Half of US employees do not transition directly from working full time to full time retiree (and often done outside of a formal phased retirement program)
	3. 2 ideas about phasing (Phasing little or a lot)
	4. Why employees want creative and restructured work arrangements?
	a) Many white collar works are now 50-60 hours week, with no overtime
	b) Disability and physical limitations (still want to work but on reduced schedule)
	c) Need to take care of family members
	d) Want to spend more time with the retired spouse
	e) Having flexible time and work commitments (less pressure)
	f) Interest in a different life balance
	g) Interest in doing a different type of job


	The Hybrid Handbook: Not All Hybrids Are Created Equal
	I. Plan designs in public sector
	II. Design framework flow (5 steps)
	1. Identify Objectives:
	a) Retirement Security: Full career, Partial career (hired mid-career and hired young)
	b) Workforce Management: Recruit, retain and rehire
	c) Funding: Sustainability, Predictability, Volatility

	2. Consider Limitations:
	a) Existing Structure: Existing Plan/Transition Costs, Social Security Coverage
	b) Legal/Regulatory: State limitations on structure, Legal protections for benefits
	c) Political

	3. Determine Risk Allocation
	4. Select Structure and Implement
	a) Considerations when implementing design
	i) Stakeholder communications
	ii) Investment adjustments
	iii) Workforce impacts
	iv) Legacy unfunded amortization


	5. Monitor and Revise

	III. Plan Designs Evaluated According to Several Different Metrics
	IV. How full careers fare
	1. Accruals of Annual Retirement Income Vary
	2. Accruals of Retirement Income as % of pay: DB Flattens, DC Heavily Front-loaded
	3. Late Growth in DC Account Balance from Returns on Earlier Contributions, Not Contributions

	V. How Mid-Career Hire Fare
	1. DC Accruals are Limited Due to Limited Years for Investment Growth
	2. Mid-Career Hires Miss Vital Early Years in DC Plans
	3. Mid-Career Hires Receive a Much Greater Benefit from DB Pension Plans

	VI. How Mid-career exits fare
	1. Accruals Stop at Termination with Mid-Career Exit
	2. High Value of Early DC Contributions Not Impacted by Termination
	3. DC Balance Continues to Grow with Returns after Termination; DB Present Value Grows as Deferment Period Shortens

	VII. Cash balance and dc annuitization
	1. Effectiveness at meeting objectives based primarily on
	a) Accruals
	b) Interest
	c) Annuitization
	d) Adjustments related to inflation, both during employment and retirement

	2. Annuitized DC plans similar post retirement
	3. Cash Balance Account Growth
	a) Full career
	b) Mid-career hire


	VIII. Vertical and Horizontal Hybrid Plans
	1. Applies DC and DB portion to different portions of the salary e.g. Employee earns $80,000 per year:

	IX. More on DB Plans
	1. 2 ways if share-risk via benefits
	a) Post-retirement benefit adjustments
	i) Adjustments limited based on funded status
	ii) Limitations based on investment returns
	iii) Suspensions

	b) Variable benefit accruals

	2. Different risk-sharing provisions in public plans
	a) Pre-determined contribution split between employers and employees
	b) Actuarially determined employer contribution (ADEC) split
	c) Dividing only normal cost between employer and employee
	d) Risk-sharing based on investment return or funded status

	3. DB Plans can offer attractive Benefits to Non-Career Workers . Examples:
	a) Index frozen benefits
	b) In lieu of refunding non-vested contributions, participants can choose to
	i) Leave funds, which receive interest and 50% match
	ii) Employer match increases to 100% at age 65
	iii) Annuitization of non-vested benefits at cost (Shares access to efficiency & longevity pooling; Likely helps prevent leakage)



	canadian association of pension supervisory authorities guideline no. 3: guidelines for capital accumulation plan
	I. SUMMARY
	1. Guideline # 3:
	a) Reflect the general expectation of regulators regarding the operation of capital accumulations plans (CAPs) in Canada
	b) Voluntary compliance
	c) A step towards the development of common standards for CAPs


	II. definitions
	1. CAP is
	a) A tax assisted investment / savings plan where members are permitted to make investment decisions among 2 or more options
	b) Examples:
	i) DC registered pension plan
	ii) Group registered retirement savings plan
	iii) Registered education savings plan
	iv) Deferred profit sharing plan


	2. CAP Sponsors
	a) Employer, trade union, association or any combination of these entities who established the CAP

	3. Service providers
	a) Any provider of service / advice required by CAP sponsor

	4. CAP members
	a) Individuals who have assets in a CAP

	5. Investment funds
	a) Mutual funds, pooled funds, segregated funds or similar pooled investment product


	III. the intent of the guidelines
	1. Guideline #3 is to:
	a) Outline and clarify the rights and responsibilities of:
	i) CAP sponsors
	ii) CAP members
	iii) Service providers

	b) Ensure investment information and assistance are provided to CAP members
	c) Supplement, not replace, legislative requirements


	IV.  implications
	1. For CAP sponsors:
	a) Their responsibilities include:
	i) Setting up CAP
	ii) Providing investment information and decision-making tools to CAP members
	iii) Introducing the plan to members
	iv) Providing on-going communication to members
	v) Maintaining CAP
	vi) Ensuring termination of individual membership or the plan itself complies with the terms of CAP

	b) May delegate their responsibilities to a service provider

	2. For service providers:
	a) Should have the appropriate level of knowledge and skill to perform the task
	b) Provide any advice within their expertise required by CAP sponsors
	c) Should follow guidelines and comply with applicable legal requirements

	3. For CAP members:
	a) Responsible for making investment decisions, such as:
	i) How much to contribution, if at their discretion
	ii) How much to allocate to a particular investment option
	iii) Whether to switch between investment options

	b) Tools available:
	i) Information and decision-making tools made available by sponsor
	ii) External investment advice from qualified individuals



	V. Setting up a cap
	A. General considerations:
	1.  Establish the purpose of CAP
	a) Examples of purposes:
	i) Retirement savings
	ii) Tax efficient compensation
	iii) Profit sharing
	iv) Savings for other financial goals (e.g. house, education)

	b) Sponsor should clearly define and document the selected purpose(s)
	c) Plan terms and communications to CAP members should be consistent with the purpose(s)
	d) Subsequent modification to the purpose(s) should be:
	i) Communicated in advance to members, along with the impact of the change
	ii) Well documented


	2.  Decision to use service providers
	a) Should be used where CAP sponsor lack the necessary knowledge and skills

	3.  Selection of service providers:
	a) Should establish and adhere to selection criteria
	b) Examples of selection factors:
	i) Degree of professional experience / training
	ii) Specialization in the type of service to be provided
	iii) Cost of service
	iv) Understanding of employee benefits and pension legislation
	v) Service availability across all geographic regions where members reside
	vi) Quality, level and continuity of services offered

	c) Should document the respective roles and responsibility of CAP sponsors and service providers


	B. Investment Options
	1.  Investment options selection
	a) Examples of investment options:
	i) Investment funds
	ii) GICs
	iii) Annuity contracts
	iv) Employer / Government securities
	v) Cash

	b) Range of investment options may be limited by legislation
	c) Should strive for a wide range of investment options
	i) In some cases, the choice of service provider will define the type of investment options made available

	d) Factors for investment option selection:
	i) Purpose of CAP
	ii) Number of investment options to be made available
	iii) Fees associated with investment options
	iv) CAP sponsor’s ability to conduct periodic review of options
	v) Diversity and demographics of CAP membership
	vi) Liquidity / degree of diversification / level of risk among investment options


	2.  Investment funds selection (if investment fund option is offered)
	a) Factors for investment fund selection:
	i) Attributes of the fund:
	▪ Investment objectives
	▪ Investment strategies
	▪ Investment risks
	▪ Past performance
	▪ Management fee
	ii) Ability of the selected fund as a diversifier in investment style and objectives

	b) In event where:
	i) CAP is a registered pension plan, the fund must comply with
	▪ Investment rules under the applicable pension legislation
	ii) Selected investment fund is a mutual fund, it must comply with
	▪ Investment rules governing conventional mutual funds




	the tfsa: a practical ADDITION to your CLIENTS’ savings portfolio
	I. key features
	1. Suitable for both retirement and other savings projects
	2. Withdrawals any time w/o restrictions
	3. All Canadian residents over 18 can open a TFSA account
	4. Unused contribution room from previous years increase contribution limit (like RRSP)
	5. Amounts withdrawn are added to contribution room next year
	6. Withdrawals not taxable income
	7. Capital income and gains earned in TFSA are tax free
	8. Withdrawals do not affect eligibility for federal income tested benefits and tax credits
	9. Contributions not tax deductible (made after tax)

	II. TFSA vs. RRSP
	CAPSA Guideline No. 8   Defined Contribution Pension Plans Guideline
	1. Purpose
	a) Set out guidance related to DC plans that has previously been released by CAPSA
	b) Outlines and clarifies rights and responsibilities of sponsors, employers, administrators, service providers, fund holders and members
	c) Provides guidance re tools and information for members (including when choosing retirement options),
	d) Provides guidance re tools and information to members who are in receipt of a variable benefit
	e) Clarifies what constitutes an adverse amendment

	2. Applies to DC pension plans and DC component of hybrid plan
	3. Compliance to guideline is voluntary
	4. Responsibilities of Administrator
	a) Introduce plan to members including plan terms description
	b) Provide investment information and decision-making tool if applicable
	c) Provide ongoing communication to members
	d) Ensure termination (plan or member) and enrollment complies with legislation and plan terms
	e) Comply with required regulatory filing
	f) Select and monitor third-party service providers, investment options (including default option)
	g) If offer variable benefit, consider if different products should be used during accumulation and decumulation phase
	h) When setting up plan, consider investment nature, risk return profile, historical return, number of investment options, investment fee levels
	i) Member communication in plain language and a format that is easy to comprehend

	5. Responsibilities of Employer
	a) Meet funding obligation – remit employer and employee contribution (comply with time frame and amount required)
	b) Keep accurate and up-to-date records (e.g. service, earnings) and send to administrator in a timely manner

	6. Responsibilities of Sponsor  Set up the plan and ensure it has plan administrator
	a) Make plan amendments / plan termination
	b) Proper documentation re decision to set up and maintain plan, amendments and how those decisions are made

	7. Responsibilities of Service Providers (applies if responsibilities are delegated)
	a) Have the necessary skills and knowledge (including provision of any advice within their expertise which the administrator may request)

	8. Responsibilities of Fund Holders - Holds all or portion of assets exclusively for the DC plan
	9. Responsibilities of Members
	a) If member allowed to make investment choices
	b) Members responsible for making investment decisions and using the information and decision-making tools, continual assessment, consider obtaining advice from qualified advisers
	c) Notify administrator of personal data errors
	d) keep investment instructions up-to-date
	e) If member participate in a variable benefit product, members responsible for
	i) determine yearly withdrawals on a timely basis
	ii) Use information and decision-making tool to examine withdrawal's impact on future retirement income
	iii) Understand impact of withdrawal on income available for their lifetime
	iv) Periodical re-evaluation of risk profile and investment choices



	I. Information for members during Accumulation Phase
	1. Information regarding investment choices
	a) If members allowed to make investment choices
	i) Sufficient detail on investment options (for members to make informed decision)
	ii) Information of any changes to investment menu
	iii) Default investment options

	b) If members not allowed to make investment decisions, provide info on how their contribution is invested
	c) Annual statements / Termination statements
	i) Investment fee payment or transfer fees (upon termination, move funds out of plan and into investments with current service provider)


	2. Information regarding contributions
	a) Required contribution formula and optional contributions (employee and employer)
	b) Explain how to change / select contribution rate if permitted
	c) Timing of employee and employer contributions
	d) Treatment of voluntary contributions
	e) Calculation of interest and earnings on contributions
	f) How and when re vesting and locking in (plus definition of these terms)
	g) How and in what situations contributions can be withdrawn
	h) Identify any non-locked in funds and any unlocking opportunities
	i) Treatment of fund transfer
	j) Explain options re: maximizing employer matching contributions

	3. Estimates of account balance and benefits
	a) Provide tools to help with such estimation
	b) Provide annual estimate of account balance (and benefits from that balance) to members
	c) Disclose assumptions used to estimate the value (administrator must demonstrate prudence in selecting assumptions)
	d) How future value can change if different assumption is used
	e) Clearly state actual future value will likely be different from estimates
	f) Describe purpose of plan
	g) Inform members that other sources of income or savings may be necessary to reach their retirement income goal


	II. Information for members near payout phase
	1. Must provide:
	a) Options available to member
	b) Actions members must take
	c) Deadlines for member action; Default options (if no member action)
	d) Impact of membership termination will have on investment option

	2. Information regarding retirement products
	a) e info on all regulated products (including info to assist members to make the decision)
	b) Retirement statement
	c) Investment fee payment or transfer fees (upon termination, move funds out of plan and into investments with current service provider)
	d) Unlocking options available at retirement Members to consider obtaining expert advice


	III. INFORMATION for members during payout phase
	1. Administrator only need to provide info for variable benefit product
	a) Information required to provide is set out in pension legislation

	2. If not variable benefit product, information provided is set by the institution holding the funds as per legislative requirement
	3. Information on withdrawals from a variable benefit plan
	a) Sufficient details on investment options for members to make informed decision
	b) Changes to investment menu
	c) Default investment option
	d) Withdrawal amount options including max. and min. withdrawal requirement
	e) Information on sustainable withdrawal rates
	f) Income estimates based on a range of return assumptions or provide income projection tool
	g) State actual future income likely vary from estimate
	h) How and when members should inform administrator of their chosen withdrawal amount
	i) Member to consider getting outside expert advice


	IV. Adverse amendment
	1. Example
	a) lower employer contrition / higher employee contribution
	b) Changes in expense allocation (who pay expense)
	c) Longer vesting requirement

	2. Some jurisdiction require administrator to provide written notice to certain parities (e.g. affected members, trade unions) before registering amendment with the regulators.
	a) Written explanation within the legislated time limit


	Report of the Task Force on Target Benefit Plans
	I. What is a TBP?
	1. a collective, pre-funded pension plan pooling both economic and demographic risks
	2. with a predefined retirement income goal (the “target benefit”)
	3. employer’s financial liability limited to predefined contributions
	4. benefits may be adjusted up/downwards relative to original target

	II. Potential Advantages
	1. Retain the stability of costs associated with DC plans
	2. Allowing members to benefit from improved pension outcomes by pooling assets and certain risks

	III. Wide Spectrum of Designs
	1. At one end - provide a very high degree of protection for accrued benefits (i.e., unlikely benefit reductions – DB-like)
	2. Other end – frequent benefit adjustment (DC-like)
	3. Between 2 ends - intermediate plan designs with varying degrees of benefit volatility

	IV. Understanding of the Risk-Sharing “Deal”
	1. Communication of the risk-sharing “deal” is critical
	2. A big risk - stakeholders misunderstand nature of the deal – lead to deviations from plan’s objectives; losing sight of plan’s value; disenchanted members or employers
	3. Risk sharing - must be properly addressed and articulated when designing a TBP

	V. Risk Sharing and Its Consequence
	1. 3 options to address lack of employer funding guarantee
	a) Allocate the risk directly to individual members - immediate benefit adjustments
	b) Transfer downside risk to a third party – buy commercial hedging product.
	i) Some risks difficult to transfer; Many are expensive to transfer
	ii) Transferred risks subject to counterparty risk.

	c) Inter-generational risk sharing - different generations enter into hedging contracts for all or part of the residual risks
	i) explicit arrangements (counter-cyclical risk buffers - PfAD)
	ii) More implicit (younger generations underwrite risks of older generations by putting own benefits at greater risk.)


	2. Inter-generational risk sharing
	a) Explicit PfAD – clear trade-off
	b) Implicit approach may pose
	i) Counterparty risk – capacity of next generations is constrained (e.g. fewer new entrants) or willingness of next generation wanes
	ii) Plan termination risk – events affecting sponsor (e.g., bankruptcy), worse if large imbalances in the subsidies received and provided by different member groups


	3. Other risks
	a) False diversification- diversification work better within a time period but less so across generations (average around which fluctuations occur might itself shift)
	i) E.g. Past mortality projections repeatedly underestimated improvement
	ii) If continues, pooling residual mortality risks will be more like one-way transfer of risks to future
	iii) Better to leave this risk directly with individuals

	b) Entanglement with other subsidies
	i) Watch out if plan already provides persistent subsidies to certain member groups (e.g. early retirement), Inter-generational risk sharing will magnify these subsidies


	4. A balancing act
	a) TBP must balance 3 elements: costs, risks, and extent of possible Inter-generational transfers
	i) Cutting one element increase one or both of the other 2

	b) Plan with fixed contribution cannot cut benefit without lowering target benefit level or relying on Inter-generational risk sharing (less than full compensation to members for bearing risk for others)
	i) Latter approach – attractive in short term cost but significantly endanger sustainability over the long term



	VI. Basic design elements
	1. Benefits/Funding/Investment Policy
	a) Provides transparency to identify balance of costs, risks, and Inter-generational risk sharing; and documents appropriate risk management strategies

	2.
	a) Sample Plan #1
	i) Like traditional DC plan with one investment option
	ii) Difference- TBP pools post-retirement mortality risk

	b) Sample Plan #3 - Like traditional DB plan
	c) Sample Plan #2 – Like Sample Plan #3, but open to benefit variability.

	3. Mechanisms to reduce benefit risk via Investment Policy
	4. To reduce investment risk in the whole plan using investment policy
	a) Reduce asset values volatility - one-sided reduction (e.g., hedging of downside risks through derivatives, for a fixed cost) or two-sided (choosing assets with a lesser downside and upside).
	b) Managing interest rate risk - Investments that lower duration mismatch
	c) Managing inflation risk - inflation sensitive assets help inflation-linked target benefit

	5. Selecting right level of investment risk
	a) separate funds active and retired members (different risk profiles); apply separate benefit adjustments based on experience of each fund.
	i) Drawbacks: limited Inter-generational risk sharing; cash flow constraints may lower overall benefit levels

	b) Use life cycle strategy (at individual / plan level) - investments backing younger members more on growth than stability

	6. Other Mechanisms to Reduce Benefit Risk
	7. Role of stochastic valuations
	a) Identify likelihood in meeting targets and benefits being paid at identified levels in the benefit/policy ladder
	b) Understand effectiveness to improve plan resiliency to emerging experience
	c) Assess residual risk borne by individual (i.e., benefit volatility after risk management steps in the BFI policy)
	d) Understand sources of plan’s resilience re: allocation of risk/rewards among different generations

	8. Transparency can be improved
	a) Policy and tool – written BFI policy - clearly defined risk management framework,
	i) affordability testing rules, trigger points, and associated actions, and choosing risk management tools that encourage transparency

	b) Communications – timely and relevant member communications re nature of deal, benefits, and risk
	i) risk management framework is key (especially if less-transparent tools are used)

	c) Governance – governance structures to articulate and support the risk-sharing “deal”,
	i) members have appropriate involvement in plan governance
	ii) decision-making process open and communicated to members


	9. Accounting and Expensing
	a) If fixed sponsor contributions and no risk of funding a windup deficit / refunding surplus – expense fixed contributions – like DC plan
	b) If sponsor contributions can vary (potential for higher sponsor liability)
	i) encourage accounting community to review accounting standards as opposed to treating it as DB plan



	VII. Regulation of TBPs
	1. Preferred solution - holistic regulatory framework rooted in DC model but can address plans more like DB
	2. Under the following framework -
	a) TBP can choose its own risk profile
	b) Regulator to assess the above 4 areas in relation to its own desired risk profile

	3. 2 Issues
	a) If DB benefits converted to TBP
	i) Set limits on extent to which the risk-sharing arrangements are altered in an existing “pension deal”
	ii) Capacity of pension regulators (fragmented with uneven resources in Canada)



	VIII. International Experience
	1. Dutch
	a) Avoid conflicting goals
	i) Decide what is more important: pension in real terms or nominal terms

	b) If focus on protecting nominal benefits, conditional indexation is a good start
	i) creates some resilience but may not be enough to avoid benefit level cutting

	c) After depletion of risk capital - recovery is difficult and tensions may flare between  cohorts
	i) Flexible benefits (no hard guarantees) allow plans to react in a timely and equitable manner

	d) Have explicit action plan for both + /- experience (help avoid conflict and misunderstandings)
	e) Stochastic projections are useful - assess robustness over long term and help set desirable risk capital levels .
	f) Regulations must encourage prudent risk management
	g) Member communication must stress the contingent nature of the benefit

	2. Danish
	a) More secure and equitable pensions by removing unaffordable guarantees
	i) key - act prudently when investing assets / distributing gains
	ii) Making decisions in a risk management framework with a long-term perspective

	b) long-term perspective also critical for regulators
	i) ability to correct pro-cyclical behaviour driven by market anomalies
	ii) Regulators must exercise flexibility during system-wide crises.

	c) Inter-generational equity is key (maintain public confidence and sustainability)
	i) watch for systematic biases and one-way transfers of wealth. T

	d) Pay attention to longevity trends - Increased costs from longer life expectancies should not be shifted to the future.


	IX. Financial Health and Risk Management
	1. New Brunswick SRP Regime – Positive features
	a) Gives indication as to likely delivery of benefits over medium term (15–20 years) - assuming reasonable evolution of demographic profile;
	b) Encourages risk management framework via explicit risk management goals, discourages reckless investment and inappropriate risk levels
	c) stochastic projections encourages understanding of risks and resiliency
	d) Encourages longer-term view;
	e) Supports sustainability and Inter-generational equity via explicit benefit ladder and limiting ability to impose certain large impacts only on specific groups;
	f) Establishes clear priorities re nominal benefits vs. indexation;
	g) Explicitly requires expected future improvements in mortality rates.

	2. New Brunswick SRP Regime – Potential Improvements
	a) The prescribed valuation method allows spending (better benefit or indexation) while plan in deficit on a closed group basis so long as it pass probability thresholds
	i) necessary step to facilitate conversion from public sector DB plans (high hope of indexing could be provided)
	ii) Less desirable in other cases (e.g., new plans with no past service conversion)

	b) requirement for stochastic valuations for routine plan changes can be onerous
	c) Very high benefit security threshold (97.5% for base benefit)s can be lowered  where a lesser degree of benefit security is acceptable
	d) Regulation does not define the link between discount rate and required risk capital; and can remain opaque if not otherwise disclosed
	e) No required assessment of potential demographic shocks
	f) Little emphasis on short-term financial position, especially in wind-up
	g) Focused almost exclusively on TBPs at DB end of spectrum

	3. Alberta GC+ Regime – Positive features
	a) Simplicity—deterministic tests and triggers are easy to understand and implement;
	b) Transparency—explicit risk capital (PfADs) rather than implicit margins;
	c) Flexibility—–permit lower benefit security than New Brunswick model
	d) Prevents opportunistic selection of valuation assumptions by directly linking PfAD to discount rate

	4. Alberta GC+ Regime – Potential Improvement
	a) Transparency—Insufficient information for adequate management and communication
	b) No link between minimum PfAD to plan provisions (flat vs. career-average etc) to demographic profile, or to specific risk tolerances
	c) Very short horizon (three years); no information re whether minimum requirements can ensure meeting the target over the long term
	d) No required assessment of potential demographic shocks;
	e) Does not promote culture of risk management
	i) No required plan-specific assessment of risk exposures
	ii) Does not require assessment of whether risk measures in place are sufficient and appropriate given the goals of the plan

	f) Benefit ladder is discretionary
	g) Potentially incongruent assessment of affordability (both up and down) from  to using different measures as triggers
	i) 1 test to signal benefit reduction and another one for improvement, and it is possible to trigger both tests at the same time

	h) 15-year amortization allows plan to dip well below 100% funded on a closed group basis without immediate corrective action on benefit side
	i) Not appropriate in all situations

	i) Focused on DB like TBPs

	5. Suggested Modifications to Alberta-style regulations
	a) Must have a  BFI policy with explicit policy ladder and benefit actions
	i) Risk-sharing deal must be explicit and transparent

	b) Permit to adopt a customized BFI policy (i.e., affordability test, triggers, and consequences) that differs from the minimum prescribed PfADs if
	i) Plan has performed stochastic modelling at the outset to validate the risk management framework adopted and demonstrate that the benefit risk does not exceed a minimum reasonable threshold



	X. Communication and Disclosure
	1. Information for members
	a) Explanation of benefits/funding policy and implications for individual
	b) A minimum window for notifying all members of a change due to benefits/funding policy
	c) Annual statements: expected benefits if plan meets objectives; and accumulated termination value if plan terminated at the statement date.
	d) Current financial status of plan in relation to benefit affordability.
	e) Recap the actions if results is outside of the range in future years.
	f) Annual reminder that benefits are estimates (not guaranteed) and may be adjusted

	2. Information vehicles
	a) Member booklets— comprehensive explanation of benefits/funding policy;
	b)  Annual statements
	i) current and historical affordability test results and implications
	ii) Reminder that benefits are not guaranteed
	iii) reporting of the target benefit, and the reporting of the benefit value had the plan been terminated on the statement date

	c) After each valuation—require notification to relevant parties of valuation results revealed and any upcoming actions required by the benefits/funding policy
	d) As needed or prior to conversion—require notification to members.


	XI. Governance
	1. Governance aspects with actuarial implications
	a) Governance model must reflect unique characteristics and clearly differentiate the roles of sponsor and administrator
	b) Must specify a pre-determined ladder of triggers and benefit adjustments
	i) Administrator should not so much flexibility in implementation as to fundamentally alter the risk-sharing arrangement


	2. Governance model should clearly differentiate:
	a) Role of the sponsor e.g.
	i) Power to amend, subject to collective bargaining agreement;
	ii) Establishes the governance structure
	iii) Establishes the BFI policy

	b) Role of administrator e.g.
	c) Benefit calculation and payment
	d) Implementation of the investment policy
	e) Application of benefits/funding policy (application of triggers)
	f) Communication and compliance

	3. With sponsor supporting almost no risk (risks lie with members), administrator should
	a) Act only in the best interest of current and future participants (ensure sustainability)
	b) Be protected from lawsuits when benefits are reduced as per  BFI policy

	4. Regulators should establish minimum governance requirements - flexible enough to allow appropriate best practices to emerge.

	XII. Past Service Conversion
	1. Suggest reasonable member consent requirement
	a) No more than a minimum percentage of the membership objects to conversion
	b) Can be waived could be waived if the conversion were funded on a minimum prescribed basis

	2. If have member consent
	a) minimum requirement for funding conversion - targeted benefits deemed “affordable” on basis in BFI policy

	3. If no member consent
	a) minimum requirement for funding conversion: plan be fully funded on a solvency basis on conversion
	b) Retirees should have option to transfer accrued pension to insurer

	4. Conversion from DC
	a) If members retain ability to transfer DC balance to a personal retirement savings plan (i.e. same pension “deal”)
	i) Conversion basis - actuarial equivalent basis and the affordability testing
	ii) Allow lump sum withdrawals on termination or retirement (at least for pre-conversion benefit)



	XIII. Other issues
	1. Lump Sum Transfers (Individual termination/retirement)
	a) Calculate TBP lump sum value on basis used to determine ongoing affordability
	b) Not appropriate for terminated members to get full value of deferred target if  target deemed unaffordable at termination (as risk is supported collectively by all members with controlled transfers between generations)
	c) As for a share of reserves/ margins re PfADs, sponsor should address (not subject to prescriptive legislative restrictions)
	i) Note if terminated lump sum does not reflect share in PfAD, it is an incentive to choose the deferred pension option.
	ii) Member communications should explicitly state the approach taken

	d) Must consider anti-selection risk when
	i) determining appropriate rules for lump sum transfer and transfer value
	ii) when selecting assumptions for affordability test


	2. Distributing assets on wind-up
	a) Methods and assumptions prescribed for DB wind-up inappropriate for TBP (as the total amount to be distributed for TBP is fixed)
	b) Must carefully document valuation basis for wind-up - Avoid sudden Inter-generational value transfers on wind-up (suggest the same basis used for ongoing affordability
	c) If normal affordability test included an open-group projection, some value shifts unavoidable (no more future service element) – Take note when communicating members’ hypothetical asset shares

	3. Suggestion for Tax Considerations
	a) TBP tax rules should be neutral
	b) Tax deferred contributions and investment income; benefits taxable received
	c) Members can access additional RRSP contributions (s.t. overall tax assistance limit)
	d) Adjust any tax rules that require pensions to be paid on an “equal and periodic” basis to recognize TBP pension is necessarily “equal”


	XIV. Special Situations
	1. Plans without Union Representation
	a) May include appointment by a staff association/ election within member group(s) / some other means
	b) Appropriate member representation more important with more complex plan

	2. Single-Employer Plans and Pooled TBPs
	a) Need critical size to make TBP feasible
	i) Costs associated with designing, implementing, and managing TBP
	ii) Risk pooling best within large, relatively homogeneous groups.

	b) Larger critical size for more complex plans
	i) Higher set up and management costs
	ii) More Inter-generational risk-sharing elements also requires each cohort is large enough and continuity of employer (public sector)
	iii) Small private company better with DC-like TBP; or to join pooled TBP (similar to multi-employer pension plan)

	c) Pooled TBPs
	i) Unclear which entity (insurer, consulting firms, gov't etc) to be champion of the pooled TBP
	ii) When participating employers withdraws, target benefit affordability may be adversely affected


	3. MEPPs
	a) Same basic construct as TBP - fixed contributions and variable benefits. It makes
	b) Make sense for TBP regulation to apply to MEPP (but not to make MEPP regulation more onerous due to new TBP regulation)


	The next evolution in DC retirement plan design
	I. Shift to DC and hybrid PAINS
	1. Lump sum option under DB and hybrid plans has the same risks: retirees carry risk of
	a) how much to save
	b) how to deploy money in retirement
	c) outliving savings due to extended lifespan, investment volatility, and other critical challenges.

	2. Unsustainable withdrawal rate
	a) Most prevalent method of deploring savings - spend the money on current living needs w/o considering longevity risk

	3. Retirees are doing a poor job of managing retirement risks.
	a) Employees and retirees want and need help generating retirement income.
	i) immediate annuity elections at the time of retirement are in fact very low:

	b) Many employees would like information that would help them decide how to deploy their retirement savings to generate income.
	i) Money to save to maintain their current lifestyle after they retire
	ii) Retirement income to expect from their current account balance
	iii) Retirement income to expect if they maintain current rate of saving


	4. Robust retirement income options are not widespread among defined contribution plans
	a) Online modeling tools or mobile apps (most common option at 61%)
	b) Installment payment features (37%)
	c) Professionally managed accounts for distribution phase (19%)
	d) Annuities outside the plan (13%)
	e) In‐plan managed payouts (12%)
	f) In‐plan annuities (10%)
	g) Transfers to DB plan to elect annuity payout (3%)


	II. PLAN SPONSOR CHALLENGES AND FIDUCIARY ISSUES
	1. Sponsor goals with DC plan
	a) Make plan better meet primary purpose – delivering retirement security.
	b) Generate reliable retirement income.
	c) Plan for an orderly workforce succession
	d) Accommodate different financial goals that participants might have -  improve security and satisfaction of plan mbrs
	e) Minimize fiduciary liability for selecting and monitoring retirement income options. (see fiduciary safe harbor below)
	f) Maximize EE retirement income
	g) Help mbrs with understanding options, decision making and implementation
	h) Overcome mbr inertia on retirement planning and encourage using retirement income solutions under the plan
	i) Minimize administrative complexity (managing number of retirement income providers and coordinating among providers, plan sponsor and administrator
	j) Provide flexibility to replace plan administrators and retirement income providers.

	2. I.e. sponsors must consider before coming up with a strategy
	a) Number and type of retirement income solutions to offer
	b) Number and type of providers to select
	c) Default retirement income solution and who it applies to
	d) How to mitigate fiduciary liability
	e) How sponsors will make decisions re retirement income options they offer; and monitoring

	3. Strategy implementation – sponsor must have
	a) Rigorous and documented process for designing program, evaluating offerings, assessing financial stability of providers, and ongoing monitoring of solutions and providers
	b) Implement a default retirement income generating option (see Default Retirement Income Solution below)
	c) Select retirement income strategies to offer
	i) Financial products such as annuities or managed payout funds,
	ii) professionally managed accounts
	iii) installment payment features in the plan
	iv) Combinations

	d) Decide if the plan should offer retirement income options in the plan, outside the plan (on the way out  of the plan), or both

	4. Barriers to Adding Retirement Income Solutions
	a) Administrative complexity (most common cited at 54%)
	b) Fiduciary liability
	c) Want to see market evolve
	d) Lack of utilization
	e) Communications difficulty
	f) Portability
	g) Cost


	III. Safe harbor fiduciary protection
	1. A committee must
	a) Engage in an objective, thorough, and analytical search for the purpose of identifying
	b) and selecting providers
	c) Appropriately consider information sufficient to assess the ability of the provider to make all future payments under the contract or arrangement.
	d) Appropriately consider the cost (including fees and commissions) of the contract in relation to the benefits and administrative services provided
	e) Appropriately conclude, at time of selection, that provider is financially able to make all future payments and contract cost is reasonable
	f) If necessary, consult with an appropriate expert or experts for the purposes of compliance with the safe harbor regulation.

	2. No regulatory safe harbor for evaluating and selecting lifetime income solutions.  But can  rely on  industry standards for uninsured investment products
	a) Quality and stability of organization and management team,
	b) Investment manager’s experience and expertise with similar products and/or services,
	c) Fees and expenses attendant to the vehicle, as compared to similar vehicles in marketplace (e.g., expense ratio of mutual fund or a/c management fees)
	d) Historical investment performance of the vehicle against benchmark
	e) General appropriateness of product or service
	f) Type, quantity, and quality of services provided, including participant communications and education.

	3. Key is to follow the steps necessary to make an informed and reasoned decision. (not as guarantor of lifetime income)

	IV. Default RETIREMENT Income Solution
	1. Lack of regulatory guidance
	2. May serve as de facto default - Required Min. Distribution (specifies minimum withdrawals from 70.5 years old)
	a) Together with plan’s QDIA, might offer sponsor protection against fiduciary exposure

	3. Advantages of RMD
	a) Flexible (retiree can deplore any remaining funds at any time)
	b) May force participants to pay attention to income generation and make a positive election, because it delays the start of payment until age 70-1/2.
	c) Funds intended to last for life.
	d) Delays taxation to the individual as long as possible
	e) IRC and related regulations provide specific descriptions on how the RMD is to be applied and calculated


	V. RISKS FACING RETIRING PARTICIPANTS
	1. Quantifiable risks
	a) longevity risk
	b) Sequence of return risk (i.e. Market declines early in retirement too severe to recover from)
	c) Withdrawal risk (Too-high withdrawal rates - outliving savings)
	d) Inflation risk (Loss of purchasing power)
	e) High fees due to expenses, commissions, and transaction costs
	f) Losses due to provider insolvency
	g) Liquidity risk (no access to savings in emergency)
	h) Inadequate income for surviving spouse due to risks above

	2. Behavioral risks
	a) Inadequate understanding of need for systematic method to generate lifetime retirement income
	b) Behavioral finance risks (spend money today)
	c) Risk of savings loss due to mistakes, fraud, or cognitive decline in later years
	d) Financial losses due to poor or biased financial advice
	e) Spending on health or long-term care
	f) Risk of doing it by oneself without guidance or advice (Inability to assess and self-execute decisions to address the above risks)


	VI. CONTEXT OF RETIREMENT PLANNING DECISIONS
	1. Factors related to retirement income:
	a) Expected lifetime income from Social Security.
	i) Often advocate primary wage earner to delay Social Security retirement income as long as possible (no later than age 70) to increase the expected lifetime payouts
	ii) cost-effective way to “buy” additional inflation-adjusted guaranteed annuity income (see .. )
	iii) Strategies exist to maximize the expected lifetime payout for married couples.

	b) Other sources of guaranteed lifetime income
	c) Total retirement savings
	d) Savings and resources from multiple employers (consolidate to more carefully manage  retirement income)
	e) Required minimum withdrawals (RMD) from employer-sponsored tax-qualified retirement plans and deductible IRAs at age 70-1/2
	i) The minimum withdrawals need not be spent; just must be withdrawn and taxed

	f) Other financial resources (e.g. home equity)
	g) Potential to work post-retirement
	h) Desire to leave legacy (reduce income available during retirement)

	2. Factors related to living expenses in retirement:
	a) Expected pattern of living expenses
	b) Overtake level of living expenses, including debt.  (Retirees w/o debt have  lower living expenses)
	c) Amount set aside for rainy days (unforeseen expenses and emergencies)
	d) Medical and long-term care expense (can be ruinous), and options for meeting those expenses.
	e) May integrate strategies for generating retirement income and protecting against this threat
	f) Income taxes (not primary factor for low- and middle-income retirees)


	VII. make educated decisions about retirement income solutions
	1. Most Americans use “parallel” strategy”
	a) use retirement savings to supplement Social Security income and start withdrawing from savings upon retirement

	2. Better to use series” strategy
	a) retirees draw down retirement savings first and delay the start of Social Security benefits until age 70
	b) buy a higher annuity from Social Security with retirement savings
	i) Better effective annuity purchase rate than from private insurers

	c) Delayed retirement credit is reflected in survivors’ bfts – i.e. also improves survivors’ financial security

	3. ER can help by offering
	a) EE to work part time
	b) Retirees to withdraw fixed amounts to cover living expenses while Social Security benefits are being delayed (max 8 years from 62 to 70)
	c) Provide guidance on and evaluation tools for Social Security claiming strategies


	VIII. RETIREMENT INCOME GENERATORS
	1. 3 basic methods for generating retirement income from any type of savings (can be combined)
	a)  Investment earnings:
	i) Invest assets, leave principal intact, spend just interest and dividends.
	ii) Realized capital gains typically reinvested but can be spent
	iii) E.g. mutual funds, exchange traded funds, bank deposits etc

	b) Systematic withdrawals
	i) Intend (not guarantee) to make money last for life
	ii) Self-managed, professionally manage, or managed payout fund.
	iii) Common strategies: constant dollar amount (with or without adjustment for inflation), endowment method (constant percentage of assets), and life expectancy method (withdrawals spread over remaining life expectancy).

	c)  Annuity purchase:
	i) Deferred / Immediate fixed / variable / inflation adjusted income annuity, longevity insurance, and guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefit (GMWB)



	IX. 3 characteristics of retirement income generators
	1. In-plan: Assets in qualified plan trust
	a) Income paid from plan assets; underlying assets included for government reporting
	b) E.g. DC plan has fixed installment payout feature - can be used to implement systematic withdrawal strategy, together with the investment funds offered by the plan.
	c) Vehicle:
	i) Installment payments coupled with target date funds
	ii) Professionally managed accounts
	iii) Deferred or immediate group annuity contracts
	iv) Annuity bidding services
	v) GMWB annuity contracts
	vi) Solutions that combine systematic withdrawals and annuities


	2. Out-of-plan (or “on-the-way-out-of-plan”)
	a) Sponsor identified, communicates to facilitates asset transfer to selected financial institutions upon retirement which then generates retirement income
	b) i.e. sponsor no longer related to retiree; transferred out asset not included in govt reporting
	c) Not a garden-variety IRA rollover where plan transfers assets to any financial institution identified by retiree (w/o sponsor analysis or facilitation)
	d) Vehicle
	i) Managed payout funds
	ii) Annuity bidding services
	iii) Immediate annuities
	iv) Longevity insurance


	3. Note on sex-neutral vs. sex-distinct pricing for annuities
	a) Annuity pricing for tax-qualified ER sponsored plan - on sex-neutral basis I.e. advantages to women who paid same price as men but live longer: better for women in qualified DC but not so in qualified DB plan)
	b) Annuity pricing for non-tax-qualified plan (e..g IRA rollover or out-of-plan option) – on sex distinct basis
	c) However, man may still receive more income from sex-neutral pricing in a tax-qualified plan  Reason: In-plan annuities use group pricing (retail purchase on individual pricing)

	4. Products vs. advice vs. guidance
	a) Products: Financial institution invests the assets and delivers the income to the retiree.(E.g. annuity or managed payout fund or combination)
	b) Advice: Professional recommends asset allocation during both accumulation and payout phases; periodic withdrawal amount (some may also implement and monitor decisions)
	i) Sponsor must determine if advisor has a broad range of products and helping employees understand options, or just with a single option (if latter, EE must understand risks embedded in the single option)

	c) Guidance: Sponsor offer retirees installment payment feature with appropriate target date funds and provide support to retirees in deciding how much retirement income can be generated from their savings

	5. At retirement: RIG implemented at retirement.
	a) Borne by EE - Investment volatility and interest rate risk immediately before retirement
	b) Often - funds left invested in plan upon retirement, to be deployed in a RIG some point after retirement.

	6. Leading-up-to-retirement:
	a) Solutions against investment volatility or interest rate risk in years leading up to retirement.
	b) Deferred fixed annuities and GMWB annuities; target date funds or professionally managed accounts


	X. RIG - SPECIFIC FEATURES AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
	1. Evaluation criteria (Rarely a single RIGs meet all - combination of RIGs may best meet an employee’s specific circumstances)
	a) Initial income provided – compare with amount under other RIGs
	a) Any lifetime income guarantee?.
	b) Pre-retirement protection – impact from investment volatility and interest rate changes
	c) Post-retirement COLA?
	d) Post-retirement – (Retirement income decreases due to asset declines?
	e) Access to savings (Can savings be accessed after retirement income has started)
	f) Inheritance potential – (assets upon death available for a legacy?)
	g) Investment control (Who controls investment of retirement savings?)
	h) Withdrawal control (Who controls amount withdrew?)

	2. Retirement income provider selection consideration
	a) Fees and future fees increase
	b) Support to participants before, at, and during retirement
	c) Provider financial stability
	d) Flexibility in decision timing (before, at, or during retirement)
	e) Option to invest only a portion of retirement savings
	f)  Option to implement a solution in stages throughout retirement (e.g. phased annuity purchase)
	g) Access to competitive purchasing
	h) Ability to make changes in retirement income solutions, providers, and/or plan administrators.
	i) Out-of-plan solutions – may prospective change for future retirees, but not retroactive change for current retirees
	ii) In plan systematic withdrawal methods and managed payout funds – may make prospective changes with remaining assets
	iii) Once annuity purchased, not possible to make changes for an existing retiree (but may change insurers for future retirees)
	iv) To make plan-wide changes, must examine GMWB contracts on case-by-case basis for making plan-wide changes
	v) Individual can withdraw assets after retirement, subject to the loss of guarantees and other terms and conditions of the GMWB contract.



	XI. COMPARISON of HOW RIGs MEET EVALUATION CRITERIA FROM RETIREE PERSPECTIVES
	XII. RIGs Tradeoffs from Retiree Perspectives
	1. Annuity products – Pros
	a) Lifetime guarantee (single or joint).
	b) Protect against investment volatility after retirement (except for variable income annuities)
	c) Protect against losing funds due to cognitive decline and fraud
	d) Protection against insurer bankruptcy (state guaranty funds)

	2. Annuity products – Cons
	a) Cannot access savings or provide inheritance with unused funds (except for GMWB annuities)
	b) No income increase with good investment experience (except for variable and GMWB annuities)
	c) Expose to investment risk or interest rate changes leading up to retirement (except for deferred fixed income annuities and GMWB annuities)
	d) Insurer solvency risk (to extent not covered by state guaranty funds)

	3. Systematic withdrawals – Pros
	a) Increase income with favorable investment returns
	b) Can access savings at any time
	c) Can leave legacy if has remaining funds at death
	d) Retiree control investments and withdrawal amounts

	4. Systematic withdrawals – Cons
	a) No lifetime guarantee
	b) Risk of unscheduled withdrawals higher than planned
	c) Risk losing losing funds due to cognitive decline, fraud, incompetent advisors and/or excessive fees

	5. Combination of RIGs may work best:
	a) Dividing retirement savings among systematic withdrawals and annuities at retirement
	b) Phased purchase of immediate income annuities
	i) At retirement, invests most retirement savings in systematic withdrawal method, then use rest of funds to purchases immediate income annuities at certain milestones after retirement.
	ii) Allow dollar-cost average their annuity purchases over time and commit more savings to annuities as they age and less able to manage savings

	c) Systematic withdrawals for first period of retirement, say 15 to 20 years, combined with longevity insurance to address longevity risk (income annuity starting at an advanced age)
	d) Can also phased purchase of deferred annuities in period leading up to retirement
	i) help protect the income from market volatility and interest rate changes in this period
	ii) Dollar-cost average annuity purchases leading up to retirement



	XIII. RIG TRADEOFFS FROM SPONSOR’S PERSPECTIVE
	1. Annuity products – Pros
	a) Insurers handle communications and tax reporting for mbrs
	b) Lifetime guarantees

	2. Annuity products – Cons
	a) In-plan annuity products – hard to change prospectively if annuity no longer meets mbr’s needs of plan
	b) Historical low utilization level
	c) Difficult to explain to participants (likely to view as investment rather than insurance product)
	d) Exposure to fiduciary liability if insurer insolvent
	i) Make sure annuity purchases fall below the limits of state guaranty associations.


	3. Systematic withdrawals – Pros
	a) Easy to change providers prospectively with remaining assets
	b)  In-plan solutions increase AUM - reduce administration unit per unit

	4. Systematic withdrawals – cons
	a) Retirees may not realize there is no lifetime guarantee.


	XIV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF tRADEOFFS
	1. Retiree’s RIG choice significantly impacts amounts of
	a) Retirement income at and throughout retirement
	b) Remaining and accessible wealth at various points throughout retirement

	2. 6 RIGs under analysis
	a) systematic withdrawals–constant amount
	b) Annual withdrawal amount equal to 4% of assets at retirement, adjusted with CPI
	c) Systematic withdrawals – constant %
	d) Annual withdrawal rate equal to 4% of assets at the beginning of each future year
	e)  Systematic withdrawals – RMD
	i) Withdrawal based on remaining life expectancies and the IRS-required minimum distribution

	f) Immediate inflation-adjusted income annuity
	g) Immediate fixed income annuity (aka single premium immediate annuity, or SPIA)
	h) Guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefit (GMWB) annuity

	3. Assumptions
	a) Projections for systematic withdrawals and GMWB annuity assume
	i) Assets are 60% equities / 40% fixed income assets throughout retirement.

	b) Economic assumptions and annuity purchase rates - reflect capital markets in April 2013
	i) Estimated real returns: 5.1% for stocks ; 0.3% for bonds
	ii) Assumed inflation: 2.1%


	4. Forecast 1 - Comparison of Forecasted Expected Retirement Incomes
	a) Highest amounts at retirement but decrease over time due to inflation
	i) Immediate fixed income and GMWB annuities

	b) After 15 – 20 years, highest inflation adjusted income
	i) Inflation-adjusted annuities
	ii) Systematic withdrawal- constant amount
	iii) Systematic withdrawal – RMD

	c) Quantitative results (income range)
	i) At retirement – Low end - $3,500 (systematic withdrawals–RMD); High end - $5,490 (immediate fixed income annuity)
	ii) After 15 years in today’s dollars, adjusted for inflation - Low end - $2,918 (systematic withdrawals–constant percentage); High end - $4,158 (immediate fixed income annuity)
	iii) After 30 years adjusted for inflation - Low end - $2,092 (systematic withdrawals–constant percentage); High end - $4,000 (systematic withdrawals–constant amount)


	5. Forecast 2: Expected (median) of remaining and accessible wealth over 30 retirement
	Years
	a) Immediate fixed income and inflation-adjusted annuities
	i) No remaining wealth (due to contractual nature of these annuities)

	b) Systematic withdrawals–constant percentage.
	i) Lowest retirement income produced by RIG with the highest remaining wealth throughout retirement
	ii) “Common sense” tradeoff - Lower withdrawals for income during retirement provide a higher amount of remaining wealth at any point in time.

	c) GMWB annuities
	i) Lowest remaining wealth with asset depletion after 28 year, though income continues due to lifetime guarantee
	ii) More expensive as it combines access to remaining assets with lifetime income guarantee


	6. Forecast 3 Retirement Incomes Under Unfavorable return and inflation Scenario (represented by 10th percentile of results from the stochastic forecast)
	a) Systematic withdrawals–constant
	i) exhausted at 20 years (0 projected income)

	b) Inflation-adjusted annuity  (followed by immediate fixed income annuity)
	i) Highest amount of real income at 30 years
	ii) Investment risk not absorbed by retiree

	c) Guaranteed products better in unfavorable conditions

	7. Forecast 4: Remaining asset Under Unfavorable return and inflation Scenario
	a) immediate fixed income and inflation-adjusted annuities
	i) No remaining wealth (contractual nature)

	b) systematic withdrawals–constant amount
	i) exhausts savings at 20 years (withdrawal not reduced to reflect poor investment returns)

	c) GMWB annuity
	i) Also exhausts remaining wealth at 20 years, but income continues due to lifetime income guarantee

	d) Systematic withdrawals–constant percentage and RMD
	i) Highest remaining wealth throughout retirement gives lowest income during retirement.


	8. Forecast 5 - Retirement Incomes Under Favorable return and inflation Scenario (represented by the 90th percentile of results from the stochastic forecast_
	a) RIGs that invest savings and set retirement income as a percentage of invested asset
	i)  Highest retirement income

	b) immediate fixed income and inflation adjusted annuities
	i) Lowest income (invest. return does not impact retirement income)


	9. Forecast 6 – Remaining wealth under under Favorable Scenario
	a) Immediate fixed income and inflation-adjusted annuities
	i) no remaining wealth (contractual nature)

	b) Systematic withdrawals–constant amount and constant percentage
	i) Highest remaining wealth with lowest income during retirement

	c) GMWB annuities - Lowest remaining wealth
	i) due to insurance guarantee fees which was assessed against retirement savings


	10. Conclusion from above forecast analysis
	a) No “one size fits all” RIG
	b) Retirees experience different circumstances in these areas:
	i) Risk tolerance on expected returns and inflation - Depends on other income sources and living expenses (discretionary and non-discretionary)
	ii) Optimistic / Pessimistic about the economy
	iii) Life expectancies (based on family history and lifestyle)
	iv) Self-discipline (required for systematic withdrawal approach)

	c) Suggestion to sponsors: Offer
	i) Handful of distinct RIGs, with ability to combine more than one solution
	ii) A few packaged solutions designed to meet common goals and circumstances

	d) Example of an effective strategy –combine various RIG
	i) Cover nondiscretionary living expenses with Social Security income and guaranteed sources of retirement income
	ii) Cover discretionary expense with remaining savings invested with systematic withdrawal approach



	XV. ADVANTAGES OF INSTITUTIONAL PRICING AND COMPETITIVE BIDDING
	1. For immediate annuities – Competitive bidding
	a) May increase retirement incomes by 10% to 20% for the price used to purchase the annuity
	b) Reduce / remove transaction fees and commissions

	2. Immediate annuities - Group pricing
	a) May increase incomes by 4% to 8% compared to retail annuity products

	3. GMWB annuities - key features found in retail vs. institutional :
	a) Total insurance and investment management charges for retail GMWB annuities are 3.5% vs. about 1.5-2.0% (150-200 basis points)
	b) Initial guaranteed retirement income lower for retail products
	c) Additional Insurance guarantee fees may apply to retail

	4. Systematic withdrawals
	a) Investment charges – higher for retail mutual fund
	b) If individual work with financial advisors on asset allocation and withdrawal strategies – higher additional charge (often as % of AUM)
	c) High charges cut remaining wealth and increase longevity risk


	XVI. Characteristic OF SUCCESSFUL retirement program
	1. Communicate to older employees (well before retirement)
	a) importance of making informed retirement income
	b) understand how much retirement income is realistic to expect from their savings
	c) and decide when retirement is feasible.

	2. Offer institutionally priced options with potential for higher income and/or remaining wealth at lower cost
	3. RIGs with reasonable chance of delivering lifetime retirement income.
	4. Communicate pros and cons of RIGs offered, include associated risk
	a) Critical for retirees to compare expected income under different options

	5. Decision support
	a) E.g. phone rep, computer modeling, advisor access, educational sessions, and informational materials)

	6. Easy selection and implementation for retiring employees
	7. Flexibility for retirees to combine RIGs or make changes in RIGs during retirement
	8. Has a default option (e.g. IRS required min. distribution RMD)
	a) ER: fiduciary liability protection
	b) EE: driven to make informed choices.

	9. Flexibility for sponsor to change administrators or providers

	XVII. suggestion to sponsor
	1. Offer a limited menu of RIGs in DC plan:
	a) Immediate fixed income annuities
	b) Systematic withdrawals through an installment feature or managed payout fund
	c) Payouts for fixed periods to facilitate deferring Social Security benefits
	d) Packaged solutions that combine annuities and systematic withdrawals to meet various circumstances and goals

	2. Or can offer more sophisticated income options,
	a) GMWB annuities, deferred annuities
	b) Packaged solutions that combine systematic withdrawals with longevity insurance.

	3. Note: too rich a menu – may hinder retirees’ decision-making

	XVIII. sponsor rOADMAP ANd checklist
	1. Step 1 - Build business case
	a) Does the plan meet its purpose of attracting and retaining necessary talent, and facilitating healthy workforce succession?
	b) Any significant numbers of employees over age 50 who are approaching retirement?
	c) Any evidence that EE are making inappropriate decisions to deploy their retirement income?
	d) Any evidence that EE are delaying retirement beyond productive age
	i) Is it challenging workforce succession

	e) Are older employees distracted by these issues (impact productivity)?
	i) Have they asked for help?

	f) Would EE see an additional retirement income program as a low-cost way for ER to enhance their benefit program?
	g) Would it help employers attract and retain talent?
	h) Any ways to minimize fiduciary exposure with a new retirement income program? Analyze potential solutions
	i) Ask administrator about which RIGs are practical on their platform
	j) Identify applicable administrative issues, procedures, and costs
	k) Determine EE communications and decision support from administrator or potential providers, and the extent of ER supplementation
	l) Assess EE circumstances when approaching retirement.
	i) Is there a DB plan?
	ii) If lump sum option available, can they elect partial lump sum (e.g. 50% lumpsum and 50% annuity)?
	iii) What is their level of financial sophistication?

	m) Estimate retirement income (after RIG expense) both at and during retirement
	i) How sensitive are these amounts to changing economic environment?
	ii) Is withdrawal rates reasonably sustainable?

	n) Separately identify and estimate investment, administrative, and insurance costs and when do these charges change?
	o) Identify any conflicts of interest from providers
	p) Assess financial stability of providers
	q) For systematic withdrawal - Are retirees’ assets protected from provider bankruptcy
	r) For annuities – assess financial strength of insurer and state insurance guaranty associations
	s) Determine conditions, limitations, and costs if sponsor changes or discontinues a retirement income solution.

	2. Step 2: Implement and monitor
	a) Develop evaluation criteria for various RIG
	b) Assess potential retirement income solutions relative to criteria
	c) Evaluate and consistently compare fees and services of various solutions
	i) What education and decision support do they provide?
	ii) Any call centers and staffing?
	iii) Advisor qualifications

	d) Select and implement a limited number of most suitable solutions
	e) Periodically evaluate solutions elected by retirees, collect feedback on their expectations and experiences, and assess new retirement income solutions


	XIX. Questions for retirement income providers
	1. How is the investment risk treated?
	a) Who gets upside bft and who bear the loss?

	2. How is mortality risk treated? Any lifetime guarantee?
	3. Any inflation protection?
	4. Any death benefits
	5. Is any liquidity available and impact on long-term income?
	6. Any advice model included in service?
	a) If yes, any integration of guaranteed lifetime income during spenddown period? How?

	7. What is the relationship between advice providers and entity offering lifetime income alternatives?
	8. Any financial incentives paid to administrator by any organization managing assets or providing advice? any revenue sharing?
	9. What is the variety of lifetime income alternatives? Can individuals combine alternatives?
	10. How are risks, alternatives, and trade-offs described to participants? What formats are used to promote fair comparisons?
	11. If annuities are offered, use a competitive market approach?
	12. Are retail products offered?
	13. Due diligence when structuring retirement income alternatives offere
	14. Any embedded fees and expenses disclosed to sponsors and EE?

	XX. Further suggestion to Plan SPONSORS (to refine understanding
	1. Explore combining different RIGs to optimize outcomes,
	2. Analyzing if desirable to offer protection of income in the years leading up to retirement,
	3. Learn behavioral finance factors and strategies for addressing them

	Analysis of Target Benefit Plan Design Options
	I. Choice of asset mix
	1. Investment mix has a greater impact on size of adjustments than on their frequency
	2. A higher equity content does not drastically change probability of shortfalls over a relatively short horizon but increase the probability of extreme adjustments
	3. Cumulative impact of annual adjustments can be significant
	4. The lower risk of shortfalls comes at the cost of less upside potential

	II. Choice of discount rate
	1. Risk-free rate
	a) Pension starts out relatively low
	b) Volatility is mostly on the upside - Benefit increases funded by gains due to realized equity risk premia and the impact of rising bond yields.
	c) Significant probability of falling below the initial pension during a particular member’s retirement period because the period in question is very long and adjustments are frequent.
	d) Benefits are back-loaded, with significant differences between the distribution of outcomes for different cohorts of retirees

	2. Best-estimate discount rate
	a) Increase the likelihood of annual accrued benefit reductions
	b) Reduces the likelihood and size of annual benefit increases
	c) Combined effect is that the median annualized growth rate of pensions after retirement is near zero or slightly negative each year
	d) Pension payable to earlier cohorts is higher
	e) Cohorts retiring far in the future still see higher replacement ratios
	i) But largely due to rising interest rate projected by asset model

	f) Overall, less upside risk, more downside risk in exchange for a higher expected benefit earlier on.

	3. If best-estimate discount rate to value converted benefits at inception and the risk-free rate to perform the affordability test
	a) Shifts even more benefits to earlier cohorts:

	4. If risk-free rate to value converted benefits at inception and the best-estimate rate for the affordability test
	5. Exacerbates the differences between cohorts (lower for earlier cohorts; more for later)

	II.
	III. Triggers and actions
	1. If plan has only a single trigger for action, benefits are volatile.
	2.  A “no-action range” can reduce the frequency of benefit changes (like a countercyclical buffer)
	3. A wider buffer provides more protection from benefit cuts
	4. But need a very wide buffer for a secured pension (e.g. 97.5% probability of no benefit reductions in the first 15 years), even with risk-free discount rate.32
	5. With “no-action range”, the distribution of the funded ratio tends to be centered at or near the middle of the range.
	6. If the plan starts off with a different funded ratio,33 the distribution will drift towards the center of the range over time. In these situations, the behavior of the plan may differ during the “transition period” (while the distribution is shifti...
	7. Where “no-action range” is centered on a funded ratio of 100%, generate more stable pension outcomes34 at seemingly no cost (results dependent on a stable demographic profile, not likely in the real world)
	8. Where “no-action ranges” are biased to saving (lower trigger point at 100% deliver better results in the ultimate period but there is a shift in rewards from early to later cohorts.
	a) Ultimate period - when distribution stabilizes, ie. buffer already in place
	b) Transition period – Buffer is being built up


	IV. Adjusting the target accrual rate
	1. When target accrual rate is adjusted at the same time and by the same proportion as accrued benefits:
	a) Hardly any change in probabilities of annual accrued benefit changes
	b) Lower probabilities of extreme adjustments to accrued benefits
	c) Little change in median replacement ratio but lower variability of replacement ratio for all cohorts.
	d) Cumulative effect is favourable for earlier cohorts as they experience smaller benefit cuts during the early years of the plan (buffer is being built up)
	i) at expense of later cohorts who tend to see lower benefit increases after retirement

	e) All benefit from less uncertain outcomes

	2. When target accrual rate is adjusted first and accrued benefits adjusted only as a last resort:
	a) Significant drop in the annual probability of accrued benefit cuts
	b) Probability of accrued benefits needing to be cut at least once during first 15 years still very high
	c) Improved outcomes for earlier cohorts of retirees; at the expense of later cohorts
	d) More complex dynamics between different cohorts

	3. Other comments
	a) With fixed plan costs, each design choice and assumption affects the distribution of benefits payable to different cohorts of members. – Need better metrics in particular to assess intergenerational impact.
	b) Some metrics treated upside and downside in the same way and/or netted them against each other. Others focused exclusively on the downside, without noting differences in the upside.
	i) Ideal metrics would capture both upside and downside potential fully but separately

	c) Should not ignore psychology of adjustments to pensions in pay
	d) Reduce probability of reversions with “no-action range” between trigger points
	e) Members may prefer starting with a smaller pension and receiving increases (instead of vice versa)
	i) Use a discount rate that is lower than best-estimate

	f) If goal is long-term experience of pensioners over entire retirement period, then probability of a shortfall over a relatively short horizon (e.g., until the next valuation) is not a good proxy
	i) Need to consider both frequency and size of reductions




	DAC SM Objective 2.pdf
	I. basic issues in pension policy
	1. Should the private pension system be voluntary or mandatory?
	a) Even where pension plans mandatory, workers younger than minimum age and those working less than minimum hours may be excluded
	b) Where voluntary, requires minimum standards for which workers included and level of funding

	2. If private pension plans are voluntary, should the government encourage them or just permit them?
	a) Most countries with well-developed plans grant tax preferences and tax subsidies

	3. Who is best able to bear the inherent financial risk in pension plans?
	a) Policy makers or employers determine if pension plans are defined benefit, defined contribution or a mixture of both plans

	4. Should there be mandatory insurance for pension benefits?
	5. Who should pay for pension plans: Employers, employees or both?
	6. To what extent should pension portfolios be regulated?
	7. What types of organizations should be allowed to sponsor pension plans: employers, industries, unions?
	8. What types of institutions should be allowed to manage pension funds: banks, insurance companies, investment managers, etc.?
	9. What role should DB, DC and hybrid plan play? - Best is hybrid plan

	II. Assets
	1. Currently not taxed in most countries - may change in future

	III. Disbursement
	1. Tax system can be designed to favor particular form of benefit receipt
	2. Most countries: tax pension as ordinary income by retirees
	3. The common belief that it is financially advantages to maximize tax-sheltered pension contributions may not be true
	4. Taxable withdrawals in retirement can put the participant in higher tax bracket in retirement
	5. Withdrawals can cause the participant’s Social Security benefits to be taxed
	6. Tax rates in retirement can be higher than when working
	7. Pension policy: Important Q: Is it locked in?; Generally favor annuities over lump sum

	IV. TAX TREATMENT OF HIGH EARNERS
	1. Based on fairness concept: Limit tax preferences going to high earners
	2. Based on incentive concept: Encourage national savings (Higher max. benefits and contributions limits)

	V. Plan Terminations
	1. US tax: Discourage plan terminations with asset reversions to sponsor: corporate and state income taxes & additional excise tax

	OECD Pension outlook 2020 - highlights
	I. Key findings
	1. Policy makers should balance the trade-offs between the short-term and long-term consequences of their responses to COVID-19
	2. The heterogeneity of workers in non-standard forms of work requires distinct approaches to help them save for retirement
	a) Part-time employees
	b) Temporary employees
	c) Self-employed
	d) Informal workers

	3. Selecting default investment strategies involves the trade-off between maximizing retirement income, upside potential, and limiting the risk of getting a low retirement income, downside risk
	4. Policy makers need to address the potential negative consequences of frequent switching of investment strategies
	5. Consistent and standardized communication helps people choose investments
	6. Sustainable risk sharing requires a regulatory framework supporting fairness in value transfers, continuity of arrangements and security of promises

	II. Policy guidelines
	1. Saving for retirement is for the long term- avoid selling and materializing losses when markets are low.
	2. Continue contributing to retirement plans - extend the subsidies to cover both employer and employee contributions
	3. Act in accordance with investment objectives.
	4. Sponsors to adhere to investment objectives and carefully assess new opportunities. Investment decisions should be at arms-length from governments.
	5. Allow for regulatory flexibility in recovery plans to address funding problems stemming from
	6. retirement promises. Remove such measures providing flexibility after the emergency is over
	7. Make sure that funding and solvency rules for DB plans are counter-cyclical.
	8. Provide proportionate, flexible and risk-based supervisory oversight coupled with adequate communication to reduce frauds, and facilitate efficient operations.
	9. Access to retirement savings is a measure of last resort and should based on individuals’ specific and exceptional circumstances.
	10. Closely co-operate with stakeholders, regulators and supervisors, at the national and international levels, to share solutions
	11. Promote the use of assets earmarked for retirement to support the economy, while ensuring that these investments are made in the best interest of members.

	I. The Prohibition Against Deferral
	1. ITA strongly against the deferral against employment income
	a) Employment income include amounts are earned, even if not payable and / or subject to forfeiture (unless the danger of forfeiture is real)

	2. Exemptions in ITA:
	a) Registered RPP
	b) Disability / income maintenance insurance plan under a policy with an insurer
	c) DPSP
	d) Employee Profit Sharing Plan
	e) EE Trust
	f) Group Sickness or accident insurance plan
	g) Supplementary unemployment benefit plan
	h) Vacation pay trust
	i) EE education or training program
	j) Salary deferral plan for professional athlete in a league with regular games
	k) Salary deferral plan for NHL on-ice officials
	l) 3-year bonus plan
	m) Sabbatical arrangement
	n) Phantom stock plan


	II. The Registered Pension Plan
	1. CRA view:
	a) Bona fide pension plans are not SDA.
	b) Pension plan are SDA if the deferral intent is tilted to current deferral v providing retirement income. Examples:
	i) Plan benefits too rich
	ii) Plan allowing cash out before termination or retirement (too much flexibility)
	iii) Plan focus on incentive pay (too much interest in deferral of current pay receipt)


	2. If deferral is the main goal of a compensation program, can avoid SDA rules by structuring as a pension plan
	a) A reasonable proportion of taxable compensation earned before retirement can be delivered without invoking the SDA rules

	3. With pension plan being a safe harbour, the issue is benefit security
	a) RCA are not automatically excluded from SDA rules. It is excluded if it is a pension plan (funded unregistered plan)
	b) A funded plan providing retiring allowance is a SDA if its intent is primarily current deferral (trade-off of current compensation for retiring allowance)


	III.  IPP
	1. Treated like group RPP and can be used to defer compensation
	2. However, CRA displays a marked distrust of IPP and put up additional roadblocks

	IV. Employee Profit Sharing Plan
	1. Traditionally, EPSP was used to defer employment income tax until next year
	2. Recently, EPSP is used to fund SPP
	a) Savings component of an exempt policy is tax exempt.

	3. CRA position: Only RCA can fund unregistered plan (Not EPSP)

	V. The 3-Year Bonus Plan
	1. Immediate taxation if payment delayed beyond 3rd year
	2. If funded, should be treated as an EE benefit plan, earnings taxed in recipients’ hands
	3. If unfunded, a tax nothing unless argued as an investment contract.
	4. Popular with minor technical obstacles but so are any deferral gains from it

	VI. The 3-Year Bonus RCA for Expatriates
	1. Not an SDA (Payments to be made within the requisite 3-year period
	2. A RCA (Funded and distribution made upon termination)
	3. Upon termination of employment with the Canadian employer, the RCA is collapsed

	VII. The split dollar RCA
	1. Earnings component of exempt policy is exempt from current taxation.
	2. An RCA could secure the issuance of an exempt policy on the life of the participant whose pension plan is funded by means of RCA.  The distribution of death benefit out of RCA would result in an income inclusion.  The death benefit, on payment to R...
	3. To segregate pure death benefit from the investment component of the exempt policy
	a) Answer: Split-dollar, or jointly owned, exempt policy.
	b) RCA is owns the savings component only
	c) ER is the owner and beneficiary under the amount at risk (death benefit) portion
	i) ER pays premium to the insurer and these premiums are not tax deductible
	ii) Death benefit will be paid tax free to the ER.
	iii) A compensation for ER who funded the plan by means of a RCA (The death benefit portion is a “cost recovery policy” for the ER)


	4. Deeming rule: The interest acquired by an ER in an insurance policy is to fund retirement benefits; i.e. the interest itself is part of RCA
	a) For unfunded RCA (PAYG basis), pension payments is funded by the death benefit payable on death of insured (against deeming rule)
	b) For fully funded RCA, satisfy deeming rule

	5. The steps in a typical split-dollar RCA transaction (Example):
	a) ER contributes the funding costs of the pension plan e.g. $1 million
	b) ER withholds $500K from that payment and remits $500K to the “RCA account”
	c) ER subscribes for an exempt policy on the life of the participant in the pension plan, its employees.  The amount at risk is $10 million
	d) ER pays the annual premium with respect to the amount at risk.
	e) The RCA pays $500K as premium under an exempt policy. That premium is held in the savings component of the policy.

	6. To make the above attractive to ER (e.g. large face amount of policy not welcomed):
	a) RCA would pledge its interest in the policy, together with its rights to the refundable tax, to the financial institution in return for a loan of $900K.
	b) The RCA would pay interest on the loan at an annual rate of 6.5%
	c) The RCA would then lend the $900K to the ER.  ER would pay interest at 7%
	d) ER would use $900K in the carrying on of its business and deduct $63,000 of annual interest from business income
	e) RCA would offset its $58,500 of interest expense against its $63,000 of interest income for a net income inclusion of $4,500, itself subject to refundable tax

	7. RCA participant paid no tax with respect to the RCA contributions and RCA assets, other than the refundable tax, accrues earnings tax free

	Retirement Compensation Arrangement
	I. Definition
	1. RCA Excludes
	a) RRSP, RPP, DPSP and EPSP
	b) Employee life and health trust
	c) Group sickness / accident insurance plan
	d) Salary deferral arrangements
	e) Plan set up to defer salary of certain professional athletes
	f) Employer-owned life insurance unless
	i) Employer obligated to provide benefits to an employee on, after or in contemplation of retirement, termination or substantial change in service rendered
	ii) Employer, former employer or person / partnership with whom employer does not deal at arm's length, acquires an interest in life insurance policy that is acquired to fund the benefits



	II. Tax Treatment
	1. An inter vivos trust is created when RCA is set up
	2. Contributions made to RCA trust and income earned within the RCA trust subject to 50% refundable tax
	3. Capital gains 100% taxable and no gross-up or tax credit for dividends (i.e. lose their usual preferential treatment)
	4. In year of contributions
	a) Employer contributions – 100% deductible by employer
	b) No taxable benefits accrued to employee
	c) Employee can contribute if required by term of employment and employee contribution < employer contributions

	5. Refundable tax accumulate until distribution are made from RCA
	a) Tax is refunded on the basis of $1 for every $2 belneft9
	i) While CRA maintains the refundable tax balance, no interest is paid


	6. If an employer-owned life policy is deemed as RCA, an amount of 2x premium is treated as contribution
	a) 2x the amount of policy loan repayment is considered as contribution to RCA
	b) Payment from policy (including policy loan) and refunds from refundable tax is treated as distribution
	c) Employer (i.e. custodian) must remit refundable tax, apply for refunds and do the withholding tax


	III. Salary Deferral Arrangement (SDA) vs. RCA
	1. Definition of RCA excludes SDA but not vice versa
	a) I.e. if an arrangement which may have been set up as a n RCA is really a SDA, it will be viewed as a SDA

	2. SDA is
	a) Taxpayer has a right at year end to receive an amount after the year
	b) Reasonable to consider a main purpose of the arrangement is to defer tax payable by taxpayer
	c) Employer contribution is taxable to employee immediately
	d) Employer contribution still deductible to employer

	3. If arrange is not replacing current earnings but is funding for retirement income, should be considered as RCA

	IV. RCA vs Pension
	1. Underlying theory – RCA are viewed as unregistered pension plans and if transactions are permitted that would impair the trust to fund a pension or if the trustee is a mere agent in making investment decisions, the arrangement may not be considered...
	2. RCA is intended to provide secure funding for benefits due to retirement, termination or substantial changes in services rendered. If an employer can use funds to secure some other obligations, it raised the concern that the arrangement is not a va...
	3. If it is determined so, the proper taxation would have to be considered.

	V. RCA Funding Approaches
	1. Funding with taxable investments
	a) Employer contributes to RCA trust remits an equivalent amount for refundable tax, invests in taxable investments
	b) Not very attractive – CRA gets 50% of all income earned in RCA trust, on top of 50% refundable tax paid in respect of all contributions
	c) As no interests is paid on refundable tax balance held by CRA, growth of RCA trust is not good
	d) Best use – when there are fewer years to retirement, these investments may be the most effective method of funding a RCA promise

	2. Funding with life insurance
	a) Policy is subject to same taxation rules as if policy was outside of RCA – i.e. tax-sheltered
	b) Any gains on disposition of policy is subject to 50% refundable tax
	c) Death benefits are received tax-free by RCA but taxable in beneficiary' hands
	d) To pay benefits, RCA can use policy withdrawals or use the policy as a loan collateral
	e) A variation is to have the employer and RCA enter into a split dollar arrangement
	f) Corporation and RCA co-own the insurance policy. Important to ensure that each party pays a reasonable portion of premium and that no party is impoverished

	3. Funding with letters of credit
	a) If employer want to fund the trust with $500,000, employer would have to contribute $1 million so that after the 50% refundable tax is paid, the RCA is left with the desired amount.
	b) When a $0.5 million LOC is obtained, the LOC fee at 1.5% ($7,500) then employer would only contribute $15,000 rather than $1 million
	c) When LOC is guaranteed with specific assets, CRA may consider those assets as contribution (on top of LOC fees)


	VI. Administration, wind-up and accounting
	1. Administration - refer to RCA Guide by CRA
	2. Wind-up – a legal question: winding up RCA before retirement may or may not be possible
	3. Accounting for RCA – RCA is a funded SERP and may impact corporate financial balance sheet

	A Fresh Look at Retirement Compensation
	Arrangements: A Flexible Vehicle for Retirement Planning
	I. Definition
	1. Retirement compensation arrangement (RCA) is a defined term under the Income Tax Act
	a) An arrangement under which an employer, a former employer, or a person not dealing at arm’s length with the employer or former employer makes contributions (other than for acquiring life insurance policy) to a third party (“the custodian”) with res...
	i)  the retirement of the person,
	ii) the loss of an office or employment of the person, or
	iii) a substantial change in the services rendered by the person.

	b) Excludes certain retirement or deferred compensation arrangements specifically covered by other provisions of the Act such as
	i) RRSP / deferred profit-sharing plans / employee profit-sharing plans;
	ii) disability, group sickness, and accident insurance plans and policies;
	iii) employee trusts and employee life and health trusts / vacation trusts
	iv) salary deferral arrangements
	v) statutory pension plans



	II. Tax Consequences Relating to RCAs
	1. Refundable Tax Account
	a) 50% of employer RCA contribution and investment income must be remitted to Canada Revenue Agency and placed in a refundable tax account (RTA).
	b) To pay benefits, funds are refunded from RTA to RCA at rate of $0.50 for each $1 of benefit paid.
	c) Upon plan termination, assets in RTA are refunded to the RCA
	d) RTA is a non-interest-bearing account – major drawback of RCA (need higher employer contributions)

	2. Tax Implications for Employers and Employees
	a) Employer contributions to RCA - deductible in the year they are paid.
	b) Retirement benefits taxable to the employee at the time of receipt.
	c) Employer deduction - Only for contributions made for services rendered by an employee
	d) Employee contributions deduction may be possible if
	i) employee contributions were paid to a Canadian-resident custodian;
	ii) employee was required under the terms of employment to contribute to the RCA and
	iii) the total employee contribution is not more than the total employer contribution

	e) CRA position - the provision allowing employee contributions deduction is not intended to provide a deduction for contributions that are considered unreasonable if paid in full by the employer.

	3. Treatment of RCAs on Retirement or Death
	a) RCAs from flexible than other registered plans re timing and pension amounts
	i) Plan member - taxed as funds are withdraw
	ii) RCA receives the refundable tax from CRA (one-half of the benefit paid)
	iii) Custodian to withhold income tax on the distribution - plan member reports as taxes paid on personal tax return.)

	b) Pension income splitting between spouses - Eligible amount for splitting is limited by CRA
	c) Death benefits - Entitlement transferred to spouse on a tax-deferred basis
	i) Benefits included in the spouse’s income at the time of receipt
	ii) If no surviving spouse, a full income inclusion in the terminal return of the deceased  (i.e. tax liability in the year of death)
	iii) Remaining plan assets then available to the estate or to another beneficiary.


	4. Implications for Custodians
	a) RCA definition does not specify who may be the custodian.
	b) An inter vivos trust is deemed to be created when RCA is setup – custodian is the trustee
	c) Custodian required to
	i) File annual tax return
	ii) Disclose details of contributions / investment income / benefits for the year
	iii) Compute refundable tax for the current yea and satisfy any outstanding shortfall
	iv) Track all employee contributions and advise employees their annual deductible amounts
	v) Total yearly employee contributions cannot exceed total employer contributions
	vi) Responsible for withholding income tax on distributions


	5. Funding the RCA—Letter of Credit Arrangements
	a) Alternative to fund with cash – use a letter of credit (LOC) from a financial institution.
	b) When employer failed to renew the LOC / pay benefits (under certain situations), bank would pay the LOC face value into RCA fully funding the benefit - Employer would owe the bank the LOC face amount
	i) Provides security to the member while not requiring the employer to contribute directly to RCA.

	c) LOC typically renewed annually and held by RCA
	d) When employer pays the tax-deductible LOC fee to the bank, an equal amount must be sent to RTA
	e) LOC face value determined on an actuarial basis - amount sufficient to fully fund the pension promise
	f) Funds held in RTA equal to LOC fees may not be recoverable to the employer until many years later when the plan is terminated.
	g) LOC typically secured by a general floating charge on the employer’s assets.
	i) Note that for LOC secured by a charge on specific assets - risk that the value of assets will be considered a contribution to RCA subject to refundable tax on top of LOC fees

	h) For benefits payment, employer may choose to pay directly, bypassing RCA -  avoiding payment of an equivalent amount into RTA.
	i) LOC fee and benefit payments - deductible to the employer


	III. International Considerations
	1. Statutory definition – Arrangement maintained primarily for non-residents for work performed outside Canada is not considered an RCA
	I.
	1.
	2. But foreign pension arrangement may fall under RCA rules if contribution is deemed to be made to a Canadian retirement arrangement if the amount is for services rendered by an employee in a period
	a) throughout which the employee was a resident of Canada and rendered services to the employer in Canada or regarding a business carried on by the employer in Canada; and
	b) at the beginning of which the employee was a Canadian-resident taxpayer for at least 60 of the preceding 72 months, where he or she was a non-resident of Canada at any time before the period and became a member of the plan before the end of the mon...

	3. If contributions to the foreign retirement arrangement are prescribed contributions, RCA rules not applicable even if the employee is present in Canada for a long time.
	4. Contributions made to a foreign plan may affect employee's RRSP room
	5. Taxation of Retirement Benefits to Non-Residents
	a) Depends on income tax treaty between Canada and the foreign country
	b) Under OECD model conventions, initial question is whether a pension benefit has been paid. (payment not to classify as employment income)
	c) Canada Income Tax Act - payments subject to non-resident withholding tax.
	i) The applicable treaty may provide for a rate that is lower than the Canadian tax rate

	d) If the tax treaty is under OECD model convention
	i) Pension benefits are taxable only in the state of residence of the beneficiary
	ii) No withholding tax (not taxable in Canada)

	e) If no tax treaty or treaty not under OECD convention - residence country and source country reserve the right to tax pension payments.
	i) Taxes withheld by source country may be linked to foreign tax credit in residence country

	f) In Canada, a right to receive RCA amount is an “excluded right” - not subject to a deemed disposition (“departure tax”) when RCA beneficiary emigrates from Canada.
	g) Characterization of income and timing of RCA entitlements may be different in foreign jurisdictions
	i) Review potential application of foreign tax remine when setting one up for an employee abroad.



	IV. Other Planning Implications
	1. Providing Superior Retirement Benefits
	a) RCAs can provide pension more than those permitted under various registered plans (Contributions is subject to limits)
	b) Assessment of a reasonable contribution - based on the employee’s years of service with the employer, including service before establishment of the RCA
	c) Case Study - Mid-Career Executive Hire
	d) The hire will become a senior executive
	e) Company wants to provide pension to compensate for the loss of his pension with his current employer and to stay for the company for the next 5 years.
	f) Proposal – Set up SERP to be funded with cash through RCA
	g) Benefit vesting at end of 5 years or involuntary termination without cause
	h) 50% of contributions (set by actuary) sent to non-interest-bearing RTA – i.e. employer can only invest 50% of contributions (higher cost for employer)
	i) Executive retired after 5 years and took lump sum option - employer to pay out all the RCA assets, obtain the RTA refund and as assets insufficient for full benefit also pay an additional amount outside RCA
	j) Employer contributions are deductible / employee taxed on receipt of the benefits

	2. Facilitating purchase and Sale of a Business
	a) Many owner-managers’ retirement strategies include the sale or transfer of the business
	b) RCA makes it possible to take some assets out of the business - reducing purchase price and facilitating a sale or a transfer.

	3. Funding of Severance Payments
	a) RCA can fund severance payments that will be made in instalments while providing employer immediate tax deduction.
	i) CRA stated that a retiring allowance paid to a third party would constitute an RCA

	b) Case Study
	i) Executive negotiates to receive severance in instalments over 5 years
	ii) Such severance may be considered a retiring allowance.
	iii) Employer decides to pay the entire severance into RCA – get immediate tax deduction
	iv) Offers provides protection to the executive from employer’s creditors or changes in the employer’s intention
	v) Also allow draw on RCA assets when the former executive is subject to lower tax bracket


	4. Attracting and retaining key employees—over other arrangements
	a) Key advantage - flexibility provided in the non-registered context of the RCA (not subject to Pension Benefit Act)
	b) Example: mid-career executive hire.
	i) Employer could offer a reasonable non-registered pension benefit, funded through RCA that recognize additional years of service with the new employer. (e.g. based on 2-for-1 years of service, or additional benefit based on tenure)
	ii) Flexible plan design and no requirement for immediate vesting or must start pension at a certain age (e.g. RCA benefit only payable if remain with the firm for 5 years)



	V. Who Benefits from RCAs?
	1. Employee – Segregated assets in RCA
	2. Employer – Tax-deductible contributions and RCA contributions not subject to payroll taxes

	VI. Recent Developments—Enforcement and Penalt y Provisions
	1. CRA Audits and Assessments
	a) One goal is to identify salary deferral arrangements pretended as RCA

	2. Prohibited Investment and Advantage Rules
	a) Penalty tax if an individual has a right in RCA and that individual has or had a significant interest in an employer in respect of the RCA and the RCA holds a “prohibited investment.”
	i) Prohibited investments e.g. debt of a specified beneficiary / non-arms-length transactions
	ii) The penalty tax may be refunded if RCA disposes of the prohibited investment in the following year unless they have prior knowledge

	b) Penalty tax if an advantage is provided to RCA trust, a specified beneficiary, or any person who does not deal at arm’s length with RCA
	i) advantage is a benefit obtained from a transaction that is intended to unduly exploit the tax attributes of RCA

	c) Penalty taxes are deemed to be a distribution from RCA
	i) I.e. ensures the refundable tax is not imposed on RCA property used to pay the penalty taxes.



	Design of the tax-free first home savings account
	I. PURPOSE
	1. Give prospective first-time home buyers the ability to save $40,000 on a tax-free basis.
	2. Tax-deductible contributions, Non-taxable withdrawals for the first home

	II. OPENING AND CLOSING ACCOUNTS
	1. Opening Accounts:
	2. Closing accounts: The earliest of the 15th. anniversary of first FHSA opening or 71 years old.
	3. Savings not used to purchase a qualifying home go to tax-free RRSP/ RRIF or as taxable withdrawals

	III. QUALIFIED INVESTMENTS
	1. Can hold same qualified investments as allowed for a TFSA
	2. The prohibited investment rules and non-qualified investment rules for other registered plans still apply.
	3. These rules are intended to disallow non arm's length investments and certain assets such as land, private corporations and general partnership units.


	IV. CONTRIBUTIONS
	1. Subject to the lesser of their annual limit and remaining lifetime limit.
	2. Individuals can hold more than one FHSA, but the total contributions to all FHSAs cannot exceed annual and lifetime contribution limits.
	3. Contributions made after a qualifying FHSA withdrawal (i.e., when buying a first home) would not be deductible from net income.

	V. UNDEDUCTED CONTRIBUTIONS
	1. Like RRSP, contributions could be carried forward indefinitely and deducted in a later tax year.

	VI. QUALIFYING WITHDRAWALS
	1. To qualify, must be
	2. First-time home buyer must
	a. have a written agreement to buy or build a qualifying home
	b. intend to occupy it as their principal residence within one year after buying or building it.
	c. A qualifying home is a housing unit, a share in a co-operative housing corporation that entitles the taxpayer to possess, and have an equity interest in a housing unit. All units must be in Canada.
	d. A share that only provides a right to tenancy in the housing unit would not qualify.
	e. If qualified, can withdraw all FHSA funds on a tax-free basis in a single or series of withdrawals


	VII. NON-QUALIFYING WITHDRAWALS
	1. Included in the income of the individual making the withdrawal.
	2. Like taxable RRSP withdrawals s.t. withholding tax
	3. Non-qualifying withdrawals would not reinstate the annual and/or lifetime contribution limits

	VIII. TRANSFERS
	1. Can transfer from FHSA to FHSA / RRSP / RRIF on a tax-free basis. These
	a. would not be reduced / limited by an individual's RRSP contribution room.
	b. would not reinstate an individual's FHSA lifetime contribution limit.

	2. Can also transfer from RRSP to FHSA on a tax-free basis. These
	a. subject to FHSA annual and lifetime contribution limits and the qualified investment rules.
	b. Would not be deductible and would not reinstate RRSP contribution room.


	IX. TREATMENT OF FHSA INCOME FOR TAX AND INCOME-TESTED BENEFIT PURPOSES
	1. Investment income, losses and gains in, and qualifying withdrawals from FHSA are excluded from computing income for tax purposes or in determining eligibility for income-tested benefits (e.g. Child Benefit, GST Tax Credit).

	X. ELIGIBLE ISSUERS
	1. Any financial institution that can issue RRSPs, TFSAs can issue FHSA

	XI. INTERACTION WITH THE HOME BUYERS' PLAN (HBP)
	1. Cannot make both FHSA and HBP withdrawals for the same qualifying home purchase.

	XII. SPOUSAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND ATTRIBUTION RULES
	1. Only the FHSA holder can claim tax for FHSA contributions.
	2. Cannot contribute to spouse/ common-law partner's FHSA and claim a deduction

	XIII. MARITAL BREAKDOWNS
	1. May transfer directly from one party’s FHSA to another party’s FHSA, RRSP, or RRIF
	2. These do not reinstate the contribution room of the transferor, and do not count against any contribution room of the transferee.

	XIV. OVER-CONTRIBUTION, NON-QUALIFIED INVESTMENT, PROHIBITED INVESTMENT, AND ADVANTAGE TAXES
	1. 1% tax on over-contributions for each month to the highest amount of such excess that exists in that month.
	2. When the annual contribution limit is reset at the start of the calendar year, over-contributions from a previous year may become contributions to the current year.
	3. For qualifying withdrawal made before an over-contribution ceases to be an over-contribution, there is no deduction provided for the over-contributed amount.
	4. Example:
	a. Alyssa contributes $10,000 on November 15, 2023 exceeds the annual limit by $2,000.
	b. Over-contribution tax of $40 (1% × $2,000 × 2 months) The $2,000 is not an over-contribution in 2024 as a new annual limit of $8,000 kicks in
	c. Alyssa can deduct $8,000 from her 2023 net income.
	d. If no qualifying withdrawal is made between November 15, 2023 and January 1, 2024, she can deduct the additional $2,000 from her 2024 net income.

	5. Tax rules involving non-qualified / prohibited investments, and unintended advantages in respect of other registered plans also apply to FHSA. - these can be waived in part or all by the Minister of National Revenue

	XV. TREATMENT UPON DEATH
	1. The FHSA account can keep its tax-exempt status if the surviving spouse / common-law partner meets the eligibility criteria to open an FHSA
	a. If not FHSA eligible, can transfer FHSA amounts to RRSP or RRIF of the surviving spouse, or withdrawn on a taxable basis.

	2. Inherited FHSA does not impact the surviving spouse's contribution limits. It also assumes the surviving spouse's closure deadlines
	3. If the beneficiary is not the surviving spouse or common-law partner, the funds need to be paid out to the beneficiary, subject to withholding tax.

	XVI. NON-RESIDENTS
	1. Withdrawals by non-residents would be subject to withholding tax.

	XVII. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
	1. Opening an Account - taxpayers must confirm their eligibility to an eligible issuer.
	2. Ongoing Reporting - Financial institutions (FHSA issuers) send annual information returns on each FHSA that they administer to CRA which uses the information to administer the FHSA and provide basic information to taxpayers.
	3. Withdrawals - Taxpayers must submit a request to FHSA issuers. Issuers prepare information slip for the withdrawal, including income tax withheld for any non-qualifying withdrawal
	4. Account Closure - CRA sends reminders to all taxpayers and issuers when an FHSA will no longer have tax-advantaged status.

	XVIII. DEPOSIT INSURANCE FRAMEWORK
	1. The Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation insures eligible deposits up to $100,000 per member institution, per person, per category

	XIX. INTEREST DEDUCTIBILITY
	1. Interest on money borrowed to contribute to FHSA are not tax deductible

	XX. COLLATERALIZATION
	1. Must include in income the full value of any FHSA assets pledged as loans collateral

	XXI. BANKRUPTCY
	1. FHSAs do not have creditor protection under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act.
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	Risk Management and Public Plan Retirement Systems DA-114-13
	I. Differences between public and private sector plans
	1. Less federal oversight – state and local govts have more discretion
	2. Different budgeting process and accounting standards
	3. Design issues: need to make up for lack of Social Security, tax deductible EE contributions, earlier retirement age for police and fire fighters
	4. Higher public transparency

	II. 3 Observations by Task Force
	1. Must better manage public pension risks
	2. Need a risk evaluation, management and reporting framework to identify moral hazard, risk levels and potential structural consequence; potential breakdowns/ stresses and related contingency plans
	3. Actuaries integral to above

	III. Focus of Report:
	1. Essential elements for robust risk reporting framework (Not judging the appropriateness of risk taking in pension plans
	2. Current stress on public systems
	a) Plans is hitting maturity
	b) Long term affordability by taxpayers
	c) Insufficient funding by legislative bodies
	d) Excessive bfts vis-à-vis risk capacity to fund them
	e) Inappropriate benefit design

	3. 3 contributors to stress actions
	a) Slippery slope of skipping cont.  – Sets precedents for bad plan governance
	b) Managing plan surplus vis-à-vis ongoing investment risks – Tend to focus on ER budget w/o taking note of factors leading to the surplus
	c) Understanding level of investment risks actually taken – w/o this understanding, short term decisions (e.g. bft levels) can have long term impacts on future generations

	4. Why risk management framework important:
	a) Major structural issue: Diffusion of responsibilities and controlling authorities among stakeholders
	b) W/O external, independent authority, a risk management framework can set risk taking boundaries and policies and mechanisms to support:
	i) Continuous funding
	ii) Educate stakeholders to understand risk better
	iii) Identify plan provisions creating misalignment / mis-price risk incentive
	iv) Identify conflicting objectives between stakeholders and health of pension system


	5. 3 main financial levers: Current & future benefit levels; ER & EE cont. and investments

	IV. 5 elements of Actuarial Control Cycle:
	1. Identify all stakeholders, their objectives and ability to influence outcome
	2. Identify objective of risk system
	3. Establish risk budget (of obligor); use to evaluate risk levels
	4. Evaluate risk mitigation alternatives
	5. Maintain effective feedback process (both EE and public disclosures)
	Element # 1: Identify stakeholders

	1. Society / Taxpayers / Recipients of Social Services
	a) Objective: Attract and retain good public staff but not over-compensate & at predictable costs
	b) Incentives: Typically don’t understand tradeoffs between immediate funding and long term plan risks
	c) Options / Decisions: Rely on agents (elected officials, public sector ERs)

	2. Public EEs (Plan members / Beneficiaries)
	a) Objectives: Bft security (esp. not covered by Social Security)
	b) Incentives: Want biggest bang for the buck (Largest bft with smallest cont)
	c) Options / Decisions: Collective bargaining; Can find a job

	3. Unions (as an institution)
	a) Objectives: Particularly favor superior continuing bfts (i.e. not s.t. repeated bargaining)
	b) Incentives: mbr loyalty from successful bargaining outcome
	c) Options / Decisions: Ability to negotiate and campaign (against elected officials)

	4. Non-elected Public Sector ER
	a) Objectives: See pension and other bfts as valuable tool to mitigate compensation differences from private sector
	b) Incentives: Want a stable, good workforce; min. conflict with officials; may also belong to the same pension plan
	c) Options / Decisions: Important role in framing final budget decisions (being at the negotiation table)

	5. Retirement System Governing Body (within a standalone retirement system)
	a) Objectives: ensure enough assets to meet obligations cost effectively
	b) Incentives: Perceived as providing bfts at lowest cost and risk to plan members
	c) Options / Decisions: Depends on the type of authority granted to the governing body (e.g. from full authority to set cont to zero authority)

	6. Legislative Body (Elected officials)
	a) Objectives: Provide taxpayer expected service at lowest cost
	b) Incentives: Election success
	c) Options / Decisions: Ability to increase tax rates is limited; Aware of decisions made at bargaining table on voters
	Element # 2: Define Objectives


	1. 3 Major risks:
	a) Inherent risks (E.g. longevity risks)
	b) Management risk (e.g. the 3 main financial levers, see above)
	c) Governance risk (e.g. inherent in the diffuse authority structure)

	2. Other considerations
	a) Sustainability
	b) Equitable (taxpayers & public EEs; intergenerational)
	c) Appropriate funding (predictable and not excessive)
	d) Benefit design (attract and retain EE but allow no gaming the system)
	e) Governance (risk disclosures)
	Element # 3: Setting Risk Budgets


	1. Must define risk tolerance level and bearer of consequences of the risk exposure
	2. Must have a hard limit which should rarely be crossed & soft limit to manage escalating exposures (e.g. higher level authorities)
	3. Considerations:
	a) Systematic risk of pooled risks
	b) Anti-selection potential (e.g. double dipping)
	c) Un-hedgeable actuarial risks (e.g. longevity risks)
	d) Un-hedgeable non-actuarial risks (e.g. legislative unwillingness to fund properly)
	e) Extreme tail situations (e.g. events which cut tax base and increase required cont at the same time)
	f) Bft level stability – plans able to change bft levels can take on more risk)
	g) Ability to pay contributions – both cont. level and costs of changing contributions
	h) Demands on revenue streams (e.g. new schools, infrastructure maintenance)
	i) Asset liability risk (e.g. combined effect of interest rate, credit and liquidity)
	j) Plan maturity - asset shortfalls may lead to large required contributions)
	k) Relative importance of investment earnings as a funding source – annual volatility and uncertainty re long term mean reversion
	Element #4: Evaluate Risk Mitigation Alternatives


	1. System discipline (e.g. tight control over surplus usage; use risk budget to identify warning situations and establish a corresponding response system)
	2. Pricing discipline – have a framework to measure risk inherent in bft promises (e.g.
	a) Use MV or risk-adjusted or actuarial values
	b) Use stochastic measurement
	c) Use stress and specific scenario testing
	d) Use analytics and guidelines re tradeoffs between additional benefits and current market conditions

	3. Budgetary discipline – aligning revenue to costs
	4. Traditional risk mitigation
	a) Potential change in risk exposure and related scenarios esp. downside
	b) Possible position to mitigate downside risk
	c) Correlation level of different risks

	5. Risk Mitigation – Regulatory Back Stop Structure
	a) Generally protected by the same state constitutional clauses that forbid govt to abrogate contracts
	Element #5: Effective feedback process


	1. Distortions in pension feedback loop
	a) Time horizon – may take decades to bring bad management to light – too late for cost effective mitigation
	b) Dysfunctional control structure – No single authority to make significant change / compel cont.
	c) Lack effective regulatory standard - No single authority to compel disclosures on comparable basis
	d) Economic & demographic cycles – Can change tax base; Relying on long term average as a risk mitigation strategy may cause inadequate cont during good times and unsustainable cont. during down times

	2. Note: Although it is assumed govt entities are "perpetual", 2 main concerns:
	a) Tax base are not stable
	b) Taxpayers are better able to recognize reduced funding by state for other long-term responsibilities


	V. Risk Budgeting & feedback process
	1. Risk budgets structures risk decision process – feedback loop disciplines decision making and allows managing effects of risk taking
	2. Setting Risk Budget – Considerations
	a) Risk tolerance (quantify and disclose hedged and unhedged costs)
	b) Types of future events giving intolerable outcomes over different time horizons
	c) Allowable risks and related mitigation strategies – ensure within risk budget
	d) Execution of strategy and over what time frame
	Consideration #1: Set Risk Budget


	1. Risk budget often stated as upper limit to plan cost / annual variance in cost
	2. Consider feature of plan itself and sponsoring system
	3. Understand stakeholders
	4. Future taxpayers as reason for more risk? – consider consequences of today's risk taking on tomorrow's cost structure
	5. Risk Defeasance
	a) Cost of defeasance financial risk is determined by compare risk adjusted liability value with asset MV
	b) Cost of defeasance is the cost a rational party willing to pay to accept the liability (Does not mean the system intends to or can transfer the liability)
	c) A public entity with bfts it cannot afford to defease should know the additional risks endured by funding parties (taxpayers and EEs)

	6. Use of range of all possible outcomes- analysis should focus on how to manage all outcomes outside the acceptable risk budgets
	Consideration #2: Exceeding Risk Budgets

	1. To decide what can breach the established risk budget, consider how close it currently is to the risk budget and how much risk it is taking on via new commitments
	Consideration #3: Employing Risk Mitigation Strategies

	1. Prioritize risk exposure based on severity, significance and time horizon
	2. Strong governance structure – a key mitigation strategy
	Consideration #4: Risk Management Strategy – Establishing process and time horizon

	1. After setting risk budget; "exceed budget" scenarios and mitigation strategies, develop risk management process and time horizon (Before changing risk management process, re-evaluate the 3 items)

	VI. Conclusion and Recommendations
	1. Risk focused reporting and governance requirement addresses - 3 topics:
	a) Constructive Structural Incentives (including moral hazard issue)
	b) Distinguish Prudent Risks
	c) Planning for future Stresses
	Topic #1 Constructive Structure Incentives


	1. DB funding dysfunctions include
	a) Unenforceable funding mechanism – ER not required making needed cont.
	b) Un-specified method for cont determination
	c) Unclear method for bft adjustment if underfunded
	d) Unclear method to restrict distributing perceived surplus for non-pension purpose
	e) No limit set to relate risk undertaken with sponsor's ability to tolerate adverse results

	2. Agency Cost - Plan provisions encourage unfavorable stakeholders and agents actions
	a) Manipulate FAE to increase pension amount
	b) Management support past service cost if they also benefit

	3. Overly board dispersion of control
	Topic #2 Distinguishing Prudent Risks - Considerations

	1. MV or Risk-adjusted vs. actuarial value of assets and obligations (Going concern)
	a) Appropriate use depends on specific context

	2. Plan maturity – leverage investment risk relative to payroll
	3. Plan design – consider anti-selection, agency cost and put option cost in risk hedging and taking strategy
	4. Sponsors' ability to adjust design
	a) Directly relate to ability to withstand future adverse events
	b) A contingent bft structure with risk sharing enhance plan viability

	5. Sponsor's ability to adjust cont. w/o endangering other public bfts
	a) An agreed-upon risk budget facilitate any trade-off decision between funding with other public needs
	Topic #3 Planning for future stresses - Effective risk management reporting:


	1. Clarifies the fixed and discretionary elements in the system
	a) The elements are: bfts levels, cont. levels and investment
	b) If one element is fixed, the other 2 must create an offsetting hedge

	2. Information access for all decision makers
	3. Factor in future demographic and economic conditions
	4. Assess event's horizon (the point at which adequate funding can no longer be secured)
	5. Identify governance issues that create bias (e.g. bft structure)
	6. Have a feedback loop based on actuarial considerations to suggest governance improvement

	VII. Recommendation
	1. Identify and assess stakeholders & agents' incentives – keep transparent balance of incentives
	2. Disclose potential stress between obligations and funding requirements, potential breaking point, volatility that accompany the best estimate and errors around the mean.
	3. Stress value of the risk management principles to stakeholders, agents and regulatory

	VIII. Appendix A
	1. Why the design difference between public and private plans?
	a) Lack of federal involvement (states have significant rights of self government)
	b) Different employee expectations (different career patterns)

	2. Why the operational difference between public and private plans?
	a) The above 2 reasons plus requirement of a balanced cash budget and informational transparency

	3. Nature of Plan Sponsor
	a) State and local govt must balance annual budget and borrowing channels similar to private sector
	b) Expect continuing existence of govts – tend to increase # of stakeholders
	c) State institutions may dictate certain aspects of state and local plans
	d) Large # of participations – aid risk pooling; economy of scale

	4. Nature of Membership
	a) Longer average service period; Most w/o Social Security coverage

	5. Plan Design
	a) Aim to provide an adequate retirement bft after a full career
	b) Permit EE cont on a pre-tax basis (not allowed for private EE)
	c) Plans for public safety members all have industrial death and disability bfts
	d) Substantial variation in bft formula, retirement age; early retirement bft, COLA provisions; DROP features if offered
	e) Common provisions: cost-sharing or risk-adjusting provisions where cont or bft change for a variety of reasons
	f) Concern: Bft levels offered by some public retirement system are greater than what is need for adequate retirement.

	6. Plan Governance
	a) State constitutions set the rules on benefits,
	b) Public sector bfts are codified by law – less adjustment possibility
	c) Tend to be less concern re: ERISA, PBGC and Social Security
	d) Governed by board of elected, ex-officio and appointed members (may represent management, labor, non-represented members, retirees, outside trustees)
	e) Public plan retirement boards s.t. to freedom of information law – transparency lead to public scrutiny and need to communicate to a variety of stakeholders.
	f) Subscribe to GASB (not FASB)

	7. Funding
	a) Greater latitude in developing funding regime (flexible actuarial funding technique
	i) No min. funding compliance nor maximum funding limitations
	ii) Tax deductibility not a concern (public ER not s.t. to tax)
	iii) Common to use EAN (relatively level funding as % of pay); fixed EE and variable ER cont.



	IX. Appendix B – Discussion of stakeholders
	1. Society / Taxpayers
	a) Backstop for pension plans
	b) Direct payers to public employees

	2. Public EEs (Mbrs, Beneficiaries, and Future EEs)
	a) Has many "employers": taxpayers, politicians, civil service bureaucracy

	3. Unions - Mainly EE agent but may be treated as a distinct stakeholder
	4. Public Sector ER (civil service bureaucracy)
	a) Agent of taxpayers and politicians
	b) Control key elements in pension equation: pay levels (direct pay and bft), continued employment, making of ER cont.
	c) Managers, if also plan members, may face principal-agent conflict

	5. Retirement System Governing Body
	a) Can be independent or semi or fully controlled by ER sponsor
	b) Oversee funding authorized by state legislature and bft admin, safeguard cont and investment earnings for future bfts

	6. Legislature (Elected officials for making ER cont and setting bfts)
	a) Responsibilities: Appropriating cash cont into plan and bfts levels provided
	b) Can raise funds beyond debt ceilings using pension obligation bonds (another risk)
	c) May have no authority to stop elected officials from diverting funds unless codified by law

	7. Other agents - Actuaries, plan administrators, investment managers
	a)  Professional responsibility to communicate risk


	X. Appendix C
	1. General Bft of Pooling
	a) Risk pooling – main risk: longevity risk (but must use the same mortality table)
	b) Low admin and investment cost
	c) Pooling bft is only realized if investment risk is constrained within a good risk management budget

	2. Risk exposure
	a) Inherent risks in Bfts design:
	i) Systematic longevity risk, bft options (e.g. subsidized early retirement); ability to game the system (FAE manipulation)

	b) Management risk of major stakeholder actions
	i) Contribution policy – legislation can refuse to make required cont.  Or take funding holidays
	ii) Increasing bfts – Elected officials can increase bfts in lieu of other compensation component increase seen as cost free but reality is increasing fixed plan cost

	c) Investment risk – biggest unknown: determination of long term rate

	3. Governance Risk (Unique to public plan)
	a) No single governing authority
	b) Principal agency problem – a good system will incentive participations to act such that overall cost is lowered

	4. Operational Risk
	a) Elected officials managing risks without appropriate expertise
	b) Lacking appropriate risk analytic tools –e.g. meaningful way to measure ROI, ex ante and ex post
	c) Looking solely on ROA not conducive to asset-liability match
	d) ALM don’t factor in the "fat tail" cost
	e) Also to consider the effect from cascading risks and relatedness of market downturns and reduced tax revenues

	5. Inherent Time Horizon Risks
	a) Due to long time frame – generation of managers can pass risk forwards
	b) Little incentive to hedge – future taxpayers are more interested to hedge but have no say

	6. Plan Maturity risks
	a) Asset shortfalls may drop to a point where significant additional cont. is required


	XI. Appendix D – Retiree Health Bfts
	1. Offers Indemnity coverage (i.e. implicit COLA and is recognized by GASB)
	2. Great variety of plan design - Spouse and dependent coverage often ER subsidized
	3. Bft not related to pay or service
	4. Cont. during retirement – less so in public sector – instead share cost via deductible and co-insurance
	5. Tendency to constitutionally guaranteed bft but not advanced funded

	PRIVATE PENSIONS: Alternative approaches could address retirement risks faced by workers but pose trade-offs
	I. risks faced in pension accumulation
	1. Inconsistent coverage throughout career (fewer coverage, fewer pension aft)
	a) Coverage depends on access and participation
	b) Less access for part-timers / low income EE / EE at smaller firms
	c) Less EE participation for DC vs DB

	2. Inadequate contributions
	a) Estimates target DC cont rate for adequate retirement income varies
	b) Combine automatic enrollment with automatic escalation of cont. rates

	3. Investment Return & Asset Allocation Decision Risks
	a) Many older EE still has high equity content
	b) Too high exposure to own ER stock


	II. risks faced in pension Preservation
	1. Poor Portability
	a) Lower pension for EE who change jobs more often (Esp. in DB)

	2. Leakage
	a) EE may be allowed to access pension pool before retirement (Esp. in DC)

	3. Administrative & Investment Fees
	a) Paid by EE in DC plans (Paid for by ER in case of DB)
	b) Fee disclosure also inadequate

	4. Drawdown of bfts during Retirement
	a) Longevity / Investment / Inflation risks
	b) Extent of risks depends on aft distribution in retirement

	5. Observations
	a) Some level of mandate increase coverage and cont.
	b) Where min. cont. is not mandated, labor contracts specify required cont. levels.
	c) Shortcoming of mandating cont
	i) Need to convey that mandated cont. is min. level of commitment rather than an adequate target for pension bfts.

	d) Participation excluded for EE with income below min. earnings threshold
	e) Investment risks mitigated by
	i) Conditional indexation
	ii) Guaranteed returns



	Shifting Public Sector DB Plans to DC
	1. Primary stakeholders:
	a) Employers/plan sponsors (which may include unions)
	b) Employees/plan members and their dependant
	c) Current taxpayers
	d) Future generations of taxpayers
	e) Society at large

	2. Basic principles for a desirable pension plan model
	a) Overall economic risk shared fairly current / future members and employers.
	b) Size matters. - Management efficiency and investment opportunities
	c) Collective approach to risk and reward sharing
	d) Plan design fair to all participants (current and future), with realistic assumptions
	e) DB and DC plans handle and are affected by these risks in different ways.

	3. Types of risk
	a) Investment risk- return volatility and risk of low return investment income
	i) DB – increase contributions (pension is still the same)
	ii) DC - Simply produce lower income in retirement or a delay in retirement if member can control the timing.

	b) Expense risk
	c) Inflation risk
	d) Interest rate— Higher rates lowers annuity cost and produce higher income.
	e) Longevity risk can be pooled in DB plan (not individual DC accounts)
	f) Risk of failure
	i) insolvent sponsor whit an underfunded DB plan (less likely in public sector) .
	ii) DC benefit reduced during downturn forcing older employees to draw on personal income (personal RRSP) when rates are low (high annuity price)


	4. Benefits on which DB and DC plans need to be assessed include:
	a) Adequate income level (employees, dependant and communities)
	b) Retirement savings that provide money for investment in the economy (short and long-term projects)

	5. How risks affect pension income
	a) DC members controls investment decisions - i.e. wide range of returns
	i) Also workers tend not to shift portfolio mix as they age

	b) Individual annuity subject to (interest rate and expense risk)
	i) Individuals rarely able to get true market-value annuity and one that gives true inflation protection (near impossible to project individual longevity)
	ii) DB plan, - collective group does not age as rapidly as any individual –invest longer in higher return assets (equities) and no sudden forced sales.


	6. Size matters
	a) Savings on administration and management expense
	b) More investment opportunities
	c) Has advantage of pooling mortality risk (results from more accurate estimation of average life expectancy)

	7. Comparing DB vs DC benefits
	a) DC members responsible for draw-down phase with all the risk and difficulties
	b) Also deal with DC leakage - withdrawn prematurely and used for some other purpose

	8. Switching from DB to DC in the public sector
	a) Economic effects
	i) DB plans - more efficient than DC plans at producing pension income from a given level of contributions
	ii) DB created large pools of patient investment capital

	b) Human resources considerations
	i) Employers with DC plans buffeted more by business cycles (Employees hang on longer / leave earlier; counter to employer interests during cycles)



	The Promise of Defined Ambition Plans: Lessons for the United States
	Paper addresses key issues associated with moving from DB to DA (Defined Ambition) plans

	I. Dutch 3-pillars system
	1. 1st pillar - a pay-as-you go public pension –
	a) Uniform, flat pension linked to minimum wage (not individual earnings)

	2. 2nd pillar - occupational pensions linked to individual earnings
	a) Aim to maintain living standard of middle-class workers during retirement

	3. 3rd pillar – voluntary personal pension, tax-favored up to a ceiling
	a) Important for self-employed individuals


	II. Dutch pension funds
	1. Funds are independent trusts with own governance and administrative structures.
	2. Benefit entitlements in terms of annuities
	3. Uniform accrual rate – I.e. benefits backloaded (younger subsidize older)
	4. Objective - Index the deferred annuity to development of contractual wages during the accumulation phase
	5. Payout conditional on performance.
	a) Actual indexation  payout depends on fund performance
	b) Nominal (or ‘base’) pension can be cut if assets < base liabilities

	6. Nominal liabilities measured with market rates
	a) i.e. assumes nominal liabilities are guarantees


	III. Strengths of Dutch Plans vs mainstream DC plans
	1. Advanced risk management and protection against behavioral biases
	a) Automatic enrollment –
	i) Properly exploit long-run investment horizons
	ii) Low cost access to complex investment strategies.

	b) Liability-driven investment
	i) Hedge main risks (e.g., investment/inflation/ interest-rate risk) for households while exploiting risk premia on various risk factors to optimize trade-off between return and risk

	c) Protection against agency issues – contract out to asset managers and other financial services provider
	d) Economies of scale
	e) Discipline commercial providers to act in best interests of und members
	f) Pooling of idiosyncratic longevity risk and completion of financial markets
	i) Reduce selection in longevity insurance through compulsory risk pooling.



	IV. Weaknesses of Dutch Occupational Plans
	1. Lack of risk-bearing capital.
	a) Participants now supply more risk-bearing capital through pension rights that absorb mismatch
	b) Participants and not contributors have become residual risk bearers of pension

	2. Substantial mismatch risk due to macroeconomic shocks.
	a) intergenerational conflict - Insufficient scope for tailor-made risk profiles
	i) Current plans impose uniform investment and adjustments in pension rights (indexation and cuts in nominal pensions) for all participants
	ii) I.e. limits the scope to attune risk exposure to the needs of various cohorts


	3. Inadequate communication about risks profile.
	a) Typically communicate to participants in terms of nominal pension rights, but silent on future indexation prospects and potential future pension cuts
	b) Communication yet to adapt to the fact that participants are main risk bearers.

	4. Incomplete investment policy
	a) Risk profiles not specified and communicated ex ante
	b) Supervisory authorities do not force funds to make investment policies consistent with communicated risk profiles. Solutions include
	i) ‘walk your current talk’ - a ‘combination contract’ - a ‘base’ level of guaranteed pension and remainder conditional on performance
	ii) change the funds’ communicated liability structure by communicating that all pension rights have become uncertain in a particular statistical sense


	5. Lack of economic valuation and fair pricing: ambiguous property rights.
	a) Valuation still based on outdated DB design i.e. as guaranteed nominal annuities, rather than variable annuities resulting from investment policies and withdrawal of external risk bearers.
	b) Economic valuation of pension rights (a/c for option value of individuals’ claims on collective buffers).
	i) requires a complete pension contract, i.e. rules for distributing risk are known in advance and are not subject to discretionary changes.
	ii) Most pension contracts do not offer transparency ex ante about the rules for allocating the mismatch risk across stakeholders ex post.


	6. Incomplete government policies. - government regularly adjusts the rules
	a) altering how mismatch risk is allocated across stakeholders

	7. Intergenerational conflict about investment policy due to asymmetric contract.
	a) Short recovery period (5 years) for funding shortfall – Older generations take the  downside risk from risk taking (and vice versa)
	b) Contract should be complete in terms of distributional rules and investment policy

	8. Non-transparent redistribution when selling and buying annuity units.
	9. Lack of fair annuity pricing (from inadequate valuation) – cause redistribution of wealth if annuity units are bought and sold.
	a) Problem worsened due to fixed accrual rate (economic costs of pension accruals vary due to price fluctuation of annuity units)
	b) Since accrued annuity units is pro-cyclical, current system allows smoothing
	i) Cause non-transparent redistribution between existing participants and active workers.
	ii) Can mitigate pro-cyclicality by moving to a more stable discount rate (as or by employing variable accrual rates that fluctuate inversely with the price of the annuity units.


	10. Difficult to introduce elements of individual choice
	a) Individual choices will be distorted as a result of inadequate valuation.


	V. Characteristics of DA Plans
	1. Employer is distribution platform for annuities (not risk sponsor)
	a) Mismatch risk borne by the participants – i.e. trade risk with outsiders only through tradable financial instruments.

	2. Pension entitlement as (deferred) annuity
	a) Conversion of capital into annuities occurs when contributions are paid
	i) I.e. participants share idiosyncratic longevity risk within fund’s insurance pool


	3. Fund is a stand-alone mutual insurer:
	a) all risks are allocated to members (no residual risk left to outsiders)
	b) Risk-sharing within this fund results in variable annuities
	i) Annuity units vary with financial and biometric risks in the pools. Fund liabilities may also include other non-traded risk factors such as (wage) inflation

	c) DA contracts preserve the benefit of traditional pension schemes
	i) Allow participants to exchange systematic risk factors (not externally traded)
	ii) Allocate risk of pools across participants on the basis of complete contracts (specify how liabilities must be adjusted if asset value <  aggregate liabilities)


	4. Specific forms of risk-sharing contracts.
	a) Contract is symmetric (same allocation method for positive and negative funding shocks)
	b) Proportional adjustments of annuity units are uniform across individuals i.e. imposes restrictions on participants’ risk exposure.
	c) Variable annuity income streams adjusted gradually after unexpected shock
	i) Retirees also bear investment risk but have time to adjust living standard after unexpected event. (smoothing of adjustment of consumption to shocks is consistent with habit formation)


	5. Communication and risk management on basis of consumption frame.
	a) Pension rights communicated in terms of capital and risk profile of retirement income stream.
	b) Specifying risk profile - main responsibility of board
	c) Investment policy is then determined such that the risk matches desired risk profiles.
	i) I.e. idea of liability-driven investment based on ALM generalized to stochastic liabilities with risk budgets


	6. DA scheme adjusts the premium level to attain a particular objective for retirement income.
	a) Symmetric nature of the pension contract means investment policy does not affect market value of individual pension rights for given annuity units
	b) Separation between risk exposures and individual annuities values allow trustees to change risk profile of given annuity units without changing value.
	i) I.e. has more discretion to modify risk profiles.


	7. Complete economic valuation
	a) allows participants to exchange various types of variable annuities at fair prices
	i) provide individuals discretion in selecting own risk profile and contribution level without imposing externalities on other participants

	b) Relevant for determining the prices for buying and selling the annuities that do not impose externalities on existing owners of annuity units.
	c) Protect property rights and generational fairness when risk-sharing contract is changed


	VI. Current Status of Pension Reform in the Netherlands
	1. Social partners (i.e., the unions and the national association of employers) proposed DA-type contracts
	a) Allow pension to adapt to unexpected changes in life expectancy and asset returns
	b) Make the new pension contracts transparent and complete, and to have pension funds communicate the risks implied by the pension contract (including investment policies) to participants.
	c) Eligibility age for the public pension and the accrual rate in occupational pensions linked to life expectancy

	2. Reasons why Govt is hesitant to adopt DA proposals
	a) Transitional problems - proposal anticipated new contracts would apply to existing pension rights – can lead to legal challenges
	b) Disagreements about risk profiles and intergenerational conflicts about annuity valuation.
	c) Combination of the subjective and unstable character of the contracts, and the legacy of the traditional DB mindset with fixed annuity units.
	i) difficult to adopt fair pricing when the contract is changed (number of annuity units would have to change)
	ii) With fixed annuity units - change in pension contract results in wealth redistribution (i.e. yields intergenerational conflicts)
	iii) Hard to adopt market pricing of a variable annuity
	The goals of stabilizing both accrual rates and contribution levels - heated discussions about interest rate sensitivity


	3. Companies also consider move to individual DC plans

	VII. Lessons of DA for DC Schemes in the United States
	1. ‘Consumption frame’ during the accumulation phase.
	a) DC risk management could be improved if investments can be ‘liability driven’ by adopting the ‘consumption frame’ of DA.

	2. Dealing with longevity risk.
	a) Annuitization mandatory in Netherlands
	b) DA consumption frame may help boost the demand for annuities.
	c) Insurance are costly - alternative solution: mutual insurance with collectively-owned solvency buffers for the purpose of absorbing unexpected shocks in longevity
	i) A DA solution with joint liabilities to deal with systematic longevity risk can be restricted to the payout phase - limits difficult valuation issues, political risks and potential intergenerational


	3. Most annuities purchased for DC are guaranteed lifelong income streams.
	a) DA schemes allow participants to continue taking investment risk after annuitization.

	4. Role of the employer to deal with behavioral and market imperfections.
	a) DA is more attractive for employers to continue to play a role as a distributional platform for occupational pensions. - employers help address
	i) behavioral imperfections by setting defaults
	ii) agency issues in financial markets by collective procurement of financial services from commercial suppliers;
	iii) selection in insurance by pooling longevity risks.



	VIII. 4 features of da hold promise for the US
	1. Consumption frame used by DA schemes can improve communication and risk management compared to DC schemes.
	2. DA model addresses systematic longevity risk in annuity provision through risk-sharing within a joint liability pool.
	a) Does not suffer from the drawbacks of external insurance (default risk and costly solvency buffers) or mutual insurance with collective buffers (nontransparent ownership).

	3. Smoothing allow retirees to benefit from risk premia without being subject to large discrete fluctuations in consumption
	4. Employers can still address behavioral imperfections, agency issues, and imperfections of insurance and financial markets.
	5. Conclusion – for U.S, a hybrid solution may be attractive
	a) Employ a DC frame (defining entitlements in terms of capital) during the accumulation phase and a DA frame (defining entitlements in terms of annuity units) during the payout phase


	HOW ACCURATELY DOES 70% FINAL EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS
	REPLACEMENT MEASURE RETIREMENT INCOME (IN)ADEQUACY?
	INTRODUCING THE LIVING STANDARDS REPLACEMENT RATE
	I. Why the concern over ability of retirement income to sustain living standards of future seniors
	1. low interest rates
	2. high investment fees
	3. longer life expectancies
	4. rising divorce rates among seniors (with likely negative financial implications),
	5. aging population,
	6. increasing reliance on paid services for the potentially costly expenses associated with chronic health conditions and
	7. less secure sources of retirement income

	II. REPLACEMENT RATES AND REPLACEMENT RATE TARGETS
	1. Replacement rate - the fraction of a worker’s annual final employment earnings replaced by annual retirement income.
	2. Why major inconsistencies in analysis of earnings replacement rates
	a) differences in conceptual framing of retirement income adequacy and analytical purpose
	b) Data constraints (Bigger reason of the 2)

	3. Conventional final employment earnings replacement rate
	a) = Gross (Pre- tax) income in 1st year of retirement / gross pre-retirement final year employment earnings
	b) “retirement income” includes income reported for income tax purposes (i.e. exclude savings whose withdrawals are not taxed).
	c) “rule-of-thumb” - 70% final employment earnings replacement gives 100% replacement of pre-retirement living standards.
	i) Retirees pay lower taxes, not be saving for retirement
	ii) typically no mortgage and no longer need to support children and/or pay work-related expenses.

	d) Missing components of living standards
	i) household-level differences in individual consumption due to family size, particularly dependent children
	ii) Changes over time in household size and composition
	iii) the return on house ownership, or “imputed rent”;
	iv) taxes (differentials in taxation year-by-year, pre- and postretirement);
	v) government transfers
	vi) accumulation and drawdown of non-traditional forms of savings
	vii) earnings volatility
	viii) retirement income volatility;
	ix) pre- and post-retirement risks (e.g., poor market returns, spouse death/divorce, longevity, medical conditions, extended care needs and inflation uncertainty);
	x) phased retirement and continuing employment income after retirement;
	xi) individual preferences (risk aversion, value of leisure and bequest)
	xii) changes in expenses over the life course


	4. Substantial variation in optimal target replacement rates presents a challenge for developing sensible replacement rate rules of thumb.

	III. CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR RETIREMENT INCOME ADEQUACY
	1. Why Microsimulation?
	a) analysts often tweak earnings replacement rate measure by incorporating some improvements to the formula
	i) availability of data often shapes these improvements

	b) I.e. large-scale, complex, dynamic micro-simulation models are increasingly used - because they can
	i) integrate and extend existing data sources to give the most comprehensive picture of pre and post retirement consumption sources
	ii) model individuals’ interactions with and accruals under retirement income programs throughout lifetime, enabling full flexibility in analysis
	iii) generate results reflecting realistic complexity and diversity within life courses, and across individuals;
	iv) model the likely impact of current socio-economic trends on future outcomes; facilitate explicit evaluations of the uncertainty of the future (including the post-retirement risks that people face)


	2. Microsimulation allow people to act differently, rather than assume that everyone behaves like the “average”.

	IV. Tool of analysis: LifePaths
	1. LifePaths is a dynamic micro-simulation model of the Canadian population that simulates individual life-courses of synthetic individuals that are representative of the Canadian population.
	2. Can compute estimates for individual living standards across the life-course to evaluate how well living standards are maintained by people who approximately hit a 70% earnings replacement rate target.
	a) Use comprehensive definition of income (includes nontraditional working and retirement income sources)
	b) look over the individual’s entire lifetime (i.e. go beyond the one year before and after retirement)
	c) stochastically model financial market returns and mortality (including the death of family members).
	d) Individuals exit the workforce in a realistic manner (matches labor force data)


	V. Living Standards Replacement Rate (LSSR)
	1. Goal - capture a worker’s living standards continuity after retirement, by calculating how much money a worker has available to support his/her personal consumption of goods and services before and after retirement.
	a) Assumes in working years - income available for individual consumption equals his/her family’s disposable income (gross income after taxes and transfers) less net savings, adjusted for family size
	b) Assumes in retirement - income available for individual consumption equal disposable income plus the drawdown from accumulated savings (calculated at the family level and adjusted for family size). Figure 1 presents the LSRR framework for estimatin...
	c) Once an individual’s living standards are estimated for each year of life, then the LSRR is simply the average estimated retirement living standards divided by the average estimated working-life living standards.
	i) = (average annual retirement living standards) / (average annual working-life living standards)
	ii) = (average real annual retirement income for potential individual consumption expenditure) / (trimmed average real annual working income for individual consumption expenditure)


	2. 80% < LSRR < 120% as the range of outcomes compatible with living standards continuity (i.e., working life “living standards” plus or minus 20%).
	3. Differences between the conventional earnings replacement rate and LSSR: LSSR
	a) uses a much broader measurement period for pre- and post-retirement
	b) measures income at the family level (not individual level)
	c) includes a much more comprehensive income definition


	VI. Sample
	1. Retirement defined as transition from working at least 75% to less than 25% of the year
	2. Examine the continuity of living standards using the LSRR for individuals with a 65%–75% earnings replacement rate (given equation 1), where
	employment earnings = wages and self-employment gross income
	gross retirement income includes federal pension, guaranteed income supplement, old age security, any occupational DB/DC plan, notional annuity income from registered savings — single-life inflation indexed annuity, purchased at retirement with any re...

	3. Population Sample:
	4. Result 1:
	most of those people satisfying the narrow 65%–75% earnings replacement rate criterion can actually expect to improve their living standards after retirement (but to various degrees). Specifically, some 80% of the sample will improve their living stan...
	retirees satisfying the narrow 65%–75% earnings replacement rate criterion can actually expect a wide range of changes in living standards after retirement.

	5. Result 2:
	6. Result 3
	a) conventional earnings replacement rate is not a robust indicator of living standards continuity the choices made when building the replacement rate regarding
	i) unit of analysis (family versus the individual)
	ii) sources of consumption
	iii) measurement period all have large impacts.

	b) Above choices interact, moreover, and the effect of improving one may not emerge without the other.

	7. Result #3 —the 70% target does not appear to fit any subgroup
	8. Result #4 —the conventional earnings replacement rate and living standards continuity are poorly correlated

	VII. ADOPTING THE LSRR
	1. any single year’s employment earnings not a good estimate of working-life living standards - i.e. Not reliable benchmark for determining retirement income adequacy.
	2. LSRR framework - allow more consistent measure of retirement income adequacy
	a) facilitate the interpretation, comparison and integration of findings across different analysis (between authors, over time and across nations)

	3. Use of LSSR for Employer pension sponsors
	a) investigate the retirement income adequacy provided by their pension/ savings program for the “typical” type of employee
	b) test true effectiveness of adopting different plan features
	c) assess the level of retirement preparedness among its plan participants
	d) engage plan participants to help them better appreciate true impact of alternative financial planning decisions on post-retirement living standards

	4. Use of LSSR for policy analysts
	a) evaluate the retirement income adequacy of their current system across the population,
	b) identify vulnerable groups
	c) understand the implication of policy changes.

	5. Use of LSSR for financial advisors
	a) as retirement income target that clients can understand

	An Improved Application of the Variable Annuity
	I. Concept
	1. Put aside enough money for each pensioner so that the pension fund can pay for their future pensions, including reasonable inflationary increases, as long as assets earn an average real investment return (after expenses) equal to the “hurdle rate” ...
	2. Hurdle rate
	a) Set equal to the expected long term real rate of return for the underlying assets given the investment mandate selected for the variable annuity assets.
	b) Challenge is to set hurdle rate equal to the real rate of return that would be achieved by the
	fund over the long term.
	c) Plan assets were managed on a relatively conservative basis.


	II. Managing Risk in a Frozen Funding environment
	1. Can determine hurdle annuity for member at any point in time for any individual pensioner under the variable annuity fund.
	2. valuations normally used to balance accounts through augmentation of the asset side of the balance sheet
	3. Actuarial valuations for variable annuity fund is to balance accounts by adjusting the liability side of the balance sheet.

	III. Managing Volatility in Pension Increases Environment
	1. Investment risk transferred to the pensioners (higher pension when return is good)
	a) Also managed inflation risk on behalf of the pensioners.

	2. To manager longevity and expense risks which remain with sponsor.
	a) Include all expenses in the determination of the fund rate of return
	i) I.e. Lower recognized rate of return on the variable annuity assets (i.e. lower pension increases)


	3. Scenario 1 – A hypothetical fund that earned the median pension return over 2001 - 2015
	a) Decrease every pension-in-pay for a variable annuity with a 4.0% hurdle rate by 7.9% at the end of 2002.  (variable annuity is started in a down year) – then increase pension by 9.5% at the end of 2003.
	i) Volatile situation but reflective of returns

	Annualized cumulative increase  - geometric average, measured on an annual basis, of the past increases.
	ii) at end of 2010, member received 1.71% - compares favourably to inflation
	cumulative annual decrease was 0.35% at end of 2008 - most of the decrease resulted in the removal of previously granted increases


	4. Scenario 2 – increase spread out over a five-year period in aggregate
	Gives smoother and more stable increase environment
	a) Staggered recognition of increases over a five-year period is advisable - much more manageable result for the pensioners
	i) Annualized cumulative increases reflect the general inflation level

	b) For variable annuity solution in a collective DC environment, a five-year recognition period should be adopted on a strict actuarial equivalence basis for each member
	c) For DC and DB plans where individual equity is required - actuary to determine the actuarial equivalent scheduled pensions on an individual by individual basis (keep variable annuity assets and liabilities in balance)
	i) determine raw total increase using fund returns, expenses and member entitlements – hurdle annuities as a base.
	ii) calculate new scheduled pensions over a five year period on an individual by individual basis.
	iii) Revalue the new scheduled pensions as a check
	iv) Starting point for next year calculation - hurdle annuity amounts to be applied in one year’s time



	IV. Comparing a Variable Annuity to:
	1. Insured annuity - Cost of providing that guarantee is probably too high
	2. Individual investment account
	a) Individual pay more for same investment services than large collectively managed fund
	b) Collectively managed pension funds have much higher long-term after-expense investment returns

	3. A variable annuity
	a) allow member to receive a higher retirement income during lifetime w/o worrying outliving investment
	b) ensure that pensioner’s assets will be invested well during the entire lifetime.


	V. Fairness for Members in a Variable Annuity Fund
	1. Fairness re investment risk
	a) all members participate in the same investment fund – same return and expense
	b) all members represented through an investment oversight

	2. Fairness re inflation risk
	a) Achieved by actuarial equivalent increase processes - all increases determined on individual basis based on aggregate experience of variable annuity program by selecting an appropriate hurdle rate based on investment policy.

	3. Fairness re Longevity risk
	a) Those who die younger allow assets to be used to support those who survive to older ages.
	b) Pension increases are determined using the member’s own personal characteristics providing more individual fairness.
	c) Must selecting an appropriate hurdle annuity mortality assumption.
	i) Reflect mortality rates (including future improvements) for members
	ii) In practice - select best available public mortality basis that reflects the most likely characteristics of the future variable annuity program’s population.


	4. Members should not be allowed any cash out options

	VI. Regulation and Governance of a Variable Annuity Fund
	1. Regulation of a variable annuity program should be similar to a regulated pension plan.
	2. Important to also set up proper processes to ensure
	a) new members are treated appropriately
	b) pension payments are paid appropriately on an ongoing basis.

	3. Establish in advance rules for changing investment policies and hurdle annuity assumptions

	The Case For Collective Dc (Sections 1 - 7 Only)
	DA-193-24
	I. THE CONTEXT — WHY DO WE NEED COLLECTIVE DC?
	1. What is Collective DC (CDC)?
	a. Fixed employer and employee contribution rates (same as regular  DC) but assets are pooled (no actual or notional pot of money earmarked for each individual benefits)
	b. The initial CDC pension - set at the expected to be provided based on contributions received. Goal is to adjust the annual pension with inflation.  The pension start age might also change to reflect expected increases in future life expectancy
	c. If returns > expected, can provide higher increases for both pre and post retirement
	d. If returns < expected or there are other adverse factors, provide lower increases to ensure that the cost remains constant
	e. In extreme cases, may reduce pension to ensure the plan is sustainable.

	2. Consequences of CDC design
	a. Accounting treatment as DC plan
	b. Investment policy on aggregate basis without individual member involvement
	c. Benefits expressed in pension terms for members, not individual account balance

	3. Inherent volatility in conventional DC plan
	a. As shown in chart - ranging between 6% and 60% of final pay
	b. UK has no compulsory retirement age, therefore, inadequate DC pension cause members to delay retirement, transferring the problem of inadequate outcomes from employee to employer
	c. Note 1: DC Lifestyle - Invested in equities until 10 years before retirement, progressively switches from equities to bonds until 100% bond invested to match annuity price on retirement more closely.

	4. Collective advantages over conventional DC solutions
	a. Pensions paid from plan rather than via open market annuity purchase (i.e. avoid profit margin and cost of capital for an insurer, more assets held in plan e.g. especially in low interest rate environment)
	b. The mixture of risk allows optimization of investment returns over time and avoids decisions being driven by short-term issues.


	II. PLAN DESIGN AND BASIC PRINCIPLES
	1. Multiple CDC designs
	a. Many designs are possible: ease of understanding, outcome variability, protections for different members, degrees of intergenerational smoothing, risk profile of investment policy etc.
	b. Possible approaches: (a) A regulatory framework which allows a wide range of CDC options, letting the best solutions evolve overtime (b) Author prefers a restricted “menu” of CDC plan design choices to get broader public acceptance
	a. Contributions by members and / or the sponsor.
	b. Overall benefit style e.g. DB style pension, a points based system, a controlled risk DC scheme etc
	c. Bonus policy that sets out how benefit adjustment in the light of emerging experience
	d. Investment and risk management policies
	a. Contributions: 10% of a member’s salary (all paid by sponsor, no member contributions)
	b. Target benefits: 1% of career average salary with CPI revaluation from age 65 +  surviving spouse pension at 50% if member dies after retirement.
	c. Pension are paid from the plan (not settled with annuity purchase)
	d. Targeted revaluations of all benefits (accruals by active members, deferred benefits and pension in pay) of 100% of CPI (subject to a floor of 0%, with no cap).
	e. Investment policy – 60% equities / 40% government bonds
	f. Target funding level: 90% to 110%. If fall outside the target range, can adjust with a uniform +/- percentage with the resulting revaluation subject to a zero floor; or one-off benefit reduction (applied as a fixed percentage uniformly to all membe...
	g. The above design is most DB-like in design but a key concern is to having to cut pension in pay
	a. Contributions to buy Pension Points. 1 Point means £1 monthly pension from Pension Maturity Age (age 67)
	b. Purchase terms for Pension Points would vary by age and set each year by Government Actuary
	c. Pension Points increase in value in line with annual CPI + subject to annual adjustment reflecting plan financial condition
	d. Investment goal: achieve long-term return (10 to 20 years) of 3% above CPI with minimum annual volatility.  Investment managed by professionals
	e. Bonus policy:   – (A) Funding ratio > 110%, retain the excess as additional reserve or distribute Bonus Pension Points proportional to the Pension Points earned to date by each member.   – (B) Funding level between 95% to 100%: if believe future re...
	f. The above described pension points allow basic benefits to vary by expected future returns but it is difficult for members to plan for their retirement.
	a. Key concern for pensioners but protecting them means the young may face more more adverse adjustments.
	b. Instead of annuity purchase at retirement, keep paying pension from the plan and revise the distribution policy away from a uniform adjustment for all members
	c. The revised policy would progressively phase the full benefit adjustment over the ages of 65 to 75. A pensioner aged 65 is subject to the full annual adjustment but after age 75. pensioners are protected against benefit cuts as a priority over all ...
	d. The question is whether the risk transfer to younger members is unfair, i.e. they have too much risk with insufficient upside - Authors believe  CDC plan design can offer significant protection for older members and without compromising the risk ex...


	III. CDC - ATTRACTIONS
	IV. CDC - CONCERNS
	a. One cannot know in advance, vis-a-vis a regular DC plan, when smoothed returns are better and vice versa.  However, smoothing takes away this element of chance.
	b. Conventional DC plans members face market risk from the timing of annuity purchase for retirement.  Annuity purchase is irrevocable — smoothing is not
	a. Any in/out transfers take place at market equivalent prices So if assets fell by 20%, members might only see a 1% fall in their annual revaluation awards but external transfer would fall by the full 20%.
	a. Authors’ CDC plan is funded only by employer contributions, with a separate conventional DC scheme for optional employee contributions.
	b. CDC plan can be designed to have 2 internal asset pools, one for return seeking younger members and one for pensioners. The plan can move members between them over time
	a. Treat the fixed contribution like conventional DC contribution. (i.e. the collective nature is just an alternative way of investing).
	b. Pensioners are exposed to at least part of the revaluation increases. Some assessment would be made of the pension at the point of crystallization and it would depend on the bonus policy and the prospective increases the pensioner would accrue.

	V. GOVERNANCE OF CDC PLANS
	a. Trustees operate at arm's length from sponsors managing the finances to award equable distribution of investment returns to different generations of members.
	b. Need deep knowledge in investment and funding matters - likely be professionally qualified
	a. Public scrutiny can identify outlier schemes, plans taking excessive risks or are failing to restore financial stability.
	a. Carve out CDC plans from inappropriate DB legislation
	b. Exclude CDC benefits from the definition of money purchase benefits
	c. Potential tax implications if benefits are reduced
	d. Ensure member communication standards, plus tightly drawn legislation, to set and control expectations
	e. Amend age discrimination legislation to confirm intergenerational sharing

	VI. ISSUES FROM THE GOVERNMENT’S 2008 ANALYSIS: WHAT HAS CHANGED?
	a. Superior performance on average vs. conventional DC schemes.
	b. Individual’s starting pension is less dependent on the particular scenario experienced (i.e. less dependent on whether retire during boom or downturn)
	c. More predictable starting pension than in a conventional DC plan
	a. Requires very careful communication to members and good actuarial control processes, along with robust independent supervision, supported by public scrutiny
	a. Concern: CDC plans require continuous contributions to ensure 100% sustainability (difficult to contain risk level with few new entrants) and to allow risk sharing to operate between members
	b. Author believes the exposure of investment, bonus and risk management policies via the public website can force a plan which had closed to new entrants, thus increasingly mature, to adjust its financing policy to protect the face value of members’ ...
	a. Authors do not agree that shrinking UK population will strain CDC plans (less new entrants- see above point).
	b. The population decline affects all - CDC plans have access to projections of their changing membership and respond appropriately to demographic trends whereas conventional DC members have no realistic choices.
	a. Clarity on the nature of benefits - With-profits policies typically had a mixture of guaranteed benefits and discretionary benefits (bonuses) on top. CDC plans would operate without any underlying guarantees
	b. Changing expectations - There was a commercial reluctance to reduce the projected benefits illustrated to with-profit fund members when market conditions changed. Regulatory oversight and public scrutiny on CDC plans will ensure expectations are re...
	c. Transparency - The financial operation of with-profits life office funds are opaque, making it difficult to challenge the funds. The proposed CDC Public Website will provide complete transparency

	VII. CDC AROUND THE WORLD
	a. Contributions — typically around 20% of pay vs. more modest UK levels
	b. The Dutch have a smaller number of large pension plans. (any pension regulator prefers a smaller number of well-run schemes than a large number of potentially problematic schemes.)
	a. Annual stress tests designed to prevent any base benefits reduction in at least 97.5% of scenarios and to provide enhanced benefits (e.g. COLA) which on average over all scenarios produce at least 75% of the desired indexing.
	b. Risk management targets: deliver a high degree of pension security for members and retirees.
	c. Demonstrate plan is sustainable over the long term.
	d. Equitably designed — no one age cohort unduly subsidizes another, no “gaming the system”.
	e. Transparent - The pension goals and risks must be clearly stated up-front; who shares in the risks and rewards and by how much must be clear and pre-established.
	f. No sudden shocks to members’ and retirees’ retirement plans.

	Financial Risks Inherent in Multi-Employer Pension Plans and Target Benefit Pension Plans
	I. Traditional Multi-Employer Pension Plans
	1. known ER cost
	2. reasonable benefit expectations for EE
	3. economies of scale
	4. administrative ease,
	5. full benefit portability if remain within same industry (strengthened connection between the unions and their members)
	6. competitive advantage to unionized ER competing for workers
	7. Legislated member participation in plan governance (at least half of trustees must represent plan members.)
	8. Framework for Plan Design
	a) Contribution levels set by collective bargaining process
	b) no requirement for uniform contribution rates and benefit levels in a single MAP
	c) Most jurisdictions permit reducing accrued benefits (not necessarily all Epps are permitted to reduce benefits within the same jurisdiction)
	d) Benefits often is independent of cost characteristics
	e) Benefit communicated to members is a target (can adjust up / down)
	f) Indexation typically ad hoc
	g) Ancillary benefits are possible
	h) If ER solely contribute fixed rate of contribution, can account for plan cost on DC basis
	i) Unless a dominant ER fails, business failure or participation termination has little impact on plan sustainability

	9. Framework for Plan Governance
	a) Board of trustees (at least 50% are member representatives)

	10. Framework for Financing
	a) Fund target benefit with appropriate margins
	b) Investment decisions – balance between benefit maximization and risk minimization


	II. Target Benefit Pension Plans
	1. Current, don’t exist as a class of pension plan
	2. known ER cost
	3. reasonable benefit expectations for members
	4. economies of scale
	5. administrative ease
	6. benefit portability (assuming multiple participating employers)
	7. Improved pension coverage (e.g. small and medium-sized employers)
	8. Framework for Plan Design
	a) key element - Setting benefit level for the contribution level and structure
	b) Different participating ER may contribute at different rates
	c) Limit ability of ERs to manipulate the system by receiving more than their a priori expected value
	d) The implications of focusing on the core benefit are
	e) pre-retirement indexation reference to external index (not actual earnings increases)
	f) actuarial equivalent early and postponed retirement factors,
	g) No early retirement bridge benefits
	h) No disability provisions
	i) Death and termination benefits - actuarial equivalent of the communicated (not target) benefit or current funded status

	9. Framework for Plan Governance
	a) board of trustees
	b) Depending on the provisions of the trust, the board may seek to obtain input from all plan beneficiaries when considering design and risk issues

	10. Framework for Financing
	a) Fund communicated (or nominal) benefit with appropriate margins
	b) Small margin to minimize the a priori intergenerational wealth transfer expectation


	III. RISKS: DEFINITIONS AND MEASUREMENT
	1. Asset/Liability Mismatch Risk
	a) Measured with stress test for adverse changes
	b) Preferred liability measure for MEPPs and TBPPs – GC liability (w/o margins or PfAD) of nominal or target benefit depending on the pension expectations
	c) Preferred asset valuation method: MV (Asset smoothing for satisfying minimum funding requirements under pension standards laws)
	d) Risk associated with any asset class may differ between the nominal and target benefits.
	e) Interest rate risk can be measured across two dimensions as plan’s liability duration and duration of the plan’s interest-bearing securities
	f) Must also assess counterparty risk for any overlay or derivative-based investment strategies.

	2. Inflation Risk
	a) Measured by monitoring annual inflation rates and cumulative inflation during periods between ad hoc increases.

	3. Risk from the Difference between the Contribution Rate and the Cost of Accruals
	a) Measured by looking at PV of portion of future expected contributions in excess of the cost of expected future accruals.
	b) Determine PV over the # of years for the plan to achieve full funding on GC basis
	c) PV as % of liabilities indicate risk level (Surplus and PV of excess cont. indicates level of cushion)

	4. Risk of a Decline in Hours Worked
	a) measured by performing sensitivity and stress testing analyses
	b) Increase monitoring frequency (e.g. annual valuation) when hours worked fluctuate by more than a pre-established acceptable range
	c) Can also use A/L studies with variable work hours over the projection period gives ability of plan to absorb variances

	5. Mortality/Longevity Risk
	a) Assessed with periodic experience studies (if plan size allows)
	b) For smaller plans - use observed experience among plans with similar membership profiles or within comparable industries
	c) Note – cannot observe future rate of mortality improvement (improvements from date of mortality table to valuation date and thereafter)

	6. Retirement Risk
	a) Assess with periodic experience studies
	b) Need both early retirement provisions and adverse retirement experience during hard times

	7. Risk of Intergenerational Transfers
	a) Split current contributions to fund NC and deficits
	b) The greater the difference between current contributions and NC, the greater the intergenerational transfer
	c) Actuary should communicate the potential for changes in this relationship from future experience GL

	8. Regulatory Risk
	a) Type I risks – Potential future legislative changes (not measurable)
	b) Type II risks – Legislative changes under active consideration

	9. Communications Risk
	a) Fundamental objective - a clear and transparent understanding of the plan, financial position and how it affects all parties to the program.
	b) Risk – Unclear, opaque or misunderstood communications
	c) Member communication
	i) Plan booklet upon joining the plan
	ii) Annual report on the benefit earned, and the pension plan and fund itself
	iii) Proper explanation of options when drawing benefits down
	iv) Regular ongoing communication about the plan and fund while drawing a pension
	v) Materials on a website, and a clear contact information



	IV. Risk Management: Margins, Methods
	1. Liability valuation:
	a) GC with PfADs for target bft; hypothetical windup
	b) Assets: MV for risk assessment; Smoothing for contribution

	2. Margins (variable margin preferred):
	a) Margin in 1 or more actuarial assumptions
	b) Set up non-specific liability or reserve
	c) Specify acceptable range for relationship between contractual contribution rate and NC / total actuarial cost best estimate

	3. Asset Allocation
	a) Increase A/L match
	b) Good inflation matching investment has other drawbacks
	i) Real return bond coupons – volatile MV; market lacks liquidity
	ii) Real estate (only when supply and demand are balanced) – illiquid (not for very mature plans)

	c) Consider asset allocation when setting future rates of return assumptions

	4. Difference between the Contribution Rate and the Cost of Accruals
	a) Assess by degree of A/L mismatch and level of “margin”
	b) Margin too small – Risk mitigated by effective disclosures in the actuarial report
	c) Margin too big – improve benefits

	5. Hours Worked
	a) Stress test to determine risk of hours worked reduction (and related adverse experience)
	b) Reduction borne by older EEs – Associated loss from additional retirements
	c) Reduction borne by younger EEs - Associated increase in NC
	d) If plan permit banking of hours or has low threshold for a full credit year- hours reduction will reduce contributions but not hours credited

	6. Plan Design Issues - consider how plan design affects financial risks of the plan
	7. Regulatory Risk
	a) Stems from members not receiving their benefits
	b) Mitigation
	i) follow best practice for governance
	ii) Monitor legislation and regulatory policies (proactive lobbying and education)
	iii) Sufficient funding level


	8. Communications Risk
	a) Conducting communications audit
	b) Identify and address gaps and shortfalls and address

	9. Disclosure
	a) No additional disclosures required for target benefit plans
	b) If mandate includes assisting with mbr communication, simplify to enhance member’s ability to understand


	MANAGING POST-RETIREMENT RISKS Strategies for a Secure Retirement 2020
	I. MANAGING INFLATION RISKS
	1. Optimize inflation-protected sources of income:
	a. Delay Social Security benefits after full retirement age and before age 70 increases their benefit
	b. help build up valuable inflation-indexed benefits
	c. Coordinate the start dates of other retirement incomes can optimize this strategy.

	2. Plan for increased consumption over time - set aside assets for the more expensive future
	a. Invest in assets with inflation protection/hedging in the long run (though more volatile in short run)
	b. I.e. trading inflation risk for financial market risk
	c. E.g. stocks, commodities, Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)

	3. Home values: risky strategy to rely on increases in house value and selling it to generate retirement income

	II. MANAGING INTEREST RATE RISKS
	1. Lock in interest rates
	2. Consider longer-term investments: long-term bonds, mortgages or dividend-paying stocks
	a. although the risk is rising rates will reduce asset value available to meet needs
	b. For bonds, consider methods (e.g., duration matching, bond ladders) to manage rate risk

	3. Long-term rates often move in tandem with inflation.
	a. Low rates is more harmful to those rely on interest income for retirement
	b. When rates earned on investments decline, rates charged on some forms of debt, e.g. credit card debt, may not decline.


	III. MANAGING INVESTMENT RISKS
	1. Diversification E.g. diversify across asset classes, avoid heavy concentration in a few stocks
	2. Think long term: e.g. develop income-generating plans (fixed income) and gradually reduce equity exposure throughout retirement
	3. Invest in different types of pooled approaches e.g. mutual / target-date / index funds, ETFs.
	4. Don’t forget fees:  Investors cannot control return but can control the fees paid for investing
	5. Additional considerations
	a. Investment products that guarantee against loss of principal may have higher fees
	b. Generally, older people allocate decreasing proportion of their assets to equities over time (less time than younger people to recover loss)
	i. But those who can cover regular spending needs without selling stocks might decide to hold a greater proportion of stocks

	c. Retirees who don’t use target date funds can still achieve the same goal by slowly moving a percentage of their investments from stocks to bonds as they age.
	d. Investing large amounts in any single stock increases risk, especially in the employer stock (additional job loss potential)
	i. If receiving employer stock, particularly important to focus on opportunities outside the employer



	IV. MANAGING EMPLOYER SOLVENCY RISK
	1. Employer solvency risk (certainty of income and future accruals)
	a. Risks from single employer DB
	i. Plan freeze / termination (ability to earn benefits)
	ii. Lay off
	iii. Employer bankruptcy
	iv. Plan underfunded and earned benefits > what is guaranteed by Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp.

	b. Multiemployer DB plan
	i. Plan freeze
	ii. Layoff
	iii. Employer leaves MEP, Employer bankruptcy
	iv. Plan underfunded and earned benefits > what is guaranteed by Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp.
	v. Trustees declare benefit reduction to shore up plan financial position

	c. DC Plan: higher risk when invested in employer who becomes distressed / employee is laid off
	d. Annuity contract issues: Insurer insolvent and benefits earned > State guaranty
	a. DB plan issues: PBGC limit
	b. DC: No state guarantee, diversify investment especially if DC assets are heavy in employer stock
	c. Understand annuity contracts: State guaranty limits vary by state (limit the amount purchased from one insurance carrier to the guaranteed amount)
	d. Additional considerations
	i. Consider ongoing viability of employer/plan when choosing distribution options e.g. lump-sum, single-life annuity, and joint-and-survivor annuity
	ii. Plans may offer retirees to exchange fixed lifetime income for lump sum - Consider if can manage the money for the remainder of lifetime and produce sufficient income (higher longevity risk)
	iii. Insurance company annuity - understand the features and their costs, financial soundness of the insurer, and state guarantee rules



	V. MANAGING LONGEVITY RISKS
	1. Focus on products with a fixed amount for a guaranteed  period e.g. Social Security, traditional pensions and immediate annuities.
	2. Explore deferred annuity products
	3. Delaying Social Security: (may not be optimal
	a. for those with shorter life expectancy or who rely on the benefits to make ends meet
	b. if spouse not dependent on the retiree’s benefits,

	4. Maintain a process to provide regular withdrawals with a gradual drawdown of assets -improves the chance of having income longer
	5. Manage the required minimum distributions (RMDs) - RMDs can be a good rule of thumb
	6. Consider home value
	a. For large outstanding mortgages - reverse mortgages can improve cash flow (need to evaluate related fees and terms)
	b. If not, consider paying off and not take on a new mortgage.
	a. Periodic review expected income needs and resources and adjust strategies if necessary
	b. Approach to annuitization:
	i. General rule of thumb - avoid annuitizing all of one’s assets
	ii. Social Security provides a significant lifetime income to most retirees) - but some retirees may want to buy more from the private market
	iii. Pros: income guarantees without the need to manage the money for withdrawals
	iv. Cons: losing control of assets, costs of annuity products, and inability to leave money to heirs

	c. Annuities without inflation protection - only partial protection against cost of living increases
	d. Annuities can include survivor benefits
	e. Consider multiple annuity purchases over time - average out the purchase price and spread risk among different insurers
	f. Investments that incorporate annuities: Selecting those that include various guaranteed withdrawals.
	g. Use reverse mortgages to create retirement income (can add and reduce risks at the same time, need to be very careful when using)
	h. Annuities compared with reverse mortgages
	i. When rates are high, more annuity income but lower amount from reserved mortgage
	ii. Consider combining reverse mortgages with investments to provide retirement income.



	VI. MANAGING POST-RETIREMENT EMPLOYMENT
	1. To maintain employment: continue to improve expertise and technical skills, enhance healthy mental and physical presence
	2. Postpone retirement: very powerful way to improve retirement security. Allow resources to grow while fewer years in retirement
	3. Retire gradually
	4. Additional considerations
	a. Retirement planning generally does not rely heavily on income from post-retirement employment.
	b. Terminating employment before age 65 may make it difficult to find a source of affordable health insurance before a retiree is eligible for Medicare.


	VII. MANAGING CHANGES IN HOUSING AND SUPPORT NEEDS (SUITABILITY AND AFFORDABILITY)
	1. Make affordable choices:
	a. Retirement planning typically cover expenses for different types of housing or upgrades to allow aging in the home
	b. Housing is the largest expense plus housing values are unpredictable and it can take a long time to sell

	2. Consider different financial strategies depending on retiree’s situation
	a. Paying off mortgage and remain debt-free
	b. Take a reverse mortgage
	c. Secure a home equity loan - provide a large lump sum to cover an expensive repair that can be paid off throughout retirement.

	3. Choose location well - family nearby, in-home care is available, climate preference; good close-by health care facilities; availability of favored activities, reliable transportation and social opportunities.
	4. Understand the options before setting on a strategy
	a. Explore the range of options, what they offer, and associated costs and risks
	b. Update strategy as needs and family situations change.

	5. Make timely decisions: Understanding when a decision is needed when choosing a particular option.
	6. Finance support when major help is needed (e.g. savings, current income, selling house, long-term care insurance, Medicaid and Medicare etc)
	7. Understand the terms when buying long-term care insurance
	8. Understand public programs: Medicare, Medicaid in your state
	a. Consider public programs and support when choosing where to live

	9. Additional considerations
	a. Choices depend on personal preference, limitations in functional status, financial and family resources
	b. Continuing care retirement communities include elements of advance funding for long-term care and medical care
	i. Vary greatly and considerable risk - Need to evaluate the community’s options, charges and financial stability very carefully.

	c. Defining functional status can be problematic - may not trigger benefit eligibility under long-term care insurance, may trigger the need for help
	d. Consider spousal protection rules when deciding whether Medicaid would help.
	e. Combination and linked benefit products (combine long term care benefits with annuities or life insurance) - alternatives to stand-alone long-term care insurance.


	VIII. MANAGING DEATH OF SPOUSE / PARTNER
	1. Financial approaches: Can combine the many financial vehicles available e.g. Life insurance, survivor income in Social Security, traditional pension plans and annuities, Long-term care insurance, Savings and investments
	2. Legal matters, trust funds and beneficiary designations: Source of stability for the surviving spouse or partner. Trust approaches are very valuable in some situations.
	3. Family and community support:
	4. Plan wisely for Social Security survivor benefits: One way is for the lower earner to apply for benefits as early as age 62 and the higher earner waits until age 70.
	5. Purchase of annuities: Useful when one managed the finances and the other has limited capability  (annuity for the latter). Also important to retain some assets for emergencies
	6. Additional considerations
	a. Blended families - not clear if members in blended families help in the same way as first-marriage families.
	b. Survivors to review beneficiary designations, account registrations, trusts, wills and power of attorney documents after the death of a spouse.
	c. Single- and dual-earner families:
	i. A single-earner family survivor gets two-thirds of the combined family benefit payable while both were alive.
	ii. For dual-earner families with equal earnings, survivor gets about half of the combined benefit.
	iii. Social Security benefits for widows/widowers stop if they remarry before age 60.



	IX. MANAGING MARRIAGE BREAKDOWN / SEPARATION
	1. Engage professionals to learn the rights and assess the value of assets/income from divorce proceedings.
	2. Additional considerations
	a. Often residence is retained by one spouse in exchange for pension rights or other invested assets. - Not be an option if the retiree cannot pay the ongoing expenses and lifestyle of the house
	b. Divorcees must review beneficiary designations, account registrations, trusts, wills and power of attorney documents. Upon remarriage, new partners should do the same review
	c. Consider how remarriage will affect Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid and retirement or survivor programs - Rights to current survivor’s benefits may change


	X. MANAGING THE RISK OF POLICY CHANGES
	1. Maintain an emergency fund
	2. Use tax-favored investments - protect against future higher income tax rates
	3. Convert traditional IRA to Roth IRA programs:
	a. Tax free growth and tax free withdrawals in retirement; Do not require any required minimum distributions (RMDS)
	b. But must consider immediate and long-term tax implications for the conversion
	a. Congress continues to debate how to change the 2010 healthcare reform law
	b. Future reductions in Medicaid and in support for long-term care seem likely - less quality providers and facilities in total; affecting the broader population


	XI. MANAGING THE RISK OF SIGNIFICANT HEALTH CARE NEEDS
	a. Regulators need to monitor misleading marketing practices
	a. Consider quality of medical procedures, travel costs, accommodations and necessary services
	b. Medicare does not cover out of the country care.  Some U.S. insurers may not cover as well

	XII. MANAGING UNFORESEEN NEEDS OF FAMILY MEMBERS
	a. More grandparents are primary caregivers for their grandchildren.
	b. Blended families from remarriages can expand the potential number of family members
	c. Family members, status and relationships can change during retirement - can affect the assistance available to a retiree

	XIII. MANAGING THE RISK OF BAD ADVICE, FRAUD OR THEFT
	a. Brush up on the basics of investing and handling money.
	b. Get advice from qualified and trustworthy sources, including federal and state agencies and employer-sponsored programs.
	c. Simplify finances to allow for clearer decision-making and fewer mistakes. Will also be better for the person handling the retiree’s finances once the retiree is no longer capable of doing so
	d. Get several opinions on important issues. Don’t fall for pressure tactics.
	e. Be very cautious in giving control of assets (e.g., bank accounts, home equity and personal data) to any professional or in dealing with strangers personally or online.
	f. In later years, expect to rely more on trusted family members or professionals. Investigate who the person(s) should be before help is needed.
	g. Use paid caregivers who are bonded and insured.
	h. Limit investment purchases to those that can be easily bought and sold.
	i. Check out unfamiliar investments with state securities departments. Use only well known and regulated money managers
	j. Keep legal documents up-to-date and ensure that financial institutions and medical care providers are aware of trusted parties.
	k. Be careful about whom to designate as power of attorney.
	l. Inform local senior centers or local police of potential scams (prevent them from continuing and to alert the local community)

	XIV. RELATED PLANNING ISSUES
	a. Important for retirees who need to draw on home values to fund retirement (e.g. sell, rent out, reverse mortgage)
	b. Housing needs also change as health and capabilities change (again important if related expenses need to be pay by home values)
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	IMPLEMENTING EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAMS:
	A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE
	DA-154-15
	I. CONSIDERATONS (VOLUNTARY ERIP VS. INVOLUNTARY REDUCTION)
	1. Business considerations – Will ERIP
	a) Support both immediate and long-term needs
	b) Target the intended employees
	c) Have a negative impact on operations

	2. Legal considerations
	a) Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act
	b) Age Discrimination in Employment Act
	c) The Older Worker's Benefit Protection Act
	d) ERISA


	II. IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
	1. Determine the eligibility group
	a) Criteria must be objective
	b) Support business objectives set for the ERIP
	c) Avoid legal claims, including discrimination

	2. Retirement Effective Date (individual last work date)
	a) Consider business needs and amount of time needed to exit the individual after their acceptance of ERIP (after OWPA considerations and revocation period)
	b) Suggest: Min. time between end of window and retirement effective date
	i) Reason: help EEs to stay positive and ER to achieve goals quickly


	3. Retirement Incentive Window (for EEs to consider taking the ERIP)
	a) Long enough for proper consideration (Follow guidelines in OWBPA)
	b) Consider timing and if other operations will be impacted by ERIP
	c) On / before 1st window day – Announce ERIP and provide all documentation to eligible EE
	d) Last window day – Start necessary paperwork for those who accept

	4. Program Offerings (Inducement s to EE at acceptable costs)
	a) Pension Enhancements
	i) Age Credit
	ii) Employment Credit (additional years of service)
	iii) Compensation Adjustments (assumed compensation increase for each of employment credit years assuming EE would have continued to receive increases had they remained employed

	b) Continuation of Health Insurance, consider
	i) Time EE may need the bft and level of coverage
	ii) Any co-ordination with COBRA


	5. Termination Incentive Bonus
	a) Non-exempt: 1 week per year of service (min. 4 weeks;  max 2 months)
	b) Exempt – 2 or 3 weeks per year of service (min. 2 months, max. 9 months)
	c) VP/Officer – 3 weeks per year of service (min. 4 months; max 1 year)

	6. Program Costs
	a) Data needed
	i) Cost of all incentives offerings (assuming all EE take the ERIP)
	ii) Salaries and hire dates of all eligible EE
	iii) Cost of benefits
	iv) If position is to be replaced, salaries of replacement
	v) Legal and pension administration fees (related to ERIP)

	b) Considerations
	i) Look at costs and savings (including those recurring) on annualized basis
	ii) Cost projection must include any increases (e.g. health bfts, salaries)


	7. Release (Waiver signed by EE on Retirement effective date)
	a) Release ER from any claims resulting from employment prior to time the waiver was signed
	b) Confirm agreement not to file legal actions against ER

	8. Preparing the Announcement (should be prepared by lawyer)
	a) Eligibility, program offerings and any appropriate OWBPA requirements

	9. Announcement (Consider how it will be made) - Message must be consistent

	Pension Issues in M&A
	I. treatment of pension plans in context of corporate transaction
	1. Funded status impact on negotiation price and terms of transactions
	2. Due Diligence
	a) 2 Steps
	i) Execute mutually confidentiality agreement whereby parties bind themselves not to disclose any private information that may be acquired during due diligence
	ii) Determine funded status which impact on negotiation price and terms of transactions

	b) Both sides should do due diligence
	c) Must review all historical plan and funding documents (since plan inception)
	d) Key issues: plan expenses, prior mergers, potential misapplication of surplus are covered in the representations and warranties; has adequate indemnity language
	e) Best to have pension counsel in all relevant jurisdiction

	3.  Negotiation of Representation and Warranties
	a) Buyer wants a detailed series of representations and warranties
	b) Seller wants to limit and qualify by reference to materiality and knowledge of seller
	i) Must be prudent with plan mergers, asset transfers between plans and use of surplus

	c) Often determination of which representation and warranties are appropriate for seller to make comes down to allocation of risk between parties
	d) Also need to decide on survival of the representations and warranties (buyer want longer survival period whereas seller the other way)

	4. Other provisions in an Agreement of Purchase and Sale – Important sections
	5. Definitions section (e.g. definition of plans / benefit plans/ seller plans / Employee benefit plan must cover all types of plans that the parties wish to include
	6. Sections dealing with assumed and excluded liabilities (must reflect business deal)

	II. Evaluating options and obligations in complex corporate transactions and restructuring (7 options)
	1. Issues specific to Share-Purchase Transactions
	a) All plan assets and liabilities remain with company after its sale (unless otherwise stipulated)
	b) For member: beneficial (no change to employer – employee relationship)
	c) For buyer / seller: does not require regulatory approval but directly affect share price
	i) Buyer must comprehend nature and magnitude of obligations
	ii) Seller must understand plan nature and provide accurate representations


	2. Issues specific to Plan Mergers
	a) Require regulatory approval
	b) For member: Better deal as most DB plans use service years to determine benefits (larger benefit than if plans not merged)\
	c) For company: ensure uniform benefits, lower administrative costs and compliance costs
	d) Especially if one plan is in surplus and the other one in deficit
	e) But plan merger is not a simple process: review plan documents, legislation and regulation, case law

	3. Issues specific to Asset-Purchase Transaction
	a) Buyer does not offer a pension plan to transferred employees
	b) Pros: lower cost and limit risk exposure
	c) Cons: Seller – Need to deal with windup and surplus issues; Buyer: Dissatisfaction among transferred employees; Members: No longer has pension plan

	4. Seller retains past service liability and Buyer offers plan for future service
	a) Buyer: Preferred especially if seller plan is underfunded; regulatory approval not needed (no transfer of assets)
	b) Seller: consider requires a covenant that the successor plan be retained by buyer for a fixed period
	i) Protect from being considered an employer after transaction closes
	ii) As employer, seller could be responsible for liabilities arising from winding up of buyer’s pension plans)

	c) Buyer: Communicate plan amendments clearly to employees
	d) Employees: Unattractive (combined pension tend to be lower), though may be resolved by a wraparound arrangement

	5. Wraparound Arrangement
	a) Buyer plan offer single benefit based on final / career average earnings with buyer, and combined service with buyer and seller, offset for benefits under the seller plan
	b) Seller should consider a covenant that the successor plan be retained by buyer for a fixed period

	6. Carve-out Arrangement
	a) Carve out assets and liabilities of the transferred members from seller’s plan and transferred to buyer’s plan
	b) Questions to consider
	i) Value of assets and liabilities
	ii) Actuarial assumptions
	iii) Who is responsible of preparing / filing regulatory fillings
	iv) What happens if regulatory consent not given
	v) Who administers plan until transfer occurs
	vi) Asset investment in interim period and who bear investment risk

	c) Employees: Attractive (pension paid from 1 source)
	d) Buyer: Not attractive (high cost and need regulatory approval)

	7. Transfer of Pension Plan - Buyer assumes seller’s plan
	a) Simple execution (change sponsor by plan amendment)
	b) Buyer/seller negotiate purchase price adjustment


	Embedded Options in Pension Plans Catalogue  of Embedded Options
	1. Category 1 - options driven by EE behavior / election (e.g. optional forms of payment).
	2. Category 2 - options driven by underlying economic phenomena (entire plan e.g. floor-offset plan or distinct provisions which can be replicated by options and other financial instruments)
	a) "Greater of" benefits – greater of variable rate and fixed rate
	b) Floor-Offset plan
	c) COLA with caps & floors or with non-linear relationship vs applicable index
	d) COLA if market returns exceed a specified “hurdle rate”
	e) Cash Balance plans with caps and/or floors on the interest crediting rate
	f) Flat dollar minimum benefits and flat dollar maximum (cap/ceiling) benefits

	3. Current regulatory environment (e.g. cash balance plans) also granted mbrs certain embedded options

	I. Greater of Benefits
	1. To the extent sponsor has to pay a higher benefit than market rates - a “subsidy” (embedded option)
	2. Very similar to a Guaranteed Minimum Income Benefit (GMIB) issued by life insurance companies
	3. Also view as a put option on the underlying interest rate used for the conversion held by the pensioner and underwritten by the plan sponsor.
	4. Payoff form embedded option
	5. Max (formula benefit with fixed interest rate guarantee – bft benefit w/o  guarantee, 0)

	II. Floor-Offset Plans
	1. View as having 2 separate plans -  DB (floor plan to 2nd plan)  and DC as base plan
	2. The embedded option is affected by an unpredictable economic variable
	3. relates to an exchange option (aka Margrabe option) which offers the option to exchange the lower plan benefit for the higher plan benefit.
	4. Payoff = Max (DB bft at retirement – DC bft benefit at retirement, 0)

	III. COLA with caps and floors or with nonlinear relationship vis-à-vis applicable index (CPI)
	1. COLA with cap and floor annual adjustment
	2. Pension Payment*[min(max[1+floor%, 1+change in CPI],1+cap%)]
	3. Similar to equity indexed annuities (EIA) commonly offered in the U.S. by life insurance companies.
	4. Embedded option as a combination of put option on underlying inflation rate held by pensioner and underwritten by the plan sponsor and a call option on the underlying inflation rate held by ER and "underwritten" by the mbr

	IV. COLA only if market returns exceed a “hurdle rate”
	1. Pension Payment*[1+max(0,actual investment return minus hurdle rate)]
	2. “gain-sharing” provisions can be structured in many complex ways.
	3. call option on underlying return rate held by the pensioner and underwritten by ER

	V. Cash Balance Plans with Caps and/or Floors on the Interest Crediting Rate
	1. 3 contract features related to caps and/or floors on the interest crediting.
	a) Capital preservation - cannot receive benefit < sum of pay credits earned
	b) Put option with an exercise price equal to the sum of the pay credits.
	c) Up to x% cumulative interest credit guarantee - Put option held by ER
	d) Floor on annual interest credits - Interest rate put option owned by ER


	VI. Flat dollar minimum benefits and flat dollar maximum (cap/ceiling) benefits
	1. Pension benefit = max (pension formula, minimum benefit).
	2. A minimum benefit provision can be viewed as being very similar to a Guaranteed Minimum Maturity Benefit (GMMB) offered by many life insurers
	3. Similar to maximum benefit provisions  – except now plan sponsor holds a call option on the value of the pension formula that can be exercised against the annuitant

	VII. Survey of Embedded Options in Pension Plans
	1. Overview of valuation techniques for survey purposes
	a) Deterministic approaches/actuarial assumptions of incidence (multiple ages/(single age))
	b) Simulation and scenario testing
	c) Option valuation techniques
	d) Approximation/load/rule of thumb
	e) Not valued/immaterial

	2. Survey observations
	a) The most prevalent Category 2 option in private sector plans is: greater of benefit, then Caps/ceilings and minimum benefit
	b) Pervasiveness of embedded options within pension plans.
	c) COLA  with caps/ceilings dominate the embedded option landscape in public sector plans.
	d) On a per plan basis, it appears that cash balance plans contain the most Category 2 embedded options.
	e) Majority of options valued with best-estimate deterministic assumptions
	f) Most actuaries (92%) value Category 2 embedded options same for both accounting and funding
	g) Most actuaries continue to value the embedded options contained in pension plans the same as they have been prior to the recent market turmoil


	Pension risk transfer
	I. Pension de-risking spectrum
	Liability Management
	Funding & Investment Policy
	Plan Design
	certainty
	investment (LDI) strategy
	Close plan to new entrants
	equities
	Offer hybrid plan design
	• Offer phased retirement design
	II. Costs Associated with Pension Risk Transfer
	1. Buy-out Premium – Consider the “Economic Liability”
	a) True economic liability  = PBO + additional risks associated with sponsoring a plan (e.g. credit defaults, PBGC premiums etc)
	b) Buy-out premium - Paid to the insurer for taking on the uncertainty or risk
	c) Actual settlement premium is often much lower than initially perceived, once the PBO has been adjusted to reflect the true economic liability.

	2. Accounting (Settlement) Charges – Impact on Profit & Loss (“P&L”)
	a) US GAAP require settlement accounting when the total obligation settled > (service cost and interest cost) associated with the fiscal year in which the settlement occurs.
	i. Requires the immediate recognition of a portion of the accumulated unrecognized gains or losses in the fiscal year’s pension expense, in proportion to the amount of obligation settled



	III. Barriers to Pension Risk Transfer (PRT)
	1. Continued Funding Relief – lower funding obligations discourage pension risk transfer

	IV. Opportunities for PRT
	1. Improved Benefit Restriction Metrics
	a) Increase apparent funding percentages above lump sum or plan amendment restriction thresholds

	2. PBGC premiums increasing
	3. Potential moving from US GAAP to IFRS (may not be liked by investor)
	a) IFRS uses Mark-to-Market Asset Method - increased pension expense volatility
	b) Immediate Recognition of Gains/Losses:
	c) Elimination of Expected Return (Company can use expected return to increase corporate earnings by taking on additional pension risk)

	4. Mortality Improvements (increasing obligation / contributions)

	V. Is Your Pension Plan “PRT Ready”?
	1. Funding Adequacy
	a) If sponsors want pension risk transfer without full termination – do not want to further deteriorate funded status
	b) Plans can be 100% funded on an IRS basis but underfunded on PBO basis and economic basis

	2. Plan Governance
	a) Essential for keeping the participants and sponsors abreast of the risk transfer process
	b) Must distinguish between Settlor and fiduciary decisions
	c) Settlor decisions - not subject to a fiduciary standard of care. -  made on behalf of sponsor (mostly related to plan design)
	d) Fiduciary Decisions: - made on behalf of the plan participants


	VI. De-risking and PRT Considerations, Risks and Other Barriers
	1. Weighing Factors that Impact Annuity Purchase Price
	a) Plan Demographics & Longevity Risk
	b) Anti-Selection and Optionality
	c) Asset Portfolio and Plan Size
	d) Participant Advocacy
	e) Reputational Impact
	f) Enterprise Risk Management
	g) Credit Impact for Plan Termination Transactions

	2. Capacity Constraints
	a) A large influx of group annuity purchases may pose a risk to an insurer from both a human capital and asset availability perspective

	3. Labor Union Considerations – Harder to complete a PRT due to union negotiations
	4. Top-25 Restrictions - No full lump sum distribution for top-25 compensated employees
	a) When a plan undergoes plan termination, these restrictions go away.


	VII. Potential Alternatives & Innovations
	1. Asset-in-kind transfers
	a) Annuity buy-outs are more likely to be done as partial in-kind because it is very difficult to transfer all the plan assets to the insurer.

	2. Guaranteed Separate Accounts
	a) Separate account structure segregates the pension plan assets from the corporate assets of the insurer, providing additional protection from insolvency
	b) More prevalent among the larger deals with significant, perceived fiduciary risk.

	3. Annuity Buy-ins
	a) Group annuity contract bought by sponsor and held as plan asset – contract makes aggregate monthly benefit payments to sponsor who continues to administer individual benefit payments
	b) A useful first step prior to a full buy-out.

	4. Longevity Swaps
	a) Attractive if plan provides indexed benefits e.g. COLA
	b) indexing lengthens duration and increases longevity and inflation risk

	5. Reinsurance
	a) Legislation and changing regulatory environment may require sponsors to reinsure the risk of holding group annuity contracts.

	6. Re-risking - Most sponsors continue shifting to liability hedging assets

	VIII. Pension Risk Evaluation Framework
	1. 3 components - (i) Identify options availability, (ii) Analysis of de-risking strategy and (iii) de-risking execution
	2. Identify Options Available
	a) Talent Management – Benefit changes impact talent retention strategies
	b) Income Statement - Pension de-risking lower expense volatility (mitigate impact on shareholder value.)
	c) Balance Sheet Position and Credit Rating – affect corporate credit
	d) In-Plan Management - Plan design and funding and investment policies help maintain current plans without fully transferring the pension liabilities.
	e) Pension Risk Transfer – 2 general approaches: Bulk lump sum offerings and group annuity purchases

	3. Analysis of De-Risking Strategy
	4. Evaluate the Economic Liability
	a) Additional risks (mortality, interest rate etc)
	b) Additional costs -- Immediately transfer fixed operating costs (e.g. admin expense, PBGC premiums)
	c) Understand Group Annuity Pricing - multiple drivers of the difference between the settlement premium and the economic value of the obligations
	i. Plan Demographics & Longevity Risk - fewer debt instruments with sufficient duration to match the length of the liabilities and more uncertainty as to the future mortality of the population
	ii. Anti-Selection and Optionality: Offering lump sums introduces anti-selection risk

	d) Financial modeling / determination techniques - Stochastic Forecasting; Deterministic Stress Testing

	5. De-Risking Execution
	a) Data Readiness – clean data even if the decision on when to execute a settlement has not yet been made, as it can be surprisingly time-consuming.
	b) Lump Sum Strategy - Effective communication is crucial
	i. Sponsor must understand why a lump sum should or should not be offered to each group.



	Primer on Retirement Income Strategy Design and Evaluation
	I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
	1. Primer pays particular attention to how strategies might vary with a retiree’s objectives.
	a. type of income objective (e.g. target income vs. maximizing the income extracted)
	b. appetite for income risk e.g. risk tolerance and risk capacity
	c. personal attributes, such as total available financial assets, partnered status etc

	2. Scope of the Primer
	a. Retirement income lens – Primary focus is ‘retirement income strategies’ aimed at income generation for spending purposes
	b. Post-retirement phase only (i.e. strategies for deploying assets available at retirement)
	c. DC setting – in the sense that retirees taking responsibility for managing their own financial affairs.
	d. Focus on general principles and concepts
	e. Not a literature review

	3. Section 1 Retiree Characteristics discusses:
	a. 3 types of income objectives
	i. Income floor objective
	ii. Income target objective (a defined level of income until death - aligns with income replacement rates and income budget concepts). .
	iii. Income optimization objective - maximizing expected income from available assets while managing income risk. (key reason for considering assets together with income is that retirees value flexible access to funds for large, unplanned expenditures

	b. But the core proposition is income risk not investment risk)  should be the focus of retirees
	c. Higher income expectation needs to be balanced against income risk (increase variability of income and the chance of exhausting the fund early) - the 2 key trade offs are:
	i. Greater investment risk to generate more wealth that might support higher income or allow a given income to last for a longer period.
	ii. Boosting ‘expected’ income by withdrawing higher income earlier in retirement when the retiree is more likely to be alive to enjoy it.

	d. Drivers of income risk: investment risk, sequencing risk, longevity risk and inflation risk
	e. Most relevant dimensions for retirement strategy designs are
	i. risk aversion under an income optimization objective
	ii. Loss aversion under an income target objective
	iii. Risk capacity under income floor objective

	f. Personal attributes most influential in income strategies: age; total financial assets; homeownership; access to ‘guaranteed’ income streams and partnered (i.e., household) status

	4. Section 2 Building Blocks discusses
	a. Building blocks for investment strategies:  purchased income streams, assets from retirement savings account for flexible withdrawal, and other income sources e.g. guaranteed income streams
	i. How the building blocks are linked to the three income objectives, and their risk exposures
	ii. Major types of income stream products and asset allocation within the retirement savings account.
	iii. Categorizes the building blocks by key characteristics: expected return, exposure to investment, sequencing, longevity and inflation risk; and access provided to funds

	b. 2 withdrawal strategies
	i. ‘Draw-to-target’ strategy under the income target objective - drawing enough income to attain the target until the retirement savings account is exhausted with provision to draw extra
	ii. ‘Affordable’ withdrawal strategy under income maximization target objective - adjusting withdrawals over time based on age, account balance and an ‘assumed interest rate’
	iii. Annuity purchase under an income floor objective


	5. Section 3 Modelling Retirement Outcomes asserts that stochastic modeling is required to generate a distribution of income outcomes that might potentially arise from a retirement income strategy i.e. capture income risk and related tradeoffs to info...
	6. Section 4 Strategy Evaluation discusses (i) utility functions and metrics should be used in tandem when evaluating retirement income strategies. (ii)  the utility function and metrics applied should be tailored to the income objective
	a. Approaches to select a suitable strategy and selection factors
	i. how strategies are ranked under quantitative analysis;
	ii. review of projected outcomes to ensure they seem reasonable;
	iii. a preference for simplicity and robustness
	iv. ensure the strategy delivers a sufficient level of flexible access to funds
	v. various behavioral effects that may influence retiree acceptance of the strategy;
	vi. business considerations that impact sponsor’s ability to implement the strategy at reasonable cost

	b. First discussed approach: Specify a procedure that applies principles and rules to translate the objectives and preferences of the retiree into a suitable retirement strategy .
	i. The principle: amount allocated to a lifetime income stream depends on risk appetite.
	ii. The rule: Take as much growth exposure as can be tolerated.

	c. Second discussed approach: Selecting from a menu of candidate strategies.
	i. Identify the most suitable strategy by quantitative analysis and considering other factors
	ii. Supplement utility-based metrics with other metrics such as for flexible access to funds.

	d. Third approach: Identify ‘optimal’ strategy, then adjust that strategy after considering other factors
	i. Ideally ‘optimal’ strategy is identified by maximizing expected utility
	ii. But consideration of other factors may show  optimal  under quantitative analysis may not be feasible or suitable


	8. Section 6 discusses Other Matters that are relevant for retirement income strategy design
	a. There are alternative methods: goal-based investing and bucketing, analyzing funding as a liability driven investing problem, use income-framing lens - consume only the income generated by investments
	b. Consider the ‘Annuity puzzle’–retirees’ resistance to purchasing lifetime income streams in both the design and the communication of a strategy.
	c. Behavioral effects which affects how retirees engage with retirement decisions
	d. ‘Business considerations’ for sponsors

	9. Section 7 discusses some key aspects that are important for the design and evaluation of retirement income strategies; and not covered in the primer

	II. SECTION 1: RETIREE CHARACTERISTICS
	1. 3 types of income objectives:
	a. Income floor
	b. Income target as replacement rates (e.g. X% of pre-retirement income)  or budget-based income targets (i.e. income required to purchase a particular basket of goods and services)
	c. Income optimization: maximize income from assets while avoiding income falling to undesirably low levels

	2. Flexible access to Retirement Savings Account Balance
	a. Large yet uncertain expenditures -  ‘carve out’ assets (i.e., ‘rainy day’ bucket), with the retirement income strategy then designed around the remaining assets
	b. Bequest motives
	c. Concern with the account balance – Aversion to volatility in the account balance

	3. 2 Risk and Trade-offs During Retirement
	a. Pursuit of higher expected income through taking investment risk
	b. Pursuit of higher expected income through increasing withdrawals earlier in retirement
	i. Higher withdrawals in early years - higher income but may run out
	ii. Lower withdrawals in early years – lasts longer but risk dying with large remaining assets


	4. Risk Appetite – Concepts
	a. Risk aversion - aversion to income falling to relatively low levels
	i. aligns with the income optimization objective and relates to how a retiree might view the trade-off between seeking a higher expected level of income against the possibility of income falling to low levels.

	b. Loss aversion - aversion to losses relative to gains
	i. aligns with the income target objective (risk of being unable to sustain the target until death)

	c. Risk capacity - how much risk the retiree is able to bear
	i. aligns with income floor objective (unable to bear income fall below the floor)

	d. Risk perception - retiree’s subjective evaluation of risk and can be conflated with risk aversion (both affects appetite for risky assets)
	i. retirees may hold misguided risk perceptions vs. objective risk assessment of risk I.e. will not choose the optimal strategy
	ii. Take extra care when soliciting risk appetite that the results are not being distorted by unreasonable risk perceptions.

	e. Risk composure - Propensity to behave in a consistent manner (retiree’s ability to sustain risk exposure after an adverse event)

	5. Approach to incorporating risk appetite into strategy design
	a. Address risk capacity as a first priority with income floor, then consider two ‘book-end’ strategies for high and low risk appetite.
	b. Address risk perception and risk composure via education and advice (not directly incorporating into strategy design)

	6. Key Personal attributes for retirement income strategy

	III. INVESTMENT STRATEGIES: 3  BUILDING BLOCKS
	1. 3 main building block categories: Purchased lifetime income streams, Retirement savings account, Other income sources
	2. Building Block #1: Purchased Income Stream
	a. Traditional (Fixed) Lifetime Income Streams
	i. Eliminate exposure to investment, sequencing and longevity risk
	ii. can potentially hedge inflation risk if buy inflation-protected annuities
	iii. For income floor objective - If eliminating longevity risk is essential
	iv. For income target objective - it may help sustain the target, especially if there is the opportunity to ‘lock-in’ the target for life. (In the case of deferred annuity, income withdrawn from the retirement savings account is used to sustain the ta...

	b. Investment-Linked Lifetime Income Streams
	i. Pros: They provide flexible access to funds to generate income, meet any large and/or unplanned expenditures,
	ii. Cons: potential exposure to investment, sequencing, longevity and inflation risk.
	iii. To determine the initial income, an Assumed Interest Rate is used. If actual return > AIR, get higher income stream (or vice versa)
	iv. AIR need not equal expected portfolio return. If AIR is set below the expected return, income stream will start at a lower level and increase over time and vice versa.
	v. For income target objective - an investment-linked annuity with an AIR lower than the expected return may protect the ability to meet the target in later years, with withdrawals from the retirement savings account to meet the target in earlier years.
	vi. For income optimization objective - an investment-linked annuity with an AIR closer to the expected return may maintain income without undue pressure on withdrawals from the retirement savings account early in retirement.

	c. Longevity Pools
	i. Longevity risk is pooled but not insured (less loading so higher expected income)
	ii. If the mortality experience is lighter (i.e., less people die than expected), reduced income for those still alive. (i.e. variability comes from investment and mortality risk)
	iii. For income target objective - might benefit if their asset levels are not sufficient to ‘lock-in’ the target using a life annuity.
	iv. For income optimization objective - may use to eliminate loading, thus higher income

	d. Guarantees (i.e., Riders)
	i. E.g. Guaranteed Minimum Income Benefit, Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefit (GMWB)
	ii. GMWB guarantees that total payments will be at least equal to the premium paid, at a cost of a lower expected income. Helps alleviates the concern of dying before receiving the ‘value’ of the income stream in return
	iii. For income floor objectives - GMIB is attractive because provides upside potential to meet other objectives despite lower return than a life annuity
	iv. For income target objective -  GMIB may be an alternative to a life annuity especially for those with assets greater than needed to achieve the target
	v. For income optimization objective - , GMIB is similar to reducing the growth asset allocation, (lower expected income and lower portfolio risk)


	3. Building Bock # 2: Retirement Savings Account
	a. The growth/defensive allocation of the account has the biggest impact on portfolio risk profile and is thus the primary investment decision.
	b. For income target objective -  Allocation to growth assets depends on loss aversion and their means to sustain the income target.
	c. For income optimization objective -  Allocation to growth assets depends on risk aversion. Allocation can be constant or a ‘glide path’ to adjust exposure to growth assets over time.

	4. Building Block #3: Other Income Sources
	a. Guaranteed income streams (e.g. social security, DB pension)
	i. Effectively defensive assets that act like a life annuity.
	ii. Support more assets in the retirement savings account, and within a growth portfolio.

	b. Home ownership - generate income or provide funds via reverse mortgages and downsizing
	c. Support from the retiree’s personal network, such as intergenerational transfers

	5. Investment Strategies are dynamic, do not fixed at retirement - e.g. varying asset mix within retirement savings account, delay buying income stream

	IV. WITHDRAWAL STRATEGIES
	1. 4 main types of withdrawal strategies
	a. Following government mandates on minimum withdrawal rates
	i. Typically age-based percentages of account balance
	ii. Minimum withdrawal may provide a lower income than what the account can safely deliver

	b. Constant withdrawal amount with minimal probability of exhausting account before a chosen age
	i. does not adjust with investment performance - may lead to withdrawals rate than what the account can safely made in the future

	c. Dynamic withdrawal amounts - adjust withdrawals based on investment experience and age
	i. Potential tradeoff between a simpler strategy and ensuring withdrawal amounts are appropriate

	d. Draw-to-target - withdraw to attain an income target after accounting for other income sources such as social security and purchased income streams.
	i. Deliver stable income but may exhaust the account.
	ii. May give lower income than what can be safely delivered when assets are more than adequate to sustain the target.


	2. Withdrawal Strategy for an Income Floor
	a. If don’t have enough funds for the required optimal life annuity, then the choice becomes
	i. Draw-to-target withdrawal strategy to meet the floor for as long as possible; or
	ii. accepting income below the floor via what life annuity can be afforded or


	3. Withdrawal Strategy for an Income Target
	a. Often, ‘draw-to-target’ strategy is applied until the account is exhausted (probability of enjoying income decreases over time due to mortality risk)
	b. However, need to consider possible withdrawals in excess of the income target where available assets are more than sufficient to meet the target for life - Authors suggests setting
	i. an ‘affordable’ withdrawal amount, estimated in the same way as under the income optimization objective.
	ii. a threshold for excess withdrawal where the affordable withdrawal exceeds a multiple of the draw-to-target amount (suggest 1.5x). The excess withdrawal is added to the draw-to-target amount.

	c. Suggested withdrawal rule  DTTA: draw to target amount;  AA is the affordable amount of withdrawal.

	4. Withdrawal Strategy for Income Optimization - Dynamic strategy is the best.
	a. A representative strategy is to have income adjust with age and account balance
	i. estimate an ‘affordable’ withdrawal akin to an annuitization of the account at each age.
	ii. Annuitization assumes horizon equal to halfway between the life expectancy and years remaining until age
	iii. AIR equal to expected account return less 1%, subject to a minimum of the risk-free rate

	iv. Reflects changing expected returns (through varying AIR) due to any adjustment to the portfolio mix or return variability


	V. STRATEGY SELECTION
	1. 3 approaches to strategy selection: (a) Applying principles and rules, (b) Selecting from a menu of candidate strategies, (c) Identifying an ‘optimal’ strategy
	a. Quantitative analysis – give an initial ranking of candidate strategies or identify a quantitatively optimal strategy.
	i. Not to be solely relied on - cannot account for other important factors (see below), they reflect subjective modeling choices and provide a false sense of precision.
	b. Subjective review of projected outcomes – help understand what a candidate strategy delivers and whether it is fit for purpose.
	c. Simplicity and robustness – Simpler and more robust strategies can be better than those that are model or assumption dependent.
	d. Access to funds – Difficult to incorporate in modeling. May need to treat subjectively as an additional criterion.
	e. Behavioral considerations – How retirees might react to strategies e.g. reluctance to purchase lifetime income steam / accept investment risk
	f. Business considerations – Strategies must be feasible for sponsor to implement
	a. Design strategies under the income target and income optimization objectives, while considering any income floor.
	i. Set withdrawal rules linked to the income objective, then propose investment strategies aimed at building income layers to maximize income while managing income risk within risk appetite
	ii. May incorporate preferences over assets including flexible access to funds and bequest motives
	b. For Income Floor Objective
	i. Step 1: Determine the availability of any guaranteed income streams
	ii. Step 2: Estimate the additional lifetime income stream needed to secure the income floor
	iii. Step 3: Deploy remaining assets towards the 2 ‘aspirational’ income objectives.
	c. For Income Target Objective (Implies draw-to-target withdrawal strategy)
	i. Invest to maximize the chances of sustaining the income target until death
	ii. Once set the desired allocation to lifetime income streams (lock in the target), invest remaining assets in line with risk appetite.
	d. For Income Optimization Objective (‘affordable’ withdrawal is a function of the returns)
	i. Set predetermined withdrawal rules that depend on age, account balance and expected future investment returns. (withdrawal rule can be expressed as scheduled percentage of the account balance at each age)
	e. Funds and Preferences over Remaining Assets
	i. The above strategies convert assets to income, without considering the access to funds for unplanned large spending needs and/or support a bequest.
	ii. Access can be achieved by having a limit on the allocation to lifetime income streams, or a ‘carve-out’ of assets (the latter is a precautionary Establish Guaranteed Income) and defensively invested
	iii. For strong bequest motive - adjust strategy: (a) restrict withdrawals, (b) limiting purchases of lifetime income streams to just securing the income floor, and (c) increasing growth asset exposure to the tolerable maximum
	a. The 5 strategies are
	i. Strategy 1: 100% life annuity
	ii. Strategy 2: 50% life annuity; 50% retirement savings account with a 25/75 growth/defensive mix
	iii. Strategy 3: 100% retirement savings account with a 25/75 growth/defensive mix
	iv. Strategy 4: 25% life annuity; 75% retirement savings account with 75/25 growth/defensive mix
	v. Strategy 5: 100% retirement savings account with a 75/25 growth/defensive mix
	b. For High wealth retiree with Income target objective: Strategy 2
	i.  Although Strategy 1 generates a higher risk adjusted income, the amount locked in > income target  of $60,000 (i.e. full annuitization, thus no flexible access to funds)
	c. For Low wealth retiree with income target objective: Strategy 5
	i.  Income floor is already covered by social security but has insufficient assets to purchase annuities and secure the income target.
	ii.  Allocating towards growth assets maximizes the chances of hitting the target for a longer period. (highest expected age of account exhaustion and the lowest probability of income shortfall across all ages shown)
	iii.  Also gives greater access to funds over a longer period than other strategies.
	d. For High wealth retiree with income optimization objective - Strategy 4
	i.  Higher risk adjusted income from reduction in income risk from the annuity. Also gives flexible access to funds
	e. For Low wealth retiree with income optimization objective:
	i.  Strategy 4 and 5 have the same risk adjusted income.
	ii.  Strategy 4 if the retiree wants to strongly limit downside risk. Otherwise, Strategy 5 has higher account balances thus better access to funds/
	a. Provide useful insights into the kind of strategy that may be suitable
	b. May generate strategies not acceptable in practice.
	i. E.g. The ‘optimal’ strategy for the high wealth retiree with an income target objective is 100% annuitization. However, the model places no value on access to capital and ignores the likely resistance of retirees to full annuitization.
	c. Optimal strategy depends on the model set-up/modeling assumptions
	d. Conclusion: Quantitative modelling is useful as a point of comparison, and for delivering insights into the type of strategy that might be suitable. But must recognize the limitation of modelling and apply judgment for this and other factors


	VI. ALTERNATIVE METHODS
	i. Minimum income bucket – assets allocated to retirement income stream to secure income floor
	ii. Regular income bucket – Defensive assets to satisfy the goal of regular income over time Occasionally topped up by transfers from the growth bucket  No such transfers if growth bucket has declined in value
	iii. Growth bucket – Risky assets towards sustaining income / building wealth over the long run
	iv. Other buckets – e.g. bequest bucket, Rainy-day bucket
	ii.  Strategy differentiates between capital gains and other forms of investment income
	iii.  Will not convert assets into an income stream that is affordable given that assets are not being run down.
	iv.  Assets may actually grow in value, hence large bequests.
	v.  Can generate increasing income over retirement to the extent that dividends grow

	VII. BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS
	i. Pre-retirees’ heightened concern over the adequacy of retirement savings (over-savings)
	ii. Concern with short-term investment risk (limit exposure to risky assets, higher return over time)
	iii. Lack of risk composure - invest more defensively after markets have declined.
	i. Help simplify decisions but can lead to poor decisions
	ii. E.g. Viewing allocations to lifetime income streams and retirement savings account separately - retirees may avoid income stream products due to lack of flexibility and access to capital (savings account have these features)
	i. Life expectancy under-estimated earlier in retirement while over-estimated at older ages
	ii. Difficult to reconcile the tendency to over-insure against longevity risk by under-spending with reluctance to allocate to lifetime income streams (i.e. longevity hedge)
	i. Widespread low financial literacy + cognitive decline over time
	i. Libertarian paternalism - strategies to mitigate adverse behavioral influences are presented as a nudge coupled with the choice to pursue another option
	ii. E.g. offering a menu of products while recommending one as most suitable.
	i. E.g. present lifetime income streams as locking-in a basic income, not as an investment choice
	i. lifetime income streams to secure income floor
	ii. carve-out of precautionary savings to cover contingencies
	i.  Avoid complex strategies which require retirees to make explicit decisions as they age

	VIII. BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS FOR PLAN PROVIDERS
	IX. UNDERLYING DRIVERS OF INCOME RISK
	i. Investing more in risky assets increases the probability of being able to either generate greater income, or sustain a given level of income for longer
	ii. Investing more in risky assets with higher expected returns heightens the risk of substantially worse outcomes if returns are poor, resulting in either the need to sharply reduce income, or finding that a given level of income is sustainable over ...
	i. inflation-protected annuities offer an inflation hedge
	ii. Long duration bonds has more inflation risk than shorter duration ones
	iii. Equities over short-term has more inflation risk than equities over long-term
	i. E.g. long duration bonds return is better if actual inflation < expected inflation  (and vice versa)
	ii. Exception: those inflation-protected assets that adjust with actual rather than expected inflation.
	i. Bonds prices are more sensitive to rate changes when yields are low - More sequencing risk if need to sell bonds to fund income
	i. Inflation risk is more relevant for non-discretionary items (e.g. food and rent) which is more difficult to shift to lower priced items


	DAC SM Objective 5.pdf
	Design Matters: Plan Distribution Options
	I. Key Takeaways
	1. Encourage sponsors to consider re-evaluating plan distribution options in the context of current and
	emerging goals.
	2. Sponsors to decide whether they want to encourage participation to continue through retirement, or distribution of assets once active service ends
	3. Sponsors’ plan distribution policy can be critical in participants’ retirement outcomes. Stakeholders are reconsidering whether guiding participants towards lump-sum distributions, through plan designs is
	the most appropriate
	Sponsors now realize flexible distribution strategies e.g. periodic partial withdrawals/ installment payments, allow non-active participants to turn account balances into the type of income stream that fit individual financial needs

	II. Common distribution practices today
	1. Types of Single Lump-Sum Withdrawals
	a) Cash-Out: generally subject to income tax in the withdrawal year and 10% withdrawal penalty if under age 59.5. May also subject to state and local taxes
	b) Direct Rollover to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA) or to a Rollover Annuity: No taxes deducted from the transfer amount.
	c) Direct Rollover to Another Employer’s DC Plan (new employer or a former employer): no taxes applicable


	III. Reconsidering and Updating Plan Objectives and Design
	1. To determine sponsors’ strategic objectives regarding post-retirement benefit distribution options, consider:
	a) Do you want to keep retired and/or separated participants’ assets in the plan?
	b) Does the plan currently have, or should it have, an overall retirement income objective (e.g. income-replacement goal)?
	c) Do you want to provide solutions so participants can create a personal retirement income stream?
	d) Who do you want to keep in the plan, retirees only or also all separated employees?
	i) If just the retirees, do you want to offer account consolidation (through roll-ins) or aggregation so participants can collect all (or most) of their qualified assets in one plan?

	e) If sponsors only want active employees in the plan, then consider what distribution options should be offered to separated employees
	f) What guidance or advice to offer to participants about their choices and options?

	2. Once objective is determined, review plan documents to identify which current distribution options align with the new objectives.
	a) If objective is solely as supplemental savings vehicles - may limit distribution options or favor full-withdrawal option for retirees.
	b) If objective is to ensure retirement income, may consider options that enable non-active participants to continue use the plan

	3. Sponsors increasingly attuned to the fiduciary risks. A distinction should be drawn between those actions within the fiduciary framework, and those which are not.
	a) E.g. the process of designing the plan and deciding payment forms typically are “settlor,” rather than “fiduciary,” actions.
	b) Implementing features (e.g. specific products/ provider selection) are fiduciary actions


	IV. Retiree- Friendly Distribution Programs
	1. I.e. offer flexibility around timing, amounts distributed, and partial (ad hoc) withdrawals.
	a) participants are often trying to convert “nest egg” into something similar to the paycheck. The flexibility to stop and start payments allow participants to manage both expected and unexpected spending needs

	2. Types of Retiree-Friendly Distribution Options
	a) Partial (ad hoc) Withdrawals
	i) Plans may require withdrawals to be funded proportionally across the participants’ plan investment options (“pro-rata”).
	ii) More flexibility if allow participants to choose this “funding” investment options for the specific withdrawal or set he investment menu with cash flow objectives in mind.

	b) Installment Payment Programs
	i) A.k.a “systematic withdrawal plan” (SWP) or, “systematic withdrawal investment plan” (SWIP)
	ii) A more defined approach to spending down a retirement account balance (vs. Ad hoc)
	iii) allows a retiree an income stream (choose specific payout amount at predetermined interval)
	iv) To add flexibility, provide ability to start, stop and restart installment payments and select which funds to withdraw from


	3. Annuities as a Form of Distribution
	a) Immediate / deferred annuities (I.e. Qualified Plan Distributed Annuity, QPDA)
	b) Qualifying Longevity Annuity Contract (QLAC)
	i) participant can purchase, within defined limits, a very simple, inexpensive deferred income annuity that will guarantee income at older ages. (typically start paying at age 85)
	ii) Allow a spending plan for their savings until average life expectancy, and an income guarantee if they live beyond

	c) If sponsor has both DB and DC plans for the same population, can consolidate DC balances into DB plan


	V. Educating Participants about retirement choices
	1. Identify current “money out” options by reviewing the plan document.
	2. Check whether the plan allows for partial withdrawals.
	3. Evaluate whether the plan’s current options align with objectives for your plan’s future.
	4. Request an analysis of the actual participant distribution history from your record keeper in order to identify what current participants have been doing with their accounts; also estimate number of retirements in next 5, 10 or 15 years.
	5. Consider retiree-friendly distribution features and determine what document changes are needed to to introduce such features.
	6. Evaluate the treatment of beneficiary payments and whether the only distribution option is a lump-sum withdrawal.
	7. Consult with record keeper to determine their best practices and what is possible for your plan.
	8. Communicate distribution enhancements to participants.

	the big chill
	I. how to freeze db plans
	1. Hard freeze (freeze total benefit)
	2. Soft freeze (freeze credited service but allow pensionable earnings to increase)
	3. Eligibility freeze (e.g. freeze eligibility conditions for ancillary benefits)

	II. after pension plan freeze
	1. Sponsors tend to gradually step back from its previous level of commitment of plan management
	a) Need to realize that the freeze has increased the effort needed to manage the plan in aggregate

	2. After freeze, the DB legacy plan has essentially become a combination plan with both DB and DC accruals (assuming sponsor does not settle all DB benefits)
	3. Managing DB Component
	a) More focus DB investment structure and timing of further DB right-risking actions (e.g. annuity purchase)
	b) Still has to face management and operation risk facing a typical ongoing DB plan

	4. Managing the DC Component
	a) Focus is on member education and communication and monitoring of investment options
	i) Consider providing members periodically with projected balance and resulted estimated benefit at retirement

	b) Crucial to risk management - Arrangement with service providers (appointment, assessment and agreement terms)
	c) Focus on post-employment, de-accumulation phase (i.e. service provider’s retirement products and associated member communications)

	5. Necessity of delegation
	a) Best for board to delegate most (if not all) of their operational duties to professionals,
	b) Best for pension committee to establish processes and procedures that are clearly and appropriately communicated


	A Fine Balance,
	Ch. 9: Innovation in Plan Design
	Why innovation is important and so difficult
	1. No need when the pension system is working well, too pessimistic to take chances when not
	2. Burden of persuasion rests on proponents of change to demonstrate that “new” is better than “old.”
	3. The Pension Benefits Act and the Income Tax Act (ITA) lack specific mechanisms to facilitate the introduction of new pension designs
	4. Technical concepts (e.g. DB, DC) have powerful hold. Need to re-define/invent concepts
	5. Intellectual investment in the status quo: over-value existing arrangements
	Re-examining the defined benefit/defined contribution distinction
	Debates on pension issues often juxtapose “classical” or “pure” DC plan designs with “classical” or “pure”
	6. DB designs. Differences between the two are canvassed extensively in Chapters One and Two, and can be
	7. briefly summarized as follows:
	8. •  In DC plans, the investment risk is borne by individual plan members; in DB plans,
	9. it is borne by the employer and/or spread across the plan membership (the point is
	10. hotly debated in the context of surplus ownership and elsewhere) — and, it varies
	11. as among single-employer pension plans (SEPPs), multi-employer pension plans
	12. (MEPPs) and jointly sponsored pension plans (JSPPs).
	13. •  In DC plans, the longevity risk is generally borne by individual plan members (although
	14. in principle, individual members might purchase a life annuity upon retirement); in DB
	15. plans, it is spread across the entire present and future membership of the plan.
	16. •  In DC plans, where contributions are made according to a set formula, regulatory
	17. oversight is reasonably light; in DB plans, where funding is on the basis of complex
	18. valuations based on multiple, volatile factors, oversight is intense and ongoing.
	19. •  In DC plans, the clear, segregated individual account format leaves little room for
	20. insolvency risk; in DB plans, members — particularly of SEPPs — do bear the risk
	21. that a sponsor may fail with an under-funded plan.
	22. •  In DC plans, if members leave, their entitlements can be easily ascertained, monetized
	23. and transferred to another plan or a locked-in account; in DB plans, individual
	24. entitlements are difficult to disentangle and not easily transferable.
	25. •  In DC plans, contribution formulae may be adjusted from time to time, or contributions may be increased automatically as wages rise, but the member’s entitlement is
	26. the fixed capital accumulation on retirement; in DB plans, pensions adjust automatically prior to retirement as salaries and length of service increase and are sometimes
	27. inflation-adjusted after retirement as well and supplemented by ancillary benefits.
	28. •  In DC plans, members end up with a range of options around investment decisions,
	29. including making their own; in DB plans these are made by professional advisors. (This
	30. point is not trivial. A recent U.S. study showed that from 1995 to 2006, the investment
	31. performance of DB plans, on average, exceeded that of DC plans by 1% a year; over
	32. the 11 years under study, the cumulative effect was a 14% advantage in favour of DB
	33. plans. Further investment advantages in favour of DB plans are described below.)

	What You Need to Know About the New DBplus and OPTrust Pension Plans DA-631-21
	DBplus Pension Plans
	1. What Is DBplus?
	2. Who Is Eligible for DBplus?
	3. How Is DBplus Funded?

	OPTrust Pension Plans
	1. What Is OPTrust Select?
	a. new DB option by OPTrust for not-for-profit and broader public sector workers in Ontario
	2. Who Is Eligible for OPTrust Select?
	a. Participants not restricted to members of OPSEU
	b. Welcome full-time and part-time employees
	3. How Is OPTrust Select Funded?



	DAC SM Objective 6.pdf
	Fundamentals of Retiree Group BENEFITS - Yamamoto (2nd Edition)
	I.  Actuarial Assumptions for Life and Health Plans
	1. Generally use assumptions consistent with pension valuation but additional ones required
	a) But may play a different role than in pension valuations

	2. Economic assumptions
	a) General Inflation (not including health care inflation)
	b) Investment return – Similar to pension plan assumption
	c) Discount rate – similar to pension assumption except
	i) If for determining PV, to reflect rate available on current, high quality fixed income securities (e.g. 30-year T-bills, AA bonds)
	ii) If the valuation is for funding requirement of retiree health plan – use after tax return rate (rather than before tax rate for pension)

	d) Salary increase (for health plan valuation)
	i) Is to allocate plan costs to different periods for prefunding
	ii) If has benefits based on pay, assumption should be consistent as for pension plan


	3. Demographic assumptions
	a) Termination/Turnover
	i) Generally same as the pension plan (unless pension plan assumptions based on liability weighted experience analysis)
	ii) Important to closely represent actual terminations

	b) Mortality (Post-retirement more important than pre-retirement)
	i) Should represent actual expectations
	ii) More important than for pension plan (COLA adjustment for health benefits)
	iii) Retiree group benefit plans with ER cost cap, affect of mortality similar to pension plans

	c) Disability (may or may not be significant for retiree group benefit)
	i) If covered under retiree plan, consider the additional cost from impaired health. (Long coverage period for a young disabled person)
	ii) May differ from pension plan assumption (different disability requirements)
	iii) Medical Claim costs for those under disability range from 8 to 12 times the average active cost rate in the first few years of disability and grade down rapidly to around two times active costs in about five years.
	iv)  Dependents may also be eligible for coverage at standard claim cost rates.

	d) Retirement Incidence
	i) More important for retiree group benefit as benefit not adjusted by retirement age



	II. Additional economic assumptions
	1. Current plan costs and contributions
	a) Generally flat dollar amount based on Medicare eligibility
	b) Amounts should be readily available and have a policy for its calculations (e.g. 10% of expected plan cost)
	c) Plan cost is more difficult to determine - costs often “buried” in the total plan costs for all participants
	d) Vary depending on demographic profile and plan design
	e) Over 65 retirees costs less than the under 65 retirees (Medicare coverage)
	f) Disabled retirees costs more than active
	i) Maturity of disabled population (costs very high at start of disability)
	ii) Incidence of Medicare eligibility
	iii) Definition of disability


	2. Incurred versus paid claims
	a) Claims must be projected based on what is expected to be incurred
	b) Difference between incurred and paid is a timing issue
	c) Start: When services are provided; End: When benefits are paid
	d) This time different can be estimated by various techniques
	e) Incurred claims is best measure to use - Represent employer’s actual costs of providing the benefit for the current year (mandated by ASC715-60)
	f) Various techniques to determine the timing between incurred and paid claims

	3. Health care cost trend rate (for projection of current plan costs)
	a) Assumption begin at current level and grade down over a period to an ultimate rate, which is some real rate + inflation
	b) Initial trend rate
	i) Close to recent trend rates experienced by plan and similarly situated plans
	ii) Reflect inflation, utilization (both intensity and mix of services), advancements in technology, plan design effects and cost shifting
	iii) Rate should reflect the underlying trends of services provided under the plan
	iv) May use different trend rate for different services
	v) Good resources: Health Care Cost Institute, S&P Healthcare Claims Indices

	c) Longer term trend rate and Ultimate trend rate - consider
	i) Relationship between health care expenses and GDP
	ii) Sustainability of the trend in relation to GDP - Health care expenditures increase cannot continue to severely outpace GDP

	d) Trend rate for Medicare program
	i) Recommendation (by 2000 Medicare Technical Review Panel): Long-term cost rate set to 1% above per capita GDP increase for Medicare trust fund
	ii) Consider
	 Sustainability of the differential between national health care expenditure growth and GDP growth
	 Historical experiences
	 Key drivers of historical cost trend
	 How key drivers may vary in the future
	 Role of managed care in slowing recent experiences
	 Other forecasts of long-term cost trend


	e) Select and ultimate rate
	i) Key assumption is the length of select period (can range from 5 to 35 years)
	ii) Resources: Paper by Thomas Getzen – His inputs include
	 General inflation
	 Income growth
	 Medical excess change (e.g. medical technology)
	 Short-term cost trends
	 Limits on the share of GDP in future as well as a point in the future where medical cost trends equal GDP growth per capita

	iii) Suggest 2 steps: (a) Phasing into the point where trend rate = GDP plus excess medical charge component of future trend; (b) trend rate is limited to GDP growth


	4. Medicare Benefit Increase
	a) Increase slower than other health care cost due to reimbursement and Medicare design
	b) This benefit employer plan (Providers generally cannot charge more than what they accept from Medicare)

	5. Service Mix
	a) Different services have different underlying cost increase trend
	b) But can be difficult to estimate rates for different service
	c) Therefore most assume the same long-term cost increases for all services
	d) However, importance of developing trend rates by service is highlighted by recent prescription drug cost (60-70% of plan costs and is increasing)
	e) Suggest setting initial trend rate for pre- and post-65 by service (not ultimate trend rate: assume convergence of pre- and post-65 trend rates over time)

	6. Gross versus Net Plan Cost Trend
	a) If cost sharing (deductibles, out-of-pocket maximums, and per visit co pays) designed as fixed dollar stayed unchanged, additional cost will accrue due to leveraging.
	i) No leveraging if indexed to actual plan costs increases

	b) Leveraging effect is due to more claims above the dollar limits.
	c) To determine the total effect of fixed dollar provisions on health care trend, important to consider impact on claim distribution.
	i) May increase pre-age 65 plan costs between 0.25% to 2%, based on plan design
	ii) E.g. May increase post-age 65 plan costs from 0% for using standard coordination of benefits (COB) method of Medicare integration to 2% to 4 % percent for Medicare carve out form of integration.
	iii) Plan leveraging effect diminishes over time (fixed dollar amounts become less valuable relative to the total plan costs)
	iv) Trend on net plan costs will have a much longer grading period (than gross plan costs: covered expense) due to the plan leveraging.


	7. Medicare Part B premium increase (Required if employers pay Part B premiums)
	a) May use a rate close to, but different from the Medicare inflation assumption (If government continues to increase the retiree’s share of the cost of the program)
	b) Good source: The Medicare Trustees report

	8. PPACA Excise Tax on high employer health plans (including government plans)
	a) Effective in 2018 but should account for its impact now
	b) Tax is imposed on plan costs exceeding a dollar limit that is CPI indexed; and most trend rate assumption exceeds CPI forever.
	c) Plan costs are determined like COBRA premiums and no allowance for excise tax
	d) Separate rates for single coverage and other overages
	e) May combine pre-65 retirees and post-65 retirees (allow plans to stay below cost limits longer due to higher dollar limits for certain pre-65 retirees)
	f) Insurer paid the excise tax and not tax deductible
	i) Add-on in premium rate calculation to include tax gross up for the excise tax
	ii) Reflect excise tax by projecting plan costs and determining if excise tax is payable or not (Must assure correct cost is being projected)
	iii) Adjust health care cost trend rate (reflect higher cost in future)
	iv) Need to estimate tax impact outside of valuation program to determine trend rate adjustment


	9. Retiree contribution increase (Required if has retiree contributions)
	a) Consider how ER’s contribution policy will / might change in the future
	b) Examples of assumptions:
	i) Flat % increase assumption
	ii) Increased at the same rate as the retiree plan costs are assumed to increase, or
	iii) Increased based on increases in the active plan costs which may be different than retiree plan cost increases.

	c) For defined $ approach, retiree contribution = (Projected plan cost - dollar limit)
	i) Any cost above this dollar limit is paid by the retiree contribution
	ii) Critical to use appropriate costs for projection
	iii) If assume retiree contribution increase rate > plan cost increase rate, should avoid illogical results (e.g. Negative employer costs)



	III. Additional demographic assumptions
	1. Plan participation
	a) Required if has retiree contributions (not all retirees will participate).
	b) May require separate assumption of retiree versus dependent coverage
	i) If has different ER subsidy levels

	c) Additional assumption of returning retirees from the census of current opt outs
	i) If allow retirees drop out of coverage while other coverage is available

	d) Average health care claims for participants > if all eligible retirees elected coverage
	e) Generally developed from the employer’s own experience
	f) The more retiree contributions, less likely to participate
	g) Extra care if ER revise retiree contributions level

	2. Spouse plan continuation after death of retiree
	a) Assumption to what percentage of these spouses elects coverage.

	3. Dependent children plan termination
	a) Assumption of when the dependents reach the limiting age (ER normally do not have dependent age on record)
	b) Costs for dependent children may be indirectly included with the spouse costs

	4. Plan design change
	a) Valuation may account for future plan design changes
	b) Either explicit (separate global plan change or termination assumption) or implicit (lower health care cost trend rates)


	IV. Selection of Actuarial Assumptions
	1. Economic assumptions should complement each other
	2. Should follow pension assumptions closely except if population being valued not the same or pension assumptions unreasonable for retiree group benefit valuation
	3. Certain assumptions are more critical than their pension counterpart (e.g. Turnover, mortality and retirement incidence)
	4. Most difficult assumption: Initial plan cost (need to adjust ER premium rates / claim cost)
	5. Common premium problems:
	a) Under age 65 premiums (often include actives)
	i) Actual pre-65 retiree costs 1.5 to 2.25 times costs for active employees.

	b) Composite premiums
	i) Rates as costs per employee (include all dependents, spouses and children)
	ii) Assume current distribution of retirees and dependents stay same in future

	c) Spouse/dependent premium
	i) Often classified by retiree age i.e. for over 65 retirees, under age 65 dependents classified as over 65

	d) Old premium structure
	i) E.g. Cost difference for retiree v active; retiree spouse v active spouse
	ii) If premium structure developed is outdated, relationship may not be valid.

	e) Missing data
	i) E.g. Claims for stand-alone programs (e.g. mail-order drug plans, behavioral health/chemical dependency programs, vision/hearing and dental plans)

	f) Different plans
	i) Future retirees may subject to different provisions (i.e. different plan cost)
	ii) E.g. Grandfathering, M&A, retirees from closed divisions

	g) Costs by Age
	i) Plan costs should be developed by age.
	ii) With not enough retirees for such development, use relative value adjustments.
	iii) As health care costs by age tend to be exponential and varying by age, best not to assume the average group cost is applicable to the average aged retiree.

	h) Cost by Age for Groups participating in pools
	i) Not necessarily appropriate to use sponsor’s demographics to develop age-related costs when group participants are from a larger pool
	ii) E.g. fully-insured plans, large public insurance pools)



	V. Actuarial Methods for Life and Health Plans
	1. All pension actuarial cost methods applicable to retiree group benefit plans.
	2. Only difference is benefit definition
	a) Benefit related to health plan costs at retirement + cost increases after retirement.
	b) No benefits EE terminating before eligible for retirement
	c) Benefit costs / retiree contributions vary on service, age, and marital status at retirement.

	3. May split costs associated with total eligible health plan expenses and those reimbursed by Medicare
	a) Net present value cost of the plan = PV of total eligible expenses less PV of Medicare reimbursed expenses:

	4. Modified Projected Unit Credit
	a) Required “attribution” method
	i) Since retiree group benefits has no rate of benefit accrual, method must be modified


	5. ASC requires benefits be attributed to years prior to the date of full eligibility for benefits instead of expected retirement dates.
	a) E.g. EE hired at 35 with full benefit accrual by earliest retirement age 55.
	b) EE is assumed to have accrued one-fourth [5 ÷ (55 – 35)] of his benefit at age 40, three-fourths at 50 (15 ÷ 20) and the full benefit at age 55

	6. Delayed Funding Eligibility - Applicable to any actuarial method
	a) The difference is only participants who meet high age and service requirements will be included in the calculations. (E.g. Age 45 with 15 years of service or a rule of 60)
	b) Rationale: only value EE most likely to receive retiree group benefit
	c) Provide some degree of advance accrual for ER

	7. Modified Entry Age
	a) For welfare benefit fund calculations.
	b) Entry age = Max (age at hire, date the welfare benefit fund was adopted)
	i) Benefits funded over the working lifetime of employees



	VI. Selection of Actuarial Methods
	1. ASC requires projected unit credit method with cost allocation from hire age to full eligibility age (typically earliest retirement age)
	a) Cost allocation may also be over different time periods depending on how benefits are earned.

	2. Most conservative (fastest) funding form entry age normal method
	3. Most liberal (slowest) funding from traditional unit credit method
	4. In between from aggregate, frozen initial liability, and projected unit credit methods
	a) Depend on amortization period of any unfunded liability in the funding amount.

	5. GASB allow all 6 methods: entry age, attained age, frozen entry age, frozen attained age, projected unit credit, and aggregate.
	a) Actuary must communicate the longer term differences of the alternative methods.

	6. Pension literature on actuarial cost methods selection generally also applicable for retiree group benefit valuations

	VII. Experience Gains and Losses
	1. Immediate gain methods (entry age and unit credit) produce annual GL
	2. Generalized formula for calculating the gain/loss is:
	3. GL may be identified by each source E.g. GL due to plan cost changes:
	4. Pension literature on GL also applicable for retiree group benefit valuations

	VIII. “Roll-Forward” Valuations
	1. Allowed by ASOP 6 for interim valuations
	2. Expected actuarial liability (no GL):
	3. May adjust expected AL if actual claim rates is different from prior year’s claim rate increased by the valuation health care cost trend rate assumption.
	a) Linear adjustment is generally used (I.e. if the actual increase in cost rate was % and the expected increase was i%, adjustment is:

	4. Similar adjustment may be made for demographics
	a) Either total number or a change in the make-up (i.e., age and gender)
	b) Consider differences by group (i.e., actives versus pre- and post-65 retirees), plan type, and location.

	5. Normal cost estimation generally = Prior year’s normal cost increased by the ultimate trend rate:
	6. If most persons aged x benefits do not commence until after the select period (i.e., time t is beyond the select period), the term   is a constant equal to the ultimate trend rate.
	7. For select period > 5 years, such assumption (Most active EE start benefit payments until after the select period) does not hold
	a) Decide how much greater the service cost should be increased over the ultimate trend rate assumption.

	8. Stable population implies total NC increases at the ultimate health care trend rate.

	Selection of Actuarial Assumptions
	I. Investment return assumptions
	1. Choose best estimate return assumptions
	a) Building block method (allow active mgt. alpha recognition)
	b) Historical method (weighted historical broad market return or actual plan performance)
	c) Forward looking assumptions (Median expected return) reflecting a distribution of return by asset class and class correlation

	2. Building block method
	a) Overall expected return = equal weighted average of individual expected return (inflation + real return) for each broad asset class based on current or anticipated asset allocation
	i) Expected return = weighted average risk premium for the class + inflation + real risk-free return

	b) Inputs can base on historical data or forward looking market assumption. For former one, consider
	i) Differences between historical and expected future inflation
	ii) Role that changes in p/e ratios has on potential equity return

	c) Need to account for
	i) consistency among prices
	ii) Expected return on a fixed income portfolio not necessarily equal to expected yield (expected return need to account discount rate changes and default risk)


	3. Historical method
	a) Based on weighted historical return based on current or anticipated asset allocation or actual fund result if data sufficient
	b) Consider future inflation and p/e changes (same as to building block method above)

	4. Forward looking assumptions
	a) Derived from current long-term economic growth and equilibrium yield curve models

	5. Expenses
	a) Reflect directly in valuation (e.g. load on normal cost) or as lower expected return or combination
	b) Include both visible and invisible expenses (e.g. buy-sell spread)
	c) Important is whether they are paid from fund and whether they are accounted for in valuation (regardless whether administrative or investment expense)

	6. Investment Expense assumption
	a) ASOP27: Exclude extra expense load for actively managed investments, unless data indicates higher expense not likely be offset by expected excess active returns
	b)  Or use documented developed by own investment consultant

	7. Recognition of alpha for active management
	a) Building block or portfolio return method can be produced with
	i) Standard assumptions +
	ii) specific recognition of alpha for active management +
	iii) appropriate offset higher active management costs


	8. Arithmetic vs. Geometric return
	a) Arithmetic – average of single period returns (good as input to mean-variance models)
	b) Geometric- expected compound growth of portfolio (good for long-term pension calculation)
	i) Smaller than arithmetic return but better estimate of ultimate growth


	9. Other considerations
	a) Expected portfolio return may be greater than weighted average return of component assets classes (due to diversification and rebalancing)
	b) Expected long-term return can constantly change (assumptions reviewed at every valuation date). Some reasons being
	i) Actuary chose one rate and employer chose the other
	ii) Rates are determined at different measurement dates
	iii) Different standards with respect to how much of a difference between current and past estimates requires an assumption change (e.g. 0.25% or 0.50%)
	iv) One rate may reflect expected return on existing assets, the other reflects expected return on future contribution


	10. When reasonability cannot be confirmed
	a) If client selected assumption conflicts with actuary’s judgment, must indicate so in actuarial certificate
	b) If client provided reasonable support for that assumption and actuary reasonably believes it may be justifiable, actuary can either take steps to confirm reasonableness or accept client instructions w/o taking further steps but must disclose in act...


	II. DISCOUNT rate ASSUMPTIONS
	1. 3 approaches – based on
	a) Plan’s cash flow (cash flow matching / bond model approach_
	b) Hypothetical cash flow
	c) Index derived from a basket of fixed income securities

	2. Approach 1: Based on plan’s cash flow
	a) Cash flow matching approach
	i) Rate determined with a yield curve or bond model approach
	ii) e.g. Mercer above mean yield curve, citigroup pension discount curve\
	iii) All modify rate for duration less than 1 year and all recommend constant rate for duration over 30 years
	iv) Choice depends on client’s facts and circumstances

	b) Approach 2: Bond model approach
	i) Use plan’s projected cash flow and select a limited number of long-term bonds on an optimized basis
	ii) Generally higher rate results but greater scrutiny by auditor if bonds selected viewed as outliers


	3. Based on Hypothetical cash flow
	a) Rate can be selected if duration of plan’s cash flow is consistent with the selected index (or after adjusting the durations)

	4. Long-term bond index rates
	5. Often used for simplicity purpose (e.g. Moody’s, Aa)
	6. Estimating discount rate when measurement date is not a month end
	a) Apply cash flow matching method at previous month end, then adjusts previous month end results for the average change in 4 broad market indices
	b) Need auditor approval when used for financial reporting / accounting results

	7. Other Issues
	a) Most auditors do not accept rounding-up rules (require sponsors to narrow rounding to 10, 5 or even 1 basis points)
	b) Simply using the highest of a group of rates – Likely unacceptable method
	c) If use long-term bond index, may want to adjust for differences in bond duration
	d) If use Moody’s Aa bond index (has very few bonds and can change a lot when a single bond is added or deleted), may want to adjust for callable or “make whole” bonds

	8. Multiple Plans
	a) Use same discount rate for all plans, or
	i) Combine cash flow from all plans, or base on the same unadjusted bond index

	b) Round the individual plan discount rate to the same rate
	i) Base discount rate on the lowest separate individual plan rate



	III. ASC960 VALUATION rate after PPA
	1. If sponsor use ASC 960 liability for more than just plan audit (potential loan covenants etc), the method for selecting a ASC 960 interest rate should not change w/o sponsor input

	IV. Selecting ASC 715 Discount rate and Lump sum RATES for plans that pay interest-SENSITIVE lump sum
	1. Comparing lump sum valuation issues for funding and accounting valuations
	2. Step 1: Determine if lump sum is interest sensitive
	3. If not interest sensitive, project lump sum to date of payment and discount back
	4. Can base discount rate on lump sum cash flow w/o adjustment
	5. If interest sensitive, consider
	a) Value as lump sum or annuity
	b) If annuity, lump sum conversion rate to use
	c) How to discount projected payments back to valuation date (i.e. how to set discount rate)
	i) Base on equivalent annuity cash flow (assumed conversion rate consistent with current market rates), or
	ii) Based on projected lump sum cash flow (assumed conversion rate reflect current market rates or future conversion rates implied by current yield curve)


	6. 4 approaches to lump sum valuation
	a) Option A: Create a 2-dimensional table (age/year) of future lump sum conversion factors reflecting  PPA phase-in, annual mortality updates , and static segment yield curve reflecting current segmented yield curve
	i) This approach is compatible with both discount rate setting options (5c above)
	ii) May use current 1-month PPA for all future years

	b) Option B: Same as above but adjust the segmented yield curve for lump sum in year 2, 3, etc based on implied forward rates
	i) This approach build the interest rates at the long-end of the yield curve into the lump sum factors – matches well with 5.c.i. above


	7. Option C (Simplified version of Option A):
	a) Calculate conversion factor based on a single mortality table and interest rate, chosen to match the conversion factor over the item period and ages for which lump sum is expected to be paid
	b) Lump sums paid later generally weigh more

	8. Compatible with both discount rate setting options (5c above)
	9. Option D
	a) For plans that pay 417(e) minimum lump sum – will generate reasonable liabilities where discount rate is set using a standard yield curve - Compatible with 5.c.i above
	b) If population is heavily of 1 gender or weighted average mortality table differs significantly from statutory table, modify post-retirement mortality or use a load
	c) For those assumed to get lump sum – use projected unisex lump sum table for post-retirement mortality
	d) Load can be derived by comparing projected annuity and lump sum factors for representative dates and ages in future, using the same interest rates for all factors or a lower interest rate for lump sum factors


	V. Projecting cash flow for use in selecting DISCOUNT rate based on current YIELD CURVE
	1. Option 1: Base on equivalent annuity cash flow (assumed conversion rate consistent with current market rates)
	2. Methodology
	a) Generate annuity cash flow based on valuation run that is modified to replace lump sum with equivalent annuity
	b) Determine whether hypothetical annuity cash flows should be loaded
	c) Determine the discount rate based on annuity cash flow (loaded if appropriate) (using the appropriate yield curve and bond model)
	d) Discount actual expected cash flow (reflecting lump sum) at this discount rate.  The conversion rate used to generate the cash flows should be close to current market rates

	3. If lump sum rates and annuity rate differs, need to adjust (add load) (e.g. from using unisex mortality in place of gender-specific valuation mortality)
	4. Can adjust with generating annuity cash flow buy using lump sum mortality for post-payment period
	5. If plans have substantial subsidy, e.g., if actual lump sum is always 10% than PV of annuity based on corporate bond rates, load the annuity payments with 10% lump sum premium and if appropriate apply the same adjustment to later years.
	6. Option II - Based on projected lump sum cash flow (assumed conversion rate reflect current market rates or future conversion rates implied by current yield curve)
	7. Gives lower discount rate than Option I and approximately the same liability
	8. Methodology
	9. Select a lump sum conversion rate (or series of rates) reflecting of implied future conversion rates (or use current market rates)
	10. Generate cash flow from a regular valuation run, reflecting expected lump sum payments converted at the implied future rates
	11. Determine discount rate based on these cash flow (with appropriate yield curve or bond model)
	12.  Example:
	a) Assume a payment of $100 due in 10 years; 10 year spot rate at 5.5% and PV of payment is $58.54
	b) Assume $100 is to be cash out only after 4 years. If 4-year spot rate is 5.0%, the implied forward rate at time 4 (for a payment 6 years later) is 5.835%.
	c) Valuation of lump sum at end of year 4 is 100x1.05835^ (-6) = 71.15
	d) the PV of lump sum is 71.15x1.05 %^(-4) = 58.54


	VI. Lump sum interest rate assumption for funding valuation (TRADITIONAL plans)
	1. Substitution rules
	a) IRS mandated to value expected future lump sum and other optional forms subject to PV rules of 407(e)(3) (e.g. Social Security level income options)
	b) At the time of lump sum payment or annuity start date, the optional forms are actuarially equivalent to accrued benefit payable as life annuity at normal retirement age
	c) Includes 1 optional election
	i) If employers use generational mortality for all other minimum funding calculations, may substitute a 50/50 unisex blend of generational table for the period after annuity start date - Tend to increase fudging target


	2. Example 1
	a) Plan offers lump sum equal to PV of single life annuity at age 65 with 417(e) (3) assumptions
	b) Jack is 54 with accrued benefit of 1000 per month.
	c) Plan’s valuation assumption assumes Jack to retire and collect lump sum at 63.
	d) Under substitution rule, the 2014 funding target for Jack is PV of single life annuity starting at 65 but determined under gender-specific mortality form age 55 until 63 and unisex table for 2014 after 63.

	3. Example 2
	a) Plan offers early retirees Social Security level income option, actuarially equivalent to member’s early retirement benefit as a life annuity.  3% early retirement reduction for each year before 62
	b) Stan is 55 with 1000 accrued pension.
	c) Plan’s valuation assumption assume Stan to retirement at 60 and select Social Security level income option
	d) Under substitution rule, funding target for Stan is PV of single life annuity of 940 per month at age 60 but determined with gender specific mortality from age 55 to 60 and unisex table form 60 and on.

	4. Substitution rule not applicable
	a) for lump sums or other payments based on non 417(e)(3) assumptions
	b) Non 417(e)(3) payment forms (e.g. J&S annuity)
	c) For valuing already-commenced benefits

	5. Greater of lump sums and other 417(e) payment forms
	a) If plan retains the old-law 417(e) basis for lump sum –Plan must reflect the greater lump sum

	6. Cash flow
	a) Cash flow used to determine effective interest rate (EIR) must be consistent with the approach of determination
	b) If use annuity substitution approach, base EIR  on annuity payments (Reason: prior to payment date, lump sum behaves like an annuity)


	VII. Lump sum interest rate assumption for funding valuation (Hybrid Plan)
	1. Lump sum equal to account balance
	a) Value lump sum by project account balance to assumed payment date at assumed interest crediting rate (long-term best estimate), then discount back to valuation date with prescribed funding discount rate
	b) Example
	i) Paul is 52 with 100,000 account balance at 2008.01.01.
	ii) Paul is expected to get a 2008 cash balance credit at year end 2008 of 8,000
	iii) Paul assumed to retire at 65 and elect lump sum
	iv) The assumed future interest crediting rate is 5%
	v) Employer elects to use Sept. 2007 segment rates to determine funding costs: 5.26% for first 5 years and 5.82% for next 15 years, and 6.38% thereafter


	2. Annuity benefits in hybrid plans
	a) Hybrid plans that convert account balance to annuities with 417(e)(3) assumption
	i) Use shifted segment rates
	ii) Otherwise use plan assumptions to convert to annuity and value the benefit as annuity


	3. Greater of formulas
	a) Some hybrid offers greater of account balance or lump sum determined under a traditional formula or through a whipsaw lump sum calculation
	i) If cash balance is larger, value cash balance account as lump sum
	ii) If not, value annuity using the substitution rule



	VIII. Inflation assumption
	1. Consistent with actuary’s estimate for investment return assumption and other economic assumptions
	2. Sources:
	a) CPI-U (or CPI-W)
	b) Implicit price deflator
	c) Inflation forecast, including those by Social Security
	d) Yields on government series of various maturities (net of expected real return rate)
	e) Yields on inflation indexed securities


	IX. COMPENSATION increase ASSUMPTION
	1. = Inflation + General Increase in real wages + employer specific adjustment + Age Component
	2. Real wage growth
	a) Average growth in wages across entire economy + Adjustment for differences between industry, employer or regional productivity increases and those of economy in general
	b) Those specific to employer or regional, or industry or company’s relative position in industry - Quantified in short term only (unlikely to go on indefinitely)
	c) Not necessarily same as total compensation growth if there is a different growth rate of benefits to salary (e.g. due to health care inflation)

	3. Aging / Merit
	a) Compensation increase has a strong age-based component
	i) Younger employees have larger increase (start from a lower pay)
	ii) A single increase rate often skews results (higher liabilities for older employees)
	iii) Use salary scale by age

	b) If population large enough, differences in among employees of different ages should reflect the age-based component of salary scale
	c) If not, use data for annual increase by age as starting point for an age-based scale

	4. If has negative merit increase component at any age, must document justification e.g.
	a) Plan experience consistently below national wage increase
	b) Average wage in one age group is lower than in the next younger age group
	c) Employees beyond a certain age less likely to work overtime or reduced schedule
	d) Employer wants to restrain salary growth


	X. social SECURITY assumptions
	1. = Inflation + average real wage growth in US economy

	XI. Cash BALANCE Plan assumptions
	1. 3 specific assumption
	a) Crediting rate
	i) Assumed growth of account balance both pre and post decrements (can have different pre and post crediting rates)

	b) Conversion rate (from lump sum to annuity)
	i) May apply to current account balance or after projection to future age

	c) Lump sum rate – Assumed 417(e) segment rates for plan with a whipsaw provision

	2. 1a and 1b depends on their definition in plan text
	a) If crediting rate is linked to variable rate, need to model change in variable rate over time


	XII. Determination of Interest Crediting Rate
	1. Key questions
	a) Move in lock-step with market rates or less sensitive to short term market movements?
	b) Internally consistent with accounting discount rate or PPA yield curve
	c) Implications of using different assumption setting methods for different valuation purpose?

	2. Method 1: Market Rates (either observed or implied)
	a) Pros: Objective and generally consistent with ASC and PPA methodologies
	b) Cons: Cannot infer future expectations from current market prices and has little room for professional judgment
	c) For plans with interest crediting rates based on long-term Treasury rates, Method 1: reduces implied duration for liabilities
	d) For plans with interest crediting rates based on short-term Treasury rates, Method 1 expose sponsor to significant volatility (short-term treasuries unlikely to change lock step with long-term corporate bond rates)

	3. Method 2: Expert’s view on long-term expectation of rates
	a) Often select and ultimate format (long term expectation not consistent with short-term view)
	b) Preferred method (stable, within control of party setting assumptions, larger implied duration)
	c) Short-comings
	d) Difficult to defend if deviates substantially from market rates
	e) Cherry picking charges
	f) May be inconsistent with market-based ASC 715 discount rate
	g)

	4. Method 3: Expert’s view on long-term expectation for spreads between different interest rates
	a) If assume long-term corporate bond rates implied in the discount rate is a proxy for long-duration corporate AA market, then assumptions for all other rates can be based on the spreads from that rate
	b) Pros: Internally consistent set of long-term assumptions
	c) Nominal assumptions changes year to year but not as frequently for the spreads
	d) Need additional explanation if assumptions varies significantly to current values


	XIII. Short-term vs long-term considerations
	1. Use select and ultimate format if short-term differs significant from long-term
	a) Demographic assumptions – select period service based
	b) Economic assumption – select period linked to calendar year


	XIV. Reliance on past experience
	1. Generally not reliable indicator for future
	2. For compensation increase assumption, past experience useful for determining relative increase rates among employees of different ages or employment categories.

	XV. other issues
	1. Small plans – generally reference general (not employer-specific) experience
	2. Consolidating assumption changes – Actuaries require each assumption for each measurement to be appropriate for each measurement – i.e. may not wait for another assumption change to appear and mitigate impact from a necessary assumption change
	3. Conservatism – disclose if actuary decide to adjust what is a reasonable assumption to allow provision for adverse deviation
	4. Discount rate vs. Expected Return
	a) Generally ASC715 discount rate is not much larger than ASC715 expected asset return
	b) Except: if assets illiquid are insufficient for annuity purchase  or when spot rates temporarily strike upward.

	5. Consistently in assumptions
	a) Evaluate discount rate at each re-measurement date (typical at FYE)
	i) Will impact other assumptions: Expected return on assets (imply a change in fixed income return); Inflation driven assumptions

	b) Co-ordination of Mortality Improvement, Compensation and Retirement Assumptions

	6. Expected return on smoothed value vs. market value
	7. Need different return assumption if the smoothed value and market value are to converge in the long run and all assumptions realized
	8. Effect of Asset Smoothing Method on pension expense
	9. Asset smoothing may increase expense volatility
	10. Or consider only defer equity gain loss (relationship not as direct as between fixed income and interest rate changes) – need separate return assumption for equities

	XVI. Case studies – age-based COMPENSATION INCREASE ASSUMPTION
	1. Plan 1: fairly large group of 3,000 professionals, with a strong age influence on compensation
	a) Can develop a pay-related compensation increase assumption on basis of static distribution of salaries

	2. Plan 2: small group of 750 rank-and-file employees, weaker age influence on pay
	a) Static distribution of salaries does not give a good age-based pay increase assumption

	3. Age-based compensation increase assumption
	a) Can significantly affect liabilities (More pronounced for final pay plan)
	b) Even if flat pay increase is appropriate for valuation, may still need age-related assumption for plan changes analysis


	XVII. demographic and other NON-ECONOMIC assumptions
	1. Reasonable assumptions (defined under ASOP35)
	a) Appropriate for measurement purpose
	b) Reflects professional judgment
	c) Account for historical and current demographic data relevant as of measurement date
	d) Reflects actuary’s estimate of future experience; observation of estimates inherent in data or combination
	e) No significant bias where making provision for adverse deviation or plan provisions that are difficult to measure or where alternate assumptions are used for risk assessment purposes.  Disclose any such adjustments


	XVIII. Termination of employment
	1. Employer specific or job related factors
	a) Occupation
	b) Employment policies (lower rates for employer with high standards and careful screening)
	c) Work environment
	d) Unionization (lower rates for unionized group_
	e) Hazardous work conditions
	f) Location (Lower rates for well paid factory workers in rural areas with few job alternatives)

	2. Also consider Plan provisions
	a) Early retirement benefits
	b) Vesting schedule
	c) Payout options (higher rates for plans with immediate lump sum option)
	d) Disability benefits

	3. Select and Ultimate vs. Ultimate only
	a) Select and Ultimate table preferred (termination function more a function of service than age, especially during first few years)
	b) Though ultimate only table is often used as simplification
	i) (not suitable for other purpose e.g. estimation of future population demographics)


	4. Plan-specific vs. Standard Tables
	a) Standard tables when plan experience not sufficient to develop credible assumptions
	b) SOA Published tables
	i) Provides information on how turnover is affected by increase in age and service
	ii) Apply loading if appropriate (e..g multiply entire table by 0.75 but add 0.5% to the select rates during first 5 years)


	5. Reasonableness testing of termination table
	a) Common method
	i) First computes probability of employee continuing in service from a sample of age / service duration through retirement or a specified age
	ii) Then compares the probabilities with a current age/service table distribution to see if the probabilities are plausible in the context of current active members

	b) Also can be assessed with annual review and gain loss tracking by source


	XIX. Retirement
	1. 2 categories: One apply to active members; one applies to terminated member with deferred benefits
	2. Considerations
	a) Employer specific or job related factors (e.g. occupation, employment policies, etc)
	b) Plan design
	c) Design of and date of anticipated payment from social security programs
	d) When other employer sponsored post-retirement benefits (e.g. retiree medical) are available (Higher retirement rates at ages when retirees can receive employer subsidized benefits)

	3. Assumption format - Usual format: retirement rate table (not single age)
	4. A single assumed age
	a) May not give reasonable results for all liability measures (e.g. ASC715 PBO, PV of benefits etc)
	b) ASOP 6 states a single age not appropriate for retiree medical plan

	5. Retirement rates table
	a) gives more realistic cash flow pattern (E.g. avoid the spreading out of potential first year jump in payments under single retirement age
	b) Facilitates cost estimates for changes in early retirement benefits

	6. Retirement rates after Normal retirement age (NRA)
	a) Movement towards setting 100% retirement rate for actives past NRA (Age 65)
	i) Delayed retirement more common
	ii) Minimum required distribution rules of 401(a)(9) require plans to start payment after 70.5 or provide actuary increases on benefits deferred beyond that age

	b) Need to account for mortality improvement
	c) Retirement age more company specific than mortality
	i) Require judgment to decide impact from societal mortality pattern change on retirement experience

	d) For terminated vested members, the issue is cash flow
	i) Common to assume 100% immediate commencement for members over NRA
	ii) But may opt for a later age if plan has large number of such members over NRA


	7. Lump sums
	a) Funding valuation based on annuity substitution not significantly affected by commencement age assumptions (effect from switching to unisex table and the period covered by death in deferral benefits
	b) But commencement age has large impact on liabilities and cash flow for accounting valuations and cash balance plan valuations

	8. Considerations
	a) Lump sum amount (Does commencement age vary based upon the amount?)
	b) Retirement rates for members who do not take an immediate lump sum


	XX. CONSIDERATION specific to TERMINATED vested
	1. Single decrement age
	a) Chosen to represent the average subsides the terminated vested members are expected to get on retirement)
	i) will overstate cash flow in first years for mature plan with many such members older than the assumed age

	b) Review assumption as demographic changes or when change in discount rate affect which age are most heavily subsidized

	2. 2 decrement ages
	a) If plan experience shows retirement age is not clustered around a single age
	b) Improves liability calculation and cash flow accuracy

	3.  Single decrement age that varies by age
	a) If experience shows retirement age is spread out over a range
	b) Different decrement age for members at different current age
	c) Retirement age assumption for terminated vested does not have to match the assumption for actives who withdraw

	4. Additional special consideration
	5. Plans have both cash balance and traditional benefits
	a) May want separate assumptions for different benefit structures

	6. At risk liabilities
	a) May want to keep not-at-risk assumptions as simple as possible (but still being reasonable)

	7. Terminated vested lump sum cash how
	a) May want to set an appropriate adjustment to retirement rates for those who decline lump sum offer


	XXI. Pension DISABILITY ASSUMPTIONS – general
	1. In almost all cases, standard tables are used (very few plans have enough experience)
	a) These rates may not be appropriate for other valuation purpose (e.g. valuing self-insured long-term disability benefits

	2. Considerations when selecting assumptions: Plan design, administration, and demographic factors

	XXII. Disability incidence
	1. Considerations when selecting rate of disability
	a) Workforce composition (e..g lower for salaried workers)
	b) Definition of disability
	c) Disability benefit available
	d) Plan administration

	2. Evaluate appropriateness of disability assumption –One common method
	a) Compare number of expected annual disabilities form a selected disability incidence table with the actual number of disabilities which have occurred in the actual plan

	3. Unlike other decrements, disability may be temporary - May want recovery rate assumption

	XXIII. percent married and spousal age difference
	1. Percent married assumption
	a) Relates to the likelihood of a member being married when an event occurs that give the spouse rights to a benefit
	b) Typical not based on current marital status

	2. Age different assumption
	a) Relates to the likelihood of average age difference when an event occurs that give the spouse rights to a benefit


	XXIV. ASYMMETRIC RISK for POSTRETIREMENT MEDICAL PLANS
	1. Source of asymmetric risk: Pre-65 benefit more valuable than post-65 benefits
	2. Liability-weighted spousal age assumption capture higher expected cost associated with younger spouse than a simple arithmetic average
	3. In general, though, arithmetic average spousal age difference does not significantly distort valuation results.

	XXV. new entrants
	1. New entrant assumption not allowed by Minimum funding regulations
	2. This assumption is a must for forecast valuation
	3. Best information source: Sponsor

	XXVI. ADMINISTRATIVE expense
	1. Expenses paid by plan
	a) Investment related (visible or non-visible e.g. hidden in buy/sell price)
	i) Correlate with asset level

	b) Administrative (e.g. actuarial fees, PBGC premiums)
	i) Depend on number of members or flat fee


	2. 3 approaches
	a) Implicit approach – investment return assumption net of assumed expenses
	b) Term cost approach – plan’s cost includes a components for the assumed expense
	i) Fixed or related to prior year expense, normal cost, liability or assets

	c) Loading approach – loading factor on liability, normal cost and expected payouts

	3. Cannot double count any reduction in investment return assumptions already made for investment related expense under ASOP27
	4. Considerations for administrative expense assumptions
	a) Categorization of expense as administrative - Important to adopt a definition of expense that is consistent with what is paid by plan and reported by trustee
	b) Past level of expenses
	c) PBGC premiums
	d) Practice of sponsors (reflect any change in sponsor policy regarding expense payment)
	e) Other anticipated changes (e.g. significant changes in population which may affect fee levels)

	5. Comparison of term cost load and implicit approaches
	a) Regular funding – As of time of this manual, unclear how expense will be accounted for in min. and max. contributions under PPA
	b) ASC 715 expense: No material impact difference between the 2 approaches
	c) IAS 19 expense (2012 revisions) – Unclear how administrative expense (not asset-based expense) should be treated.

	6. Example
	a) Before explicitly reflecting expense
	i) Assets = $1 million
	ii) Expected return (net of administrative expense) = 8%
	iii) Expected payout = Nil
	iv) Expected return on assets = 8% x 1 million = $800,000

	b) After explicitly reflecting expense
	i) Assets = $1 million
	ii) Assumed expense (year-end) = $10,000
	iii) Expected return on assets = 9%
	iv) Expected payout =Nil
	v) Effect of assumption change
	 Increase in service cost = $10,000
	 Increase in expected return on assets = 0.01 x $1 million = $10,000

	 Change in expense = $10,000 – $10,000 = $0

	7. Materiality
	a) Client and auditor decide whether overall pension expense will be materially different if an administrative expense assumption is included
	b) Actuary decide whether funding requirement will be materially different


	XXVII. OPTIONAL Form of Benefit ELECTION
	1. ASOP35 – consider if appropriate to make assumption about future utilization of other subsidized option forms
	2. PPA requires actuary to reflect the form of payment (affects both cash flow timing and plan costs)
	3. IRS - funding target and target normal cost to reflect interest and mortality assumptions underlying plan’s option form conversion factor

	XXVIII. Gender
	1. Considerations
	a) Historical experience
	i) Most relevant when determining future benefit election
	ii) Beware of changes in plan population, provisions, or economic environment

	b) Effect of gender on PV of each optional form
	c) Research surrounding behavioral difference of males and females
	i) Married women who choose annuities less likely to elect spousal protection than married men who choose annuities
	ii) Men choose lump sum option more often than women



	XXIX. Accuracy vs Complexity
	1. Considerations
	a) Will using multiple forms of payment change the liability significantly or improve cash flow projection
	i) Cash flow projections are significantly different when reflecting lump sum than annuities (Not so for actuarially equivalent annuity benefit forms)

	b) Are any form of payment subsidized relative to valuation assumptions (elect higher utilization rate)
	c) How many forms of payments are practical to program in the valuation system
	d) Is simplified approach appropriate for all valuations
	e) What is the increased cost to the valuation process for each additional form assumed?
	i) Recommend coding maximum 3 optional forms

	f) Which forms can be ignored? (generally those not heavily subsidized and with less than 10% selection rate


	XXX. Lump sums for terminated vested (TV) participants
	1. Need separate form of payment assumption for those who do not opt for lump sum e..g
	2. If most lump sum are paid within a couple of months of termination, current TV who did not take lump sum at termination take annuity at retirement age
	3. If most lump sum are paid within first 2 years of termination, current TV who terminated 2 or more years ago take annuity at retirement age, and 50% of those who terminated less than 2 years take immediate lump sum and 50% take annuity at retiremen...
	4. If lump sum paid throughout the period from termination to retirement, future TV (actives who withdraw) take lump sum at some age between termination and retirement
	5. For current TV, all TV who have not been paid lump sum take annuity at retirement age

	XXXI. SAMPLE methods to SELECT form of BENEFIT ASSUMPTIONS
	1. Current assumptions – gender differences not reflected
	2. Sample modification to percent electing a J&S form
	3. Revised assumptions – after modification for gender differences

	XXXII. ASSUMPTIONS for at-risk liability (2010 and later)
	1. Mandated assumptions
	a) Special retirement assumptions – anyone eligible to retire for immediate benefit within 11 years of valuation date will retire at earliest benefit start date but not before the end of current plan year
	b) Most valuable form of payment assumption for members who have yet to start benefits - May vary on retirement age, gender and marital status

	2. If plan use segment rates, need to calculate at-risk liability at both stabilized and non-stabilized segment rates - The most valuable form may vary based on these rates
	3. For cash balance plans with immediate lump sum at termination, all employees within 11 years of their earliest benefit start date (they can get lump sum immediately upon termination after vesting)

	ASOP  35 SELECTION OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND OTHER NON-ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR MEASURING PENSION OBLIGATIONS
	DA-139-21
	I. PURPOSE, SCOPE AND EFFECTIVE DATE
	1. Purpose
	a) Provides guidance in selecting / advising on demographic / non- economic assumptions
	b) Supplements ASOP 4 and ASOP 6

	2. When in conflict ASOP 4 & 6 governs
	3. Currently in effect

	II. DEFINITIONS (TERMS CANDIDATES FAMILIAR WITH NOT COVERED)
	1. Assumption Format
	a) Form in which a particular demographic assump’n will be expressed

	2. Assumption Universe
	a) Possible options that might reasonably be used for the specific assumption

	3. Demographic Assumptions
	4. Measurement Date
	5. Measurement Period
	6. Prescribed Assumption or Method Set by Another Party or by Law

	III. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
	1. Selection Process:
	a) Identify assumptions – consider
	b) Purpose and nature of measurement
	c) Provisions or factors affecting bft timing and value
	d) Obligation characteristics (e.g. open or closed group)
	e) Contingencies that may increase or cut bfts
	f) Significance of each assumption
	g) Characteristics of covered group

	2. Consider Relevant Assumption Universe – sources of relevant information
	a) Experience study or published tables on uninsured plans and annuity groups
	b) Sponsor or plan experience
	c) Studies of impact from plan design, specific event (e.g. shutdown), economic conditions or sponsor characteristics
	d) General trends specific to the assumption
	e) Future expectation

	3. Consider Assumption format
	a) (format can include assumptions for different segment e.g. mortality table by gender)
	i) Degree to which assumption format may affect results
	ii) Availability of info relevant to assumption
	iii) Degree to which assumption format has potential to model anticipated experience
	iv) Size of covered population
	v) Degree to which a parameter (e.g. gender, age) is expected to affect experience

	b) Select Specific assumptions from appropriate assumption universe – consider factors specific to measurement when selecting assumptions
	i) Purpose and nature of measurement
	ii) Current or future design feature that may influence assumptions
	iii) Appropriate experience from specific plan and other sources
	iv) Factors known to actuary that may affect experience

	c) Select a Reasonable Assumption
	i) Purpose and nature of measurement
	ii) Actuary’s professional judgment
	iii) Historical and current demographic data relevant as of measurement date
	iv) Actuary’s estimate of future experience, observation of estimates inherent in data or both
	v) No significant bias, except when provisions for adverse deviation or plan provisions that are difficult to measure are included


	4. Special Considerations for:
	a) Retirement Assumptions
	i) ER or job-related factors (e.g. work environment)
	ii) Plan design (e.g. early retirement incentives)
	iii) Design and date of anticipated payment from social insurance program
	iv) Any employer-sponsored postretirement benefit programs

	b) Termination of Employment Assumptions
	i) Employment specific factors (e.g. employment policy, unionization)
	ii) Plan provisions (e.g. early retirement benefits, vesting schedules)

	c) Mortality Assumptions
	i) Different for pre and post retirement
	ii) Potential future mortality improvement
	iii) Different for disabled lives / participant subgroups / beneficiaries

	d) Disability and Disability Recovery Assumption
	i) Plan definition of disability and recovery potential

	e) Optional Form of Benefit Assumption
	i) Available benefit forms and benefit commencement dates
	ii) Historical / expected election experience of plan or similar plans
	iii) Benefit subsidization


	5. Other Demographic Assumptions
	a) Administrative expenses charged to plan
	i) Format can be $ amount, % of assets or obligations or normal cost, explicit reduction in investment return assumption

	b) Household Composition (if affect benefits or other demographic assumptions)
	c) Marriage, Divorce and Remarriage (if affect benefits)
	i) May also need beneficiary age assumption

	d) Open Group – New entrant assumption
	e) Hours of Service – plan / industry specific
	f) Transfers and Returns to Employment – plan / industry specific
	g) Missing or Incomplete Data – consider relevant data actually supplied

	6. Consistency among Demographic Assumptions Selected By the Actuary
	a) Each material individual assumptions must be consistent with other assumptions

	7. Prescribed Assumptions overrides this ASOP
	8. Reviewing Assumptions required at each measurement date
	a) Does not mean complete assumption study

	9. Other considerations
	a) Adverse deviation or provisions that are difficult to measure
	b) Materiality and Cost Effectiveness
	c) Reasonable combined effect of selected economic and non-economic assumptions
	d) Changes in circumstances
	e) Views of experts (selection must still reflect own professional judgment)


	IV. COMMUNICATION AND DISCLOSURES
	1. Demographic assumptions disclosure in report
	a) Describe each significant assumptions used
	i) If it is an estimate of future experience, observation of estimates inherent in market data or both
	ii) Sufficient detail for another actuary to assess level and pattern of each assumptions
	iii) Rationale for assumptions
	iv) Info and analysis used in assumption selection (should be pertinent to specific plan)

	b) Assumption changes
	i) Disclose general effects in words or data
	ii) If economic assumption also change, disclose effects of changes separately or in aggregate
	iii) Reason for change if assumption is not prescribed or method set by another party or by law

	c) Changes in circumstances
	i) For changes known after measurement date and would affect demographic assumptions selected as of measurement date
	ii) Refer to ASOP 41 for communications and disclosure requirement

	d) Prescribed method or assumptions – disclose if
	i) significantly contrast with actuary’s judgment
	ii) actuary unable to evaluate reasonableness

	e) Additional disclosures
	i) If actuary states reliance on other sources and thereby disclaim responsibility for any material assumptions or methods set by a party other than the actuary
	ii) If, in actuary’s professional judgment, the actuary has otherwise deviated materially from this ASOP

	f) Confidential info – does not require actuary to disclose confidential info


	ASOP 27 SELECTION OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND OTHER NON-ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR MEASURING PENSION OBLIGATIONS  DA-140-21
	I. PURPOSE, SCOPE AND EFFECTIVE DATE
	1. Purpose
	a. Provides guidance in selecting / advising on economic assumptions for measuring obligations under defined benefit pension plans
	b. Supplements ASOP 4, ASOP 6 and ASOP34


	2. Effective Date: (a) the actuarial report is issued on or after August 1, 2021; and (b) the measurement date in the actuarial report is on or after August 1, 2021.
	II. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
	1. Identification of Types of Economic Assumptions Used in the Measurement

	a. purpose of the measurement
	b. the characteristics of the obligation to be measured
	c. materiality of the assumption to the measurement
	2. Economic assumptions:  inflation, investment return, discount rate, compensation increases, and other economic factors (e.g. Social Security, COLA, rate of payroll growth, growth of individual account balances, and variable conversion factors.)
	3. General Selection Process
	a. identify components, if any, of the assumption;
	b. evaluate relevant data
	c. factors specific to the measurement
	d. other general considerations
	e. select a reasonable assumption
	4. Relevant Data
	a. review appropriate recent and long-term historical economic data
	b. do not give undue weight to recent experience
	c. some historical data not be appropriate (due to changes in the underlying environment)
	5. General Considerations
	a. Adverse Deviation or Plan Provisions That Are Difficult to Measure:
	i. may be appropriate to adjust the economic assumptions
	ii. disclose any explicit adjustment made
	b. Materiality
	i. consider balance between refined economic assumptions and materiality.
	ii. Not required to use a particular economic assumption when professional judgment says not expected to produce materially different results.
	c. Cost of Using Refined Assumptions: consider balance between refined economic assumptions and the cost of using them
	6. Rounding—If used, rounding technique should be unbiased
	7. Changes in Circumstances—economic assumptions should reflect the actuary’s knowledge of material future events as of the measurement date.
	8. Other Sources of Economic Data and Analyses
	a. may incorporate economic data and analyses from a variety of other sources but must reflect professional judgment.

	1. appropriate for the purpose of the measurement
	2. reflects the actuary’s professional judgment
	3. considers relevant current and historical data
	4. reflects actuary’s estimate of future experience and/or observation of the estimates inherent in market data
	5. no significant bias except when pfad or provisions that are difficult to measure are included or when alternative assumptions are used for risk assessment
	6. Reasonable Assumption Based on Future Experience or Market Data
	a. develop a reasonable economic assumption based on the actuary’s estimate of future experience, and / or observation of the estimates inherent in market data
	b. Examples of how to observe estimates inherent in market data
	i. Comparing yields on inflation-indexed bonds to that of non-indexed bonds (part of estimating the market’s expectation of future inflation)
	ii. comparing yields on bonds of different credit quality to determine market credit spreads;
	iii. observing yields on U.S. Treasury debt of various maturities to determine a yield curve free of credit risk;
	iv. examining annuity prices to estimate the market price to settle pension obligations
	7. Range of Reasonable Assumptions
	a. May develop for both individual actuary (different assumptions equally reasonable) or across actuarial practice (individual actuaries choose different reasonable assumptions
	8. Combined Effect of Assumptions—No significant bias except when pfad are included or when alternative assumptions are used for risk assessment
	1. Review appropriate inflation data (e.g. CPI, yields on government securities)
	2. Decide on select (if warrant) and ultimate inflation rates
	Investment Return Assumption
	1. Data
	a. current yields to maturity of fixed income securities
	b. forecasts of inflation, GDP growth, and total returns for each asset class
	c. historical and current investment data
	2. Components of the Investment Return Assumption: combination of components or factors is logically consistent
	3. Measurement-Specific Considerations
	a. Investment Policy
	i. current asset allocation
	ii. eligible types of securities e.g. diversification, marketability, social investing philosophy
	iii. stationary or dynamic target asset allocation among different classes of securities
	iv. permissible ranges for each asset class
	v. if current investment policy is expected to change during the measurement period
	b. Effect of Reinvestment
	i. reinvestment of interest and maturity values not immediately required to pay benefits
	ii. reinvestment of the entire proceeds of a security that has been called by the issuer
	c. Investment Volatility
	i. asset classes characterized by high return variability may need to liquidate assets at depressed values to meet benefit obligations.
	ii. default risk or risk of bankruptcy of the issuer
	d. Investment Manager Performance
	i. Anticipating asset manager performance
	ii. should not assume that superior or inferior returns will come from active investment management strategy
	e. Expenses Paid from Plan Assets—If not, should reduce the investment return assumption to reflect these expenses.

	f. Cash Flow Timing—affect liquidity needs and investment opportunities
	g. Benefit Volatility—may need to liquidate assets at depressed price
	i. small plans with unpredictable payment
	ii. plan provides highly subsidized early retirement benefits, lump-sum benefits, or supplemental benefits
	h. Expected Plan Termination—reflect a shortened measurement period that ends at expected termination date.
	i. Tax Status of the Funding Vehicle—income taxes may reduce investment return
	i. Explicit reduction in the total investment return assumption or by a separately identified assumption.
	j. Forward-Looking Expected Investment Returns— take steps to determine
	i. time horizon, inflation, and expenses reflected in the expected returns.
	ii. type of forward-looking expected returns
	Multiple Investment Return Rates
	1. Select and Ultimate Investment Return Rates - Consider reflecting the relationships among inflation, interest rates, and market appreciation or depreciation
	2. Benefit Payments Covered by Designated Current or Projected Assets
	a. assume one rate for benefit from designated current or projected plan assets and a different one for the balance

	1. Contribution Budgeting
	a. reflects the anticipated investment return or a rate suitable for defeasance, settlement, or market-consistent measurements.
	2. Defeasance or Settlement - may use a discount rate implicit in annuity prices or other defeasance or settlement options.
	3. Market-Consistent Measurements—may use a discount rate implicit in the price at which benefits that are expected to be paid in the future would trade in an open market between a knowledgeable seller and a knowledgeable buyer.
	1. 3 common components – merit adjustment, productivity growth and inflation
	2. Single rate or a scale varying with age/service or merit or inflation expectation
	3. Review appropriate compensation data
	4. Current compensation practice and future changes
	5. Current compensation distribution by age or service
	6. Historical increases and practice (also for industry competitors)
	7. Historical national wage increase and productivity growth

	8. Measurement-Specific Factors
	a. Compensation Practice
	b. Competitive Factors (e.g. competition for employees)
	c. Collective Bargaining Agreement
	d. Compensation Volatility
	e. Expected Plan Termination or freeze

	f. Multiple Compensation Increase
	g. Select and Ultimate Scale
	h. Assumed compensation increase vary by time from measurement date or by age/service
	i. Separate assumptions for Different Employee Groups or Different Compensation Elements


	Multiple Compensation Increase Assumptions
	1. Select and Ultimate Assumptions—Assumed compensation increases vary by period from the measurement date
	2. Separate Assumptions for Different Employee Groups
	3. Separate Assumptions for Different Compensation Elements
	Selecting Other Economic Assumptions - Social Security benefits depends on covered earnings, OASDI contribution and benefit base and changes in COLA
	1. COLA affect benefits and maximum benefits level
	2. Rate of payroll growth
	3. Growth of individual Account Balances
	4. Variable Conversion Factors (e.g. projected individual account balance to annuity)
	Consistency among Economic Assumptions Selected by the Actuary for a particular measurement
	1. Each material assumption should be consistent with other selected assumptions over measurement period
	2. Often achieved using the same inflation component in the assumptions
	3. Consistency does not mean maintaining a constant difference between assumptions
	4. OK when selected assumptions are inconsistent with prescribed assumptions

	1. At each measurement date, determine if assumptions for a previous measurement date still reasonable.
	2. account for changes in relevant factors that may affect future experience
	3. review recent gain and loss analyses
	4. consider whether an experience study should be performed (not required to perform an experience study)
	1. If assumption is phased in over a period that includes multiple measurement dates
	a. determine the reasonableness of assumption and its consistency with other assumptions as of the measurement date at which it is applied, without regard to changes to the assumption planned for future measurement dates.
	1. Consider preparing and retaining documentation to support compliance with requirements in this ASOP
	2. Use professional judgment re degree of documentation
	III. COMMUNICATION AND DISCLOSURES
	1. Describe each significant assumptions used
	2. If it is an estimate of future experience, observation of estimates inherent in market data or both
	3. Sufficient detail for another actuary to assess level and pattern of each assumptions

	4. Rationale for assumptions
	5. Info and analysis used in assumption selection (should be pertinent to specific plan)

	6. Assumption changes
	7. Disclose general effects in words or data
	8. If economic assumption also change, disclose effects of changes separately or in aggregate
	9. Reason for change if assumption is not prescribed or method set by another party or by law

	10. Changes in circumstances
	11. For changes known after measurement date and would affect demographic assumptions selected as of measurement date
	12. Refer to ASOP 41 for communications and disclosure requirement

	13. Prescribed method or assumptions – disclose if
	14. significantly contrast with actuary’s judgment
	15. actuary unable to evaluate reasonableness

	16. Additional disclosures
	17. If actuary states reliance on other sources and thereby disclaim responsibility for any material assumptions or methods set by a party other than the actuary
	18. If, in actuary’s professional judgment, the actuary has otherwise deviated materially from this ASOP

	19. Confidential info – does not require actuary to disclose confidential info

	Selecting Investment Return Assumptions: Considerations When Using Arithmetic and Geometric Averages
	a) Mean value of arithmetic average return (forward looking expected arithmetic return)
	b) Mean value of geometric average return (forward looking expected geometric return);
	c) mean and median values of terminal wealth
	d) Equivalent discount rates associated with the mean and median values of terminal wealth.
	1. Analysis of past performance does not consider uncertain future outcomes, but forward-looking/forecast models typically do
	2. Annual returns are symmetric - median equals mean at 5%
	3. But distribution of terminal wealth in two years is not.
	a) Highest terminal wealth (1.44) > median (1.08) by more than median exceeds lowest outcome (0.81).
	b) same observation applies to the geometric average return but not to the arithmetic average return.
	c) For distributions of geometric average return or terminal wealth, the mean outcome will exceed the median outcome. (If returns are constant, the two statistics will be identical).


	III. RELATIONSHIPS AMONG STATISTICS
	1. Arithmetic average and geometric average returns:
	a) single period - the 2 are identical
	b) multiple periods - arithmetic average return = geometric average return only if all periodic returns are equal. If not, arithmetic average return > geometric average return
	c) Mean of the distribution of geometric average returns will tend to decrease as the projection period increases
	i) Most common approximation is G ≈ A - Variance/2, variance is related to single-period returns
	2. Arithmetic average return and terminal wealth
	a) accumulating assets at mean arithmetic average rate is expected to produce the mean terminal wealth.
	3. Geometric average return and terminal wealth
	a) Median of the distribution of geometric average returns corresponds to median terminal wealth
	b) As mean geometric average return converges to median geometric return as the projection period increases, mean geometric average return will ultimately = median terminal wealth

	IV. ANALYSIS OF FORECAST RETURNS
	1. No expected gain/loss
	a) Traditional actuarial objective: expected return assumption = discount rate equivalent of mean terminal wealth
	b) I.e. no GL based on Independent and identically distributed-type parameters
	c) Not true for models that incorporate implied mean reversion.

	2. Credibility/robustness
	a) Unlike median, mean value is affected a few large outlier values
	b) geometric average return gives more robust outcome from a capital market simulation model than is the arithmetic average return.

	3. Conservatism - Using arithmetic average for discounting purposes is a less conservative assumption.
	1. Approaches for assumption-setting:  capital market history vs. forecast/simulation
	2. A lot of assumption-related decisions – simplifications inevitable
	3. Effect of simplifications is important when assessing credibility of simulated results
	a) Mean wealth outcomes are disproportionately affected by high outlier results

	4. For repeatable events, gains from one iteration will offset losses in other iterations.
	a)  It seems reasonable in this case to offset the highly likely but relatively small losses with the relatively unlikely but very large gain associated with a win. As long as the one-dollar bet is a small portion of the bettor’s overall wealth, the g...

	5. But if only a few events, more appropriate focus is the distribution of expected outcomes, with greater focus on likely as opposed to mean outcomes.

	CSOP Section 3100 - 3560
	I. Scope
	1. Section 3200 - for going concern
	2. Section 3300 - for windup
	3. Section 3400 - accounting valuation
	4. Section 3500 - commuted values
	5. Not applicable to DC / benefits guaranteed by a life insurer / Social security programs

	II. Advice on the Funded Status or Funding of a Pension Plan
	1. Considerations
	a) Circumstances affecting the work
	b) Actuarial cost method consistent with the circumstances affecting the work.
	c) Asset valuation method consistent with the circumstances affecting the work.
	d) Benefits at the calculation date; anticipate pending amendments that increases benefit value
	e) expenses if paid from plan’s assets.
	f) Value and the terms of a letter of credit of which plan is the beneficiary
	g) determine the next calculation date - funding advice cover at least till next calculation date.

	2. Circumstances affecting the work include
	a) Whether advice relates to funded status or funding of plan, or a combination
	b) terms of the appropriate engagement
	c) Applicable laws (including tax)

	3. Advice on funding would include:
	a) establish the amount of a letter of credit
	b) amount of assets to be earmarked, but not segregated, to a trust fund,
	c) funding implications of plan amendment.
	d) Engagement terms may specify applicable objectives (formal or informal funding policy) e.g.
	i) external user report re applicable law including the minimum contributions
	ii) external user report recommending contributions reflecting objectives of funding policy and law
	iii) Specify use of a particular actuarial cost method and/or a particular asset valuation method


	4. Objectives of funding
	a) Benefit security and related provisions for adverse deviations,
	b) Orderly and rational allocation of contributions among time periods
	c) Intergenerational equity.
	d) Contributions may be a range or fixed

	5. Actuarial cost methods
	a) Cost allocation methods - attained age / entry age / aggregate / individual level premium cost methods;
	b) Benefit allocation methods - accrued benefit / unit credit / projected unit credit cost method;
	c) Forecast actuarial cost methods,
	i) actuarial present value of projected benefits at the end of the forecast period (may include future members till end of forecast period); Less actuarial present value of projected benefits at calculation date; plus actuarial present value of benefi...
	ii) May calculate starting and ending actuarial present value of projected benefits from the perspective of either a hypothetical wind-up or going concern valuation


	6. Asset valuation methods
	a) Market value
	b) smoothed asset value
	c) present value of cash flows after the calculation date;
	d) assuming a constant rate of return to maturity for illiquid assets with fixed redemption values.

	7. Deferred recognition of pending amendment.
	a) For definitive or virtually definitive amendments
	b) effective date is during the period for which the report gives advice on funding
	c) advice up to effective date may disregard the amendment, unless otherwise required by law, but not advice the effective date
	d) If effective date is after the period for which the report gives advice on funding, then advice may disregard the amendment unless otherwise required by law.
	e) Effective date = date at which the amended benefits take effect (not when amendment becomes definitive or virtually definitive)

	8. Next calculation date
	a) Latest date for which the actuary considers the advice on funding to be applicable.
	b) Consider - law and engagement terms

	9. Types of Valuations
	a) Undertake one or more types of valuations consistent with the circumstances affecting the work.
	b) Going concern / hypothetical wind-up / solvency valuation

	10. Going Concern Valuation.
	a) select either best estimate assumptions or best estimate assumptions modified to incorporate margins for adverse deviations required by law or engagement terms
	b) All benefits including contingent benefits (unless law required exclusion or stipulated by engagement)

	11. Best estimate discount rate - consider
	a) Expected investment return at the calculation date and expected investment policy after that date;
	b) Reflect yields on fixed income investments, considering expected future benefit payments and the circumstances affecting the work.
	c) No additional returns achieved, net of investment expenses, from an active investment management strategy (vs. Passive) unless professionally judged otherwise
	d) For “designated plan” - use assumptions stipulated by law

	12. Contingent benefits - consider past experience, current circumstances and future expectations relating to granting of such benefits.
	13. Benefits stipulated by law - For “designated plan” - reflect benefits stipulated by law

	III. Hypothetical Wind-up Valuation
	1. Assume plan has neither surplus nor deficit
	2. Postulate a scenario on which hypothetical windup is based - after considering the circumstances affecting the work.
	3. Consider contingent benefits payable under the postulated scenario
	4. wind-up date = calculation date = settlement date
	5. May assume all benefits can be settled by annuity purchase
	6. Asset value = market value
	7. select explicit assumption for expenses payable from plan
	8. Membership data
	9. Quality less critical than for a real wind-up valuation.
	10. Make appropriate assumptions on missing membership data.
	11. Postulation of scenarios - reasonable, internally consistent, scenario; consistent with the circumstances affecting the work.
	12. Reflect the treatment of any contingent benefits, including:
	a) Those contingent upon the wind-up scenario (e.g. plant closure benefit)
	b) required by law (e.g. earlier commencement of deferred pension)
	c) Those contingent upon a factor other than the wind-up scenario (e.g. provision granting employer discretion to waive early retirement reductions / enhanced benefits if funds are sufficient)

	13. Subsequent events - reflect if increases present value of the projected benefits / reduces asset value
	14. Wind-up expenses
	a) Expenses related to resolution of surplus / deficit
	b) Not applicable (assume plan has no surplus or deficit)
	c) Expense related to winding up the plan
	d) Make assumption on solvency of the employer. - expense and employer solvency assumption must be consistent

	15. Settlement Methods
	a) Select one permitted by law / regulatory policy / guideline
	b) May assume settlement by means of a replicating investment portfolio if permitted by law / regulatory policy / guideline / group annuity market not deep enough to accommodate
	c) May incorporate assumptions re regulatory discretion / change in law / amendment requiring a practical settlement - consider any relevant regulatory policy, guidance, or precedent.
	d) if benefit indexed with CPI and impractical to purchase such annuities - assume that annuities would be purchased with indexing at a comparable fixed percentage


	IV. Solvency Valuation .
	1. apply the standards for a hypothetical wind-up valuation unless required by law / permitted by law and stipulated by engagement terms
	2. Exceptions permitted by law
	a) Use non-market value asset value
	b) Use not best estimate assumptions
	c) Excluding certain benefits


	V. Other Valuations
	1. select actuarial methods and assumptions consistent with engagement terms
	2. If the valuation has characteristics similar to going concern / hypothetical windup / solvency - consider any relevant standards for these types of valuations

	VI. External User Report
	1. State / Describe
	a) Calculation date / report date / next calculation date
	b) Sources of membership data, plan provisions, plan’s assets, and dates of compilation
	c) Membership data and any limitations thereof
	d) Tests applied to determine sufficiency and reliability of membership and asset data
	e) Assets, including market value and a summary by major asset category
	f) Plan’s provisions, including pending definitive or virtually definitive amendment;
	g) Subsequent events (regardless reflected in work or not)
	h) If no subsequent events - state that
	i) Type of each valuation undertaken
	j) Significant engagement terms material to actuary’s advice.

	2. Additional disclosure for going concern valuation
	a) Describe rationale for any assumed additional returns, net of investment management expenses, from an active investment management strategy vs. Passive included in the discount rate assumption;
	b) Report funded status at the calculation date and the service cost or the rule for calculating the service cost till next calculation date;
	c) Pending but definitive or virtually definitive amendment (regardless if has reflected in valuation results)
	d) Contingent benefits and extent reflected in valuation
	e) Describe any non-contingent benefits that are excluded
	f) If no provision for adverse deviations - state that
	g) If external user report includes one or more going concern valuations - for at least one such valuation, describe and quantify gains losses

	3. Additional disclosure for hypothetical wind-up / solvency valuation - Describe / Report
	a) Basis for inclusion and the amount considered in letter of credit
	b) Funded status
	c) Postulated scenario
	d) Extent to which contingent benefits included or excluded

	4. Additional disclosure for other valuations - Describe / Report -Extent to which contingent benefits are included or excluded.
	a) If external user report includes one or more going concern valuations - external user report should, for at least one valuation - Report
	b) Effects of discount rate less 1.0%
	c) Actuarial present value of projected benefits allocated to periods up to the calculation date
	d) Service cost / service cost rule till next calculation date except
	i) valuation is to determine maximum legal funding permitted for “designated plan”
	ii) Non-registered plan
	iii) Valuation is based on an extrapolation from previous external user report.


	5. If external user report includes one or more hypothetical wind-up / solvency valuations - external report for any one such valuation, report incremental cost between calculation date and next calculation date for DB portion
	6. If external user report does not include a going concern valuation, report service cost / service cost rule till next calculation date for DC portion
	7. If external user report does not include a going concern valuation - describe and quantify gains and losses unless a “designated plan” with “connected” members as defined in ITA
	8. For contributions fixed or restricted by plan terms or governing documents, and certification directly dependent on a stochastic funding model regarding contribution adequacy - disclose stochastic funding model results
	9. A plausible adverse scenario - scenario of adverse but plausible assumptions vs best estimate assumptions - Plausible adverse scenarios vary among pension plans and over time for a plan
	10. If an external user report includes one or more going concern valuations
	a) consider threats to future financial condition under plausible adverse scenarios - Interest rate risk / Asset value decline / Longevity risk

	11. For contributions fixed or restricted by plan terms or governing documents potential of lower than expected contribution unless
	a) “designated plan” with “connected members” / as per ITA
	b) Non-registered plan
	c) Valuation based on extrapolation from previous external user report.

	12. For plausible adverse scenarios
	a) Make reasonable determinations of asset classes classified as fixed income investments;
	b) Restrict interest rate risk to fixed income investments and to the discount rate to the extent that discount rate is affected by fixed income investments;
	c) Assess the impact of the risks in combination (actuary would not be required to do so)
	d) Reflect the impact of any compensating adjustments (E.g. potential reduction in any margin implicit in discount rate in response to a lower interest rate scenario);
	e) Reference related work (E.g. asset-liability modelling work)

	13. If external user report includes one or more going concern valuations, external user report for at least one
	a) report the effects on funded status on a market value or smoothed value basis separating the effects on assets and liabilities, where applicable; and service cost / service cost rule for till next calculation date of the plausible adverse scenarios

	14. External user report that provides advice on funding
	a) Describe determination of contributions / range of contributions till next calculation date
	b) If contributions fixed by plan terms either report that contributions are adequate or inadequate to fund as per law
	c) Describe contributions required to fund adequately in accordance with the law;
	d) Describe possible ways to cut benefits if contributions inadequate
	e) Describe combination of more contributions and lower benefits - to adequately fund as per law
	f) Include statements of opinion - on membership data; assumptions; methods, and conformity to accepted actuarial practice in Canada.
	g) Report sufficiently detailed to enable another actuary to assess reasonableness of valuation.
	h) Membership data - describe
	i) assumptions and methods used in respect of insufficient or unreliable membership data
	ii) limitations on the tests conducted to review data


	15. The external user report may provide information with respect to multiple valuations
	a) For RPP and not “designated plan” - provide information with respect to:
	i) going concern valuation
	ii) hypothetical wind-up valuation under scenario resulting in the wind-up that maximizes liabilities, unless plan and the law do not define the benefits payable upon wind-up;
	iii) Other hypothetical wind-up / solvency valuation mandated by law;

	b) If a “designated plan” - A going concern valuation, if mandated by law or engagement terms
	c) hypothetical wind-up valuation under the scenario resulting in the wind-up that maximizes liabilities, unless
	i) plan and law do not define benefits payable upon wind-up or plan only has “connected” members
	ii) other hypothetical wind-up / solvency valuation mandated by law;
	iii) Not a registered plan


	16. Significant terms of appropriate engagement
	a) specified asset valuation method;
	b) Exclusion of benefits permitted by law;
	c) extent of margins for adverse deviations
	d) Policy to fund only the minimum contributions required by law;
	e) Methodology to determine contribution requirements above law
	f) Service cost
	g) For hybrid plans - service cost include that of DC and DB portions

	17. Reporting gains and losses
	a) change in actuarial cost method / asset valuation /significant assumptions and plan provisions
	b) If plan amendment prompts a change the assumptions, report combined effect of the amendment and the resultant change in assumptions.

	18. Discount rate sensitivity - Varies discount rate while keeping all other assumptions and methods same
	19. Incremental cost for hypothetical wind-up / solvency valuation - represents the present value of the expected aggregate change in liability increased for expected benefit payments between calculation date and next calculation date.
	20. Methods
	a) Describe any change in cost / asset valuation method / actuarial assumptions and rationale for change
	b) Describe limitations on settlement for hypothetical windup / solvency valuation.

	21. Scenario that maximizes wind-up liabilities
	a) include benefits contingent upon scenario resulting in the wind-up or mandated by law
	b) But can disregard
	i) Benefits contingent upon a factor other than postulated scenario or as mandated by law
	ii) Possible earnings after the calculation date


	22. Statements of opinion
	a) If different statements apply in respect of different purposes of the valuation - may aggregate statement where they do not differ among some or all of the valuation’s purposes.


	VII. Full or Partial Wind-up Valuation
	1.  Consider
	a) circumstances affecting the work.
	b) subsequent events up to the cut-off date.
	c) Value assets as of liquidation value.

	2. Circumstances affecting the work include:
	a) Whether advice relates to the funded status or the funding of the pension plan, or a combination
	b) Engagement terms
	c) Applicable law

	3. Cut-off date - date up to which subsequent events would be recognized in the valuation.
	4. Partial wind-up - laws varies by jurisdiction.
	a) Standards for a partial wind-up = Standards for a full wind-up.

	5. Assumptions
	a) Are either best estimate assumptions or are best estimate assumptions modified to incorporate margins for adverse deviations to the extent required by law or by engagement terms
	b) Reflect expected settlement method
	c) Explicit expense assumption regarding expenses of wind-up and either offset the resulting expense provision against assets or add to liabilities

	6. External User Report
	a) If there is a previous external user report - describe and quantify gains and losses
	b) Include / Describe
	i) wind-up date, calculation date, cut-off date, and report date
	ii) events precipitating the wind-up that affect the terms of the wind-up / benefit entitlements / valuation results;
	iii) sources of membership data, plan provisions, assets, and compilation dates
	iv) membership data and assumptions made re missing membership data;
	v) tests applied to determine the sufficiency and reliability of membership and asset data
	vi) Subject to any applicable privacy legislation, detailed individual membership data; or offer to provide detailed individual membership data on request to employer / administrator / regulator
	vii) Liquidation value and summary of assets by major category;
	viii) Plan provisions
	ix) Identify any insured benefits
	x) Amendments affecting benefit entitlements
	xi) Subsequent events or post-wind-up contingencies affecting entitlements;
	xii) Explicit wind up expense assumption or state expenses will not be paid from assets;
	xiii) funded status at the calculation date
	xiv) Subsequent events (regardless whether accounted for) If none - state that
	xv) State funded status at settlement may differ from the report
	xvi) State if updated report will be required in the future;


	7. If actuary relies upon direction concerning unclear or contentious issues, describe
	a) each such issue
	b) Direction relied upon
	c) Identify person providing direction and his/her basis of authority
	d) Post-wind-up contingencies on asset distribution
	e) Describe if recalculation of benefit value is required at settlement
	f) If member still has to choose between pension and commuted value, describe assumptions made regarding such choice;
	g) Method to allocate assets / surplus among classes of members
	h) Actuary’s role in calculating commuted values / calculation standards and opinion whether calculation is in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada;
	i) Sensitivity of valuation results to investment policy and market conditions between report date and settlement date.
	j) 4 statements of opinion on membership data; assumptions; methods and conformity to accepted actuarial practice in Canada.
	k) External user report - sufficiently detailed to enable another actuary to assess the reasonableness of the valuation.

	8. Dates
	a) wind-up date set by regulator / administrator / sponsor based on plan provisions and the law.
	b) Calculation date = wind-up date
	c) For particular member: calculation date depend on circumstances, plan terms, law or other dates (e.g. termination date)
	d) Settlement date = date of settlement of benefit entitlement.

	9. Nature of wind-ups
	a) Determine, or to provide basis for determining:
	i) funded status
	ii) total value of benefit entitlements of all members prior to taking account of funded status
	iii) required additional funding
	iv) amounts and methods of settlement including adjustment required due to deficit
	v) amount and method of distribution of surplus.

	b) funded status at final settlement date may affect whether benefit can be settled in full - must reflect subsequent events in each report
	c) Between wind-up and settlement date
	i) liabilities fluctuate if interest rates and annuity prices fluctuate
	ii) assets fluctuate depending on investments made
	iii) surplus fluctuate if assets and liabilities not matched.


	10. Membership data
	a) responsibility of administrator
	b) actuary report on sufficiency and reliability of data, specifically commuted values used in the valuation whether or not administrator was the calculator
	c) Actuary must obtain precise membership data. - may include contingency reserves if believes that additional members still have benefit entitlements but membership data missing.
	d) Data include details of the amounts and terms of payment of each member’s benefits

	11. Assumptions
	a) For benefits assumed to be settled by annuity purchase - reflect single premium annuity rates
	b) For benefit assumed to be settled by lump sum transfer - reflect standards in section 3500
	c) For benefit assumed to be settled in some other manner, reflect such manner
	d) If future benefits depend on continued employment (e.g., plan is terminating but not employment) consider reflecting contingencies such as future salary increases and termination of employment.
	e) If special early retirement allowances may be reduced if members have employment income following actual or assumed early retirement dates - need assumptions regarding the likelihood and the amounts of the members’ future employment income.

	12. Wind-up expenses
	a) e.g. Fees related to the actuarial wind-up report / imposed by a regulator; Legal fees; Administration expenses; and custodial and investment management expenses.
	b) Either net wind-up expenses against plan’s assets or add the assumed expenses to liabilities
	c) May net future custodial and investment management expenses against future investment return in the treatment of subsequent events.

	13. Use of another person’s work - May rely on another person with necessary knowledge
	a) Interpretation of the law / determination of wind-up date /
	b) Who to include in wind-up;
	c) Whether to assume salary increases in determining benefit entitlements
	d) Eligibility for plant closure benefits and permanent lay-off benefits
	e) Eligibility for benefits payable only with the consent of employer or administrator;
	f) Liquidation value of assets
	g) Asset allocation method among members;
	h) Surplus allocation between employer and members;
	i) Whether wind-up expenses are to be paid from plan’s assets
	j) Consider any issues of confidentiality or privilege that may arise

	14. Post-wind-up contingencies - May affect benefit entitlements E.g.
	a) Member election of optional forms of benefit / retirement date
	b) Salary increases
	c) Marital status changes

	15. Subsequent events
	a) Ideally reflect all subsequent events - but impossible to recognize subsequent events right up to the report date - Therefore, select a cut-off date close to the report date.
	b) Ascertain no subsequent events have occurred between cut-off and report date that would significantly change funded status - If not, select a later cut-off date
	c) Subsequent event may be material yet not be so significant as to require a later cut-off date.
	d) May have more than one cut-off date - different cut-off dates for active and inactive members
	e) Common subsequent events - Contributions; / expenses paid from plan’s assets / Actual investment return/ Change in annuity purchase rates / Change in commuted value assumptions / membership data corrections / members deceased / ; crystallization of...
	f) Subsequent events accounted by - determining benefit value as of cut-off date and discount back to calculation date at rate equal to investment return, net of investment expenses, earned on assets between the 2 dates
	g) Assets determined at calculation date, adjusted for subsequent events (such as contributions and non-investment expenses) that affect assets.
	h) If subsequent events not recognized due to legal or practical considerations in preliminary report, cut-off date for report = calculation date and disclose effect of subsequent events in an approximate manner
	i) If effect of subsequent events is provided in a later report, use a calculation date corresponding to the cut-off date.


	VIII.  Financial Reporting of Pension Costs
	1. use methods and assumptions appropriate for financial reporting and consistent with engagement terms
	2. reflect the financial reporting standards specified by engagement terms.
	3. If financial reporting standards require methods and assumptions to be established by the preparers of the financial statements, use those specified by preparers
	4. Assumptions
	a) Use best estimate assumptions - unless otherwise specified in financial reporting standards / by preparers
	b) Reflect commitment to provide benefits beyond plan terms to extent stipulated by preparers of financial statements.

	5. External User Report
	a) Include / describe
	i) Calculation date and report date
	ii) sources of membership data, plan provisions, plan’s assets and compilation dates
	iii) Membership data
	iv) Tests done to determine sufficiency and reliability of membership and asset data
	v) Market value of assets and a summary of assets by major category;
	vi) plan’s provisions;
	vii) commitment to provide benefits beyond plan
	viii) funded status and service cost;
	ix) Pending but definitive or virtually definitive amendment (regardless whether reflected in valuation) Subsequent events (regardless whether reflected in valuation)
	x) If no subsequent events - state that
	xi) Contingent benefits and extent of inclusion / exclusion from valuation
	xii) Non-contingent benefits excluded in valuation
	xiii) method and period in connection with amortizations;
	xiv) If extrapolation from earlier valuation - describe method and assumptions for and period of extrapolation
	xv) State whether conforms with actuary’s understanding of financial reporting standards specified by engagement terms
	xvi) four statements of opinion: membership data; assumptions; methods and conformity with accepted actuarial practice in Canada.

	b) Report should be sufficiently detailed to enable another actuary to assess the reasonableness of the valuation.
	c) Membership data - describe assumptions and methods used for insufficient or unreliable data
	d) To satisfy disclosure - May reference to an external user report on funding


	Csop - practice-specific standards for Post-Employment Benefit Plan § 6100 – § 6420
	I. Advice on the Funding, Funded Status, Financial Condition, or Financial Position
	1. Applies to funding, funded status, financial position or financial condition
	a) except if relates to full / partial wind-up or accounting valuation

	2. General
	a) Consider circumstances affecting the work
	b) Select cost method, asset valuation method and assumptions consistent with circumstances affecting the work
	c) Reflect plan terms at calculation date, and pending amendments that increase benefit value
	d) Reflect all relevant data, including historical claims experience.
	e) Determine next calculation date and advice should cover till next calculation date

	3. Circumstances affecting the work (E.g Engagement terms; Law)
	4. Engagement terms specify whether advice relates to
	a) funded status or funding of plan or combination
	b) calculation of actuarial present value of future benefits, expected future cash flows and other financial information actuarial in nature
	c) Covers entire plan or portion of plan or selected members only

	5.  Actuarial cost methods
	a) Cost allocation methods - attained age / entry age / aggregate / and individual level premium actuarial cost methods
	b) Benefit allocation methods - accrued benefit / unit credit / projected unit credit actuarial cost method
	c) Forecast actuarial cost methods
	i) actuarial present value at calculation date of projected benefits at end of forecast period (including benefits for those expected to become members between calculation date and end of forecast period), Less
	ii) actuarial present value of projected benefits at calculation date; Plus
	iii) actuarial present value at calculation date, of benefits expected to be paid during forecast period.


	6.  Asset valuation methods
	a) Can use non-market value method
	b) value may subject to specific requirements for different types of valuation
	c) Examples: market value, market value adjusted to moderate return volatility, present value of cash flows after calculation date; value assuming a constant rate of return to maturity for non-liquid assets with fixed redemption values.

	7. Plan provisions
	a) Must determine with sufficient accuracy
	b) Sources - Plan documents / Funding or underwriting arrangements / Collective bargaining agreements / past practices / Cost-sharing arrangements / Communication between sponsors and members.
	c) Prior plan provisions to analyze claims information from periods prior to the calculation date.
	d) Consider all benefits payable under plan (and provisions for all such benefits expected to be paid)

	8. Anticipated amendment or deferred recognition of a pending amendment
	a) Reflect pending definitive or virtually definitive amendment that increases benefits.
	i) e.g. if regularly increase dental fee guide schedules – reflect such increase

	b) If amendment effective date is during the period for which the report gives advice on funding - disregard amendment up to effective date but not after
	c) If amendment effective date after the period for which the report gives advice on funding - disregard amendment.
	d) Amendment effective date = date at which amended benefits take effect
	e) If does not reflect the amendment in the work – disclose as subsequent events.

	9. Data
	a) Current plan membership and asset data; historical claims experience
	b) Source: sponsor / administrator/ other (e.g. insurer, brokers, or third-party administrators
	c) Consider pertinent benefits (e.g., those applicable during retirement, disability, or following termination)
	i) Split claims data split by plan, by age, by location, by status (e.g. active, inactive), and expense type (e.g. drug, hospital)

	d) Adjust historical claims data - reflect trend in benefit cost between reference period and calculation date
	e) Adjust past experience - reflect nonrecurring influences (e.g. changes in benefits offered, changes in government programs)
	f) For data with low credibility
	i) may rely on experience of other members or other sources of data - Adjust to reflect expected differences between these groups

	g) May project data e.g. membership data and claims cost from effective date of data to calculation date
	i) Do not extrapolate membership data more than three years
	ii) May use recent credible claims experience in extrapolation


	10. Assumptions
	a) assume same current provisions and practices of government programs – but anticipate legislative changes scheduled for a future date
	b) May present alternative results reflecting different scenarios of the future.
	c) claim costs assumptions - consider available claims experience re: Claimant age / member status / coverage category / benefit type / credibility / relevance to future periods and future benefit provisions.
	d) future claims trend rate
	i) short-term component - based on level experienced in recent past by plan and plan members
	ii) long-term component - consistent with the assumption regarding future changes in benefit programs and general economic conditions
	iii) determine period of time required to transition from short-term trends to longer-term trends; and when short-term trends need revising
	iv) if insufficient data on claim costs—base assumptions on experience with other similar plans.


	11. Discount rate
	a) Unfunded plan - reflect yields on fixed income investments - consider
	i) expected future benefit payments
	ii) circumstances affecting the work.


	12.  Expenses
	a) Consider expenses (regardless whether paid from plan’s assets), such as administration costs related to claims adjudication

	13. Next calculation date
	a) Latest date for which actuary considers the advice to be applicable - normally not more than 3 years from current calculation date


	II.  Advice on Funding or Funded Status
	1. Prefunded plan - select best estimate assumptions with/ without modification for margins for adverse deviations (to extent required by engagement).
	2. Advice include those on
	a) amount of assets to be earmarked to cover benefit commitments;
	b) systematic method of accumulating funds to provide benefit commitments;
	c) funding implications of amendment.

	3. Engagement terms may specify
	a) applicable objectives of funding (formal or informal funding policy) e.g. benefit security and provisions for adverse deviations / allocation of contributions over time / inter-generational equity

	4. actuary’s advice on funding may describe a range of contributions.
	5. Discount rate
	a) Consider
	i) asset return at calculation date and expected investment policy after that
	ii) yields on fixed income investments
	iii) expected future benefit payments
	iv) circumstances affecting the work.

	b) Assume no additional returns achieved, net of investment expenses, from active investment strategy (vs. passive) except if professionally judged otherwise (consistent and over long-term expected return)


	III.  6230 Reporting:
	1. External User Report – Include / Describe
	a) significant engagement terms material to advice
	b) calculation date / report date / next calculation date
	c) Sources of membership data, plan provisions, assets, historical claims data and compilation date
	d) Membership data and any limitations; assumptions made about missing or incomplete data
	e) Tests applied to determine sufficiency and reliability of membership and asset data
	f) Assets, market value and summary of assets by major category;
	g) Plan provisions and pending definitive/virtually definitive amendment, and if these are reflected in advice
	h) Subsequent events – if none, state that
	i) type of valuation undertaken
	j) gains and losses between the prior calculation date and current one
	k) Sensitivity testing (lower discount rate +/- 1%)
	l) Provisions of adverse deviations; If none, state that
	m) claims administration expenses or other plan expenses included
	n) Valuation results

	2. External user report that provides advice on funding – Describe / Include
	a) rationale for additional returns, net of investment management expenses, from active investment strategy (vs. passive investment) in the discount rate used
	b) determination of contributions or a range of contributions till next calculation date
	c) If contributions fixed - report that contributions are or are not adequate to fund the plan
	i) ways to lower benefits / increase contribution /both to ensure adequate contributions to fund plan

	d) 4 statements of opinion: membership data assumptions, methods, whether report is in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada.

	3. External user report - sufficiently detailed to enable another actuary to examine reasonableness of valuation.
	4. Significant terms of appropriate engagement
	a) use of a specified actuarial cost / asset valuation method
	b) exclusion of benefits
	c) extent of margins for adverse deviations
	d) funding policy

	5. Membership data - describe
	a) Assumptions and methods re: insufficient or unreliable membership or census/employee data
	b) limitations on the tests to review sufficiency and reliability

	6. Methods - describe
	a) Cost and asset valuation methods
	b) Change from prior methods, and rationale

	7. Types of valuations
	a) Normally one valuation in external user report
	b) If more than 1, include information re types of valuations required by circumstances affecting work.

	8. Assumptions - describe
	a) Assumptions and any change from prior assumption
	b) development of assumed claim costs;
	c) claims experience information used to develop assumed claim costs
	d) extent to which claims experience information influenced selection of assumed future cost trend rates

	9. Relevant results of the valuation
	a) Depend on purpose(s) of the valuation and circumstances affecting the work.
	b) Valuation results – include
	c) present value of projected benefits
	d) present value of projected benefits allocated to periods up to the calculation date
	e) projected cash flows
	f) service cost for periods after following the calculation date

	10. Reporting gains and losses - include
	a) gain or loss due to change in cost / asset valuation methods; assumptions and plan provisions
	b) If assumption change is due to plan amendment - may report combined effect

	11. Reference to other reports –
	a) May satisfy required disclosure by referencing another actuarial report with the same calculation date.

	12. Statements of opinion
	a) If different statements apply in respect of different valuation purposes – requirements may be modified but must followed to the extent practicable.
	b) Can combine statements regarding assumptions / methods – if statements do not differ among some or all of the valuation’s purposes


	IV.  Full or Partial Wind-up Valuation
	1. Examples of work
	a) calculation of benefit plan costs or entitlements
	b) benefit trust is being replaced with an insured arrangement
	c) When assets from liquidation may be provided as cash in lieu of employee benefit plans upon insolvency or upon the wind-up of a post-employment benefit plan trust
	d) Where plan sponsor offers cash in lieu of future benefits.

	2. Not applicable when
	a) Benefit not available to future members but accrued benefits are not being settled.

	3. General
	a) Consider circumstances affecting the work
	b) Assume plan is wound up on calculation date.
	c) subsequent events up to the cut-off date.
	d) Value assets at liquidation value.
	e) Plan provisions at calculation date - may reflect a pending amendment
	f) Consider all relevant data, including historical claims experience

	4. Assumptions
	a) selected as at cut-off date
	b) best estimate or best estimate with margins for adverse deviations
	c) Reflect expected settlement method
	d) explicit expense assumption if expected to be paid from plan assets
	i) either offset expense provision against plan’s assets or add to liabilities.


	5. Scope - This section does not prescribe the manner for:
	a) Determination of benefit entitlements / funding obligations
	b) Allocations of assets between employer and members or among members
	i) These are set by law, plan provisions / governance documents, or entity empowered to do so

	c) May be appropriate to use valuation results to address these or disclose their resolution in report.

	6. Circumstances affecting the work – Include
	a) Whether advice relates to funding, funded status, financial position, or financial condition of plan or a combination of them
	b) Whether advice relates to present value of expected future benefits
	c) Engagement terms
	d) Relevant law

	7. Cut-off date - date up to which subsequent events would be recognized
	8. Partial wind-up - Same standards as full wind-up.
	9. Assumptions
	a) Set as per law, plan provisions or governance documents, or by an entity empowered to do so
	b) Consider various tax treatments for calculations

	10. Expenses
	11. claims experience administration costs related to claims adjudication include general administration expenses charged, taxes.
	12. Plan provisions
	a) Must determine with sufficient accuracy
	b) Sources - Current plan documents, funding or underwriting arrangements; Collective bargaining agreements; past practices; cost-sharing arrangements; Communication between sponsors and members.
	c) Prior plan provisions to analyze claims information before calculation date.
	d)  Consider all benefits payable with provision for benefit expected to be paid


	V.  Reporting: External User Report
	1. Include / describe
	a) gains and losses between prior and current calculation date
	b) wind-up date, calculation date, cut-off date, and report date;
	c) events precipitating wind-up that affect the terms of the wind-up, benefit entitlements, or valuation results
	d) sources of membership data, plan provisions, plan’s assets, historical claims data and compilation dates
	e) membership data and any limitations; including assumptions on missing or incomplete data
	f) Tests done to determine sufficiency and reliability of membership and asset data
	g) Any applicable privacy legislation: Detailed individual membership data; or an offer to provide information on request
	h) liquidation value of the assets and summary of assets by major category;
	i) plan provisions, amendments made since previous external user report; subsequent events or contingent events affecting entitlements;
	j) explicit expense assumption if to be paid from plan – otherwise, state that in report
	k) funded status at calculation date
	l) whether updated report will be required in the future
	m) settlement value for each plan member if cash settled
	n) subsequent events (regardless if accounted for already)
	o) If no subsequent events, state that
	p) funded status at settlement may differ from that reported
	q)  If relies upon direction concerning unclear or contentious issues, describe/identify
	i) each such issue
	ii) direction relied upon or a summary thereof
	iii) person providing such direction and the basis of authority

	r) post-wind-up contingent events that may affect the distribution
	i) whether recalculation is required at settlement

	s) if member yet to choose settlement options - describe assumptions made regarding such choice
	t) method to allocate assets among classes of members
	u) method to distribute surplus;
	v) actuary’s role in calculating settlement values, including assumptions and methods
	w) sensitivity of valuation results to investment policy and to market conditions between report date and settlement date.
	x) 4 statements of opinion: membership data, methods, assumptions and conformity of report to accepted actuarial practice in Canada.

	2. External user report - sufficiently detailed to enable another actuary to examine reasonableness of the valuation.
	3. Dates
	a) Wind-up date set by administrator / sponsor / others responsible for wind up based on plan provisions, law, and circumstances of the wind-up.
	b) calculation date = wind-up date.
	c) For a particular member, calculation date depend on circumstances of wind-up and plan terms, termination date of employment/ membership, wind-up date, or another date

	4. Nature of wind-ups
	a) Purpose of a wind-up valuation – determine or provide basis for determining:
	i) funded status
	ii) total value of benefit of all members prior to considering funded status
	iii) required additional funding
	iv) amounts and methods of determining benefit, including adjustment required due to a wind-up deficit;
	v) amount and method of surplus distribution
	vi) Payout for benefit loss upon insolvency


	5. wind-up may be complex - may require a series of reports by the actuary.
	a) Funded status or other available funds at final settlement date affect whether benefit settled in full, critical to reflect subsequent events

	6.  Membership data
	a) obtain precise membership data (windup is final)
	b) Data is responsibility of sponsor / administrator - but may make assumptions if data incomplete, unreliable, or missing
	c) Include provisional sum in valuation if believes that additional members might have benefit but membership information is missing.

	7. Assumptions
	a) If settled by annuity purchase - single premium rates;
	b) If settled in some other manner, reflect the manner of settlement
	c) If future benefits depend on continued employment, reflect contingent events.
	i) (e.g. can only get benefits only if remains in employment until age 55 – make assumption on probability of this occurring and may discount benefit for the probability)


	8. Wind-up expenses
	a) e.g. actuarial wind-up report / Legal fees; Insurer or adjudicator administration expenses; Custodial and investment management expenses.
	b) If paid from plan - either net wind-up expenses against plan assets or add to liabilities when calculating ratio of assets to liabilities
	c) May net future custodial and investment management expenses against future investment return in treatment of subsequent events.

	9. Subsequent events
	a) Ideally, reflect all subsequent events to ensure funded status is fairly presented as of report date.
	b) If not practical – select a cut-off date close to report date.
	c) Must ascertain no subsequent events occurred between cut-off date and report date that would change funded status significantly – if not, select a later cut-off date.
	d) subsequent event may be material but not so significant as to require selection of a later cut-off date
	e) May want more than one cut-off date (e.g. 1 for actives and 1 for inactive)
	f) Common subsequent events –
	i) Contributions remitted to plan;
	ii) Expenses paid from plan
	iii) Actual investment return
	iv) Change in assumptions;
	v) Corrections to the membership data
	vi) Deaths of members or other significant plan experience.


	10. Use of another person’s work
	a) Some aspects of wind-up may be contentious
	i) determination of wind-up date
	ii) who to include in wind-up
	iii) assume or not assume salary increases or health care cost trend rate in determining benefit
	iv) Eligibility for benefits payable only with consent of sponsor
	v) liquidation value of assets
	vi) How to allocate assets among members; and
	vii) Whether wind-up expenses will be paid from plan assets


	11.  I.e.  may rely upon direction from another person with the necessary knowledge
	a) consider any issues of confidentiality or privilege

	12. Statements of opinion
	a) If different statements apply in respect of different purposes of valuation, can modify requirements but follow to extent practicable.


	VI.  Financial Reporting of Post-Employment Costs
	1. General
	a) Use methods and assumptions appropriate to the basis of financial reporting; and consistent with circumstances affecting the work.
	b)  Circumstances affecting the work
	c) Appropriate engagement terms
	d) Law
	e) Financial reporting standards specified by engagement terms
	i) If financial reporting standards require methods and assumptions to be set by preparers of financial statements, use those specified by the preparers


	2. Plan provisions
	a) Must determine with sufficient accuracy
	b) Sources - Current plan documents; Funding/ underwriting arrangements; • Collective bargaining agreements; past practices; • Cost-sharing arrangements • Communication between sponsor and members
	c) prior plan provisions to analyze claims information prior to calculation date.
	d) consider all benefits as per engagement terms – include provision for all such benefits expected to be paid

	3. Anticipated amendment or deferred recognition of a pending amendment
	a) may reflect definitive or virtually definitive pending amendments
	b) effective date of amendment - date at which amended benefits take effect (not when it becomes definitive or virtually definitive)
	c) If did not reflect the expected amendment in the work – disclose as subsequent event

	4. Data
	a) current plan membership and asset data; historical claims experience
	b) Source: sponsor / administrators or other sources (e.g. insurers, brokers, or external third-party administrators)
	c) Consider pertinent benefits when identifying the data needed (i.e., those applicable during retirement, disability, or after termination of employment)
	d) May split claims data split by plan, age, location, by membership status (retiree, inactive, etc) and type of expense (drug, hospital etc.)
	e) adjust historical claims data to reflect trend in cost of benefits between reference period and calculation date, nonrecurring influences (e.g. changes in benefits offered), significant changes in demographics, changes in government programs, or un...
	f) For data of low credibility - rely on experience of active members or other reasonable and relevant data – but adjust for expected differences between these different groups

	5. may project data (e.g. membership data and claim cost data) from effective date of data to calculation date
	a) But usually not project for more than 3 years
	b) may use recent credible claims experience when extrapolating

	6. Assumptions
	a) Use best estimate unless specified in financial reporting standards or selected by preparers of financial statements.
	b) For initial claim costs assumptions, consider available claims experience on claimant age, member status, coverage category, and benefit type; credibility; and relevance to future periods and future benefit provisions.
	c) If insufficient claim costs data (e.g. very small plan) – make assumptions using experience from similar plans.
	d) For future claims trend rate - may be divided into short-term and longer-term components.
	i) Short-term component - based on level experienced in recent past
	ii) Longer-term component - consistent with assumption regarding future changes in benefit programs and general economic conditions

	e) Actuary to determine transition period from short-term trends to longer-term trends.

	7. Expenses
	a) Consider expense regardless who paid it
	b) Account for administration costs related to claim adjudication and other expenses

	8. External User Report - include / describe
	a) calculation date and report date;
	b) sources of membership data, plan provisions, assets, historical claims data and compilation date
	c) membership data and any limitations
	d) assumptions made about missing or incomplete membership data;
	e) tests done on sufficiency and reliability of membership and asset data
	f) Assets - market value; summary of assets by major category, asset valuation method
	g) plan’s provisions, definitive or virtually definitive pending amendment (and if they are reflected in valuation)
	h) commitment to provide benefits beyond plan terms
	i) subsequent events (and if already reflected in valuation)
	i) if no subsequent event, state that

	j) all other provisions required for disclosure purposes as per engagement terms
	i) funded status; service cost or expected cost of new claims;
	ii) Amortization method and period
	iii) Statement if valuation conforms with actuary’s understanding of the financial reporting standards specified by engagement terms
	iv) 4 statements of opinion on membership data, methods, assumptions and report is in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada.


	9. External user report - sufficiently detailed to enable another actuary to examine reasonableness of the valuation.
	10. Membership data - assumptions and methods used re: insufficient or unreliable data
	11. Reference to other external reports prepared in accordance with accepted actuarial practice
	a) May use to satisfy requirements


	CSOP Section 1520
	1. Auditor’s use of an actuary’s work - should cooperate with an auditor who wishes to use actuary’s work in accordance with the following Joint Policy Statement.

	I. Joint Policy Statement concerning communications between auditors and actuaries involved in the preparation of financial statements
	1. Purpose - to discuss:
	a) communications between actuaries involved in preparation of financial statements, and auditors, regarding their respective responsibilities;
	b) Interactions between actuaries and auditors in carrying out respective responsibilities;
	c) how their respective responsibilities may be disclosed to readers of financial statements.

	2. Applies when
	a) auditor engaged to audit financial statements in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards where financial statements prepared by management include amounts determined by or with the assistance of an actuary.
	b) actuary considers the work of an auditor in connection with conducting the actuarial valuation to determine amounts for financial statements prepared by management.

	3.  Does not apply to communications with an auditor’s actuary or an external review actuary.
	4.  Example of application
	a) Financial statements of pension plan or post-employment benefits plan and of the sponsor of such plans, and the financial statements of an insurance enterprise

	5. Responsibility
	a) Management - responsible for financial statements (include amounts determined by actuary)
	b) Actuary - responsible for assessing sufficiency and reliability of data used in valuation.
	i) may consider the work of an auditor with respect to data integrity and controls.
	ii) I.e. actuary acts as enquiring professional and auditor acts as responding professional.

	c) Auditor – responsible to express an auditor opinion
	i) If financial statements include amounts determined by an actuary, auditor considers the work of the actuary as part of the audit evidence supporting the actuarial valuation.
	ii) I.e. auditor is the enquiring professional and actuary the responding professional.


	6. Considering the responding professional’s work
	a) May consider the work of the responding professional if enquiring professional takes reasonable care to determine that there is a basis for such consideration.
	b) Factors to consider
	i) responding professional’s appointment to do the work;
	ii) whether the responding professional has followed the standards of his/ her profession
	iii) the appropriateness of the responding professional’s findings and opinion.


	7. Communication between the two professionals
	a) Starts when both sides are planning respective engagements and when necessary during engagement
	b) On a timely basis, both can seek from management the right to:
	i) communicate with the other professional;
	ii) when necessary disclose any relevant information to the other professional.


	8. enquiring professional would:
	a) inform the responding professional of the intended consideration of his/her work
	b) request confirmation from the responding professional that he / she has been engaged by the by relevant parties (e.g. shareholders) to do the work that the enquiring professional intends to consider;
	c) request confirmation from responding professional that he / she is a professional in good standing;
	d) request confirmation from the responding professional that he/ she will carry out the work required in accordance with the applicable professional standards;
	e) make the responding professional aware of the enquiring professional's needs – Need to discuss
	i) application of the concept of materiality to determine responding professional will be using an appropriate materiality level in accordance with applicable professional standards;
	ii) subsequent events to determine that responding professional understands how they are to be treated and will consider the effect of matters up to the date of his or her report;
	iii) timing of the work including date of report;
	iv) questions relating to the responding professional’s work


	9.  Written response
	a) confirm the expectation of being available to perform the work
	b) confirm engagement by relevant parties (e.g. shareholders, company)
	c) confirm being a professional in good standing;
	d) confirm professional is qualified to perform the work
	e) confirm that work will be carried out in accordance with the applicable professional standards;
	f) confirm awareness of the enquiring professional’s intended consideration of his/her work;
	g) discuss any problems expected on a timely basis.

	10.  responding professional’s qualifications, competence, and integrity
	a) Auditor - membership in good standing in a professional accounting body.
	b) Actuary - fellowship in good standing in the Canadian Institute of Actuaries.
	c) If responding professional not well known - consult with others familiar with responding professional’s work.

	11.  The responding professional’s findings
	a) Written response to enquiring professional after work is completed
	b) identify purpose of the work;
	c) identify financial statements or data to which it relates;
	d) identify responding professional’s relationship to entity
	e) confirm awareness that enquiring professional intends to consider the work
	f) copy of report provided to the party who employed or engaged the responding professional that sets out the findings
	g) opinions of the responding professional, including a representation that the work was performed in accordance with the applicable professional standards.

	12.  For questions, enquiring professional should raise with the responding professional
	a) does not  limit right of enquiring professional to any information or explanation required in the performance of duties in accordance with the applicable professional standards.

	13. Disclosure of respective responsibilities to the readers of financial statements
	a) If legally required - describe respective responsibilities of the auditor and of the actuary


	modeling long term health care cost trends
	I. Purpose of model
	1. Provide benchmark projection of medical cost increases for next 5 to 75 years
	2. Provide user-friendly model for making alternative projections
	3. Only reflect future % increase in per-person medical cost
	a) Only 1 component of future insurance premium projections
	b) Can vary input assumptions for alternate user projections

	4. Long term trend rate – supplied by model
	5. Short term trend rate – user input

	II. model for long term trend rate
	1. Required model input
	a) Per capita growth rate in real income / GDP
	b) Inflation rate
	c) Income multiplier - Income effect on medical demand and labor cost
	d) Extra trend due to technology and other factors
	i) Implied from residual after income effects

	e) 2011 baseline Health share of GDP

	2. Optional model constraints
	a) Health share of GDP resistance point – share above which resistance to growth start
	b) Year for limiting cost growth to GDP growth – future medical costs increases limited to growth in per capita income

	3. Background model assumptions
	a) No radical change to medical practice structure
	b) No doubling / halve of out-of-pocket expenditure


	III. data sources
	1. GDP - National income and product accounts by Commerce Department
	2. Inflation - GDP deflator (not CPI as exclude non-consumer expenditure)
	a) GDP deflator = nominal GDP / real GDP

	3. Population (for Per capita) - US Census Bureau
	4. National Health Expenditure – National Health Accounts by Office of the Actuary

	IV. Making alternate user projections: Varying input assumptions
	1. Change in co-pays and deductibles
	a) Projected trend below (above) baseline if % of deductibles / co-pays as total cost is rising (falling)

	2. Indefinite productivity gains lead to continuous prosperity (i.e. higher health spending)
	a) A plausible assumption

	3. Changing short-run annual growth rate estimates
	a) No impact on long run share and growth trend projections
	b) Large (smaller) intervening growth rate
	i) Larger (smaller) cumulative gap
	ii) Larger (smaller) reduction in arbitrary nominal benchmark in 2011



	V. FAQ
	1. What is the difference between “Long Term Medical Cost Trends” and projected health insurance premium increases?
	a) % increase in health insurance premium expect to track medical cost trends
	i) Same long term trend projections
	ii) Different short term trend projections from:
	( Underwriting cycle
	(  Benefit structure
	( Contractual rigidities
	( Cost-sharing across payer categories


	2. What is the difference between “Long Term Medical Cost Trends” and projected retiree health benefits liabilities under FAS106 and GASB43&45
	a) Medical cost only 1 factor in such liabilities
	b) FAS106 liabilities are likely to be strongly constrained by changes in benefits and for many private firm liabilities will actually decline as a % of total firm revenues or be eliminated entirely
	c) GASB45 liabilities will tend to increase much more rapidly than FAS106 liabilities and create greater long run funding problems in general

	3. What are the biggest sources of uncertainty with regard to Long Run Medical Cost projections?
	a) Future economic growth (Per capita GDP)
	b) Willingness to keep a relatively uniform standard medical care for all
	c) Willingness to spend on new medical technology – Difficult to predict medical discoveries and their value
	d) Total fertility, immigration, delay in birthing

	4. How does SOA model differ from the CBO, Medicare and other projections?
	a) Same 10-year National Health Expenditure projection by Office of Actuary but different transitional and long run projections
	b) Transition to long term trend
	i) SOA - after 5 years
	ii) CBO, Medicare – 25 years (Allow higher intermediate growth from year 5 to 25)

	c) Excess growth rate
	i) CBO, Medicare – A simple add-on to per capita income (I.e. current law projection)
	ii) SOA model – Income multiplier effect built in (I.e. higher during economic expansion and vice versa)


	5. What is the difference between “a projection” and “an estimate”?
	a) Estimate – Statistical analysis of historical experience with expert judgment on future
	b) Projection – Based on a specified set of assumed conditions (can be unrealistic) hat may or may not reflect the uncertainties or estimates
	c) E.g. Projections for illustrations; Estimates for best judgment

	6. Is technology the main drive of costs? Can it be predicted?  - No (Is economic growth)
	7. Are more detailed models more accurate? - No
	a) For forecast, an explanatory variable can only add value if its effect will continue (I.e. Can predict future data points)
	b) In medical cost forecast, only one such factor – income

	8. Are cost trends significantly different for under / over age 65 retirees for different industry (employer) groups? – No
	a) No for per-person medical cost
	b) Yes for health insurance premium (due to benefit structure differences)

	9. Are cost trends significantly different for under / over age 65 retirees for pharmaceutical or other specific components?
	a) Yes for pharmaceuticals (with some evidence) outpace other medical costs

	10. Can the Federal government solve the Medicare problem without reducing HC cost trends?
	a) Probably not – Long run trends converge because both government and employers are paying for 1 health system

	11. How important is Legislation likely to be in controlling future costs?
	a) As an instrument of expenditure control (I.e. not a random cause)

	12. What types of plan benefit changes are anticipated and incorporated in SOA model?
	a) Assumes changes in cost trend in last 5 decades will continue, except
	i) Slowing / reversal in fraction of total costs paid by ERs (EEs expect to pay more in future)


	13. Are there particular scenarios that are apt to be more or less likely (and if so, how likely?)
	a) Splitting the medical care market
	i) I.e. no more equal standards of medical care / cost to all regardless of reimbursement

	b) Splitting employer-based health insurance
	i) Given low likelihood of universal coverage or consumer funded health care
	ii) Questions:
	( How to split
	( Which benefits (drug, behavioral, rehab) get equalized or separated?
	( How extensive is cost-shifting and direction


	14. How well can we really predict future medical costs? – Reasonably well

	Duration and Convexity For Pension Liabilities
	1. Duration - good approximations for small interest rate changes
	2. When rates are volatile – better to use duration with a convexity adjustment
	a) Give lower duration for rate increases (and vice versa)


	I. Duration
	1. for every 100 bp change- liability changes by duration divided by 100 in opposite direction
	2. The typical pension plan has a duration of 15
	3. Convexity adjustment will give duration < 15 for rate increase (and vice versa)
	4. Duration for active mbrs > for retirees
	5. Duration for normal cost > for actuarial accrued liability
	Macaulay Duration
	a) A measure of a bond’s weighted average cash flows, using yield (y), the time period (t), the number of time periods (n), the annual coupon payment (C), the maturity value (M), and the purchase price (P).

	Modified Duration
	a) a measure of the sensitivity of a bond’s price to interest rate movements.
	b) first derivative of how the price of a bond changes in response to interest rate changes.
	c) Can relate to Macaulay Duration where Modified Duration =

	Effective Duration (use to price bonds with options)
	a) Approximates slope of a bond’s value as a function of interest rate movements taking the difference in the bond’s value (V) for changes in the interest rate (i) by an equal amount (x = δi) in both directions, and dividing by twice the original valu...
	b) Pension liability duration measured with Effective Duration, substituting the liabilities (L) for the bond’s value (V).
	c) Effective Pension Liab. Duration = [Li-x – Li+x ]/ [(2) (Li)(x)]


	II. Convexity
	1. Is second derivative of the change in liabilities for changes in cash flows
	2. Better estimate when rates volatile
	3. Est. pension liability convexity =[Li-x  + Li+x - (2)(Li)    ]/ [(2) (Li)(x2)]
	4. Convexity adjustment – adjust duration by convexity times interest rate change.

	III.  Negative Convexity
	1. Most bond Price/yield relationship is Convex
	2. If relationship is concave (i.e. negative convexity)
	3. Most callable bonds, mortgage backed securities (MBS), and asset backed securities
	a) Negative convexity at low rates due to the imbedded option
	i) Price increase less than non-callable bonds when rates decline

	b) Positive convexity at high interest rates (behave like non-callable bonds)


	IV. Key Rate Duration
	1. Requires require building a yield curve
	2. Suitable for non-parallel yield curve shifts and interest rate changes
	3. Considers the sensitivity of a liability’s movement to different parts of the yield curve

	Accounting Discount Rate Assumptions for Pension and Post-employment benefit plans (2018)
	I.  Requirements of Accounting Standards Accounting Standards
	1. Select discount rate by reference to market yields at accounting measurement date of high-quality corporate debt instruments with cash flows matching timing and amount of expected benefit payments.
	2. Does not specifically refer to corporate bonds - leave room for interpretations
	a) What “high quality” means;
	b) How to address the lack of suitable debt instruments at certain maturities;
	c) Which debt instruments to include.

	3. High quality”
	a) Canada - generally refers to market yields on corporate bonds rated Aa or higher
	b) US - means the two highest credit ratings given by a recognized ratings agency

	4. Insufficiency of High-Quality Corporate Bonds with Long Maturities in Canada
	a) few Aa-rated corporate bonds with terms > 10 years.
	i) yield curves from such a small pool of bonds may require a significant subjectivity and lead to a lack of credibility

	b) Excluding bonds issued by quasi-governmental entities and rated Aa
	i) may lead to heavy influence by only a handful of issuers of long corporate bonds.



	II. Approach for Selecting the Discount Rate
	1. Step 1: Developing a yield curve based on Aa-rated corporate bond data or alternatively obtaining such a curve from a third-party provider.
	a) important to understand underlying data, methods, and assumptions used in constructing the curve, especially re: extrapolating the long end of the yield curve.

	2. Step 2: Converting the yields on the curve described in step 1 into spot rates
	3. Step 3: Calculating present value of expected benefit payments using the spot rates developed in step 2.
	4. Step 4: Recommending the discount rate assumption - a single rate that provides for an equivalent present value to the one calculated in step 3.
	5. Considerations when Developing Aa-Rated Corporate Yield Curve
	a) characteristics of bonds included in the universe used to develop the yield curve
	b) Exclude bonds with an outstanding amount below a certain threshold? - such bonds often traded less frequently (less reliable pricing)
	c) Exclude bonds with characteristics that render the bond inappropriate for purposes of matching the timing and amount of expected payments from a pension plan. (e.g. bonds with embedded options)
	d) determine whether debt instruments such as private placements are included in the universe. (e.g. reliability of pricing of private placement is key in determining whether to include it)
	e) Whether to consider for bonds issued by government agencies or quasi-government entities, (E.g. energy utilities, universities), corporate bonds.
	i) If yes, eligible for inclusion in the universe used to develop the yield curve.
	ii) If no, may include when extrapolating the long end of the yield curve subject to further adjustments to reflect Aa-rated corporate risk.

	f) whether to include outlier bonds (i.e., with very high/ low relative yields).
	i) If exclude - consider the yield thresholds beyond which a bond would be classified as an outlier.

	g) Different ratings agencies may assign different ratings to a particular bond.
	i) consider which ratings agencies are used and whether the choice could materially affect the resulting discount rate.


	6. During periods of financial market volatility, consider
	a) If bond not traded recently - yield information often based on yields of similar bonds that were recently traded.
	i) This approach less reliable during market volatility - Bid /ask spread  may increase.

	b) Consider using bid yields, ask yields, or something between the two (e.g. average of the bid and ask yields).
	c) whether the yield information is dominated by either new issues or secondary sales.
	d) While new issue concessions not normally significant - can become material during market volatility.
	e) manner in which bond yields are weighted when developing the yield curve.
	i) weight each bond by market capitalization - consider whether a few large market cap bonds have undue influence on the resulting discount rate.
	ii) weight each bond equally - consider whether a large number of small cap bonds have undue influence on the resulting discount rate.
	iii) use weightings which are between the two approaches above.


	7. Fitting a yield curve to the available bond yield data requires judgment and mathematical technique (e.g., regression technique). - consider whether appropriate judgment is being applied

	III. Extrapolating the Long End of the Yield Curve:
	1. Purpose - to increase the number of relevant data points used to extrapolate the long end of the yield curve (to avoid relying on too few data points)
	2. Guiding approach when evaluating the appropriateness of different approaches
	a) Compliance with accounting standards
	b) Consistency with the principles of the prior educational note
	c) Approach that is robust and appropriate for both current and changing market conditions; avoidance of relying on very few data points for extrapolation
	d) requires fewer subjective judgment calls.

	3. 3 approaches considered in paper for maturities > 10 years,
	a) Approach A
	i) use Aa-rated provincial bonds to which a spread adjustment is added to reflect the additional risk of Aa-rated corporate bonds. (This is the recommended approach)

	b) Approach B
	i) use Aa-rated provincial bonds and A-rated corporate bonds to derive a spread adjustment that is added to Aa-rated provincial (or removed from A-rated corporate) bonds based on the relative risk of Aa-rated corporate bonds.

	c) Approach C
	i) A-rated corporate bonds from which a spread adjustment is removed to reflect the lower risk of Aa-rated corporate bonds.


	4. SOA recommended Approach A -
	a) Aa-rated provincial bonds has deep market across the entire maturity spectrum.
	b) an additional yield spread is generally expected between Aa-rated corporate bonds and Aa-rated provincial bonds of similar duration/maturity
	c) Advantage - relies exclusively on high-quality bonds

	5. Approach B
	a) Aa-rated provincial bonds and A-rated corporate bonds - deep market across the entire yields of Aa-rated corporate bonds are expected to be higher than the yields of Aa-rated provincial bonds but lower than the yields of A-rated corporate bonds (of...
	b) Advantage - uses information from other high-quality bonds and upper-medium grade portion of the corporate bond sector
	i) provides a mechanism to range bound the yields reasonably expected for Aa-rated corporate bonds.

	c) drawbacks - does not rely solely on high-quality bonds and is more complex when implementing
	i) Exclude certain sectors of the corporate bond market to promote consistency between Aa-rated and A-rated corporate bonds used to draw relationships? If so, what with what classification criteria
	ii) Include / exclude some or all rate-regulated utilities (an important portion of the A-rated corporate bond market but have a distinctive risk profile and pricing behavior)? What would be the basis for inclusion/exclusion?
	iii) Is the mix of A-rated corporate bonds sufficiently homogenous across the maturity spectrum? If not, what adjustments may be warranted?


	6. Approach C
	a) use information from A-rated corporate bonds - deep across the entire maturity spectrum. market would generally assign wider yield spreads to A-rated versus Aa-rated corporate bonds of similar duration/maturity and sector.
	b) Advantages -uses information from the upper-medium grade portion of the corporate bond
	c) drawback - does not incorporate all information available from high quality-bonds (i.e., as it excludes Aa-rated provincials). and same implementation challenges as approach B


	IV.  DERIVING the Spread Adjustment to Account for the Risk of Aa-Rated Corporate Bonds (Approach A)
	1. Recommended methodology premised on
	a) expected positive spread between the yields on Aa-rated corporate bond and Aa-rated provincial bonds at longer maturities
	b) the spread increases with term to maturity.

	2. methodology
	a) Calculate spread of Aa-rated corporate bond and Aa-rated provincial bond yields relative to Canada yields for terms to maturity where both markets are deep and contain a sufficient number of observations
	b) Calculate spread ratio by dividing the average Aa-rated corporate spreads by the average Aa-rated provincial bond spreads
	c) generally expected that the spread Ratio would be higher than 100 percent.
	d) Supplement long-term Aa-rated corporate bond yields by long-term provincial bond yields; adjusted upward by each long-term Aa-rated provincial bonds spread multiplied by [Spread Ratio - 100%].

	3. Key steps in developing the yield curve
	a) Step 1. Select suitable Aa-rated corporate, Aa-rated provincial and federal bonds
	b) Step 2. Fit a curve to the federal bonds across all terms to maturity. - resulting Canada yield curve is starting point to establish the relationships between the spreads of corporate Aa-rated bonds and the spreads of provincial Aa-rated bonds.
	c) Step 3. Calculate the Spread Ratio by dividing the Average Corporate Spread by the Average Provincial Spread.
	i) Calculate the difference/spread between the yield of every Aa-rated corporate bond with a maturity between 4.5 and 10.5 years and the yield at the corresponding maturity on the Canada yield curve.
	ii) Calculate the Average Corporate Spread as the average of the spreads calculated in a) above.
	iii) Calculate the difference/spread between the yield of every Aa-rated provincial bond with a maturity between 4.5 and 10.5 years and the yield at the corresponding maturity on the Canada yield curve.
	iv)  Calculate the Average Provincial Spread as the average of the spreads calculated in c) above.
	v) Calculate the Spread Ratio = Average Corporate Spread / Average Provincial Spread.


	4. For every Aa-rated provincial bond with a maturity greater than 10.5 years, calculate a Provincial Spread Adjustment.
	a) calculate the Provincial Spread as difference/spread between the yield of that bond and the yield at the corresponding maturity on the Canada yield curve.
	b) Calculate Provincial Spread Adjustment = Provincial Spread x (Spread Ratio – 100%).

	5. Finally, fit a curve to the Aa-rated corporate bonds taken across all terms to maturity and the provincial bonds of maturities greater than 10.5 years with the provincial yields adjusted upward by the Provincial Spread Adjustment.
	a) resulting yield curve is starting point for deriving accounting discount rates


	V. Standards of Practice and Using the Work of Others
	1. Whether relying on a yield curve purchased from a third party or pricing and ratings data for individual bonds - using the work of another person.
	2. If work is for use in Canada, subject to Canadian actuarial standards of practice
	a) may or may not take responsibility for that person’s work.
	b) Taking responsibility - may require more work and expose to risk of legal liability, but may give the user greater confidence that the other person’s work is appropriate


	selection of mortality assumptions foR pension plan actuarial valuation
	I. 2 key components
	1. Best estimate of current mortality rates for the plan
	2. Appropriate adjustments for future mortality adjustments

	II. current levels of retiree MORTALITY  (Key considerations: Plan size & amount of available data)
	1. Very large plan (e.g. 10,000+ retirees)
	a) Normally have experience study every 3-5 years
	i) Plan specific mortality tables or
	ii) Customize standard mortality table


	2. Mid-size plan (e.g. 1,000+ retirees)
	a) Regularly review mortality experience for significant trends
	b) Develop broad adjustments to published mortality table

	3. Small plan (e.g. 100+ retirees)
	a) Important to select appropriate assumption,
	b) Consider employment nature & Amount of pension payment

	4. Very small plan (e.g. few retirees)
	a) Not sufficient data – need considerable judgment
	b) Adjust appropriate published mortality table


	III. Analysis of Mortality Experience
	1. Benefit Amount vs. Number of Lives
	a) If use experience studies to set tables, results weighted on benefit amount (or liability), rather than on number of lives, generally is better
	b) Results based on number of lives may yield appropriate results for flat dollar benefit plans and / or with relatively homogenous membership characteristics.

	2. Effects of base year
	a) For G/L experience, consider projections built into the mortality rates.
	b) For fully generational table, no experience G/L implies that the table is representative of current experience
	i) Sufficiency of the provision for future improvements in mortality is revealed in future G/L experience

	c) For static mortality table (e.g. projected 10 years into the future), no experience gain or loss on pensioner mortality implies experience is already at the level expected in 10 years’ time.
	i) If experience is credible, imply that all provisions for future mortality improvement have eroded (table out of date)


	3. Basis of Comparison
	a) If compare plan experience with a published mortality table, analysis would mimic the development of the published mortality table
	b) E.g. 2014 CIA CPM Study determined mortality rates weighted on benefit amount and excluded surviving spouses - preferable if analysis comparing plan experience to the tables provided in the 2014 CIA CPM Study used the same methodology)


	IV. Published Mortality Studies
	1. The 2014 CIA CPM Study
	a) Reviewed experience of a number of private and public RPP
	b) first broad experience study for Canadian pension plans
	c) Contains
	i) 2014 Public Sector Mortality Table (CPM2014Publ)
	ii) 2014 Private Sector Mortality Table (CPM2014Priv)
	iii) 2014 Mortality Table (CPM2014)—developed from the combined experience


	2. New Information
	a) Actuary consider recent trends and newly published data from these and other sources in developing the current best estimate levels of mortality
	b) Preferable to use studies based on credible experience of Canadian pension plans (rather than foreign

	3. Previous Studies
	a) 2014 CIA CPM Study shows current mortality rates are significantly lower and has different age pattern than UP94, GAM94 or RP-2000 mortality rates projected forward using Scale AA
	i) Previous tables are appropriate if supported by credible experience, plan characteristics or other quantifiable evidence


	4. Relevance of Certain Mortality Studies – Inappropriate if tables derived from:
	a) General population experience
	i) Though general population tables may provide information on geographical differences – may warrant professional judgment

	b) Individual annuitant data (anti-selection by annuity purchaser)
	i) May only be appropriate for very small plans and individual pension plans



	V. Adjustments for Plan Characteristics
	1. Important factors - employment nature and relative amount of the pension payments
	2. Better to modify published tables to reflect actual experience vs. rather than applying data from published mortality studies to adjust for the below characteristics.
	a) E.g. Mortality greater for
	i) Former blue collar than for former white collar
	ii) Former private sector workers than for former public sector workers; and
	iii) Pensioners with small pensions than for pensioners receiving large pensions

	b) Adjusting for plan characteristics not required if:
	i) Plan characteristics not significantly different from composite data underlying published mortality table
	ii) No credible plan experience suggesting actual experience different from underlying base tables

	c) Adjustments for plan characteristics not necessary if mortality rates based on fully credible experience weighted based on benefit amount or liability
	d) Consider adjustments if no credible plan experience available and plan attributes significantly different from the composite data underlying published mortality table

	3. For Private/Public Sector
	a) Practical limitation if solely relying public or private sector employment as a determinant for mortality table selection without considering the underlying industry
	b) E.g. sub-groups within the public sector, such as blue collar-type workers, which do not exhibit experience comparable to the broader public sector) Judgment would be applied in selecting between tables based on sector.

	4. Collar Type
	a) Mortality experience analysis by collar type in broad-based experience studies may be restricted by the quality of the data available and the ability to classify it into collar types
	b) 2014 CIA CPM Study provided no specific experience by collar type.

	5. Industry
	a) Industry analysis has not proven to be conclusive.
	b) Consider adjustment if plan credible mortality experience that is significantly different from average

	6. Pension Size
	a) Size adjustments or separate mortality tables for specified salary or pension amount bands (Proxy for socio-economic status)
	i) Reflect correlation between pension amounts and mortality expectation
	ii) Limitation if actual experience not fully credible and industry adjustments not available or inappropriate
	iii) Consider adjustment if pension amounts or active members’ earnings levels significantly different from data underlying published mortality study.

	b) Relationship between pension size and life expectancy – correlation I.e. not direct casual effect on socio-economic status or life expectancy
	i) Mobility of plan members (i.e. how long a mbr stay in one plan during career) - Amounts from one plan may be small relative to overall retirement income.
	ii) Changes in plan design (e.g. closing plans) - Smaller DB paid from the plan over time
	iii) When adjusting for pension size, consider whether to reflect factors (mobility or pension size due to plan design)

	c) If use size adjustments
	i) Determine a single weighted size adjustment factor for each gender using the average size adjustment factor weighted by pension amount
	ii) hen select associated published mortality table, differing by age and gender, with a percentage adjustment to mortality rates to approximate the effect of applying size adjustments
	iii) Properly adjust for the base year of the projection and mimic the development of the published size factors.
	iv) same adjustments for survivors

	d) If no major shift in demographics (occurred or anticipated) – apply same adjustments to active and deferred members as for retirees.

	7. Combinations of adjustments for plan characteristics
	a) Reasonable approach - consider adjusting published mortality table based on each characteristic separately
	i) helpful in narrowing down a reasonable range and selecting a final assumption.

	b) Graduation of rates – for smoothing mortality rates
	ii) After adjusting standard table mortality rates or preparing a plan-specific table, rates in the resulting table may need to be smoothed so that the rates progress in a reasonable pattern from age to age



	VI. adjustment for future mortality improvement
	1. Develop best estimate of future mortality improvement rates
	a) A short-term rate based on recently observed improvement rates;
	b) An ultimate long-term improvement rate, which is highly uncertain; and
	c) A transition from the short-term to the ultimate improvement rates over a certain period and based on a particular pattern.

	2. 3 common methods of providing adjustments for future improvements in mortality:
	a) Two-dimensional (2-D) generational mortality tables;
	i) improvement rates vary by year and age

	b) One-dimensional (1-D) generational mortality tables
	i) Improvement rates vary by age only

	c) More historically, static mortality tables with a fixed projection period (no longer necessary)

	3. Reviews of Mortality Improvement Rates
	a) Consider emerging trends and studies on a regular basis (esp. Canadian pensioners)
	b) Adjustment for future improvements normally considered separately from the current level of mortality


	VII. Special situations
	1. Pre-retirement mortality
	a) Generally not important to liabilities calculation, except
	i) Benefits are significantly different from CV
	ii) Actual death rates significantly > expected


	2. Disabled life mortality (Higher mortality)
	a) If use separate assumption, adjust that of other retired groups
	i) Standard table reflects all retired members



	VIII. SENSITIVITY
	1. Possible sensitivity disclosures include:
	a) Change in current service cost or normal actuarial cost.
	b) Change in the actuarial liabilities, accounting obligations or PV of accrued benefits

	2. Approaches to measuring sensitivity of disclosure item to changes to the mortality assumption are:
	a) Impact of life expectancy of members being one year higher than assumed (age set-back could be used to estimate the effect of increased life expectancy)
	b) Impact of a percentage adjustment to mortality rates (e.g. decrease mortality rates at all ages by 10%)

	3. Other approaches
	a) Altering the ultimate long-term rate and adjusting the transition between the short-term and long-term rates in a manner consistent with the underlying published mortality study


	IX. APPLICATION
	1. Use of Pension Mortality Assumptions for Other Purposes
	a) In selecting best estimate mortality assumption for non-funding purposes consider whether different provisions, membership and liability structures would call for alternate assumptions

	2. New Experience Studies
	c) Refer to Standards of Practice
	d) Publication of mortality experience study is a subsequent event that provides information about an entity as it was at the calculation date


	Credibility Educational Resource for Pension Actuaries
	I. What is Credibility Theory?
	1. Credibility attempts to combine subject experience and relevant experience to improve the estimate of the desired quantity of interest
	2. Credibility procedures use statistical approaches to adjust relevant experience-based assumptions.
	3. Considerations in evaluating how much credibility to assign to subject experience
	a) “Accuracy” of the relevant experience - measured in terms of how much the expected individual risk’s outcomes vary from the expected outcome for the class (the average overall class rate)
	i) Small variability (overall class rate very likely to be representative of individual outcomes within the class), then high degree of “accuracy” of relevant experience - assign more weight to it and less weight to subject experience.
	ii) Large variability (relevant experience less likely to be representative of the individual outcomes -- assign less weight to relevant experience and more weight to subject experience.

	b) Variability of the subject experience (such as individual car driver experience). A large amount of expected variation in subject experience may indicate that that experience will not be very useful in estimating the expected value; therefore, we s...


	II. Types of Credibility Approaches
	1. Main credibility approaches:
	a) Greatest Accuracy Credibility Theory (GACT)
	b) Limited Fluctuation Credibility Theory (LFCT).

	2. Same formula for both approaches (see 3 below)
	a)  estimate value of the unknown quantity of interest based on the subject experience
	b)  Estimate of that same quantity based on the relevant experience
	c) 𝑍 is the weight (or credibility factor) assigned to that estimate

	3. Difference between the two methods is how Z is determined
	a) LFCT has weaker theoretical basis and requires subjective choices, but more practical to apply (Main focus of the paper)
	b) GACT has stronger theoretical support but requires information that may not be available or not worth the collection effort


	III. Limited Fluctuation Credibility Theory (LFCT)
	1. Z is set to 1 if high probability of being within a very small margin of relative error with respect to the true value:  (m is the true, unknown value)
	a) Choice of confidence level (p) and margin of error (r) is subject to judgment.
	i) LFCT doesn’t provide an objective basis for determining full credibility (a main disadvantage)
	ii) Require subjective judgment to determine the quantity of data necessary for this determination.


	2. Z < 1 if not enough subject experience data for full credibility and some portion of credibility needs to be assigned to the relevant data as well.
	a) Z is set so that variance of the estimator is equivalent to the variance when there is enough data for full credibility

	3. When Z = 1 and
	a) Nf  is exposure for full credibility (equation simplified since 1 – q is essentially 1)
	b) If N is too small, the variance will be too large – But credibility formula reduces the variance and leads to
	c) I.e. credibility factor is the square root of the ratio of the observed deaths (expected deaths are not available) to the number of deaths required for full credibility

	4. LFCT is less rigorous than GACT but practical
	a) Less rigorous
	i) LFCT is only designed to ensure the error around the subject experience data is minimized to an acceptable level
	ii) Require subjective judgment regarding the acceptable level of error and LFCT does not account for variances (or errors) in the relevant data

	b) But practical for those cases where relevant experience assumed to be “correct” (e.g. standard mortality tables) – it does not require assessment of the variance of the relevant experience data


	IV. Application of Actuarial Standards of Practice
	1. ASOP 25 Credibility Procedures
	a) does not provide
	i) a specific recommendation for how to apply credibility procedures
	ii) a recommendation for a particular approach (e.g. LFCT or GACT)

	b) provide
	i) general direction on the selection and development of the procedure to be used,
	ii) selection of the relevant experience to be blended
	iii) professional judgment to be used in assigning credibility to subject experience

	c) guidance on appropriate disclosures when communicating results based on information developed by using credibility procedures

	2. ASOP 35, Selection of Demographic and Other Noneconomic Assumptions for Measuring Pension Obligations
	a) provides guidance on selecting demographic assumptions and adjustments necessary to customize for a plan’s particular population demographics
	b) credibility methods may be helpful in performing the adjustments to mortality assumption selection

	3. Canadian ASOP and Educational Notes
	a) Section 1730 of Standards of Practice provides guidance re using appropriate assumptions
	b) "Expected Mortality: Fully Underwritten Canadian Individual Life Insurance Policies” describes methods for blending company and standard experience using credibility methods. (describes both LFCT and GACT)
	c) Selection of Mortality Assumptions for Pension Plan Actuarial Valuations” refers to the use of credibility in reflecting actual plan experience


	V. Application of Credibility Theory to Mortality Assumption in Pension Plan Valuations
	1. Data Needed for Credibility Analysis
	a) Specific company mortality data provide the experience-based results needed for weighting with relevant experience - Data should reflect the specific population targeted
	i) To do mortality experience study, identify the retiree / beneficiaries group in one plan or across multiple plans, for each group, collect for each year of the study period ID code (tracked individually)
	ii) Date of birth (age at measurement date)
	iii) Date of death (if applicable)
	iv) Gender
	v) Benefit amount


	2. Have 3-5 years of data
	a) increases the amount of exposures for greater credibility
	b) lowers the risk of using an anomalous year of data
	c) Consider the ages of retirees or beneficiaries
	d) For traditional plans - limited by age of earliest retirement eligibility
	e) For cash balance plans (retirement not limited by age) - need to make judgment re age range to incorporate into studies

	3. Building a Mortality Table From Scratch
	a) Not practical – Need huge amount of data; and adjusted to get a smooth table

	b) Better to adjust existing standard mortality table with LFCT
	4. Selection of Standard Mortality Table for Credibility Analysis
	a) Start with recent standard table
	b) Consider the shape of table compared to shape of actual experience
	c) Factor in as many of the group’s specific characteristics as are available in standard tables
	d) Adjust base table with standard mortality improvements during study period

	5. Generational Mortality Table
	a) Apply credibility procedures to base table before applying generational projections
	i) Project base table with mortality improvements to midpoint of study period
	ii) Modify adjusted base table with credibility procedures
	iii) Apply future generational improvement projections to the modified base table



	VI. Adjusting a Standard Table to Reflect Plan Experience
	1. LFCT adjustment - “shift” standard mortality table up / down based on plan’s experience
	2. Overarching assumption: true mortality table for the subject plan is a constant multiple of the standard table.
	a) Same multiplier applied at all ages (shape of new table same as standard table)
	b) I.e. must consider the shape of the standard table compared to the shape of actual experience


	VII. Full Credibility
	1. Notation
	a) Full credibility (Z = 1) on a counts-weighted basis is achieved when
	b) Full credibility (Z = 1) on an amounts-weighted basis is achieved when

	2. Example 1
	a) Q: Data collected for female retirees of Plan A for years 2013–2015 produced 1,617 actual deaths, with expected number of deaths = 1,071. What is the adjustment factor applied to standard female mortality to create the new table, assuming a 95% con...
	b) A (Counts-weighted):
	i) Step 1: Based on a normal distribution, p = 0.95 translates to a z-statistic of 1.96.
	ii) Step 2: A 5% margin of error would indicate that full credibility on a counts-weighted basis is achieved if there are (1.96 / 0.05)2 number of deaths. So full credibility would be achieved at 1,537 actual deaths
	iii) Step 3: Since there are 1,617 actual deaths, there are enough for full credibility.
	iv) Step 4: Since there is full credibility, Multiple = 𝑓𝑓 = 1,617⁄1,071 = 1.51


	3. Example 2
	a) Q: Data collected for all retirees of Plan B for years 2013–2015 produced 352 actual deaths, with an expected number of deaths = 179. What is the adjustment factor applied to standard mortality to create the new table, assuming a 95% confidence int...
	b) A (Amounts-weighted):
	i) Step 1: Based on a normal distribution, p = 0.95 translates to a z-statistic of 1.96.
	ii) Step 2: A 5% margin of error would indicate that full credibility on an amounts-weighted basis is achieved at 2,352 deaths, based on Formula 4.
	iii) Step 3: Since there are 352 deaths, there are not enough for full credibility. (See following for partial credibility)



	VIII. Partial Credibility
	1. In the absence of full credibility, Z is the square root of the ratio of actual deaths to the number of deaths required for full credibility.
	2. Example 1
	a) Q: See Example 2 under Full Credibility
	b) A: For first 3 steps, see Example 2 under Full Credibility
	i) Step 4: Based on Formula 2, Z = Square root of 352⁄2,352 = 0.387.
	ii) Step 5: 𝑓^ = 𝐴𝐷⁄𝐸𝐷 = 4,966.2𝐾⁄3,166.1 𝐾 = 1.57
	iii) Step 6: Multiple = 0.387 ∙ 1.57 + (1 – 0.387) ∙ 1 = 1.22


	3. Example 2
	a) Q: Data collected for male retirees of Plan A for years 2013–2015 produced a total of 971 actual deaths, with expected number of deaths = 1,440. What is the adjustment factor applied to standard mortality rates to create the new table, assuming a 9...
	b) A (Counts-weighted)
	i) Step 1: Based on a normal distribution, p = 0.95 translates to a z-statistic of 1.96.
	ii) Step 2: A 5% margin of error would indicate that full credibility on counts-weighted basis is achieved at 1,537 deaths
	iii) Step 3: Since there are 971 actual deaths, there are not enough for full credibility. Step 4:  Z = Square root of 971⁄1,537 = 0.795.
	iv) Step 5: 𝑓^ = 𝐴𝑁⁄𝐸𝑁 = 971⁄1,440 = 0.67
	v) Step 6: Multiple = 0.795 ∙ 0.67 + (1 – 0.795) ∙ 1 = 0.741



	IX. Amounts- Versus Counts-Weighted
	1. LFCT multiplier is based on the ratio of actual to expected deaths
	a) This ratio can be based on either number of deaths (Counted weighted) or sum of pension amounts of those who have died and are expected to die (Amount-weighted)

	2. Amounts-weighted ratios more appropriate for setting the mortality assumption
	a) Pension liabilities are amounts-weighted
	b) Benefit amounts are often a predictor of mortality rates.
	c) Standard mortality tables are generally developed with amounts-weighting

	3. Disadvantage of Amounts-weighted (vs. Counts-weighted)
	a) requires more exposures to achieve full credibility
	b) produces lower credibility - although amounts-weighted increase “accuracy” of liability estimation, it also increases the variance of the estimator.
	i) higher variance leads to less weighting being assigned to the subject experience


	4. Number of deaths needed for amounts-weighted study for full credibility
	a) Is plan specific (depends on distribution of benefit amounts of participants) - I.e. Impossible to generalize number of deaths needed for full credibility
	b) But the number of deaths needed for a specific subject population can easily be generated


	X. Actuarial Judgment in Adjusting Standard Table
	1. Is an adjustment required?
	a) Compare actual rates of mortality to the relevant standard table - Graphical analysis often helpful
	i) The line Actual to Expected Deaths = 1 means actual = expected (I.e. no adjustment needed).
	ii) Red dot is the ratio of actual to expected deaths at each age.
	iii) Prior to age 75 (majority of plan data), actual deaths exceed expected death – Need upward adjustment
	iv) Can also use actual mortality experience rates relative to the standard relevant table to demonstrate the same point (see below graph)


	2. Does shape of plan’s mortality experience match the shape of standard table?
	a) shifting whole table means shape of actual table is similar to that of underlying standard table -  critical to compare shape at ages where most of the experience data are collected and where most of the liability exists (often retirement ages)

	3. Apply credibility by age groupings
	a) The overarching assumption is that same factor applies to the whole table
	b) It is possible to apply credibility formula to portions of mortality curve
	i) But may have inconsistencies which require smoothing
	ii) Less justifiable from a theoretical standpoint

	c) Note at very old ages (90+), mortality rates do not tend to vary significantly.
	i) I.e. not appropriate to adjust with an aggregate factor at those ages - Consider limiting adjustments above certain ages
	ii) Pension liabilities tend to be less material – not worth it to factor in extra complexity


	4. Applying credibility for subgroups
	a) Proposed IRS mortality regulations require for plan-specific mortality tables, separate credibility analyses be performed for each subgroup within a plan.
	i) I.e each subgroup’s own experience and standard mortality table are used to set adjustment factor

	b) If plan not subject to IRS rules and if actuary does not believe mortality rates vary between groups - use a combined mortality experience study of all participants


	XI. Updating Existing Credibility Analysis
	1. Considerations when assessing frequency of experience studies
	a) Significant changes in plan design, population, and/or company-specific shocks
	b) Trends in industry mortality studies (e.g. change in longevity rate
	c) Time since last experience study

	2. Selecting relevant experience base mortality table in updated credibility analysis
	3. Use the most recent and appropriate standard mortality table as of the date of the valuation
	I.e. do not want to reflect the last credibility adjustment applied to the underlying standard mortality table – it will decrease accuracy regarding the new subject experience population and skew results
	a) Example 2 under Partial Credibility gives an adjustment of .741 to the standard valuation table, which was RP-2014 for males (Mort 1). The new study results in actual deaths of 650 (for the period 2016–2018). The new base table is RP-2014 for males...
	The new adjustment factor applied to Mort 2 is
	i) Step 1: Using normal distribution, p = 0.95 translates into a z-statistic of 1.96.
	ii) Step 2: A 5% margin of error means full credibility (counts-weighted) is achieved at 1,537 deaths,
	iii) Step 3: Since only 650 actual deaths, not enough for full credibility.
	iv) Step 4: Then Z = Squareroot of (650/1,537) =0.65.
	v) Step 5: 𝑓^ = A𝑁/𝐸𝑁𝑁= 650/1,390= 0.468
	vi) Step 6: Multiple = 0.468 ∙ 0.65 + (1 – 0.65) ∙ 1 = 0.654



	XII. Adjustments for plan experience are limited by
	1. Is there enough data to warrant an adjustment based on plan experience?
	a) No theoretical minimum – Generally need a relatively large data to factor in subject experience
	b) Actuaries to evaluate (from practical perspective), size of credibility factor that would render impact of actual plan experience so small that it would not be worth analysis.

	2. Is underlying shape of the subject experience different enough from standard tables – i.e.  simply shifting table would not appropriately reflect experience?
	a) actuary to evaluate if other methods (e.g. building table from scratch) is warranted and practical assuming there are sufficient data to consider this.


	Model of Long-Term Health Care Cost Trends in Canada  (the McMaster Model)
	a) Designed to make long-run forecast
	b) health care spending in the long-run is driven by prices, real income (GDP per capita), and excess growth factor representing the share of income a given society decides to allocate to health care

	Model Forecasts of Total Health Care Spending for Canada
	1. Forecast of Short-Term Growth (2015-2019) in Health Care Spending
	a) To develop the long-term projections, model relies on assumptions about short-term growth (2015-2019) in per capita total health care cost.
	b) National short-term growth differs from the plan-specific trend rates used by an actuary - Apply local information and estimation skills when setting
	i) short-term health care cost trend forecasts for the first five years
	ii) Convergence pattern to central long-run trend (reflecting the particulars of the specific groups, benefits, regional markets, or providers for the plan being valued)


	2. Baseline Assumptions
	a) Rate of growth of real GDP per capita + inflation (both projected by Finance Canada)
	b) Excess growth rate (EG) of 1.2% (average from 1984 to 2014)
	i) Unlike the US, there is no clear trend in the Canadian EG series


	3. Forecast of Long-Term Growth (2025 & Following) in Health Care Spending
	a) Inflation - Baseline value for long-term inflation is 2.5% (average over 1984-2014)
	b) Real GDP Per capita (Income) - Baseline value for annual growth in real GDP per capita is 1.5% (average over 1984-2014)

	4. Excess growth (EG) assumptions on trend and resistance share health care share of GDP in base year
	a) Values provided by Canadian Institute for Health Information.
	b) Trend of EG - Baseline value 1.2% (average over 1984-2014)

	5. Resistance share (RS) of health care expenditure in provincial budgets
	a) The baseline value for RS is 40% with a range of 30%-50%.
	b) McMaster Model assumes Resistance stems from public payers and provincial governments.
	i) Private payers follow government spending patterns (e.g. delisting of prescription drugs).


	6. Translate a share of health care in GDP into a share of provincial budgets spent on health care
	a) share of health care in provincial budgets from three known (two observed parameters and one forecast value) quantities: v =qr∗s,
	b) S is the share of health care in GDP - (Health care spending HCE divided by GDP) – forecast by the model
	c) q - Provincial share of total health care spending - Observed parameter - value set to 65.7%
	i) The drop in the share of provincial governments in HCE took place entirely after 1991
	ii) likely the result of fiscal decisions at the federal level and their impact on provincial budgets

	d) r - Share of provincial budgets in GDP (observed parameter
	i) Share of provincial budgets (PuB) in GDP has been relatively stable, at around 20%

	e) Ratio q⁄r - translate a share of health care in GDP into a share of health care in provincial budgets.
	i) If health care represents 10% of GDP - provinces will spend 30.845% (3.0845 = q/r = 0.657/0.213 of their budget on health care
	ii) If resistance starts when health care spending goes beyond 30% of provincial budgets on average, the share of health care in GDP triggering resistance would be 9.72% (0.3/3.0845=9.72%)


	7. Model assumes provinces would rein in health care spending after hitting resistance threshold
	a) Ratio of total provincial health care spending to total provincial budget is stabilized at around 38%
	b) 40% is a reasonable resistance share level for provincial budgets (Quebec is outlier at below 30%)
	i) Translate into a maximum tolerable share of GDP spent on health care of 13%.


	8. Number of years for EG to reach 0 after hitting resistance share
	a) Baseline value is 10 years with a model range of 5 to 15 years.
	b) Parameter indicates how rapidly policymakers respond (to bring health care spending in line with GDP growth) - Policy makers agree that governments could not do so in less than 10 years but a slower pace may not be seen as real action on their part


	Model Forecasts of Total Health Care Spending by Type of Service and Payer
	1. Step 1: Project total (all types of services) health care spending per capita at the national level.
	2. Step 2: Forecast spending per capita for each type of service based on past information on the share of each type of service in total spending in Canada and their variation over time:
	a) 𝐻CE𝑖,𝑡=α𝑖(𝑡).𝐻CE𝑡,
	b)  i - type of service (e.g. hospital, dental and vision, prescribed drugs) and the projected share of total spending on service “i” in total spending.

	3. Step 3: Project private spending.
	a) Model assumes within each type of service, private spending grows at the same rate as total spending: 𝛿PrHCE𝑖,𝑡=𝛿HCE𝑖,𝑡, where δ is rate of growth.
	b) Model assumes share of private spending for each type of service does not change.
	i) Within private spending, the shares of out-of-pocket and employer-based insurance remain constant. I.e. their rates of growth are all the same, i.e., 𝛿EPHCE𝑖,𝑡=𝛿PHCE𝑖,𝑡=𝛿HCE𝑖,𝑡
	ii) Public spending (PuHCE) is the complement to the private spending (PrHCE) in HCE (PuHCE = HCE - PrHCE).

	c) Forecasting the Share of Each Type of Service
	i) Baseline Values - The model breaks down the total health care cost forecast by type of service (e.g. hospital, dental and vision, prescribed drugs), with assumptions about the share of each type of service derived from historical data
	ii) Forecasts are done separately for each type of service
	iii) Therefore, shares do not sum to 100% in a given year.  need to prorate shares to make the sum equal 100% in every year - (projected value multiplied by the ratio of 100 to the sum of the projected values.)

	d) Forecasting of Health Care Spending by Type of Payer
	i) Model projects the private share for each type of service for Canada as a whole - Does not account for the distribution between out-of-pocket and private insurers.
	ii) Historical data shows that the private shares are almost constant - model assumes that the private share in each type of service is constant - .e. private spending would grow at the same rate as total spending for each type of service.

	e) These changes in the values of parameters must apply to all provinces collectively.

	4. Step 4 - to project spending in each province by expenditure category
	a) Model allows provincial variation around the general trend:  P𝑥𝐻CE𝑖,𝑗,𝑡=𝛾0,𝑗+𝛾1𝑃𝑥𝐻CE𝑖,𝑡+𝛾2𝑡+𝜖𝑖,𝑗,𝑡
	i) x standing for r (private) or u (public).
	ii) Gammas are estimated based on past data and are the same for all services and funders.
	iii) They allow for fixed provincial differences in rates of growth of spending

	b) Model projects a share of national health care expenditures for each province, assuming it applies uniformly to all types of service (based on empirical validation)
	c) After projecting the provincial shares of spending, provincial spending by type of service and payer is calculated by multiplying the province share by the level of expenditure for Canada as a whole for a given type of service and for a given type ...


	Accuracy, Uncertainty, and Suggestions for User Inputs
	1. 2 main sources of uncertainty in the forecast results
	a) In generating future values for the main drivers of health care spending (income and price)
	i) I.e. The value of EG that is predicted in the short run.
	ii) User can change this parameter – must remember that it applies to the national trend only

	b) In generating the excess growth in the future (difference between the rate of growth of health care spending and the rate of growth of nominal GDP).
	i) i.e. the RS value and grade down period (years needed to bring EG down to 0 after RS is reached
	ii) Users can change these values
	iii) Use cumulative annual excess growth to compare forecasts under various assumptions regarding the values of RS and the grade-down period.


	2. The only additional source of uncertainty in the disaggregated model is at the provincial level. (Historically the trend is very stable)
	a) Provinces can diverge in their inflation rate for a given number of years – an input parameter
	b) Baseline version sets the number before convergence (all provinces have the same inflation rate) at 10 years, but user can change this parameter
	c) Use the cumulative yearly EG to establish boundaries on the variation in results around the baseline scenario



	DAC SM Objective 7.pdf
	I. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
	1. General procedures
	a. identify the purpose of the measurement
	b. identify the measurement date
	c. identify plan provisions applicable to the measurement and any associated valuation issues
	d. gather necessary data
	e. obtain from the principal other necessary information
	f. select assumptions
	g. measure accrued or vested benefits, if applicable
	h. measure market-consistent present values, if applicable
	i. calculate a low-default-risk obligation measure, if applicable
	j. reflect how plan or plan sponsor assets as of the measurement date are reported, if applicable
	k. select an actuarial cost method, if applicable
	l. select an amortization method, if applicable
	m. select an asset valuation method, if applicable
	n. select an output smoothing method, if applicable
	o. select a cost allocation procedure or contribution allocation procedure, if applicable
	p. assess the implications of the contribution allocation procedure or plan’s funding policy, if applicable
	q. consider contribution lag, if applicable
	r. calculate a reasonable actuarially determined contribution, if applicable (section 3.21);
	s. perform a gain and loss analysis, if applicable
	t. consider sources of significant volatility, if applicable
	u. assess the assumptions and methods not selected by the actuary, if applicable (section 3.24);
	v. consider preparing and retaining documentation

	2. Reflect the purpose of measurement E.g.
	a. determining periodic costs or actuarially determined contributions;
	b. assessing funded status;
	c. pricing benefit provisions;
	d. comparing benefit provisions between plans;
	e. determining withdrawal liabilities or benefit plan settlements;
	f. measuring pension obligations for plan sponsor mergers and acquisitions.

	3. Measurement date considerations
	a. Information as of a different date
	b. Events after measurement date
	c. Adjustment of prior measurement

	4. Plan Provision - should reflect all significant plan provisions known, as appropriate for the purpose
	a. Must reflect changes if effective on measurement date
	b. may reflect post-measurement date adoption
	c. Proposed changes – if appropriate for purpose of measurement
	d. Provisions difficult to measure with traditional actuarial method
	i. E.g. gain sharing provision, floor offset provisions
	ii. Consider using alternative valuation method (e.g. stochastic modeling)


	5. Data
	a. Participants - include all (unless e.g. below min. age / service level); may include future entrants
	b. Hypothetical data  (assumed characteristic of current or future mbrs)

	6. Obtain other information from the Principal (e.g. accounting policies, funding elections)
	7. Actuarial assumptions (see ASOP 27 and ASOP 35)
	8. Measuring value of accrued or vested benefits – consider
	a. Relevant plan provision and law
	b. Plan status (termination or still ongoing)
	c. Payable contingencies (may differ for ongoing-basis / termination-basis measurements)
	d. Extent eligibility requirement are satisfied or to which future service/ future age satisfy eligibility
	e. Extent of vested or accrued death, disability or other ancillary benefits
	f. If the provisions on benefits earned provide an appropriate attribution pattern
	g. Impact of special event
	i. Likely effect of event on continued employment and participant behavior (E.g. from subsidized payment options)
	ii. Plan termination expenses
	iii. Likely changes in investment policy


	9. Market consistent PV
	a. Select assumptions based on actuary's observation of estimates inherent in market data
	b. Reflect benefits earned as of measurement date
	c. May reflect benefit payment default risk or sponsor’s financial health

	10. For funding valuation, disclose a low-default-risk obligation measure of the benefits earned / costs accrued at least once a year
	a. Use immediate gain actuarial cost method.
	b. Select discount rate derived from low-default-risk fixed income securities with similar cash flow pattern as expected benefit payout
	i. E.g. US Treasury yields; implicit settlement rates including payment of lump sums and purchases of annuities; yields on highest rated corporate or tax-exempt general obligation municipal bonds; non-stabilized ERISA funding rates for single employer...

	c. Consider alternative valuation procedures for difficult to measure plan provisions by the usual methods e.g .for benefits affected by actual returns / market index movements
	d. Do not reflect benefit payment default risk or sponsor’s financial health.
	e. Other than discount rate, may use
	i. same assumptions as for the funding valuation
	ii. other assumptions consistent with the discount rate and reasonable for the purpose

	f. Use professional judgment to decide on the appropriate commentary for the intended user: to understand the significance of the low-default-risk obligation measure on funded status, contributions and benefit security.

	11. Relationship between asset and obligation measurement
	a. Reflect how plan or plan sponsor assets as of the measurement date are reported. e.g. if assets have been reduced to reflect a lump sum paid)

	12. Select an actuarial cost method that satisfy
	a. the period of normal costs allocation begins no earlier than the hire date and does not go past the last assumed retirement age. May apply the allocation period on an individual or to groups of participants on aggregate basis
	b. the attribution of normal costs relates to the benefit formula / participant’s compensation or service. May apply the attribution basis on an individual or group basis.
	c. expenses are considered when assigning periodic costs or actuarially determined contributions to time periods (E.g. add to the normal cost, adjust the return assumption / discount rate)
	d. Sum of the actuarial accrued liability and the actuarial present value of future normal costs equals the actuarial present value of projected benefits and expenses if expenses are included in liability and normal cost.
	e. Under a spread gain actuarial cost method, the sum of the actuarial value of assets and the unfunded actuarial accrued liability is the actuarial accrued liability.
	i. Also need to disclose a funded status using an immediate gain actuarial cost method


	13. Amortization Method
	a. Select a method for each amortization base that is expected to produce amortization payments that fully amortize the amortization base within a reasonable time period or reduce the outstanding balance by a reasonable amount each year. To determine ...
	i. is it an open or closed method
	ii. source of amortization base
	iii. anticipated amortization payments pattern including length of time until amortization payments exceed nominal interest on the outstanding balance
	iv. is amortization base positive or negative;
	v. Duration of the actuarial accrued liability;
	vi. average remaining service lifetime of active participants;
	vii. plan funded status or period to plan insolvency

	b. Select an amortization method that is expected to produce total amortization payments that are expected to fully amortize the unfunded actuarial accrued liability within a reasonable time period or reduce the unfunded actuarial accrued liability by...
	i. Assess if the unfunded liability is expected to be fully amortized.
	ii. Assume all assumptions will be realized and actuarially determined contributions made


	14. Asset Valuation Method (see ASOP No. 44)
	a. Select a method that results in a reasonable relationship between the smoothed contribution and the corresponding actuarially determined contribution without output smoothing.
	b. Reasonable relationship includes
	i. Output smoothing method produces a value that does not fall below a reasonable range around the corresponding actuarially determined contribution without output smoothing;
	ii. any shortfalls of the smoothed contribution to the corresponding actuarially determined contribution without output smoothing are recognized within a reasonable period of time.

	a. the balance among benefit security, intergenerational equity, and stability or predictability of periodic costs or actuarially determined contributions;
	b. timing and duration of expected benefit payments
	c. the nature and frequency of plan amendments;
	d. other relevant input: desire to achieve a target funding level within a specified time frame
	a. Select a contribution allocation procedure consistent with the plan accumulating adequate assets to pay benefits assuming that all assumptions will be realized and contributions made
	b. Sometimes it is not possible E.g.
	i. a plan covering a sole proprietor with funding that continues past an expected retirement date with payment due in a lump sum;
	ii. using the aggregate actuarial cost method for a plan covering three employees, in which the principal is near retirement and the other employees are relatively young;
	iii. an amendment with an amortization period so long that overall plan actuarially determined scheduled contributions would occur too late to pay benefit

	a. Actuary to do
	i. Qualitatively assess the implications of the contribution allocation procedure or funding policy on the plan’s expected future contributions and funded status;
	ii. Estimate how long before contribution set by the contribution allocation procedure/funding policy is expected to exceed the normal cost, plus interest on the unfunded liability
	iii. Estimate the period for the unfunded liability to be fully amortized;
	iv. assess whether the contribution allocation procedure / funding policy is significantly inconsistent with asset accumulation, and estimate the approximate time until assets are depleted.

	b. prescribed contributions (by law or by a contract) constitute a funding policy.
	c. May presume that all assumptions will be realized and all contributions set by allocation procedure/ funding policy made
	a. all significant assumptions selected by the actuary are reasonable, all significant prescribed assumptions or methods set by another party do not significantly conflict with what in the actuary’s professional judgment is reasonable in accordance wi...
	b. For actuarial cost method with individual attribution, each participant’s normal cost should be based on the plan provisions applicable to that participant;
	c. See above sections for amortization method, asset valuation method, output smoothing metho
	d. Contribution allocation procedure should be consistent with plan accumulating adequate assets for benefits payments, assuming that all assumptions will be realized and all contributions made
	a. unless the actuary judged that successive gain and loss analyses inappropriate for assessing the reasonableness of the assumptions.
	i. e.g. if a single individual accounts for most of the plan’s accrued liability.

	b. If the analysis is performed, at least separate the total into investment gain or loss and other gain or loss
	a. If the purpose includes an analysis of the potential range of future pension obligations, periodic costs, actuarially determined contributions, or funded status, should consider significant sources of volatility:
	i. Experience differs from assumptions, and effect of new entrants;
	ii. Changes in economic or demographic assumptions;
	iii. Effect of discontinuities in applicable law or accounting standards, such as full funding limitations, the end of amortization periods, or liability recognition triggers;
	iv. Delayed effect of smoothing techniques e.g. pending recognition of prior experience losses;
	v. patterns of rising or falling periodic cost expected when using a particular actuarial cost method for the plan population.

	a. Assessment needed unless they are prescribed assumptions or methods or actuary unable to assess for reasonableness for the purpose
	b. Reasonable assumptions or methods include those the actuary would have selected for the measurement.
	c. Determine whether the assumption or method significantly conflicts with what actuary judged to be reasonable for the purpose - disclose conflict if any
	a. E.g. when
	i. actuary expects the results to be substantially the same as detailed calculations
	ii. the assignment requires informal or rough estimates; and
	iii. actuary expects the amounts being approximated or estimated be only a minor part of the overall obligation, periodic cost, or actuarially determined contribution.

	b. Use professional judgment to establish a balance between the degree of refinement of methodology and whether the impact on the results is material
	a. Preparing in a form such that another actuary can assess the reasonableness of the work.
	b. Degree of documentation should be based on professional judgment, may vary with the complexity and purpose
	c. Also refer to ASOP No. 41


	II. COMMUNICATION AND DISCLOSURES
	a. statement of the purpose of the measurement and a statement to the effect that the measurement may not be applicable for other purposes
	b. Measurement date
	c. Describe adjustments made for events after the measurement date
	d. Describe adjustments of prior measurements
	e. Outline or summary of the plan provisions, known changes in significant plan provisions since last valuation
	f. Describe valuation procedures used to value any significant difficult to measure plan provisions (see relevant section above), such that another actuary can assess the reasonableness of the work
	g. the compilation date(s) of participants and financial information
	h. Summary of the participant information
	i. if hypothetical data are used, a description of the data
	j. Describe accounting policies or funding elections pertinent to the measurement
	k. Describe known changes in significant assumptions and methods from the last valuation
	i. Unless they are prescribed assumption or method, explain reasons for the changes
	ii. explanation may be brief but should be pertinent

	l. Statement indicating whether, in the actuary’s professional judgment, the combined effect of the assumptions is expected to have no significant bias except when provisions for adverse deviation are included or when alternative assumptions are used ...
	i. Prescribed assumptions
	ii. Assumptions not selected by the actuary and the actuary is unable to assess for reasonableness)

	m. Describe the types of benefits regarded as accrued or vested and the extent of the attribution pattern of accrued benefits differs from or is not described by the plan provisions, a description of the attribution pattern
	n. For market-consistent present value measurement, describe whether and how benefit payment default risk or sponsor’s financial health was included
	o. if applicable, a low-default-risk obligation measure. Also disclose
	i. Discount rate(s) and rationale for selection
	ii. Other significant assumptions different from the funding valuation assumptions and rationale for selection
	iii. immediate gain actuarial cost method
	iv. Valuation procedures that differ from those used in the funding valuation to value any significant plan provisions that are difficult to measure; such that another actuary can assess the reasonableness of the work;
	v. Commentary to help the intended user understand the significance of the low-default-risk obligation measure on funded status, contributions, and benefit security
	vi. Actuarial cost method and the manner in which normal costs are allocated; such that another actuary can understand the significant characteristics of the method
	vii. if applicable, describe particular measures of assets and obligations included in the disclosure of the plan’s funded status. For non-prescribed funded status measurements, accompany this description with each of the following additional disclosu...
	viii. funded status based on an immediate gain actuarial cost method if the actuary discloses a funded status based on a spread gain actuarial cost method.  Describe immediate gain actuarial cost method used
	ix. the remaining balance to be amortized, remaining amortization period, and the amortization payment included in the periodic cost or contribution for each amortization base along with a disclosure if the unfunded actuarial accrued liability is not ...
	x. Describe any output smoothing method used. If used, disclose the corresponding actuarially determined contribution without output smoothing
	xi. Describe cost / contribution allocation procedure; amortization method and any pay-as you-go funding
	xii. For non-prescribed assumption/method, describe all changes in the procedures, including the resetting of an actuarial asset value. Disclose the reason for the change and the general effects of the change on relevant periodic contribution, funded ...
	xiii. Qualitative description of the implications of the contribution allocation procedure / funding policy on future expected contributions and funded status. Disclose significant characteristics of the contribution allocation procedure / funding pol...
	xiv. if applicable, an estimate of how long before any contribution is expected to exceed the normal cost, plus interest on the unfunded actuarial accrued liability
	xv. Estimate of the period over which the unfunded actuarial accrued liability is expected to be fully amortized

	a. State the source of any material assumptions / methods not selected by the actuary.  For non-prescribed assumption/methods, identify
	a. reliance on other sources and thereby disclaims responsibility for any material assumption or method selected by a party other than the actuary;
	b. if in the actuary’s professional judgment, the actuary has deviated materially from the guidance of this ASOP.

	III. DEVELOPING AN M&A STRATEGY
	1. 2 overarching concerns
	a. Minimize plan costs - focus on the most cost-efficient way to address obligations. E.g. Avoid multiple plan costs
	i. Merge the acquired company’s plan into the surviving plan with no significant plan changes
	ii. Terminate the plan (may not be the most appropriate due to leakage concerns)

	b. Minimize plan disruption - focus on accommodating the needs of different employee groups E.g. maintain separate plans

	2. Sponsors may also want to consider additional opportunities e.g. changing plan providers, revising the investment menu, or outsourcing certain administrative tasks.
	3. Before starting a plan conversion
	a. Locate and review plan documents and amendments
	b. Determine warranted revisions to plan documents
	c. Review service agreements to identify any discontinuation periods, contract terms, or surrender penalties if to remove a provider or investments
	d. Identify any notifications that must be communicated in writing to providers that are no longer going to be part of the plan, and determine deadlines for delivering these notices

	4. Take stock of the situation  - Identify the requirements that impact their specific situations
	a. The options available may be dictated by the type of transaction
	i. E.g. Stock acquisition, asset acquisition, collective bargaining agreements with union

	b. The acquired plan may have “protected benefits” e.g. vesting / withdrawal provisions, definition of normal retirement age.
	i. If these are better than the acquirer’s plan, determine if it is better to merge the plans and create carve-outs for groups of employees.
	ii. If the carve-outs are too extensive, keeping separate plans may be more judicious
	iii. Next step is nondiscrimination testing

	c. Before M&A closes, must consider the respective plans benefits - options may be limited after the transaction
	d. Should complete a compliance review on both plans

	5. Conduct a compliance review
	a. Make sure both plans remain compliant (i.e. Qualified plans). Use the review to
	i. compare plan designs, provisions, objectives, investments, administration, communication, education, and contribution amounts
	ii. identify potential obstacles to compliance before a course of action is determined.



	IV. CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES
	1. When acquirer has a retirement plan but not the acquiree - Absorb new employees into the existing plan after deciding
	a. Whether to count prior service of new employees towards eligibility and vesting requirements?
	b. Same benefits as for the other employees?
	i. If different benefits, can add cost from complexity,
	ii. Plus require additional nondiscrimination testing.


	2. When both the acquirer and acquiree have retirement plans and the acquirer is obliged to sponsor the acquiree’s plan - to decide keep them separate or merge into one plan
	a. Do cost benefit analysis to aid decision (keeping separate plans is administratively very costly)
	b. Do coverage testing to ensure plans can stand alone or the plans will be required to be aggregated.
	c. Additional nondiscrimination testing to ensure no disproportionately favoring of  highly compensated employees.

	3. When both the acquirer and acquiree have retirement plans but the acquirer is not obliged to sponsor the acquiree’s plan -
	a. Acquirer does not take ownership of the acquiree’s plan
	i. The acquiree can terminate the plan (i.e. acquriee has no plan - see 1. above)
	ii. New employees may be able to roll over their accounts from the terminating plan, need due diligence on the terminating plan to ensure no compliance issues.

	b. Acquirer takes ownership of the acquiree’s plan (i.e. acquiree has plan, see 2. above)

	4. Upon plan termination, all participants become immediately vested regardless of vesting criteria.
	a. Employees often take lump sum distributions rather than rolling into another plan
	b. i.e. leakage - Employees will forfeit some retirement savings to taxes.
	c. Employers who want to help employees save often try to avoid leakage


	V. CONSIDERATIONS WHEN A CONTROLLED GROUP EXISTS
	1. If a controlled group exists, must review both plans to determine whether highly compensated employees are treated more favorably.
	a. Non-discrimination testing) may indicate the need to have similar plan provisions apply to all employees.
	b. If either plan fails the minimum coverage testing as “disaggregated” (or tested separately),
	i. Expand the coverage under the plan that failed the testing (can be costly) or Consolidate the 2 plans (can be complicated)
	ii. Thus, important to determine a strategy best for sponsor and employees



	VI. PRE-CONVERSION ASSESSMENT FOR PLAN MERGER
	1. Key steps for the acquirer keeping ts existing plan due to familiarity:
	a. Reevaluate features and benefits of the existing plan and identify improvement areas
	b. Get information on similar plans by other providers - examine if features are competitive.
	c. Survey current participants and examine data to identify troubling trends e,g on investment options, participation rates, and deferral rat
	d. Locate and review plan documents and amendments
	e. Determine if need revisions to the plan documents
	f. Review service agreements and contracts to identify applicable discontinuation periods, contract terms, or surrender penalties
	g. Examine service agreements for required written notifications to providers that may be eliminated
	h. Determine deadlines for delivering these notices
	i. Collect current 5500 forms and nondiscrimination tests results, and if applicable offer to any prospective plan providers

	2. Assessment may identify additional opportunities e.g. outsourcing

	VII. PLAN PROVIDER REQUIREMENTS
	1. Provide to plan provider to determine the best way to implement the conversion
	a. Contracts and service agreements
	b. A list of all available investment options with corresponding ticker/CUSIPs
	c. A written description of any liquidity restrictions that may apply to a specific fund
	d. A written estimate of fees, market value adjustment options, surrender penalties, short-term trading fees, or other applicable contract termination charges
	e. Confirmation of notification lead times that may apply if assets are transferred to another vendor
	f. Contract expiration dates (if applicable)
	g. For 403(b) plans, confirmation of assets that are available to transfer based on plan sponsor direction versus individual participant direction


	VIII. REAFFIRM OR REEVALUATE THE INVESTMENT MENU
	1. Acquiree’s employees may have different risk tolerance than the acquirer’s
	2. Fiduciary responsibilities include address the different investment needs of new employees
	3. Sponsors should compare all investment options in both plans and identify the asset classes and types of options that will be available to all participants.
	4. Discuss with advisors re: current and prospective investment options to fully understand the advantages each option
	5. To evaluate investment needs, ask
	a. Is the investment lineup sufficient for all plan participants?
	b. Are there important differences in the types of investments being used by employees in the acquired group that need to be accommodated in the new plan?
	c. What share classes are used in the plans?
	d. Are lower-cost alternatives warranted?
	e. Will any investments impose a withdrawal charge if transferred? If so, how will the situation be handled and who will bear the cost?
	f. Are participants getting enough guidance and advice to make informed decisions? Could they benefit from having more “prepackaged” or “managed” solutions such as target date funds, managed accounts, or other solutions that help them build their inve...

	6. If to keep any funds in the acquiree’s plan, can the current provider keep those funds on its platform?
	7. Develop a strategy to map current holdings to similar investments under the new plan.
	8. Plan providers should propose an appropriate mapping strategy, or be able to transfer investment options “in kind” to its platform to help avoid asset liquidation during the transition. (I.e. participants don’t need to take any action)

	IX. HANDLING EXISTING PLAN ASSETS IN A TERMINATED PLAN
	1. Employees can either roll over their assets to the new provider or withdraw assets subject to applicable tax requirements.
	2. It may be beneficial to develop a rollover strategy for “bulk” rollovers, where all rollover requests are combined and the assets are moved in bulk.
	a. easier rollover process for participants and can reduce leakage


	X. DETERMINING PROVIDER CAPABILITIES
	1. Will the provider assign a dedicated conversion project manager and team to facilitate the conversion from beginning to end?
	a. If the provider has not done this in the past, experience may be lacking.
	a. Most conversions take about 3 months. If the provider's estimate is shorter, may not be able to deliver on promises or satisfy expectations.
	a. Sponsors should have their plan advisors review this document to confirm that all necessary steps have been identified and addressed, and that the timeline is realistic.
	a. The provider should be able to describe in detail exactly how the conversion is coordinated with subsequent ongoing service efforts to facilitate administration, participant communications, and other aspects of the plan.
	a. Providers should specifically reference other companies they’ve worked with in the past and share insights about their experiences.
	b. Sponsors should find out what went right and what went wrong, as this knowledge can be invaluable in gaining perspective about what to expect, what to avoid, and how to take control of the situation.


	XI. DEVELOP COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES IN ADVANCE
	a. Evaluate the most effective way to connect with employees
	b. Providers’ recommendations should encompass multiple communication methods to ensure all messages are on target and broadly distributed.
	c. Communications should not occur at peak production periods for various employees groups  Being sensitive to the business patterns of the acquired company
	d. Avoid communicating plan changes during holiday periods.
	e. Important if conversion has “blackout periods” when employees cannot access to their accounts.
	f. Evaluate how to distribute important information to employees e.g. Email, internal distribution, mail to home address)
	g. Use employer-sponsored group meetings, emails, or bulletin boards to promote interest around changes to the retirement plan.
	h. Determine if it will be effective to engage key employee segments E.g. managers to serve as advocates
	i. Endorsements from a trusted source can be extremely helpful in reassuring and engaging employees

	I. Summary
	1. The following framework suggests how a non-US company, which purchases a US subsidiary, handles qualified, non-qualified pension plans and post-retirement benefits.
	2. M&A activities have 5 critical stages:
	a) Due diligence
	b) Effecting the transaction
	c) Understanding the complex transition issues
	d) Designing retirement program after the sale
	e) Management after the sale


	II. due diligence
	1. Before entering into a negotiation
	2. Goals: identify, quantify, and obtain coverage for all risks and liabilities, e.g.
	a) 100% know the compensation
	i) when the richest benefits are given to what group,
	ii) non-compliance with local standards,
	iii) hidden benefit subsidies,
	iv) benefits triggered upon the sales,
	v) undocumented promises, etc

	b) HR structure,
	c) organizational culture

	3. Identify all financial implications, and put them in the transaction agreement
	4. Potential buyer walks away if the acquired business cannot be integrated to the parent company
	5. Complete the checklist of Appendix A

	III. effecting the transaction
	1. Complete the checklist of Appendix B
	2. The buyer expects the pension liabilities be fully funded
	3. Valuating pension liabilities
	a) are valued on ERISA Section 4044 (PBGC assumptions), a set of prescribed assumptions;
	b) can be valued on FAS, a set of liberal assumptions

	4. Transferring assets
	a) Complex formula, can take as long as 6 months after the closing date.
	b) If fully funded, assets = liabilities @ PBGC assumptions
	c) If partially funded, complex allocation

	5. Risk to buyers, insufficient assets to back liabilities => reduce acquisition price!
	6. Non-US company buys a US company, pension actuary advises client,
	a) Complying US pension laws, IRS, PBGC,
	b) regulatory communication requirements,
	c) more supplementary communication materials


	IV. understanding complex transition issues
	1. If your client buys a US company, a consultant can create a service package that targets (a) HR Managers, (b) ERISA compliance, (c) investment, and (d) regulatory requirements
	2. Pension actuary reminds the buyer of more work to do:
	a) Difficult for the first-time buyer of a US company
	i) Administration
	ii) Regulations (PBGC)
	iii) Communication
	iv) Disclosures (FAS, IAS)


	3. Risks to HR managers
	a) If not managed well, litigation, fines by the regulator
	i) fiduciary responsibilities (imposed by ERISA) and
	ii) corporate governance duties, i.e. compensation philosophy reflects corporate values, HR managers need to explain compensation concepts to the Board!


	4. The buyer needs to comply with all ERISA rules in order to enjoy
	a) Tax deductible ER cont
	b) Tax-deferred investment earnings
	c) Tax-deferred benefits

	5. Investment actuary re-visits investment policy, asset mix, nature of the investments

	V. designing the buyer’s pension plan after the sale
	1. After the US company is acquired, the parent company may design a new pension plan for the new EE.
	2. How to design a new plan? The new plan must reflect why the parent company acquired the US company. This ensures long term success.

	VI. Managing the buyer’s pension plan
	1. A buyer acquires a US company because of profit motive. Consultant needs to help client make money, minimize negative financial surprise of the pension plan

	VII. questions
	1. In assisting your client in M&A activities, briefly explain what critical stages must be gone through? In each stage, what problems and risks to the buyer will surface and how to combat them!

	I. Purpose, Scope, and EFFECTIVE DATE
	1. Purpose - Provide guidance re retiree group bft plans
	2. Scope
	a) Measurement of obligation
	b) Assigning value of retiree group bft program obligation to time periods
	c) Development of cost allocation process
	d) Level and types of bfts supportable by periodic costs or actuarially determined cont
	e) Project of obligations, periodic costs or actuarially determined cont


	II. Trend Analysis of Issues and Recommended Practices
	General procedures
	1. Identify purpose of measurement
	2. Identify measurement date
	3. Develop model that represents known plan provisions, covered population and current benefit costs
	4. Evaluate data quality and consistency. Make appropriate adjustments
	5. Identify significant administrative inconsistencies. Make adjustments or disclose the inconsistency
	6. Obtain other information necessary for valuation
	7. Select actuarial assumption
	8. Evaluate assets
	9. Consider how to measure accrued or vested bfts
	10. Consider how to measure market-consistent PV
	11. Reflect how retiree group bfts program or sponsor assets are reported
	12. Select actuarial cost method and cost allocation procedure / cont. allocation procedure
	13. Assess implication of contribution allocation procedure or funding policy
	14. Use of approximation or estimates
	15. Test results for reasonableness
	16. Evaluate prescribed assumptions and methods set by another party if any
	Purpose of measurement
	1. Projection or point in time type of measurement
	2. Uncertainty or risk (inherent in assumptions and methods)
	Measurement date considerations
	1. Information as of a different date
	2. Events after measurement date
	Modeling Plan Provisions
	1. Components of Modeled Plan:
	a) Covered Benefits (e.g. reimbursement for covered services)
	b) Eligibility conditions (e.g. age, service, employment classification)
	c) Benefit Limitations, Exclusions (e.g. lifetime max and Cost-Sharing Provisions (e.g. deductibles, coinsurance)
	d) Participant Contributions – Affect participation rates and adverse selection, impacting per capita claim rates
	i) Post-retirement contribution formula – Reflect actual contribution level
	ii) Post-retirement Contribution reasonableness
	iii) Pre-retirement active employee contributions (to earn retiree benefit eligibility) i.e. Impact on future benefit eligibility and employer costs
	iv) Contributions as defined by limits on plan sponsor costs

	e) Payment from other sources (e.g. retiree medical savings a/c)
	f) Health care delivery system attributes
	g) Bft options
	h) Anticipated future changes

	Historical practices should be considered
	1. Claims Payment Practices – inconsistency between benefits provided and what sponsor conveyed
	2. Pattern of Plan Changes – any pattern of regular changes
	3. Government Programs – consider historically enacted legal / administrative policy changes in public programs
	Reviewing the Modeled Plan – Is administration deviation temporary or permanent?
	Measurement results by Category (E.g. Medical vs. dental; retiree vs. spouse)
	1. May arise from assignment nature or integrity assessment of measurement model
	Modeling Covered Population
	1. Census Data – collect sufficient census data (grouped / individual)
	2. Employees currently not accruing benefits / making pre-retirement contributions– Will they resume benefit accruals / contributions
	3. Contingent Participants (E.g. Re-entry assumption for opt out members)
	4. Spouses and Surviving dependents (E.g. Different benefits, mortality, Medicare eligibility from participant)
	5. Appropriateness of data if use pension plan date for valuing retiree group bfts
	a) Retirees covered for retiree group benefits but not pension. Vice versa
	b) Provisions affecting certain employees (e.g. exclusion of certain employees from pension plan but not retiree group benefits)

	6. Use of Groupings – Allowed but not to affect measurement materially
	a) Group on common demographics / similar expected costs and features
	b) Hypothetical data (I.e. based on assumed demographic characteristics)

	Modeling Initial Per Capita Health Care Rates
	1. Assumed per capita health care rates – basis of initial annual benefit costs for estimating future health care obligations
	2. Preferred method: Develop annual per capita health care rates from claim experience
	3. Considerations of ratemaking when projecting benefits costs over long term
	a) Net Aggregate Claims Data include
	i) Paid Claims – difference between paid and incurred claims.
	ii) Gross Claim components – Data may only show net payments or other elements of gross claims. Determine assumption from net or gross payments

	b) Exposure Data – Historical, different from census data
	i) Segment exposure data by age / gender or retiree / spouse / dependent

	c) Use of Multiple Claims Experience Periods – adjust to comparable bases
	i) Consider applicability of each period based on elapsed time and changes required to adjust to comparable bases
	ii) May smooth historical irregularities and weight experience period

	d) Credibility
	i) For doubtful data, use relevant normative data / active plan experience on the same group. Make appropriate adjustments
	ii) Use supplementary data and professional judgment to validate / adjust / replace plan experience data

	e) Use of Premium
	i) 1 basis of initial per capita health care rates, adjusted for benefit levels, covered population or administrations (Such usage must be disclosed)
	ii) Note actual health insurance cost varies by age but not premium rates paid by employer

	f) Impact of Medicare and Other Offsets (e.g. workers compensation)
	i) Separate per capita health care rates for Medicare-eligible participants (when Medicare is significant), with adjustments for other offsets
	ii) Keep abreast of continual legal revisions

	g) Age-Specific Claims Rate
	i) General principles – based on affected group demographics and total expected claims or premiums
	ii) Pooled health plans (include community rated plans) - Use age bands if for group valued on a distribution table for the total number of covered health plan mbrs by age or age and gender or age specific costs on manual rates
	iii) Possible exceptions (i.e. w/o adjustment for age)
	Purpose of measurement (e.g. projection of short-term cash flow)
	impact of age-specific costs not material
	No age-related implicit subsidies between actives and retirees
	whether pooled health plan and premium structure sustainable

	h) Adjustment for Plan Design Changes
	i) Adjustment for Administrative Practices
	i) Claims adjudication – impact on overall cost and utilization rate
	ii) Enrollment Practices – impact on participation and health care costs

	j) Adjustment for Large Individual Claims (e.g. Size, frequency, prevalence)
	i) Review stop-loss coverage (Consider financial impact in all projections)
	ii) Review other large claims (those that may be below stop-loss coverage level)

	k) Adjustment for Trend – reflect past trend
	i) Use separate past trend for major cost component (e.g. drug, hospital)
	ii) May include experience from outside the plan

	l) Adjustment when plan sponsor is also a provider
	i) Analyze charges incurred and reimbursements received by sponsor-provider

	m) Use of Other Modeling Technique (must be disclosed)
	i) E.g. Models that project a distribution of expected claims with an associated probability distribution

	n) Admin.  and other expenses (e.g. Per capita basis / % of claims / in claims rate)

	Modeling the Cost of Death Benefits
	1. How are these benefits provided? (e.g. Directly from sponsor / Insurer)
	2. Include dividends, retiree contributions, carrier administrative expenses, risk charges
	3. Reflect appropriate cost by age in projection model (actual cost varies by age)
	Model Consistency and Data Quality
	1. Coverage and Classification Data
	a) Impact of coverage distinction (HMO vs. Indemnity plans) and classification distinction (hourly vs. salary) on benefit availability among participants

	2. Consistency (disclose significant unresolved inconsistency)
	a) Program Operations
	b) Medicare-related data
	c) Demographic distinction
	d) Sources of Data
	i) Census Data – Should accurately reflect plan participation
	ii) Claims Payment Data
	iii) Data Quality at Each Level of Usage (If combine / separate data, review if such data still suitable for purpose)


	Administrative Inconsistency
	1. Discuss with sponsor / administrator
	2. Adjust model consistent to measurement purpose
	3. Documentation
	4. Disclose significant unresolved inconsistency
	Other Info from Principal (e.g. accounting policies, funding elections)
	Projection Assumptions – Economic assumption not covered in ASOP 27)
	1. Health Care Cost Trend Rate
	a) Separate trend rate for major cost components (e.g. Hospital, drug) or consider components when setting an aggregate trend rate

	2. Other Cost Change Rates (e.g. cost of life / long term care insurance)
	3. Participant contribution changes
	a) Plan with contribution requirement - Related to economic assumptions
	b) Plan without contribution requirement but may be required in future
	c) Determine occurrence of such requirements during measurement period and model subsequent increases

	4. Adverse Selection
	a) does not require assumption on adverse selection
	b) Should adjust for any drop in participation due to adverse selection
	c) Document how adverse deviation is reflected in measurement

	Projection Assumptions – Demographic Assumptions
	1. Comply with ASOP #35 but refine for differences between retiree group benefit and pension obligations
	2. Assumptions based on Pension-Liability-Weighted Experience – Appropriate for retiree group benefits?
	3. Disability – Be consistent with coverage provided
	4. Retirement
	a) Critical for retiree health plan (higher coverage before Medicare).
	b) Select explicit age-related retirements rates (not singe age)

	5. Mortality – reflect future mortality improvements
	a) Use gender-specific mortality tables (vs. unisex)

	6. Coverage Assumptions
	a) Plan Participations
	i) Consider empirical data on plan participation
	ii) Factors: eligibility rules, plan choices, contribution rates and changes

	b) Spouse and Dependent Coverage
	i) Use separate spouse coverage rates for males / females if gender mix of future retirees and retired plan participants differ
	ii) Spouse and Dependent Age - Use actual age if available


	7. Effect of Plan Changes on Assumptions
	a) Are assumptions used to measure overall plan obligations suitable for specific plan change element?
	b) May derive assumptions for possible future plan change

	8. Assumptions Considered Individually and In Relation to Other Assumptions
	a) Individual assumption must be reasonable and also consistent with others
	b) Consider degree of uncertainty, potential fluctuation and impact in selection

	9. Changes in Assumptions
	a) Are other assumptions still consistent with the changed one

	Assets
	1. A/c for dedicated assets
	a) Determine appropriate value of insurance policy held as such

	2. Consider any additional restrictions on what assets can be taken into account that are imposed by purpose of measurement (e.g. a/c standards)
	a) Sometimes can also count non-dedicated assets
	Measuring value of accrued or vested benefits – consider

	1. Extent bfts are accrued or vested
	2. Relevant plan provision and law
	3. Plan status (termination or ongoing basis)
	4. Extent eligibility requirement are satisfied or extent to which future service or future age may satisfy eligibility
	5. If measurement reflect special events
	a) Likely effect of event on continued employment and EE behavior
	b) Expenses from potential plan termination
	c) Likely changes in investment policy

	6. Market consistent PV
	a) Select assumptions based on actuary's observation of estimates inherent in market data

	7. Relationship between asset and obligation measurement
	8. Reflect how the program and sponsor assets are reported (e.g. if program or assets are reduced to reflect a paid lump sum, exclude value of related projected bfts from obligation
	Actuarial cost method
	1. Limits on Allocation Period (employment date to last retirement date assumed)
	2. No NC if no active participants
	3. NC attribution – reasonable relationship to bft formula or EE service and pay
	4. Reasonableness of Allocation Basis – produce orderly allocation
	5. Attribution basis can be on individual or group basis
	6. Expense – a/c for when assigning periodic costs or actuarially determined cont.
	a) E.g. As per capita costs or added to NC

	7. Actuarial accrued liab + APV of future NC = APV of projected bfts and expense
	a) to extent that expenses are included in liab. and NC

	Allocation procedure
	1. Must be consistent with plan being able to make bfts when due assuming realization of all assumptions and ER make the required cont.
	a) If actuary is not the one selecting the allocation procedure and find it inconsistent, must disclose

	2. Also require qualitative assessment of implication of cont. allocation procedure
	Approximation and estimates
	1. Balance between refinement of methodology and materiality
	Volatility
	1. If actuary to analyze potential range of obligations, NC, etc., consider sources of volatility
	a) Plan experience GL, effect on new entrants
	b) Assumption change
	c) Discontinuities in applicable law or a/c standards
	d) Delayed effect of smoothing techniques
	e) Patterns of rising / falling periodic costs related to a cost method for the covered population

	Reasonableness of results
	1. Modeled cash flow compared to recent experience
	a) if significantly difference, determine likely causes and impact on reasonableness

	2. Results compared to last measurement
	a) If significantly different, determine likely causes and impact on reasonableness
	Evaluation of Assumption and Method

	1. Prescribed assumption or method set by another party
	a) Are they reasonable for purpose of measurement

	2. Evaluating prescribed assumptions or method
	a) Do they significantly contrast with own professional judgment

	3. Disclose if unable to evaluate w/o a lot of additional work
	Reliance on a Collaborating Actuary
	1. Actuarial opinion issuer(s) professionally responsible for overall appropriateness
	Use of Roll Forward Techniques (require disclosure)
	1. Full and Partial Roll-Forward
	2. Limitations - Not rely on prior measurement results 3 years old (or older)
	3. Appropriateness
	a) Full roll-forward not appropriate if key model elements have changed


	III. Communication and Disclosures
	1. Disclosure
	a) Statement of intended purpose of measurement
	b) Measurement date
	c) Adjustment made for events after measurement date
	d) Plan provisions used for valuation
	e) Rationale if certain provisions not used
	f) Compilation date of mbr and financial information
	g) Covered population
	h) Any hypothetical data
	i) Relevant a/c policies or funding elections
	j) Info and analysis used in selecting non-prescribed assumptions
	k) Future health care cost trend rates
	l) All other significant assumptions
	m) Any modelling or projections techniques (discuss applicability)
	n) Actuarial cost method or cost allocation
	o) Cost or cont allocation procedure (include amortization method and any PAYG funding)
	p) If cont. allocation procedure is inconsistent with asset accumulation
	q) Qualitative description of implications of cont. allocation procedure or funding policy on future expected actuarially determined cont. and funded status
	r) Describe vested and accrued bfts; extent attribution of bfts differs from bft formula
	s) For market-consistent PV, disclose bft default risk or sponsor's financial health
	t) Funded status (based on immediate gain cost method)
	u) If funded status not prescribed by law or regulation, disclose if status is
	i) Appropriate for assessing asset sufficiency to settle obligation
	ii) Appropriate for assessing cont.
	iii) Funded status if MV assets are used instead of AVA

	v) Roll-forward method
	w) Any significant inconsistency in data or administration
	x) Statement indicating that future measurement may deviate significantly from current measurement
	i) If assignment includes analyzing range of future measurement, disclose factors used in determining the range or
	ii) due to limited scope of assignment, do not perform such analysis

	y) Changes in assumption, cost allocation procedure or cont. allocation procedure (if prescribed assumption and methods not involved)
	i) If use of approximation or estimates could give results materially different from detailed calculation


	2. Prescribed Assumptions or methods
	a) If significantly contrast with professional judgment or actuary unable to evaluate for reasonableness

	3. Additional Disclosure
	a) If states reliance on other sources, disclaim responsibilities for material assumptions or methods selected by other party
	b) If professional judgment deviate from ASOP

	4. Confidential info – not required to disclose

	I. Expense recognition—employee benefits
	1.  Prior service cost and amortization
	2. Interest cost and expected return on assets
	3. Disclosure under IFRS
	a) No requirement to present the various components of pension cost as a net amount
	b) Can present components recognized in determining net income as a single net amount (similar to US GAAP) or those components may be separately displayed.

	4. Plan classification
	a) A DB plan under US GAAP may be classified as DC under IFRS

	5. The term "Post-employment"
	a) FASB – the term post-retirement benefits (OPEB) include post-retirement benefits other than pensions; the term post-employment benefits to include benefits before retirement


	II. Expense recognition—gains/losses
	III. Expense recognition—prior service costs and credits
	IV. Expense recognition—expected return ON PLAN assets
	V. Income statement classification
	VI. Measurement frequency
	VII. Substantive commitment to provide pension or other post-retirement benefits
	VIII. DB versus DC plan classification
	IX. Curtailments
	X. Settlements
	XI. Asset Ceiling
	XII. Measurement of defined benefit obligation when both employers and employees contribute
	XIII. Plan asset valuation
	XIV. Discount rates
	XV. Accounting for termination indemnities
	XVI. Deferred compensation arrangements— employment benefits
	XVII. Accounting for taxes
	I. DEVELOPING AN M&A STRATEGY
	1. 2 overarching concerns
	a. Minimize plan costs - focus on the most cost-efficient way to address obligations. E.g. Avoid multiple plan costs
	i. Merge the acquired company’s plan into the surviving plan with no significant plan changes
	ii. Terminate the plan (may not be the most appropriate due to leakage concerns)

	b. Minimize plan disruption - focus on accommodating the needs of different employee groups E.g. maintain separate plans

	2. Sponsors may also want to consider additional opportunities e.g. changing plan providers, revising the investment menu, or outsourcing certain administrative tasks.
	3. Before starting a plan conversion
	a. Locate and review plan documents and amendments
	b. Determine warranted revisions to plan documents
	c. Review service agreements to identify any discontinuation periods, contract terms, or surrender penalties if to remove a provider or investments
	d. Identify any notifications that must be communicated in writing to providers that are no longer going to be part of the plan, and determine deadlines for delivering these notices

	4. Take stock of the situation  - Identify the requirements that impact their specific situations
	a. The options available may be dictated by the type of transaction
	i. E.g. Stock acquisition, asset acquisition, collective bargaining agreements with union

	b. The acquired plan may have “protected benefits” e.g. vesting / withdrawal provisions, definition of normal retirement age.
	i. If these are better than the acquirer’s plan, determine if it is better to merge the plans and create carve-outs for groups of employees.
	ii. If the carve-outs are too extensive, keeping separate plans may be more judicious
	iii. Next step is nondiscrimination testing

	c. Before M&A closes, must consider the respective plans benefits - options may be limited after the transaction
	d. Should complete a compliance review on both plans

	5. Conduct a compliance review
	a. Make sure both plans remain compliant (i.e. Qualified plans). Use the review to
	i. compare plan designs, provisions, objectives, investments, administration, communication, education, and contribution amounts
	ii. identify potential obstacles to compliance before a course of action is determined.



	II. CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES
	1. When acquirer has a retirement plan but not the acquiree - Absorb new employees into the existing plan after deciding
	a. Whether to count prior service of new employees towards eligibility and vesting requirements?
	b. Same benefits as for the other employees?
	i. If different benefits, can add cost from complexity,
	ii. Plus require additional nondiscrimination testing.


	2. When both the acquirer and acquiree have retirement plans and the acquirer is obliged to sponsor the acquiree’s plan - to decide keep them separate or merge into one plan
	a. Do cost benefit analysis to aid decision (keeping separate plans is administratively very costly)
	b. Do coverage testing to ensure plans can stand alone or the plans will be required to be aggregated.
	c. Additional nondiscrimination testing to ensure no disproportionately favoring of  highly compensated employees.

	3. When both the acquirer and acquiree have retirement plans but the acquirer is not obliged to sponsor the acquiree’s plan -
	a. Acquirer does not take ownership of the acquiree’s plan
	i. The acquiree can terminate the plan (i.e. acquriee has no plan - see 1. above)
	ii. New employees may be able to roll over their accounts from the terminating plan, need due diligence on the terminating plan to ensure no compliance issues.

	b. Acquirer takes ownership of the acquiree’s plan (i.e. acquiree has plan, see 2. above)

	4. Upon plan termination, all participants become immediately vested regardless of vesting criteria.
	a. Employees often take lump sum distributions rather than rolling into another plan
	b. i.e. leakage - Employees will forfeit some retirement savings to taxes.
	c. Employers who want to help employees save often try to avoid leakage


	III. CONSIDERATIONS WHEN A CONTROLLED GROUP EXISTS
	1. If a controlled group exists, must review both plans to determine whether highly compensated employees are treated more favorably.
	a. Non-discrimination testing) may indicate the need to have similar plan provisions apply to all employees.
	b. If either plan fails the minimum coverage testing as “disaggregated” (or tested separately),
	i. Expand the coverage under the plan that failed the testing (can be costly) or Consolidate the 2 plans (can be complicated)
	ii. Thus, important to determine a strategy best for sponsor and employees



	IV. PRE-CONVERSION ASSESSMENT FOR PLAN MERGER
	1. Key steps for the acquirer keeping ts existing plan due to familiarity:
	a. Reevaluate features and benefits of the existing plan and identify improvement areas
	b. Get information on similar plans by other providers - examine if features are competitive.
	c. Survey current participants and examine data to identify troubling trends e,g on investment options, participation rates, and deferral rat
	d. Locate and review plan documents and amendments
	e. Determine if need revisions to the plan documents
	f. Review service agreements and contracts to identify applicable discontinuation periods, contract terms, or surrender penalties
	g. Examine service agreements for required written notifications to providers that may be eliminated
	h. Determine deadlines for delivering these notices
	i. Collect current 5500 forms and nondiscrimination tests results, and if applicable offer to any prospective plan providers

	2. Assessment may identify additional opportunities e.g. outsourcing

	V. PLAN PROVIDER REQUIREMENTS
	1. Provide to plan provider to determine the best way to implement the conversion
	a. Contracts and service agreements
	b. A list of all available investment options with corresponding ticker/CUSIPs
	c. A written description of any liquidity restrictions that may apply to a specific fund
	d. A written estimate of fees, market value adjustment options, surrender penalties, short-term trading fees, or other applicable contract termination charges
	e. Confirmation of notification lead times that may apply if assets are transferred to another vendor
	f. Contract expiration dates (if applicable)
	g. For 403(b) plans, confirmation of assets that are available to transfer based on plan sponsor direction versus individual participant direction


	VI. REAFFIRM OR REEVALUATE THE INVESTMENT MENU
	1. Acquiree’s employees may have different risk tolerance than the acquirer’s
	2. Fiduciary responsibilities include address the different investment needs of new employees
	3. Sponsors should compare all investment options in both plans and identify the asset classes and types of options that will be available to all participants.
	4. Discuss with advisors re: current and prospective investment options to fully understand the advantages each option
	5. To evaluate investment needs, ask
	a. Is the investment lineup sufficient for all plan participants?
	b. Are there important differences in the types of investments being used by employees in the acquired group that need to be accommodated in the new plan?
	c. What share classes are used in the plans?
	d. Are lower-cost alternatives warranted?
	e. Will any investments impose a withdrawal charge if transferred? If so, how will the situation be handled and who will bear the cost?
	f. Are participants getting enough guidance and advice to make informed decisions? Could they benefit from having more “prepackaged” or “managed” solutions such as target date funds, managed accounts, or other solutions that help them build their inve...

	6. If to keep any funds in the acquiree’s plan, can the current provider keep those funds on its platform?
	7. Develop a strategy to map current holdings to similar investments under the new plan.
	8. Plan providers should propose an appropriate mapping strategy, or be able to transfer investment options “in kind” to its platform to help avoid asset liquidation during the transition. (I.e. participants don’t need to take any action)

	VII. HANDLING EXISTING PLAN ASSETS IN A TERMINATED PLAN
	1. Employees can either roll over their assets to the new provider or withdraw assets subject to applicable tax requirements.
	2. It may be beneficial to develop a rollover strategy for “bulk” rollovers, where all rollover requests are combined and the assets are moved in bulk.
	a.   easier rollover process for participants and can reduce leakage


	VIII. DETERMINING PROVIDER CAPABILITIES
	1. Will the provider assign a dedicated conversion project manager and team to facilitate the conversion from beginning to end?
	a. If the provider has not done this in the past, experience may be lacking.
	a. Most conversions take about 3 months. If the provider's estimate is shorter, may not be able to deliver on promises or satisfy expectations.
	a. Sponsors should have their plan advisors review this document to confirm that all necessary steps have been identified and addressed, and that the timeline is realistic.
	a. The provider should be able to describe in detail exactly how the conversion is coordinated with subsequent ongoing service efforts to facilitate administration, participant communications, and other aspects of the plan.
	a. Providers should specifically reference other companies they’ve worked with in the past and share insights about their experiences.
	b. Sponsors should find out what went right and what went wrong, as this knowledge can be invaluable in gaining perspective about what to expect, what to avoid, and how to take control of the situation.


	IX. DEVELOP COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES IN ADVANCE
	a. Evaluate the most effective way to connect with employees
	b. Providers’ recommendations should encompass multiple communication methods to ensure all messages are on target and broadly distributed.
	c. Communications should not occur at peak production periods for various employees groups  Being sensitive to the business patterns of the acquired company
	d. Avoid communicating plan changes during holiday periods.
	e. Important if conversion has “blackout periods” when employees cannot access to their accounts.
	f. Evaluate how to distribute important information to employees e.g. Email, internal distribution, mail to home address)
	g. Use employer-sponsored group meetings, emails, or bulletin boards to promote interest around changes to the retirement plan.
	h. Determine if it will be effective to engage key employee segments E.g. managers to serve as advocates
	i. Endorsements from a trusted source can be extremely helpful in reassuring and engaging employees

	I. Definition of Buy-In
	1. Company still responsible for paying bfts but purchases a contract from insurer
	2. Designed to provide returns equal to all future bft payments to covered participants
	a. Zero net ongoing cash outflow to participants (i.e. bfts entirely funded by buy-in contract)

	3. No settlement accounting but has certain advantages of annuity purchase
	4. Note: Under buy-out, plan transfer responsibility for future payment to insurer – triggers settlement accounting

	II. Background
	1. Structure of buy-in contract
	a. May cover some or all of existing pension obligations
	b. Single premium arrangement, similarly priced as for buy-out contract
	c. Allow conversion to buy-out contact at no extra cost

	2. Accounting for a Buy-In Arrangement
	a. Doesn’t qualify for settlement accounting (Primary responsibility still rests with the sponsor e.g. If insurer cannot pay)
	b. It is an investment contract (plan asset at fair value)


	III. Determination of fair value of Buy-In contract
	1. Approach #1: Measure at plan measurement date
	a. Initial measurement – Purchase price
	b. Subsequent measurement – Estimated exit price (i.e. selling contract to a 3rd party)
	i. Similar considerations used by insurer when pricing the contract
	ii. Current discount rate


	2. Approach #2: Used stated cash surrender value as fair value proxy
	a. Short-coming: cash out formula may have hefty termination provision


	IV. Ongoing Accounting for PBO – Any adjustments for PBO needed?
	1. Approach #1: Continue with ER's traditional discount rate and mortality assumptions
	2. Approach #2: PBO = FV of buy-in contact at measurement date (Also consider changing mortality assumptions)
	3. Need to recognize actuarial loss at next measurement date given PBO is increased to match higher contract purchase price. (After the 1st measurement date, PBO and FV should be equal)
	1. Possible approaches to implement a spot rate approach for developing components of net periodic pension cost
	a. Theoretically derived yield curve;
	b. Yield curve derived from selected portfolio bonds;
	c. Different single yield for each bond;
	d. Different term structure for each bond; and
	e. Calculation of implied bond portfolio return (for the successive year).

	2. Above approaches to be assessed based on
	a. extent to which methodology relies on external bond market information for estimating levels of fixed-income yields by maturity/duration;2
	b. extent to which the actual market pricing of the individual bonds in the portfolio is reproduced; and
	c. means for aligning the PV of benefits determined by applying derived spot rates with the bond model-provided measure of PBO (i.e., the overall price of the matching portfolio).

	3. Relevant Guidance Under U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
	4. Current Approach: Application of Bond Model in Aggregate
	5. Application of Bond Model to Subgroups
	a. Split plan into subgroups e.g. service cost related benefits for active members < age 45 and those above age 65
	b. Generally consistent with the traditional aggregated approach
	i. captures some cost attributes of the spot rate approach by developing different discount rates for subgroups with varying durations

	c. subgroup approach is a compromise between the traditional aggregated and more granular discount rate and interest cost applications
	i. If PBO is segmented, overall bond portfolio will change (as separate matched portfolio will be developed for each subgroup)
	ii. change in bond model application could result in a change in the PBO along with an almost certain increase in the overall level of cash mismatch/implied surplus.
	iii. May require complex controls and assumptions to ensure consistent application and outcomes



	I. 5 approaches to Developing Spot Rates Under Bond Models
	1. Theoretically derived yield curve
	a. adjusted yield curve rates and yield curve slope are stable and consistent
	i. reasonable in the context of overall high-quality corporate bond information.


	2. Yield curve derived from selected portfolio bonds
	a. selected bond portfolio is used to define a yield curve providing spot rates for each year.
	b. Expanding bond selection is a methodology change
	c. The small number of bonds implies less statistical validity than a broad market yield curve
	d. The unequal weighting  (for curve-building vs. PBO measurement) requires a secondary constraint -  ensure fitted curve results in a PBO that aligns with  outcome from bond model

	3. Different single yield for each bond
	a. Given full term rate structure not developed, presumption of a single rate across time provides a less refined estimate, and reduces the impact of applying the spot rate approach.
	b. Progression of overall plan/portfolio spot rates across maturities uneven and discontinuous.
	c. As each year’s benefit may be settled by a combination of bonds – i.e. using different discount rates for payments made in the same year.
	i. But since present values for all bond cash flows related to a given year’s benefit payments are combined - can also be viewed as applying a single average rate to all cash flows for a given year.

	d. Allows calculation of interest cost be simplified - determined as the sum for each bond held by the selected portfolio of the market value of the bond multiplied by yield of that bond

	4. Different term structure for each bond
	a. Progression of overall plan spot rates across maturities uneven and discontinuous.
	b. As each year’s benefit may be settled by a combination of bonds – i.e. using different discount rates for payments made in the same year.
	i. But since present values for all bond cash flows related to a given year’s benefit payments are combined - can also be viewed as applying a single average rate to all cash flows for a given year.


	5. Calculation of implied bond portfolio return (for the successive year)
	a. equates the concepts of discount rate and expected return
	b. treatment of cash flow mismatches and resulting surplus require additional consideration.
	c. requires sponsor to affirm a capital market view about interest rates - either an assumption or methodology
	d. consistency between expected yields used for fixed-income returns and interest cost and the capital market outlook embedded in other economic assumptions
	e. Certain views about the progression of interest rates (e.g., large rate hike) impact level of recognized interest cost.


	II. Calculating Service Cost
	1. 3 grangular methods
	a. Running a separate bond model based solely on service cost cash flows;
	b. Running bond model based on sum of PBO and service cost-related cash flows
	c. Using set of spot rates defined based on PBO cash flows and applying those rates to the service cost-related cash flows.

	2. When yield curve rates are derived from the total bond portfolio (a and b above) - consistent and appropriate to apply the spot rates derived from that curve to the service cost cash flows (method c)

	I. Issues covered
	1. when refunds or reductions in future contributions should be regarded as available (as per definition of the asset ceiling)
	2. how a minimum funding requirement might affect the availability of reductions in future contributions
	3. when a minimum funding requirement might give rise to a liability.

	II. Consensus on Availability of a refund or reduction in future contributions
	1. Determine the availability of a refund / reduction in future contributions as per plan terms, conditions and statutory requirements
	2. Refund / reduction in future contributions (i.e. Economic benefit) is available if entity can realize it at some point during plan life or when liabilities are settled
	3. The economic benefit available not dependent on how entity intends to use the surplus
	a) Do not recognize economic benefits from a combination of refunds and reductions in future contributions based on assumptions that are mutually exclusive.

	4. Disclose information about the key sources of estimation uncertainty at end of the reporting period that carries significant risk of material adjustment to net asset or liability recognized in financial statement
	a) E.g. disclose restrictions on current realisability of the surplus or basis for setting the amount of economic benefit available


	III. The economic benefit available as a refund
	1. The right to a refund
	a) A refund is available only if entity has an unconditional right to a refund
	i) during plan life without assuming liabilities must be settled in order to obtain the refund
	ii) assuming gradual settlement of liabilities over time until all members have left the plan
	iii) assuming full settlement in a single event (full wind-up).

	b) An unconditional right to a refund can exist regardless of funding level at end of reporting period
	c) If right to refund of surplus depends on occurrence / non-occurrence of uncertain future events not wholly within its control
	i) Do not recognize as asset – no unconditional right


	2. Measurement of the economic benefit
	a) Economic benefit available = Surplus at end of reporting period that entity has a right to receive as a refund less associated costs
	b) For plan wind up - include the costs of settling liabilities and making refund
	c) If refund = full / proportion of surplus (i.e. not fixed amount) – do not adjust for time value of money (if realizable only in future)


	IV. The economic benefit available as a contribution reduction
	1. If no minimum funding contribution requirement, economic benefit = future service cost for each period over the shorter of expected plan life and entity life
	2. Determine future service costs using assumptions consistent with those for obligation and with situation at end of reporting period
	a) I.e. Assume no change to benefits formula unless plan amended; with stable workforce unless workforce reduction


	V. effect of minimum funding requirement on economic benefit available as a reduction in future contributions
	1. Analyze any minimum funding requirement (into contributions required to cover)
	a) existing shortfall for past service on minimum funding basis
	b) future service

	2. Contributions to cover 1(a) no impact on future contributions for future service
	3. With minimum funding requirement for contributions relating to future service, economic benefit available as a reduction in future contributions
	a) amount already paid to reduces future minimum funding requirement contributions for future service (i.e. prepayment), plus
	b) estimated future service cost in each period; less
	c) estimated minimum funding contributions required for future service in those periods (if no prepayment made – see a))

	4. Estimate future minimum funding contributions for future service; considering existing surplus determined on minimum funding basis but excluding prepayment
	a) Assumptions must be consistent with minimum funding basis / those used to determine obligation; and situation at end of reporting period
	b) Estimate should include expected changes from paying minimum contributions when due
	i) But not the effect of expected changes (minimum funding basis) that are not substantively enacted or contractually agreed at end of reporting period


	5. If future minimum funding contributions for future service > future IAS 19 service cost in any given period, that excess reduces economic benefit available as a reduction in future contributions

	VI. When a minimum funding requirement may give rise to a liability
	1. If entity is required to pay contributions to cover an existing shortfall for past service on minimum funding basis
	a) determine whether contributions payable will be available as a refund or reduction in future contributions after they are paid into the plan

	2. If contributions payable will not be available after being paid into plan, entity recognize a liability when the obligation arises
	a) This liability shall reduce net pension asset or increase pension liability (I.e. no gain or loss expected)

	1. Objective
	a) Applicable to all employee benefits except Share-based payments
	b) Recognize liability when employee has provided service in exchange for future employee benefits
	c) Recognize expense when sponsor consumes the above economic benefit

	2. short term employee benefits
	a) E.g. wages, social security cont., short term compensated absence, profit sharing and bonus payable within a year; non-monetary benefits
	b) No actuarial assumptions & measured on undiscounted basis
	c) Recognize undiscounted short-term employee benefits expected to be paid
	i) As liability after deducting amount already paid
	ii) As an expense

	d) Specific Disclosure not required by IAS19

	3. Multi-employer plans / state plans / insured benefits
	a) DB plans of various entities under common control (e.g. parent and subsidiary)
	b) State Plans - Same accounting as for a multi-employer plan
	c) Insured Plans as DC
	i) Unless ER has legal / constructive obligation to pay directly when benefits is due or make up payment if insurer does not pay in full
	ii) Premiums not DC cont.
	iii) Account for a qualifying insurance policy as plan asset
	iv) Recognize other insurance policy as reimbursement rights


	4. DC post-employment benefits
	a) Recognize DC cont. as a liability after deducting cont. already paid (prepaid expense if cont paid >cont. due)
	b) Recognize as expense unless required by other standard
	c) If DC contribution not due within 1 year after employee service rendered - Discount with specified rate (time value adjustment)

	5. DB post-employment benefits
	a) Account for both legal and constructive obligations from informal practices
	b) Present value (obligation) and fair value (assets) recognized not to materially differ from those to be determined at end of reporting period
	c) Encourage (but NOT required) to enlist actuary for all obligation measurement
	d) Recognize as P&L: net total of
	i) service cost + Interest cost + expected return on assets + actuarial G&L + Past service cost + curtailment / settlement effect


	6. Actuarial assumptions
	a) Unbiased and mutually compatible
	b) Based on market expectation at end of reporting period
	c) Discount rate
	i) Reference to market yields on high quality corporate bonds (or govt bonds if no deep corporate market exists)

	d) Salaries, benefits and medical costs
	i) Basis should reflect estimated future salary increases
	ii) Plan provisions at end of reporting period
	iii) Estimated future changes in state benefits (enacted before end of reporting period or as per past history)
	iv) Estimated future changes in medical costs from inflation and specific changes in medical costs


	7. Actuarial gains and losses
	a) Recognize as income / expense
	i) [Amount of net cumulative unrecognized GL > Max of 10% of obligation or assets] / EARSL]
	ii) If sponsor accounting policy is to recognize GL in period they occur – may recognize in OCI


	8. Past Service Cost
	a) Recognize as expense on a straight line basis over average period until benefits are vested

	9. Plan Asset
	a) Exclude unpaid cont. and non-transferable financial instruments issued by entity and held by plan

	10. Reimbursement
	a) Recognize right to reimbursement as a separate asset only if 100% certain the reimbursement will come thru.
	b) In statement of comprehensive income, DB plan expense can be presented as net of reimbursement recognized

	11. Curtailment & Settlement
	a) Recognize curtailment / settlement GL only when curtailment / settlement happens
	b) Must re-measure obligation and assets under current actuarial assumptions
	c) Curtailment / Settlement GL contains
	i) Resulting change in obligation and assets
	ii) Related actuarial GL and past service costs not already recognized


	12. Presentation
	a) Offsets assets of plan A with liability of Plan B
	i) Allow only with legally enforcement right to use Plan A surplus to settle Plan B liab.
	ii) Intends to settle on a net basis or to realize surplus in Plan A and settle Plan B simultaneously


	13. Disclosure
	a) Must disclose info to allow users of financial statements to evaluate the nature of DB plans and financial effects of changes during the period

	14. Other long-term employee benefits
	a) Recognize as liability the net of PV(obligations) – FV (assets)
	i) Recognize as expense: Net total of CSC + Interest cost + EROA + actuarial G&L + Past service cost + curtailment / settlement effect


	15. Termination benefits
	a) Recognize only when sponsor has demonstrably committed to terminate affected employee or voluntary redundancy program
	b) I.e. has detailed formal plan and no realistic withdrawal possibility

	16. Measurement
	a) Discount with specified rate if termination benefits fall due 12 months after end of reporting period
	b) For voluntary redundancy: based on number of employee expected to accept the offer


	I. Objective
	1. Ensure entity’s first IFRS financial statement is
	a) transparent and comparable over all periods presented
	b) provides suitable starting point for IFRS accounting s (IFRSs)
	c) Generated at a cost not exceeding benefits


	II. Opening IFRS statement of financial position
	1. Prepare at the date of transition to IFRS

	III. Accounting policies
	1. Same accounting policies in its opening IFRS statement and throughout all periods presented in its first IFRS financial statements
	2. Policies must comply with each IFRS effective at the end of first IFRS reporting period
	a) Do not apply different versions of IFRSs effective at earlier dates
	b) May use new but not yet mandatory IFRS if permits early application

	3. Transitional provisions in other IFRSs apply to changes in accounting policies if the entity already uses IFRSs
	a) I.e. do not apply to a first-time adopter’s transition to IFRSs

	4. Opening IFRS statement of financial position includes
	a) recognize all assets and liabilities whose recognition is required by IFRSs;
	b) not recognize items as assets or liabilities if IFRSs do not permit such recognition;
	c) reclassify items that it recognized in accordance with previous GAAP but are a different type under IFRSs; and
	d) apply IFRSs in measuring all recognized assets and liabilities

	5. Accounting policies in opening IFRS statement of financial position may differ from those used under previous GAAP
	a) resulting adjustments comes from events and transactions before transition date
	b) recognize the adjustments directly in retained earnings at transition date

	6. 2 categories of exceptions to opening IFRS statement of financial position must comply with each IFRS:
	a) prohibit retrospective application of some aspects of other IFRSs.
	b) grant exemptions from some requirements of other IFRSs

	7. Exceptions to the retrospective application of other IFRS
	a) Estimates under IFRSs at transition date must be consistent with estimates made for the same date under GAAP (after adjustments for difference in accounting policies), unless objective evidence points to error in estimates
	b) If receive information after transition date about estimates made under previous GAAP, treat receipt of that information in the same way as non-adjusting events after the reporting period
	c) If need to make estimates under IFRSs at transition date which were not required at that date under GAAP - should reflect conditions existed at transition date (e.g. estimates market prices, interest rates etc)

	8. Exemptions from other IFRS
	a) May elect to use exemptions specified in IFRS1 – not to apply these exemptions by analogy to other items


	IV. Presentation and disclosure
	1. Comparative information – first IFRS statements to include at least 3 statements of financial position, 2 statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, 2 separate statements of profit or loss (if presented), 2 statements of cash flow...
	2. Non-IFRS comparative information and historical summaries
	3. For those in accordance with previous GAAP,
	a) label the previous GAAP information prominently (i.e. not prepared under IFRS)
	b) disclose nature of main adjustments that would make it comply with IFRSs. (no need to quantify those adjustments)


	V. Explanation of transition to IFRS
	1. Explain how the transition affected reported financial position, financial performance and cash flows
	2. If applied IFRS in a previous period - disclose the reason it stopped applying IFRSs and reason it is readopting IFRS
	3. Reason for not using IFRS
	4. First IFRS financial statements include
	a) reconciliations of its equity reported under GAAP and under IFRSs for transition date and end of the latest period financial statements was prepared under GAAP
	b) a reconciliation to total comprehensive income under IFRSs for the latest period in most recent annual financial statements
	c) disclosure if recognized or reversed any impairment losses for the first time in preparing its opening IFRS statement position

	5. Reconciliations should provide sufficient detail to enable users to understand the material adjustments to statement of financial position and comprehensive income
	6. If errors were made under GAAP, reconciliations shall distinguish the corrections from changes in accounting policies
	7. IAS 8’s requirements about changes in accounting policies do not apply in an entity’s first IFRS financial statements
	8. If change accounting policy or use of exemptions during period covered by first IFRS statement, explain changes between its first IFRS interim financial report and its first IFRS financial statements and update reconciliations
	9. Disclose in first IFRS statement if entity did not present financial statements for previous periods
	10. Designation of financial assets or financial liabilities
	a) Can designate a previously recognized financial asset/liability as financial asset/liability measured at fair value through profit or loss
	b) Disclose fair value of financial assets / liability so designated at the date of designation and their classification and carrying amount in the previous financial statements

	11. Use of fair value as deemed cost (for property, plant and equipment, intangible asset etc)
	a) Disclose for each line item in opening IFRS statement: (a) aggregate of those fair values; and (b) aggregate adjustment to the carrying amounts reported under GAAP

	12. Use of deemed cost for investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates
	a) Disclose in year's first IFRS separate financial statements: (a) aggregate deemed cost of those investments for which deemed cost is previous GAAP carrying amount / fair value; and aggregate adjustment to the carrying amounts reported under previou...

	13. Use of deemed cost for oil and gas assets / Use of deemed cost for operations subject to regulations
	a) Disclose if exemptions is used and the basis of carrying amount under previous GAAP

	14. Use of deemed cost after severe hyperinflation - Explain in first IFRS financial statements how, and why, the entity had, and then ceased to have, a functional currency that has both of the following characteristics:
	a) reliable general price index is not available to all entities with transactions and balances in the currency
	b) ex-changeability between the currency and a relatively stable foreign currency does not exist

	15. If presented an interim financial report for the comparable interim period of the immediately preceding financial year, the interim financial reports include
	a) reconciliation of its equity under previous GAAP at end of comparable interim period to under IFRS
	b) reconciliation to its total comprehensive income under IFRSs for that comparable interim period
	c) disclose any change in accounting policy and use of exemptions
	d) events that are material to understanding the interim statements


	I. Background
	1. Projected benefit obligation, beginning of period       + Service Cost       + Interest Cost       - Benefit payments       +/- effects of amendments, curtailments, settlements, acquisitions, dispositions, etc.,       +/- effects of foreign currenc...
	= Projected benefit obligation, end of period

	II. Traditional approach
	1. effectively treats the benefit obligation as a single obligation carrying a constant effective interest rate (akin to a bond or mortgage).
	2. Service cost - calculated by discounting all incremental future cash flows associated with benefits projected to be earned during the ensuing period using the single weighted average discount rate
	3. Interest cost - calculated by multiplying beginning of period benefit obligation (reduced by weighted projected benefit payments during the period) by the single weighted average discount rate
	4. Use properly weighted average rate for aggregate computations such as the interest cost

	III. Interest cost - Spot Rate Approach
	1. use multiple calculations of interest cost for different components of overall obligation
	2. Use the spot rate associated with each respective period in the high-quality corporate bond yield curve to discount actuarially projected benefit payment cash flows for each future period over the life of plan back to measurement date
	a) Sum of discounted amounts= benefit obligation.

	3. Interest cost determined by multiplying individual spot rates from exact same yield curve by each year’s present value of future projected benefit payments
	a) Sum of products = interest cost for the period

	4. Result is different from Traditional Approach (caused by different weighting techniques)
	a) Traditional Approach - each future period’s cash flow is weighted for all future periods until that cash flow is extinguished
	b) Spot Rate Approach - each future period’s cash flow is weighted for only one year
	c) I.e. for upward sloping yield curve, Traditional Approach has higher interest cost

	5. The accounting change may be material to financial statements (esp. those that defer and amortize actuarial gains and losses) and non-GAAP disclosures (esp. those that immediately recognize gains and losses but exclude actuarial gains and losses fr...
	a) Spot Rate Approach – often gives interest cost (0.5% – 1.0% of benefit obligation)
	i) Greater impact with higher sloping yield curve and higher proportion of projected benefits for current service in later periods

	b) Change in interest cost have offsetting change in actuarial gain or loss reported for the period upon re-measurement (because same starting and ending obligation under both approaches)


	IV. FAQ
	1. If an entity changes its approach to calculating interest cost, how should the change be characterized?
	a) Decide whether it is a change in
	i) accounting principle
	ii) accounting estimate
	iii) accounting estimate effected by a change in accounting principle under FASB ASC Topic 250, Accounting Changes and Error Corrections.

	b) What SEC staff indicates
	i) Not object to characterizing as change in estimate – i.e. it would be applied prospectively in all future re-measurements
	ii) Not object to characterizing as change in accounting estimate effected by a change in accounting principle (must be justified on basis that it is preferable) – and would also applied prospectively in all future re-measurements


	2. Can change be made in interim period when there is otherwise no re-measurement event?
	a) Probably not
	b) Most likely be characterized as change in estimate, i.e. change only incorporated into net periodic benefit cost until next re-measurement
	c) In interim periods, re-measurement is required for significant amendment, curtailment, or settlement (Otherwise, only permitted in some circumstances)
	i) Change to Spot Rate Approach is a nonrecurring event (See Q5) – i.e. difficult to support as voluntary re-measurement pursuant to current or ongoing policies
	ii) Even if interim re-measurement is required (amendment / curtailment / settlement) can only apply the change to Spot Rate Approach to those plans with the amendment / curtailment and settlement (Not all the plans)

	d) What SEC staff indicates
	i) Not object to characterizing as change in accounting estimate effected by change in accounting principle


	3. May an entity change to the Spot Rate Approach for some but not all of its defined benefit plans?
	a) To SEC, this change is not a change in accounting principle I.e. does not need to apply to all benefit plans
	b) But best practice is a similar methodology for all plans, esp. if entity uses consistent methods to determine discount rates and net periodic benefit cost for all plans
	c) If can justify using different approaches for some plans – disclose appropriately with reasons, and size of obligations under each policy
	d) If entity views the change as a change in accounting estimate effected by a change in accounting principle - Apply a consistent policy all plans

	4. May an entity that currently uses a bond matching model switch to a yield curve approach to calculate the benefit obligation while simultaneously adopting the Spot Rate Approach?
	a) Generally no
	b) The decision to select / change methodology should align with the requirement to select the best rate(s) for effective settlement of obligation - “Best estimate” generally not made on the basis of materiality
	c) Changes in methodology used to set best estimate should be made when facts or circumstances change.
	i) I.e. A change in the approach to developing discount rates for interest cost is not a good reason for changing the basis for selecting a different source of market information for measuring obligations.


	5. May an entity that uses a bond matching model to calculate the benefit obligation use the Spot Rate Approach to determine interest cost?
	a) Generally no
	b) A bond matching model is a fundamentally different method of deriving obligation a
	i) It focused on the fit of the cash flows from the bonds to estimated benefit payments - These bonds do not necessarily have maturities in each future year

	c) I.e. no fully developed yield curve for each year’s benefit payments that can generate an interest cost equivalent to the Spot Rate Approach.
	i) Note one justification for the Spot Rate Approach is that it uses the exact same yield curve as is used to determine the benefit obligation


	6. What are some other considerations entities should evaluate when contemplating a change to the Spot Rate Approach?
	a) SEC object switching back to Traditional Approach after adopting Spot Rate Approach (latter is a more refined calculation).
	b) I.e. consider carefully before adopting Spot Rate Approach
	i) With upward sloping yield curve, Spot Rate Approach gives lower interest cost, and vice versa
	ii) Any resulting drop in interest cost have offsetting effect to actuarial gain/loss. - Those that defer and amortize actuarial gains and losses have larger amortization effects in future for amounts outside corridor.
	iii) Since entities must identify lump sum payments as settlements when lump sum payments for the year > (service + interest cost) – With lower service and interest cost from Spot Rate Approach, this threshold may be met more often – then need to do i...


	7. May an entity also change the approach used to determine service cost?
	a) Yes if using spot rates along the exact same yield curve (as for benefit obligation)
	b) Higher than the rate for Traditional and Spot Rate Approach
	i) the incremental obligation relate to benefit in later periods when rates on the yield curve are higher


	8. If the approach to calculating interest cost is changed, must the calculation of service cost also be changed?
	a) No – those are independent decisions with different justifications in accounting guidance

	9. May an entity apply the Traditional Approach to subsets of plan participants—for example, inactive participants and active participants?
	a) Yes.
	b) E.g. Often have active / deferred vested and retired members as subset – with separate determination of benefit obligation and the sum of which = obligation calculated using the Traditional Approach for the entire plan.
	c) But if the single weighted average rate were to be determined following the Traditional Approach for each group, each discount rate would be different (reflect different durations of subgroups)

	10. Are these changes acceptable under IFRS?
	a) In general, yes (as per KPMG) but IAS 19 differs from IFRS. IAS 19:
	i) remove the corridor concept
	ii) Actuarial gains and losses from remeasurement reflected in AOCI
	iii) No amortization of re-measurement gains and losses in AOCI as a component of net periodic benefit cost.
	iv) recognizes net interest cost on the net unfunded obligation

	b) Consensus not yet reached re how Spot Rate Approach (designed for gross obligations) would adapt to net obligation for a funded plan

	11. What disclosures should an entity that changes to the Spot Rate Approach make in its financial statements and, for public companies, other sections of a Form 10-K
	a) Disclosures must be robust and transparent
	b) Financial statement disclosures should include:
	i) Effect of change in estimate including effect on income from continuing operations, net income, and any related per-share amounts of the current period for a change in estimate that affects several future periods
	ii) If change to the Spot Rate Approach is a change in estimate effected by a change an accounting principle, comply with disclosures required for a change in accounting principle
	iii) Make clear distinction between single weighted average discount rate for obligation from the disaggregation of that rate for components of net periodic benefit cost.

	c) MD&A and critical accounting policy disclosures should include:
	i) Discuss effects on the results of operations and earnings trends
	ii) Describe how the change affects non-GAAP measures, to the extent that these measures include components of net periodic benefit costs.
	iii) If the change materially affects comparability of the non-GAAP measure in the adoption period - consider highlighting the change and that it is the result of prospectively adopting the Spot Rate Approach.
	iv) Describe methodology for determining benefit obligation, interest and service cost.
	v) Disclose significant methodologies and assumptions (e.g. methodology to estimate lump sums)


	12. Does the method by which estimated lump sum payments are incorporated into the benefit plan valuation affect the ability of a company to apply the Spot Rate Approach?
	a) Possibly.
	b) 2 most common techniques to incorporate features that permit lump sum benefits into valuations: Annuity Substitution and Expected Lump Sum Approach
	i) Both are compatible with Spot Rate Approach
	ii) Must use the chosen method consistently over time

	c) Expected lump sum Approach - Include in payment cash flow a “best estimate” of the expected lump sum to be made to participants who elect lump sums
	i) lump sums are determined by converting underlying annuity participants would otherwise receive from the plan into estimates of equivalent lump sum
	ii) Each lump sum amount is converted at a discount rate (the conversion rate actuarial assumption) – often different from discount rate for obligation

	d) Annuity Substitution Approach
	i) Underlying annuity payments substituted for expected lump sum in the valuation for those expected to elect a lump sum settlement
	ii) Incorporates sensitivity of lump sum payment to interest rates into the measurement.

	e) Considerations when adopting other approaches
	i) If the lump sum payments used represent a reasonable “best estimate” of the lump sum cash flows
	ii) For Spot Rate Approach, whether the resulting interest cost is mathematically consistent with the calculation of the lump sum


	1. Timing of curtailment recognition
	a) If net gain - recognize when suspension / amendment reducing future years of service is adopted.
	b) If net loss - recognize when it is probable that a curtailment will occur and the effects can be reasonably estimated.
	c) Good to discuss with auditors beforehand to avoid potential recalculations if auditors do not agree with the date


	Example
	1. Curtailment date in the example is FYE – i.e. no interim remeasurement
	2. If curtailment date is before FYE, say 07/01/2016
	a) Net periodic pension cost for the first half of the year
	i) pro-rate the full year net periodic pension cost on 01/01/2016.

	b) New obligation and asset measurements be made on 07/01/2016
	i) If appropriate, reflect changes in the discount rate and other assumptions

	c) Immediate recognition based on the 07/01/2016 results.
	d) Once recognized, the net periodic pension cost for the second half of the year determined by pro-rating the full year net periodic pension cost on 07/01/2016.
	e) 2016 pension expense is the sum of the net periodic pension cost for the first half of the year, the curtailment immediate recognized, and the net periodic pension cost for the second half of the year

	3. Portion of the Prior Service Cost remaining in the AOCI(L), if any, is immediately recognized in the pension expense. –
	a) Any Transition Obligation remaining in the AOCI(L) is considered Prior Service Cost.
	b) $300,000 Prior Service Cost and $200,000 Transition Obligation remain in the AOCI(L).
	c) The applicable portion of each Prior Service Cost (or Transition Obligation) is the portion associated with the estimated remaining future years of service that are no longer expected to be rendered.
	i) The applicable portion is determined separately


	4. Projected Benefit Obligation may decrease (gain) or increase (a loss) by a curtailment.
	a) Gain - extent that the gain exceeds any Net Loss included in the AOCI(L) before the curtailment (or the entire gain, if a Net Gain exists) - immediately recognized in the pension expense.
	b) Loss - extent that the loss exceeds any Net Gain included in the AOCI(L) (or the entire loss, if a Net Loss exists) - immediately recognized in the pension expense.
	c) Any Transition Asset remaining in the AOCI(L) is considered Net Gain, and is combined with the net gain or loss arising thereafter

	5. In the example, the Projected Benefit Obligation is $7,000,000 after the curtailment, resulting in a gain from the curtailment of $8,000,000.
	6. No remaining Transition Asset, Net Loss before the curtailment is $4,500,000, and the gain of $8,000,000 from the curtailment exceeds that Net Loss by $3,500,000.
	a) I.e. Curtailment Gain of $3,500,000 immediately recognized in the pension expense.

	7. Summary
	a) Net pension expense of -$3,000,000 due to the curtailment.
	i) $500,000 immediate recognition of the remaining Prior Service Cost (including the Transition Obligation); offset by the $3,500,000 Curtailment Gain,

	b) Total pension expense for the 2016 is -1.7 million
	i) After factoring in net periodic pension cost of $1,300,000 before the curtailment


	8. Must reconcile AOCI(L) immediately before and after the curtailment
	a) $8,000,000 gain from the curtailment
	b) $200,000 remaining Transition, the $300,000 remaining Prior Service Cost, and the $3,500,000 remaining Net Gain immediately recognized, as Other Comprehensive Income (Loss) due to recognition in the net periodic pension cost.


	Accounting for Plan Curtailment
	Pension Cost Due to and Effect of Plan Curtailment
	1. Timing of settlement recognition
	a) If total cost of all settlements occurring during a fiscal year > sum of the service cost and interest cost for the year- must recognize on the date the settlement occurs.
	b) Settlements may occur early in the fiscal year and only exceed total service cost/interest cost total later in the year – settlement accounting is needed only at that point

	2. Except for settlements occurring on the first or last day of the fiscal year, each settlement date is an interim measurement date
	3. If settlements cost during a year < sum of the service cost and interest cost for the year, settlement recognition is optional.
	a) But any such decision must be applied consistently every year.

	4. Cost of settlement is the amount of the lump sum paid, the cost of a non-participating annuity contract, or the cost of a participating contract less the amount attributed to participation rights, depending on the type of settlement.
	5. Plan termination - settlement date is the date benefits are settled (lump sums paid / annuities purchased)
	a) If all settlements during the year do not occur on the same date, each settlement should technically be recognized on the date the settlement occurs

	6. If settlement date is FYE - No interim measurement needed
	7. If benefits were settled 07/01/2017 – that would be settlement date
	a) Net periodic pension cost on 01/01/2017 would be pro-rated for the short measurement period for the first 6 months
	b) New asset and obligations measurements made on 07/01/2017 before recognizing the settlement.
	c) If all assets were distributed on settlement date, no subsequent plan accounting is required
	d) If there were residual assets after settlement date, may require additional plan accounting
	e) Discuss with auditors before completing the calculations.


	Example
	8. There is a maximum gain or loss subject to immediate full or partial recognition in the pension expense when a settlement occurs.
	a) The maximum gain or loss includes the Net Gain or Loss remaining in the AOCI(L) and any Transition Asset remaining in the AOCI(L), and settlement G/L

	9. If the entire Projected Benefit Obligation is settled – immediate recognition of entire maximum G/L
	10. If only part of the PBO is settled, a pro-rata recognition (equal to the percentage reduction in the Projected Benefit Obligation) of the maximum gain or loss -.
	a) Percentage reduction is to divide (a) the cost of settlement by (b) PBO before settlement.
	b) PBO before settlement is adjusted by the gain or loss due to settlement.

	11. If there is a gain – adjust by subtracting the gain from the Projected Benefit Obligation before settlement. If there is a loss, adjust by adding the loss
	a) Gain if cost of settlement < the decrease in the Projected Benefit Obligation due to the settlement.
	b) Loss if cost of settlement > the decrease in the PBO due to the settlement.

	12. In the example: cost of settlement is $8,400,000, and the decrease in the Projected Benefit Obligation due to the settlement is $8,110,000.
	a) I.e. Loss due to settlement of $290,000 ($8,400,000 minus $8,110,000).

	13. Since zero Transition Asset, the maximum gain or loss consists of the Net Loss remaining in the AOCI(L) of $610,000 and the loss due to settlement of $290,000, for a total maximum loss of $900,000.
	14. Since the entire Obligation is settled, the entire maximum loss of $900,000 is immediately recognized.
	a) Combined with the net periodic pension cost before settlement of -$100,000, the total pension expense for the year is $800,000.

	15. Must reconcile AOCI(L) immediately before the settlement and that after the settlement.
	a) $290,000 loss due to settlement as a loss arising during the year due to settlement
	b) $610,000 remaining Net Loss immediately recognized and the $290,000 loss due to settlement immediately recognized as Other Comprehensive Income due to recognition in the net periodic pension cost.
	c) Include any Transition Asset immediately recognized as include that as Other Comprehensive Income due to recognition in the net periodic pension cost as well.


	Accounting for Settlements
	Pension Cost Due to and Effect of Settlement
	16. In the example, cost of settlement equals the value of assets
	a) assets were insufficient – employer need to contribute prior to the settlement date in top up the assets I.e. the results before settlement incorporate that contribution

	17. Cost of settlement would also equal the value of assets if excess assets were used to increase benefits
	a) I.e. there is a loss equal to the increase in the Projected Benefit Obligation from better benefits (immediate recognition)

	18. If there is asset reversion to sponsor, cost of settlement will equal the value of assets less the amount of the reversion.
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	ASOP #56 Modelling
	1. Purpose - provides guidance regarding designing, developing, selecting, modifying, using, reviewing, or evaluating models
	2. Scope (Application)
	a) when reliance by the intended user on the model output has a material effect for the intended user, as professionally judged.
	b) Does not apply to individual pension benefit calculations and non-discrimination testing,
	c) Legal requirement takes precedence over ASOP 56

	3. For definitions of specific terms, please refer to the actual official document

	I. Analysis of issues and recommended practices
	1. Must understand the model’s intended purposes
	a) Designing, Developing, or Modifying the Model— capability of the model is consistent with the intended purpose. Some considerations include
	i) the level of detail built into a model
	ii) the dependencies recognized; and
	iii) the model’s ability to identify possible output volatility (e.g. around expected value)

	b) Selecting, Reviewing, or Evaluating the Model— confirm that model reasonably meets intended purpose
	c) Using the Model— confirm that model structure, data, assumptions, governance and controls, and model testing and output validation are consistent with the intended purpose.
	d) Model Structure—assess whether the structure is appropriate for the intended purpose. Some considerations include:
	i) which provisions and risks specific to a business segment, contract, or plan, if any, or interactions more broadly, are material and appropriate to reflect in the model;
	ii) whether the form of the model is appropriate, such as a projection model (deterministic or stochastic), statistical model, or predictive model;
	iii) whether the use of the model dictates a particular level of detail, e.g. grouping inputs will produce reasonable output, or a certain level of detail in the output is needed to meet the intended purposed.
	iv) whether there is a material risk of the model overfitting the data; and
	v) whether the model appropriately represents options, if any, that could reasonably expected to have a material effect on the output

	e) Data—use / confirm use of data appropriate for intended purpose and refer to ASOP23, Data Quality,
	f) Use assumptions as Input— use /confirm use of appropriate assumptions for the intended purpose
	g) Setting Assumptions— consider using the following data or information:
	i) actual experience properly modified to reflect circumstances , to the extent actual experience is available, relevant, and sufficiently reliable;
	ii) other relevant and sufficiently reliable experience,e.g. modified industry experience (if actual experience not available / relevant / sufficiently reliable;
	iii) future expectations including those derived from market data, when available and appropriate;
	iv) other relevant sources of data or information.

	h) Range of Assumptions—may use a range of assumptions. If so, whether the number of model runs analyzed reflects conditions consistent with the intended purpose.
	i) Consistency—use or confirm use of assumptions reasonably consistent with one another
	i) Disclose material inconsistencies among assumptions and known reasons.
	ii) For prescribed assumption, may limit disclosure the possibility of inconsistency with other assumptions

	j) Appropriateness of Input in Current Model Run—if use a prior model, evaluate appropriateness of previous model input.
	k) Reasonable Model in the Aggregate—Assess output reasonability when determining whether the assumptions are reasonable in the aggregate.
	l) Conservativism or optimism in multiple assumptions may result in unreasonable output even if each assumption is reasonable by itself

	2. When expressing opinion or communicating results, must understand
	a) important aspects of the model e.g. basic operations, important dependencies, and major sensitivities;
	b) known weaknesses in input assumption, methods and limitations of the model that have material implications; and
	c) limitations of data or information, time constraints, or other practical considerations that could materially impact intended purpose

	3. When relying on data or other information supplied by others - to ASOP No. 23 Data Quality and ASOP No. 41, Actuarial Communications, for guidance.
	4. If actuary cannot fully understand the underlying workings of a model designed, developed, or modified by others, disclose the extent of such reliance. Actuary should make a reasonable attempt to have a basic understanding of the model including
	a) original intended purpose for the model;
	b) the general operation of the model;
	c) major sensitivities and dependencies within the model; and
	d) key strengths and limitations of the model.

	5. Disclose the extent of reliance on experts.  To determine the appropriate level of reliance, consider
	a) whether the individual(s) are expert(s) in the applicable field
	b) extent the model has been reviewed by experts, including known material differences of opinion among experts concerning aspects that could be material to the actuary
	c) Any industry or regulatory standards applicable to the model or the testing of it, and if model has been certified as having met such standards; and
	d) If the science underlying the expertise is likely to produce useful models for the intended purpose.

	6. Evaluate model risk and take reasonable steps to mitigate such risk.
	a) Reasonable and appropriate risk mitigation depends on
	i) intended purpose, nature and complexity of the model;
	ii) operating environment and governance and controls;
	iii) if there were changes to the model or its operating environment; and
	iv) balance between mitigation cost and risk reduction

	b) Perform sufficient testing to ensure model reasonably represents that which is intended to be modeled. Model testing may include:
	i) reconciling relevant input values to the relevant system, study, or other source of information, addressing and documenting the material differences in the reconciliation
	ii) checking formulas, logic, and table references;
	iii) Sensitivity testing
	iv) reconciling current output to prior model runs, factoring in changes in data, assumptions, formulas, or other aspects

	c) Validate that output reasonably represents that which is being modeled. Validation may include
	i) Testing preliminary output against historical results to verify that the relationship with prior results is reasonable over a given time period if input were set to be consistent with the conditions prevailing during such period;
	ii) evaluating whether the model applied to hold-out data produces output reasonably consistent with model output developed without the hold-out data, as may be used for predictive models;
	iii) statistical or analytical tests on model output to assess reasonableness;
	iv) running tests of variations on key assumptions to test that changes in the output are consistent with the expectations
	v) comparing output to those of an alternative model

	d) Consider obtaining a review by another qualified professional, depending upon the nature and complexity of the model
	e) Use or if appropriate rely on others to use, reasonable governance and controls to mitigate model risk.
	f) Refer to ASOP No. 41 especially sections 3.4.1 and 3.7, to mitigate possible model misuse and misinterpretation

	7. Consider documentation to support compliance with the requirements of this ASOP (also refer to ASOP41)
	a) documentation in a form that allows another actuary to assess the  reasonableness of the actuary’s work.
	b) Degree of documentation is based on professional judgment


	II. Communications and Disclosures
	1. When issuing an actuarial report, refer to ASOP Nos. 23 and 41. Should disclose
	a) intended purpose of model
	b) material inconsistencies among assumptions, and known reasons for such
	c) material unreasonable output from the aggregation of assumptions
	d) material limitations and known weaknesses
	e) extent of reliance on models developed by others, if any
	f) extent of reliance on experts, if any

	2. Additional disclosures to include in report
	a) any material assumption or method was legally prescribed
	b) If the actuary states reliance on other sources and thereby disclaims responsibility for any material assumption or method selected by a party other than the actuary; and
	c) Any material deviation from this ASOP.

	3. No part in this ASOP is intended to require disclosure of confidential information.

	III. Appendix 1: Current practices
	1. A model life cycle may consist
	a) Specification phase, implementation phase, and production phase (one or more model runs) or
	b) Specification phase, iterative, assumptions estimation phase, and output evaluation, validation, and selection phase or
	c) combinations of functionally similar phases

	2.  Model governance and controls are important. Examples include
	a) limitations on access to use and modify the model
	b) confirmation that model output is reproducible upon rerun
	c) implementing a model change management process;
	d) specification, documentation, and programming standards for the model;
	e) procedures for secure back-up of the media storing the programming code and data;
	f) appropriate training for continuity of use and mitigation of key-person risk;
	g) plans for periodic consideration of the organization’s continued ability to access
	h) and maintain the model, including data, software, staff, hardware, and any vendor
	i) relationships; and
	j) plans for periodic review of the assumptions, functionality, and methodology.
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